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Is not the word “appropriate” the most disgusting word in the entire English language? 
 
---Alan Titley (translator of MÁIRTÍN Ó CADHAIN "The Dirty Dust") 
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1  
P: I really enjoy looking at you. Can you sit up again? 

G: So I can assume we are finished because he is willing to talk now. Good to know. 

 

2 
After all these years living here he still couldn't tell the difference between the river and the canal. 
Was that the river or the canal? 

He found this vagueness beautiful, like being mildly drunk or "feeling no pain," as the old-timers put 
it. He felt no pain.  

Whatever body of water that was,  he had a view of it from his living room window and he watched 
it and he typed. He watched it until it got too dark to see anything but his own reflection in his own 
big window shimmering over the lights on the tour boats, a complicated reflection lit by a screen.  
He watched and typed.  Sometimes he watched while typing and corrected the typos and typed 
some more and corrected those typos and thought how romantic it is, the view, the tour boats. 
Alone. 

In his mid-30s he had moved here and, exploiting the psychological possibilities offered by cultural 
isolation and near-perfect anonymity, wrote a book he wouldn't otherwise have written, using a 
name that came to him during a walk.   

A walk along the river or canal. 

"Victor Kelling" felt like a successful writer's name, the kind of name that you'd find on the cover of a 
book that will be turned into a movie. He decided to devote the first six months of his two-year visa 
in this foreign capital to writing the kind of book a "Victor Kelling" would write. A book of  simple 
declarative sentences, an engaging plot, an incidental love story and a high concept title with an 
iconic resonance to it. Not too good and not too bad. A concession to the all-powerful forces of the 
normal.  Work. 

ACTING OPPOSITE  by Victor Kelling.  
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He wrote this simple book, secured an agent, on his third attempt, who secured interest, on his 
seventh attempt, and soon found himself with a publishing contract and a decent advance. Decent 
to a young man with no money. All before his two-year visa expired. A modest dream come true. 

 With the credibility afforded a writer with a real publishing contract, he attracted and accumulated 
more money, though, in time,  what had seemed like a deep cool lake of money,  a lake of deep 
sweet money that he'd never get to the bottom of,  in his early thirties, looked more like a wide 
parking lot full of evaporating puddles now. A puddled parking lot in the twilight of late middle age.  

At precisely the time he'd prefer to be able to afford strolling the uncluttered grounds of a modest 
villa on the Mediterranean he was hopping from puddle to puddle on this darkening lot in Berlin.  

Did he want to die alone on a cold night in Germany? 

Did he want some chocolate? It was 2 pm. 

"Ein Ritter Sport, bitte. Mit mandeln.  Genau da. Genau. Danke!" 

He recognized the cashier in the little U-Bahn station shop. She looked Turkish, Turkish with a blond 
streak,  a long streak down her very long hair,  to complement her  nose ring. These were fairly 
strong fashion statements for a Turkish girl to make, thought  Paul, who couldn't look at a woman  
directly for longer than seven seconds without imagining how she tasted. That was his one little 
sexist trait (though, to be fair, was the trait "sexist" or merely sexual?).  She always lit up when he 
walked in.  

She'd been working there for a few weeks now and seemed to have a little crush on him because 
authoritarian cultures tend to privilege father figures as sex symbols.  Maybe it was months. The 
lime-flavored probably-Turkish (maybe punk and/or lesbian) girl gave him his change for the 
chocolate bar, which was perfectly square and advertized as such ("Square. Practical. Good.") and 
Paul resisted the urge to tip her. Tip her not because she smiled so easily  but because one of his 
paperbacks, a German translation,  just one of them, all by its slender self,  was stocked in the 
cylindrical wire rack in the magazine corner, delightfully absurd among all the German names 
embossed in all the dark covers on all those insufferably fat books.   

How had his skinny book even gotten there? It wasn't a mass-market paperback. It wasn't his first 
book but it was an old one. About a very old couple of Bohemian intellectuals raising an unexpected 
baby after forty years together of defiantly libertine childlessness. A kind-hearted book indebted, 
stylistically, to Thomas Pynchon via Ethan and Joel Coen, written quickly and in a very good mood. 
Not terribly good. Okay. 

 "A light-hearted postmodern romp."  
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The cover art was an Egyptian Ankh  made to look like a pacifier. This mutant Ankh was a recurring 
typographic motif in the text. The English translation of the German version of the actual title of this 
book  ("Never Too Young") was "Help! We're Too Old and Crazy To Raise This Baby!"  and he nearly 
bought the copy but decided not to, thinking it better that someone else take it home and read it, 
even in German. Maybe the Turkish cashier herself.  

"Ciao!" he said. 

"Tschüssy!" said the Turkish cashier girl. Or whatever she was. 

Three buskers in the tiled orange corridor on the way to the stairs down to the U-Bahn's platform 
were playing the famous majestic Kubrickian Sonnenaufgang introduction to Thus Sprach Zarathustra 
with kazoos.  It was an election year. 

It was the year a special critical edition of Mein Kampf became a bestseller. Those who claim that 
lightning never strikes the same place twice don't understand lightning. Everywhere he looked,  
people were brandishing  I'M VOTING 4 BABBITZ  buttons. 

Paul always bought a chocolate bar to eat before lunch at a fancy restaurant, a tradition that had 
started as a necessary appetite-dampener when his  youthful funds were low but this now had 
become the ritual via which he clung to the hungry romance of those early years. Years of near-
hunger and sweet sex and the gradual discovery of his high-low literary style. Paul, a fantasist and a 
liar,  bit into his Ritter Sport and dreamed of private parts.  

Wouldn't it be great if cocks and pussies were chewable? Like gum? 

He stepped on the train and his phone rang (with a sample of the colored girl chorus of Walk on the 
Wild Side doing their  "doo--de--doo"  thing) and he had to pat down his long coat of a hundred 
pockets to locate it.  He imagined the jovial tone he'd use answering it.  He kept patting and not 
finding.  A man of the world with so many interesting friends. He would say, 

"Professor!" 

"Paul! Are you home?" 

"On the way to The Kitchen. Lunch with Joel. Can't wait. He's been pestering me. " 

"Joel who owes me money or Joel who borrows books he never gives back?" 

"Joel who stole your wife." 
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"And who married the harpy, thankfully. I remember now!  I guess the poor bugger can keep the 
money."   

Paul got off the train.  

There were placards on light poles for political parties.   

A blue placard for the National German Business Party showed a businessman with a rifle aiming at 
the viewer wearing one of those Tyrolean hats with a feather in the hatband. And of course the 
American elections in November.  

There was a black and blue poster for a concert of the singer Geneva Salt with a title of her debut 
album INVOICE OF A GENERATION. 

He rounded a corner with his coat flapping and saw the winking white-haired Kenyan proprietor of 
his favorite fruit-and-vegetable stand sticking a handmade sign in a box of satsumas and saluted 
him. His phone rang again but he let it ring. He wouldn't even look at it.  

He was sitting at a very good table in the center of the main room of The Kitchen.  

His old friend,  ugh, chewing and wielding his cutlery, said, "You know what they say. Food tastes 
better in war time." 

The Kitchen was packed. The clink and sizzle were always a comfort. These sounds always meant 
that people would always gather in public, hoping for sex. His friend had been beautiful when he 
was young. Now he was a wreck. Wearing an I'M VOTING FOR BABBITZ button in his fraying tweed 
lapel. BABBITZ with a stylized white up-aimed arrow instead of an "i". His old friend's face had 
become a wrinkled garment in the fullness of Time. 

"You consider this war?" 

"Of course not." Wrinkle-face waved that potential debate away with the frantic tendrils of his laden 
fork. "But that's not what I want to discuss with you today." 

His old friend Joel lowered his devil-shaped gully-face and lifted his menu to symbolize the idea of a 
screen to symbolize the concept of the clandestine. 

"How would you like," his old friend Joel said,  polished pate shining under the track lights under 
orbital streaks of hair as silver and solitary as stripped speaker wires, "To make a very large chunk of 
untaxable money very, very quickly?" 
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3 
Paul walked home along the river from his weekly  lunch at The Kitchen, laughing out loud, every 
hundred meters, at the absurdity. Fifty plus years on Earth and he'd finally been asked to sell out.  A 
modest Mediterranean villa's worth of selling out, even.  Finally offered his Faust-package.  

He no longer had to feel like a total fool for having announced, so boldly and so often, when he was 
young, how he'd never, under any circumstances, "sell out". Because that's what you think when 
you're young. That the moment is coming and you'd better be ready to pass the test. And then 
what? Nothing. Egg on your face for decades. Forever, in most cases. Because no one gives a shit 
whether or not some nobody sells out. And is anyone even buying? 

Paul pulled his collar more snugly around his dark neck and cackled with relish into the wind's 
wrinkled white face as the modernist streetlamps along that stretch of the concrete bib along the 
river craned their necks in long hard sleep away from the boats that troubled the water. It was 
supposedly spring but when the wind kicked up every few minutes there was a logically consistent,  
oppositional rigor in the quality of the cold that made him feel  heroically unwanted by the 
hemisphere.  

His right to live at this latitude was a legal right but not a natural one, as it turned out. He wanted, 
jokingly, to shake his fist at the wind under the mosaic of mutable gray puzzle pieces the wind 
shifted randomly across the curved sky but imagine how crazy he'd look to the natives if he shook his 
fist at the wind? Though they stared anyway.  

So, fuck it: he shook his fist at the racist wind and a German hurtling by, with the racist wind 
helpfully at his back,  on a rickety bicycle,  dinged his bike bell at Paul as Paul shook his fist, a 
wobbling near-collision of diametrically-opposed caricatures. Paul turned to watch as the dwindling 
German gave him the back of the finger.  Do Germans have obscene finger gestures of their own, 
historically? The racist wind gusted hard again to spite Paul while hurrying the bicyclist home.  

His phone rang... doo de doo... but he ignored it.  

He loved this vague city.  

He loved the word "vague". The word was out there in the canal. In the river. Among the unknown 
and historical dead who lived in the river. Paul watched three tiny paper boats (which could have 
doubled as hats) float by.  

Paul had been careful not to have accidental children emerge as a statistical consequence of all the 
sex he'd had. Too careful. Not so many different women but lots of sex within the exquisite set of 
the women he'd chosen or been chosen by. For example the one sweet ugly girl who would say I'm 
so ugly while he was tenderly fucking her and how it turned him on. And also remember the model  
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with Anosmia who would say go ahead you can ____ right in front of me, I can't tell, really! Three-
times-a-day sex, sometimes, yet no kids.  Several who were stopped at the border in the fetal or 
embryonic stage and sent back.  

Paul dreamed of having an adult illegitimate child, his If-Kid, living in another country, perhaps, a 
child with a child or children, a married daughter with a sardonic wit, yes,  a girl who never smiled 
and who loved him despite the grudge she'd nurse against his absence during the long occasion of 
her childhood. That would be just the thing. A mathematician or a choreographer. A graphic 
designer. His If-Kid.  

If-Kid would be the escaped version of one of the three poetic abortions (one in London, one in 
Berlin, another in Berlin) he had dutifully attended over the years like the opera. The one in London 
full of pretty Irish girls sitting up in their beds and chatting in loving sun beams of a gold morning and 
sharing the chocolates he'd brought for his girl. They'd all had frothing dicks in them and so formed 
this fleeting club, he marvelled. 

Paul imagined his If-Kid calling from wherever,  every month, calling him Dad or Papa or Pops but 
never Paul, he'd like to think. There'd be a message from her on his voice mail when he got home, 
the sweet rich tumult of family life audible from behind her as she spoke in occasional and intense 
whispers about one of his grandkids'  bedwetting  struggles or her husband's problematic religious 
beliefs or the ramifying nightmare of American life. A dog barking and all that. The only family he'd 
have had had he only had it.   

The tail of his coat whipped his legs as he walked but struggling against the cold in this brisk walk 
home was an uncomfortable delight. So much better than a gym. He could have afforded a decent 
car or a gym membership but he felt stronger, and younger, at this age, walking this way. He felt so 
healthy. All of his friends were already getting sick and slowing down and giving up unnecessary 
pleasures like poetry and music and even sex:  the sour grapes of age. All of his old friends were 
wrecks like Joel.   

(The Cosmic Rule is Waste. The other term for "Waste" is Super-Abundance.) 

The walk took an hour including pauses to eavesdrop on the river's (or canal's)  endless soliloquy, 
each syllable emitted by a younger tongue.  
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3.5 optional 
There's a dark body in the water. In the river. A dark body in a tuxedo in the river. An open-eyed dark 
body home now to a minimal, flickering, nominally human consciousness but so far from dead. On 
the contrary:  teeming with life-diversity, a Starship of hundreds of generations of interlocking 
cultures once suppressed and now burgeoning into a mutual golden age. The suppressive forces are 
disorganized and finished and the many interdependent civilizations (some dedicated to the breaking 
down of proteins, the creation of gases, synthesizing acids and sugars) in the world of this Starship, 
turning through the cold waters of outer space, travelling vast distances at a mind-boggling speed in 
the river on the way to Hamburg, are vibrant as the hours accelerate through successive generations, 
the citizens of this Starship in their trillions. It is the dawning of the age of the long-prophesied 
flourishing of their Arts and Sciences and their greatest cycles of polyhedronic love-making, in nodes 
and chains here and there a million citizens long or dense, the stuff of epic songs and poems sung in 
strong-smelling chemical tropes, this golden age before the inevitable end. The final end in some far 
distant future when the Starship has dissolved to disassociated atoms, infra-conscious individual 
atoms in the river in search, again, one day,  of the possibilities of communion... 
 
 

4 
When he got home he turned the heat in the living room up and took long naked confident strides  
down the hall (the day was coming when this would no longer be possible) and commenced a load 
of laundry, tossing in the sodden expensive ridiculous kidskin boots and sodden-cuffed jeans. He 
checked his email and found a message from a painter named Claudia Chang.  

Sexy name.  He knew it was a racist thought. 

 QBit magazine had suggested to Claudia that Claudia and Paul interview one another about the 
creative process. The interview would appear in both the online and print version; the interview 
would take place, face-to-face, in a location of their choosing, with a photographer present, paid for 
by QBit. There was no fee budgeted but think of it as cultural community service, she wrote, adding 
a "smiley". Would he be interested? 

Googling "Claudia Chang",  he found abundant entries. Her digital footprint was substantial. He liked 
people with substantial digital footprints. He trusted them. Many interviews, many photographs:  
dignified portraits and pouty selfies and brightly-lit pictures onstage with other Artists, poets, etc. 
She was a strikingly beautiful woman in the neighborhood of his age, with long white hair, if this was 
the same "Claudia Chang". She didn't look "Chinese" but she didn't look quite white, either. Bisque. 
A puffy-lipped face of arched eyebrows painted with an economy of brushstrokes by a very 
lecherous Matisse or Chagall at the height of the Artist's powers.  
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He checked the timestamp on Claudia Chang's email, saw that it had come in an hour ago, did other 
things for an hour and then he typed "Why not?" He'd added, then deleted, then added a "smiley" 
and clicked the image of a "send" button. Then wished he'd deleted the smiley. Smileys were 
destroying the world. 

He paced the long, rugless floor of the living room waiting for her reply to his reply, leaning across 
the work station table every few minutes to check his in-box. He played a high-resolution mp3 by a 
neo-jazzy band called SEYMOUR CASSEL and did push ups and felt irrationally exhilarated. He 
decided to spend the time reading every online text, associated with Claudia Chang, available. 
Despite how self-conscious he felt. He felt a Deity or Omniscient Entity of some sort was watching 
him and finding his behaviour unserious.  

"Listen," he said, out loud, to the room and the music and the Diety and/or Omniscient Entity he 
imagined was watching with bemused contempt, "You have to understand. Our life-spans are just so 
pathetically short. Our life-spans are sneezes. There's no time for proper behavior. I can still 
remember being eight years old." He clicked through the Google hits on "Claudia Chang" and read 
her, or about her, for three hours. 

He was folding the clothes he pulled out of the dryer when he crossed the room to look, rather 
hopelessly, at his in-box and his heart jumped because his smiley had come back in glorious 
triplicate.  

It was a Tuesday. 

 

5 
They met at The Kitchen but he'd regretted his suggestion as soon as he clicked "send". He'd slept 
with one of the waitresses of The Kitchen off and on, for half a year, about a year ago, after which 
he let his age-old retroactive disquiet with meaningless intimacy blossom.   

Greta.  

His secret joking nickname for her , now, was too obvious and slightly cruel but would make a great 
title for a short story.  He didn't want Claudia Chang to think he was a "womanizer". The term was 
too popular. What does a "womanizer" do, after all? Go around chopping off some people's dicks 
and sticking tits on their chests? Claudia Chang leaned her junk-bike against the pole outside the 
restaurant and breezed right in and they exchanged those two-cheeked kisses you really have to be 
a native to execute gracefully. Stick your gooey head out of a pussy in Europe and the first thing you 
get is a kiss on each cheek.  
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"Really friendly service here," joked Claudia Chang while the waitress was fussing over Paul.   

The large-breasted waitress, thought Claudia.  

"Tell me about your Art." 

"Well, I'm terrible at drawing or painting from 'Life'. But so was Picasso. No one ever mentions that 
about Picasso. He could only paint what was in his head. His portrait of Gertrude Stein should tell 
you everything you need to know about his ability to capture a good likeness.  He couldn't. If I copied 
Picasso's portrait of Gertrude Stein, it would probably end up being a pretty good likeness of 
Gertrude Stein. That's how bad I am at it. I'm starving. I assume you eat meat." 

Ms. Chang looked older in person than in her many online galleries. Yes, still, beautiful, but much 
more wrinkled. He was relieved. He would've been too nervous otherwise. In fact, he could quite 
easily imagine not being terribly attracted to her. He could quite easily imagine being quite 
comfortably "friends" without a pang of longing. The more he looked, the harder he looked, the less 
"stunning" she seemed. He felt serene. Even when she played with her hair, twirling it thick around a 
finger whenever she said something funny.  

Ms. Chang said, "Is she your cousin or something? I don't think I've ever seen a waitress straighten a 
customer's tie before."  Full of easy laughter. 

"Well, I don't usually wear ties. " 

He was beginning to think he might end the lunch feeling desperate to touch her.  

Her wrinkles were not protecting him. They were helping to suck him in. Yes, no, no matter what, 
she was Beauty. This put him in a weak bargaining position.   

He said, after ordering an expensive slice of day-old New York cheesecake, "My grandfather had 
World War two to avoid, my stepfather went AWOL in the Korean War and my uncle Eric went 
bananas in 'Nam. Now I've got ten wars to live through and I can't name one of them. Most of the 
time I forget they're there. They're background conflicts.  They aren't even really wars. I hope they 
don't edit that out of the interview." 

"That's probably the point," she said, handing her menu, to the large-breasted waitress, with a frosty 
smile. "One war provides too much focus, probably. It helps you to think. They don't want..." 

"When I say things about the War(s), people usually change the subject." 
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"It's supposed to rain today, I hear. Do you think Germany will win the world cup this year? 
Conversations about sports and conversations about the weather are always really, secretly, about 
the War, don't you think?" 

"The War(s)." 

Two hours into the interview (the photographer still hadn't showed up), Claudia averted her eyes by 
pretending  to be interested in the menu  again,  scanning the soup catalogue,  and she casually 
mentioned her husband. "Well, as my husband always says..." 

"Don't say that," he blurted.  He felt slapped. 

"Well, it's true. How do you think I got the name 'Chang'? Do I look Chinese to you?" 

 

6 
"You don't look a day over fifty. " 

He had a genuinely dreamy look on his face.  Delighted to have discovered that his sense of her 
flavor (smoked salmon with a chocolate top note), the first time he saw her, was accurate. 

 I met her on a Tuesday, he wanted to sing. 

Her body was soft and youthfully hot at his side, burning his arm at the point of contact, the lull 
before starting. She climbed on top with her palms pressed flat on his chest until she shifted her 
weight into a locked position back around his hips, an alignment of their bones,  rocking with a 
concerned smile. Her hair flowed down and spread as a frozen waterfall , mingling straight white 
lines with the curved black hairs on his broad black chest. This is Art, he was thinking.  If I die now I'll 
die happy.  Also, if I come. She was a talker and they conversed for the duration. 

"I just wanted to make sure..." 

"That I'm adequately warned? I assumed you were a young-looking forty-something."   

Which was a little bit of a lie. A gallant lie. He considered himself a gallant liar. He'd assumed she was 
fifty. He cupped her tiny breasts and supported her torso as she lifted her arms behind her head and 
doubled-down where they connected in the equestrienne rhythm of a trot. He felt the lines and 
swirls and adjustments and inversions of her selfishly sucking interior; he felt her write and erase 
and re-write those epigrams along the length of his dick. He felt she was inscribing Kahlil Gibran on 
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the shaft of his dick like devotional script on a gleaming onyx pillar in a Moslem temple.  "Every time 
I look at you I spontaneously generate a mental thirty-page list of all the things I think we should do 
together. For example a crime spree." 

"A crime spree, yes. Shoplifting Bibles.  My God, I have to say it, I love a big cock, it's not politically 
correct but it's true. Little cocks are such a disappointment. You train yourself to have a neutral facial 
expression at the moment of the unveiling, just in case. So when I saw yours I wanted to cheer. I 
wanted to high-five you." 

"I have a theory. Unlike breast size, penis size is a functional matter. A penis is a kind of plug and the 
size of the plug in regard to the size of the socket is definitely relevant to the effectiveness of the 
plug. Does that sound too technical?" 

"Do you love my tiny tits?" 

"I love your tiny tits. Do you love your tiny tits?" 

"I love my tiny tits." 

"I love your tiny tits. I usually don't talk while I'm fucking. It feels like singing and eating soup at the 
same time. This talking while fucking thing is very new to me." 

"Do you love it? Be honest." 

"Because it's you, yes. I love it. Normally, I prefer to disengage my brain and just..." 

"Go to it. Just fuck, yes. Which works if the male is in charge of the fucking. If the woman gives 
herself over to the male's lead, which is traditional in dance. But why?" 

"Yes, why? Of course you're right. Obviously. I never thought of it that way before. So talking during 
fucking is your way of leading?" 

"Maybe not my way of leading but my way of making sure you're not leading, yes. Maybe. Does it 
feel as good, fucking with your mind turned on, as fucking your old way, like an animal, feels? 
Without thinking?" 

"Yes. Better. But maybe because it's you." 

"You don't miss your grunts?" 
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"My grunts and my moans and my sighs. No, I don't miss my repertoire of barnyard noises, but don't 
ask me to discuss Nietzsche's theory of eternal return while I'm fucking you. That's an erection 
killer." 

"And we don't want to kill this erection. Not yet." 

"No we don't. Not yet. It will die in the end, though. As it always does." 

"Poor phoenix. But this poor phoenix dies in an explosion of  liquid instead of fire. Would you like me 
to swallow your semen? Be honest." 

"No, I prefer it this way, with your mouth free to speak." 

"You're unusual." 

"I want your mouth to speak while your lower body swallows my semen." 

"We forgot to discuss STDs." 

"There's still time." 

"You go first." 

"I usually wear a condom." 

"I usually demand one." 

While they were fucking, they were also dying. 

"This is what I wanted. Your mouth speaking and your lower body swallowing my semen. My semen 
will live longer in your uterus than it would in your stomach.  I want my semen to have a fighting 
chance. And I like looking up at your face. I like the way your hair flows down and I like the way you 
bounce. Don't go back to your husband. Stay with me forever. We can live here together. We can 
make it work." 

"Shhhhh." 

"Grow old with me." 

"I'm already old. Sixty-two isn't old?" 
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"You're in great shape. You have the body of a twenty-year-old. Grow old with me. Grow older." 

"I will in any case." 

"With me. I'm serious." 

"Yes, I know you think you are. But you don't want me, you want what my husband has. You want a 
family. You're that age now. A man becomes a certain age. You regret not having children. Old 
enough to regret never having kids but young enough to correct the error: the magic of being a man. 
Find a younger woman and get her pregnant. Forty? Fifty would be the limit. Get her while her tits 
are ripe. And bring this new trick that I've taught you to your love life. Encourage the lucky girl to talk 
her head off in bed. She'll want to fuck all the time if you let her talk in bed. Trust me. You'll be 
happy with her forever and she'll be happy with your nice big talking cock." Paul came on the word 
cock. Attempting to enunciate the word "but" in a gasping voice. 

An hour later, he was trying to paint a picture of Claudia and Claudia was trying to write a story 
about him. Paul couldn't remember whose idea the empathy-building exercise had been but it was 
fun. He'd never realized, before, how difficult her simple-seeming paintings were to do.  He painted 
her with a word balloon coming out of her mouth and his penis like a bulbous microphone and her 
disposable bike in the air like a Chagall painting and showed it to her. Just a crude cartoon. He was 
embarrassed. 

"Stop making me laugh. I'm trying to write something moving and real and serious about you! I need 
it to be a masterpiece so I can feel I really gave you something today." 

She stared at her laptop. The blue light on her face was eerie.  He could easily see the beautiful 
ghost she would make one day. 

"I have a confession to make," she said. She folded her laptop shut. "It wasn't QBit's idea to have us 
interview each other. It was mine. I contacted QBit and suggested it and they liked the idea. I'd read 
two of your books in a row and became slightly, what's the word?  Obsessed." 

His phone rang... doo de doo... but he ignored it. 

"Really?" 

"Awful, I know. And here's confession number two." 

"You were surprised to discover that I'm not white." 

"Yes. Very." 
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"Horrified?" 

"Disoriented. But then..." 

"But then you were intrigued." 

"Yes." 

"Will you at least consider a crime spree?" 

She laughed. 

"The truth is," he said, "I wrote those books to enchant you. Though how could I have known at the 
time?  How much time do we have left, by the way?" 

"Tim returns from Montreal in a week." 

"A week it is." 

He went to take a piss and saw that her vagina had left a pale sheath drying on his dick, a flaking 
coating of crystalline snake-skin and he was careful to preserve it if possible, to not shake it all off 
when he stuffed himself back in his pants. He'd touched a finger to a flake on the head and lifted the 
flake to his tongue and closed his eyes as though it were a tab of acid, the LSD called Love. She was 
right there, Claudia Chang, still, in the other room, lifting her hair in a utilitarian top knot and then 
lacing up her faux-Victorian boots and he was already dreaming of her. He couldn't imagine falling 
any harder. 

The capacity to fall in love this hard, this foolishly, over and over again, despite experience, he was 
thinking. 

It's a gift. 
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7 
Joel had told him, over his calamari at The Kitchen, that they were very, very interested in Shalah's 
Nights.  They. 

By "They" Joel meant his "friends".  Paul could only guess.  The Committee for Institutional 
Accuracy?  The Christian Investments Association? Joel and his knowing aura. 

"How would you like to make a very large chunk of untaxable money very, very quickly?" 

How they'd read the unbound manuscript of the second rough draft he shoved in the back of a 
drawer, he had no clue. It was a long book (yet a fetal book) and it was fraught with the energy-
sapping struggle between the duty of memory-based banalities and the longing for the thrill of 
invention. And also the parts that had been told to him by Shalah with her nude whispers, in 
Shalah's actual bedroom, on her big red silk pillow cases, the cold month he'd first arrived in Berlin, 
after each and every time he'd fucked her, standing (her legs around his waist) with Shalah's 
autumn-brown back against her winter-white wall and hiking her higher as he came: these 
whispered facts needed shaping still.  

Shalah's  whispers damning the regime in Iran. His agent Martin Crohn said Paul it needs work.   

Paul's German agent Martin Crohn with psoriasis. 

Paul assumed Martin meant it needed more explicit sex (and only because Paul had made the 
mistake of bragging about the sex to Martin before Martin knew there was a book involved). Martin 
said, 

-There's a good story in there (if you can sort out the boring stuff that really happened) but it needs 
work, maybe. Also, is it maybe a little anti-Muslim, Paul? I don't mean consciously. You know. What 
do you think? Be honest. 

Paul said, 

-The stuff about Khomeini and the Iranian secret police and her murdered uncles and all that? All 
that's just exactly what she told me. The uncle electrocuted while fishing? I can take it all out but it's 
true. You think it's anti-Muslim? She was seventeen. We'd have to change her name. 

Martin said, 

-No, simply call her Shalah A. Her real name is a big part of the story. 
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Martin remembered with a tingle how Paul had told him of the inverted rhyme of Shalah's big black 
shiny aureoles on the same body as the shiny black funnelling flower of her anus. Shalah's anus 
would suck Paul's dick in with a tactile pop. It was always as wet as her vagina. When she came it 
was seizures and then she would weep and calm down and loll about with one leg up, hands clasping 
that one knee,  sort of smiling. Then wash her hands with admirable thoroughness and make a big 
dinner at midnight with her Matisse-print bathrobe open and her black-tipped tits sticking out and  
voluminous oil-well-fire billows of hair in a chopsticked-pile on the top of her exquisite head. Her 
eyebrows immobile as calligraphic strokes. She'd talk about her assassinated uncles. How one was 
targeted in Berlin and all the blonde girlfriends he'd had in such a short time, like a man stuffing his 
pockets at a closing buffet. 

Paul began at the beginning. Wherever you begin is the beginning. 

Paul told Martin: 

When I had left Murkka, as I came to call it, on the day I became sane, as I came to put it, in my late-
twenties, I did so thinking I'd never see that bastard Joel's face again. In a way, I never did. When 
Joel rematerialized in my life,  years later, here in Berlin, he was barely recognizable. He was old. 
Shrivelled and haggard old, too old, with permanent grooves in his face, although he couldn't have 
been older than forty the first time I saw him in Berlin; he isn't much older than I am.  

Paul had already been through London and Stockholm and then lived in twenty different 
unregistered flats in eight different neighborhoods of  Berlin and one would've thought it would 
have been impossible to track him down. He had certainly hoped so.  

Joel of course pretended it was all a coincidence. Paul walking in a big coat, half-young and famished 
down a charmingly shattered street in newly gentrifying part of Kreuzberg with half a chicken in a 
clear orange bag dangling from one hand and, in the other, fifteen Deutschmarks of squarish coins,  
when someone on the street behind him called out "PJ!" which was the last thing he wanted to hear, 
in the last voice he wanted to recognize in the last city he ever thought he'd live in. 

The first plane to get youngish Paul out of Murkka had restored the weightlessness of the womb to 
him. Free. 

Even the flight attendants on the second plane, of the second half of the journey, from Amsterdam 
to London, made Paul realize that Murkka had been his problem all along.  

They weren't Americans, these flight attendants and they treated him like a Human. They neither 
shrank, subtly, from the possibility of the accidental contact of his hand nor spoke to him with the 
merciful smiles of saints attending to a leper's tiresome needs. There was even a hint of flirtation in 
some of the interactions involving the beverage cart. Finally a man. 

"What're you reading?" 
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The tall young Black-ish girl seated to youngish Paul's left, at the window, hugging her knees, shifted 
the corner of the curled cover of the paperback he held to his face. She was fourteen or fifteen,  
beautiful, young enough to get away with touching a stranger's poetry book. Her hair, skin and 
lupine eyes were all the same dark caramel and her strong, structured, dashingly un-feminine jaw 
framed long lips with a sweetly sarcastic curl to them.  Her voice rose just barely above the cabin's 
whine of pressure.  

Kara. Kara of London. 

"Ah, my Mum knows him" Kara nodded, stroking her big chin. "Quite well. Uncle Teddy." 

Paul and Kara became friends during the brief flight and it was Kara's mother,  Netta of London,  who 
offered to drive Paul,  with a smirking Kara scrunched in the back of their quirky Italian motor, from 
foggy Heathrow into a summery London the year of the Poll Tax Riots and the sub-Saharan drought. 
Paul remembered the drought and Netta's pussy like a fold in a black vinyl purse and the fires of the 
riot. 

Paul called Kara Big Kara because she was six foot tall. Big Kara of London. 

Big Kara and Netta of London lived alone in a big flat on the next-to-the-top floor of a genteel 
building in West Ken, on Talgarth Road, overlooking the Baron's Court Tube Station. Paul, who had 
had three one-hundred-pound notes in his pocket, one small suitcase and only vague plans to stay in 
a youth hostel, or something, near Piccadilly Circus, gratefully accepted Netta's offer to live in their 
living room (and bathe in their bathroom) until Paul knew, as she put it, discussing him to his face in 
the third person, what Paul wants to do. 

She was tall and skinny and so Black that her knuckles looked blue, with a shaved head and the 
requisite (for a Black woman with a shaved head) hoop earrings.  She had the sternly bemused facial 
expression of a woman who knew every detail of everything that was scheduled to happen during 
the next five years of the future and she smelled very strongly, almost antiseptically,  of cloves. 

 When she was home from work on the weekends she was partial to flowing, robe-like, 
monochrome garments or two-piece gold ensembles that showed off the opal on the silver in her 
navel. On the weekends Netta like to talk books and she liked clomping around in vintage cork-soled 
platforms and liked also to barge unto the unlockable bathroom while Paul was bathing. She claimed 
she was born in Alaska.  

Her face was all mouth when she lipsticked up in hot pink or sticky orange or silver before heading 
off to a prominent social event on weekend evenings. The '60s-style false eyelashes helped. Her ears 
were chocolate flakes and her tongue a strawberry. 

The kitchen was stacked with white and green cardboard and Styrofoam boxes of expensive empty 
weeks-old take-away meals because neither Netta of London nor Kara of London could (or cared to) 
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cook, so they were delighted when Paul brought his rustic skills to the closet-sized kitchen. He made 
them pots of chilli with spicy sausage and cinnamon,  or surprisingly subtle soups of one meat and 
three vegetables mixed with sour cream and onion dip. Sometimes, drawn to the room by the 
masculinely homey chop of the knife on the cutting board, Netta came in after work, carefully 
removing her blazer and rubbing her eyes and leaning cinematically against the door jamb, arms 
folded over her narrow chest, each set of tapering fingers bunched into a wing at each elbow and 
Netta said things like, 

"Paul, where are you from in the States?" 

"The Midwest." 

"Why did you leave?" 

"Several reasons. Including my girlfriend cheating and my best friend dosing me with a fucked up 
drug of some kind and some dude trying to rape me. All on the same day. I became a fully functional 
psychotic for a week. I was like: fuck this. Pardon my language. So I left. Why did you leave the 
States?" 

"Usual reasons. What are your long-term plans?" 

"If I could sing I'd say world domination." 

"And if you couldn't sing?" 

"I have an idea for a graphic novel. Keep it to yourself because I haven't copyrighted it. I would be 
wrecked if..." 

"Cross my heart." 

"It's an epic story called Pree about a girl named Pree. P-r-e-e. Only she's not really a girl. She's not 
really a human. She's a pre-human. But she's also kind of a super-human. The idea is that intelligent 
life has been on the Earth, in cycles, for a billion years or something. Okay? Only every time it 
reaches a certain level, it destroys itself, and the whole process has to start again from scratch. 
Netta, can you please hand me that onion?" 

"So it's like the good old Atlantis story." 

"Well, yes and no. The idea is that there's a rare bloodline that goes all the way back to the 
beginning of humanoid life on earth, epigenetically coded with all the knowledge of every lost 
civilization there ever was. If you can decode the information in the blood, you can reconstruct the 
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lost technologies and rule the world forever or until the next cataclysm. Okay? Only like a few 
hundred people on the planet... all extremely mixed, racially... carry this special bloodline." 

"No one can accuse you of being unimaginative, Darling." 

"Thing is, I can't draw. I can only write. I figured I'd look for a cool young Artist to hook up with in 
London or Dublin or something..." 

"Have you considered Berlin?" asked Netta. "I have an old friend there." 

Sometimes young Paul would be lost in a deep, dreamless sleep on the fold-out couch in the living 
room,  the fearful and thrilling sleep of the freshly-minted expat, exhausted from walking in every 
direction around a strange and pitilessly major city six thousand miles from home. Sometimes he'd 
be lost in his nomad dreams while Big Kara was out clubbing and Netta was who knows where and 
he'd be jolted out of pillow-clutching sleep, his heart  at speed,  by a thunderous crash at three or 
four in the morning. He'd wonder if the upstairs neighbors were drunks or being screamlessly 
murdered with a silent  axe or if someone was trying to break into the flat with a sledge hammer 
wrapped in cushions or if a meteorite had hit the roof or just an elephant fallen out of a circus plane. 
It happened more than once but Paul suspected that to mention this disturbance, the morning after,  
might seem provincial or, even worse, like a complaint, which would be so rude from a lodger 
staying rent-free with well-meaning strangers as sweet as Netta of London and Big Kara of London, 
who became almost like distant cousins to Paul until he forgot almost entirely about them. 

On a Saturday Paul had arranged to meet a graphic Artist at a cafe in the Trocadero Centre, right 
there at Piccadilly, opposite the statue of Eros, a lunch date at noon precisely, a neat little paper 
shopping  bag from a soap boutique carrying texts and primitive sketches dangling from his hand. He 
was wearing white corduroy bell bottoms, stolen trousers he'd felt humiliated in just a few months 
before,  though now they were sort of in, because they were sort of '60s and the '60s were sort of in 
again. There were Hendrix imitators at Covent Garden playing psyched-out Strats with their teeth 
and girls with long, straight, center-parted hair in paisley headbands, girls wearing Velveteen 
chokers, guys in Nehru Jackets, guys in vintage military jackets sporting rose-tinted granny-glasses, 
all that colliding and interbreeding with a technology-driven Neo-Soul thing, the sampled break-
beats and clipped orchestrations of Soul ll Soul and Acid Jazz like Young Disciples, Galliano, exciting 
as Hell because London was swinging again, this time with benign irony, this time with a wink, a 
nudge, a will toward fun, togetherness, a righteous scene,  a Ravey thing, a chance to do it right this 
time without Vietnam and Charlie Manson and Enoch Powell to spoil it.  

Rainy foggy London wasn't even being rainy any more, it was like a Mediterranean city now, it was 
sun-scoured and hot, sunny all day,  baking under cloud-free skies and nothing but color wrapping 
the earth, color and chrome and  jugglers, mimes,  factory-fresh Marianne Faithfulls. Foil-wrapped 
baked potatoes, mounded with sour cream, floated up every street in pretty runaways'  hands or 
fallen to ruin in the cobbles and set upon by pigeons almost everywhere you looked.  
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Paul got into the shopping center and up the escalator to the appointed cafe at precisely two 
minutes to noon, having walked all the way from Talgarth road, about forty five minutes in his white 
corduroy bell bottoms, sandals he'd purchased en route, tight black Stone Roses t-shirt and a floppy, 
suede, wide-brimmed hat he'd borrowed from Kara, cutting through the Kensington Gardens, Hyde 
Park and Green Park in a convenient row. Girls in cars had whistled and honked at Paul as he walked: 
when had this ever happened in the US?  

He was used to being okay-attractive in an underground sort of way but now he was, what, leading 
man material by a society's mainstream standards? You didn't have to die and be reborn (with 
better luck) to make this miracle happen? All you had to do was fly to a different country...? 

Paul scanned the cafe and saw only a waitress with red metallic bangs,  then a blank-faced figure in a 
business suit topped with preposterously-expected bowler hat and, deeper into the cafe, he saw a 
balding, overweight, messily-mustached man in a sleazy red windbreaker, scratching the tip of his 
nose while reading the menu.  

Paul said, not loudly, "Gareth" and up the nose-scratcher looked. 

Paul  paged politely through Gareth of London's huge, expensive, leather-bound portfolio and 
listened to him talk in an amazingly well-rehearsed simulation of a radio chat-show voice, the dulcet 
tones, the complete sentences, the amusing anecdotes delivered with dry aplomb while Paul tried to 
angle the portfolio in such a way that the restlessly-circulating waitress, with her striking Cleopatra 
cut and trilobite-colored dish rag, wiping and re-wiping the empty tables with nothing better to do, 
couldn't see, over Paul's embarrassed shoulder,  page after page of Gareth's amateurishly-executed 
drawings of narrow-wasted, mammoth-breasted, nostril-less women with swords. The breasts 
resembled up-curving sharks with doorbells for noses and each sword featured a star-shaped glint of 
light and each page came topped with a grandiose character-name in the blocky letters that Paul 
would eventually come to associate with irritating, entry-level graffiti.  

Paul escaped after nearly two hours, promising to call Gareth that weekend, and he hurried down 
the down escalator before Gareth could settle the bill and catch up with Paul and offer to walk or 
drive Paul home. If Gareth had a car, Paul already knew how its cramped and littered interior 
smelled. But Paul couldn't get out of the shopping center because the front doors were locked and 
chained and fronted with steel shutters as if it were two in the morning instead of two in the bloody 
afternoon.  

Just like a horror movie's nightmare logic of pursuit, Gareth would be down that escalator any 
minute. Paul was literally panicking until he saw a security guard come hurrying from around behind 
the escalator with a large flashlight that was on for some reason and Paul said, "Can you let me out?" 
and the security guard said, "Right but you'll have to hurry!" as if this really were a horror movie and 
the security guard, too, knew that Gareth with his terrible portfolio was due to come down that 
escalator any  moment... 
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... the steel shutters went half-way up and the double-doors were unchained and the security guard 
opened them inwards and literally shoved a crouched and bewildered Paul through the low gap and 
slammed the doors behind Paul and Paul was out... 

...among evil blue smoke and guttering fires here and there and shouting,  wild oaths, football songs, 
the bad clatter  of hooves of maddened horses on sidewalk and tarmac and counter-intuitive cheers 
in the distance above the ambient roar of an invisible crowd of raging tens of thousands. The city 
center had gone berserk and sidewalks in every direction were weaponized in crunchy scurf of blue-
white skidding glass hitting strewn mannequins in self-satirizing postures of distress and a Porsche 
not ten meters to Paul's right, at the curb, on its chrome-turtle back in the nasty, consuming grip of 
horrific orange,  green and black-braided flames.  

Mounted Bobbies galloped through smoke and swung their truncheons with professional, jaw-
clenched  hatred at dreadlocked white Londoners (Paul later learned they had come in from all over 
the UK and perhaps the world) who were spitting teeth and lifting makeshift bin-lid shields and 
swung and jabbed with pantomime custodial weapons: mop handles, broom handles, long-handled 
squeegees, rakes and hoes. If only they'd carpeted the streets with extra-long rakes, tines-up,  the 
horses would all be largely cross-eyed or unconscious by now but as Paul very cautiously strolled 
(half-feigned expression of touristy bewilderment on his face),  rather than ran, he watched as one 
crusty radical after another went down in ripped arcs of blood and teeth or ran off with a demon-
bearing horse in nightmarish pursuit and he remembered thinking, he thought,  this was like the real 
version of football and it would have been much better in a stadium, with all the participants in 
helmets,  and he sincerely hoped he wasn't brained by a flying cobble. Things got much safer by the 
time he reached the drought-brown edge of Kensington Gardens, nannied kiddies obliviously sailing 
paper boats down the serpentine and smiling up at Paul as Paul jogged by, inexplicably dusty, with 
his soap-boutique bag (the bourgeois bag that probably saved him from being clobbered by a  
Bobby), shaking. 

"You okay?" asked Netta, when she opened the door. Paul had left his temporary copy of the keys in 
the bathroom.  Netta was wearing her glasses,  an intellectual in a movie, and Paul there, long 
pause,  rubbing his eyes on the threshold. 

"I have seen some things," he said.  

"Nothing I haven't seen a thousand times," Netta laughed, when she barged into the bathroom later 
that evening, looking for a lipstick and her pot of glitter. Paul thrashed the water to cover his cock 
with a washcloth when she burst in. 

"Hmmm," said Netta, "You're going to need a bigger wash cloth. If you haven't managed to find a 
place to stay, you're welcome to stay here until Christmas. Have you managed to find a place to 
stay?" 

"Not really." 
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"You're welcome to stay until Christmas. You've been here three weeks and you're nice and tidy, you 
don't smoke or snore or watch telly and you're gentleman enough that you haven't abused my 
hospitality by trying to screw my daughter, yet. Don't you think she's pretty?" 

"She's beautiful." 

"But?"  

"But I'm a gentleman." 

"You're a gentleman. I like gentlemen. Have you ever made heart-stopping love to a Black woman?" 

"No ma'am." 

"That's what I thought. Up for it? " 

Paul towelled himself and moved in an erect crouch down the hallway to Netta's bedroom, hair wet, 
hair wild, tapping two shy shave-and-a-haircuts, separated with a theatrically audible throat-
clearing, on the bedroom door before, as if under its own power,  it opened. The bedroom, the 
inside of which Paul had never before seen, was a windowless box with crushed red velvet walls,  
mirrored ceiling, an incongruously massive chandelier (scored at an estate sale) connected to a 
dimmer switch and six bare futon mattresses covering all but the edges of the wooden floor. The 
futons were less like beds than mats in a martial arts studio. Paul took it all in with a Bohemian 
shrug, swaggered erect toward Black magnificently shiny-naked Netta as she worked the dimmer 
switch to a low, gold, sultry light.  

Paul reached to pull Netta into a wolfish soul-kiss but Netta slid in under Paul's arm and torqued her 
hips as she gripped the arm's elbow and shoulder and, with a birth-giving grunt, flipped Paul like the 
elegant graph of an engineering curve over the fulcrum of her iron-hard spine, slamming him on his 
back, erection intact, wham, where she kissed him, her nose to his chin, her up his down, the 
crystals constituting the chandelier above them dancing from the impact, and proceeded to bite his 
nipples and slide lower still. Which all felt like a natural extension of the riot. 

"The neighbors," gasped Paul, seeing green stars. 

"Old and deaf. Can you take this?"   

"I think so..." 

"We'll see." 
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Netta hoisted herself with another grunt and straddled Paul's face and touched it, precisely, here 
and there,  along certain esoteric meridians, with the cold silver Ankh ring hanging from her clitoris, 
her arms extended for balance, a kinky benediction. Some kind of OCD ritual she had to complete 
every time she had a man in there. "Here's the deal. If you can pin me, you get to penetrate and 
seed me. Otherwise, I'll just relieve you with my mouth. Agreed? But first... "  

The choke hold/ cunnilingus. 

 

******* 

 

Paul began at the beginning. 

Shalah washed her hands carefully and saw to it that Paul washed his and handed Paul two fat 
carrots to grate in the kitchen. Paul took a bite off the fattest end of one and said, 

"She made me feel like a total virgin." 

"Do I?" 

"You? You make me feel like a dirty young man." 

"Sweet." 

"I'd only been feeling like an adult for a few years, at most, when I met Netta...  and, voila, I was a 
schoolboy all over again. Licking iron pussy on command." 

"Intense." 

"It was very intense. I learned a lot." 

"You sure did." 

"I wonder what she's up to now? I was thinking about Netta and Kara on the way over here when 
that asshole Joel caught me on the street, in fact. I assumed I was hallucinating. What's he doing in 
Berlin?" 

"Everybody is in Berlin." 
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So Paul had told the Netta-and-the-Riot story, to Shalah, as he grated carrots, helping Shalah to 
prepare for their chicken dinner at midnight.  

And he told it again, much later,  to Martin, Paul's agent,  reminiscing about Shalah and London over 
coffee in Martin's office. He left out the part about Joel.  

Martin was so excited and Germanically agitated by the story that he scratched the side of his face 
unconsciously as he listened to Paul tell it. Especially the violent Sex. Consequently, Martin's  face 
bled. Blood was in his collar-length, stringy-blond hair. As if Martin had been hit by an errant 
truncheon from the story. Paul handed Martin a tissue and said, 

"Those two were my Yin and Yang... the conceptual bookends...  of my sexual history. Shalah was 
submissive like a cat is submissive, you know, how they appear to be cuddly and soft as long as they 
want to be stroked?  Okay, I mean, no, that's unfair,  because Shalah really was genuinely sweet.  
Netta was too strong to be sweet.  I lived with her and her daughter Kara for a year and a half and 
never managed to pin Netta to the mat. She was way too fucking strong.  It's like I still don't even 
know what hit me and the inside of her pussy remains an unexplained mystery like a UFO." 

"Sounds so very hot, Paul. How old was Netta?" 

"No idea. She was an academic of some kind... I figured that much out. She spent her days writing 
confusing sentences with obscure jargon in the French style. I ordered one of her books online a few 
years ago, hoping I was in it, and, man,  it was just incomprehensible. She published a monograph 
called Homo Lügner and another book called Paragnosis. She works in Brussels now. She never let 
me come in her mouth but she was a great kisser. Except when she pissed in my mouth." 

When Paul told the story about the Battle of Trafalgar Square and Shalah A. and Martin Crohn and 
Joel to Claudia Chang, during their Week of Miracles, he left out the bit about Netta . Still, he began 
at the beginning.  Wherever you begin is the beginning. Claudia said, 

"Why don't you work the material about the riots into the book about Shalah A? As context?" 

Paul frowned. 

"Too violent." 

But the fact was that Paul could no longer quite remember how much of what he remembered had 
really happened. 
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8 
Paul and Claudia had what they called their Week of Miracles, then Tim came back from Montreal.  

Claudia made "Viktor Kelling"  promise to never email her first; she would email him eventually and 
he could then respond and please restrict his responses to one. Highly structured post-affair rules. 
Claudia was a little bit of a control freak. Or simply logical. Maybe they could meet for tea or 
something in a while; in a few months. Tim must never suspect. Tim had a lot of friends in Berlin. It 
was best to lie low and cherish their memories of the Week of Miracles.  

Paul found Claudia's rules painful initially but he was grateful to her for being strong and wise and 
poetic enough to have elevated the affair to the operatic level of swooning tragedy, of Loss. 
Preserved forever in the amber of longing. Or for a while, at least. She seemed to know what she 
was doing. 

A month after Tim returned from Montreal, a month shaped precisely like the silhouette of Claudia 
Chang's supine absence, there was a banging on the front door of Paul's riverside apartment. There 
was no back. 

His apartment had only one entrance and exit, an idiosyncrasy of the architectural prejudices of that 
city;  perhaps the problem was Europe; how many times, in the past, in other cities, had he slyly 
ducked out the back door while someone he was keen to avoid was banging on the front? A 
delicious sensation now lost. In America you always need an escape route.  Euphemistically labelled 
as a "Fire Exit" in public buildings. Here in Europe he kept his doorbell turned off so even the 
postman had to knock because Europeans won't stop ringing until you answer the fucking door. 
Answering the door seemed mandatory in Europe. Or maybe it was Germans. This particular 
knocking, right now,  was loud and authoritarian and not to be ignored.  

It frightened him. It sounded like the police. No sane postman (not even a German one)  knocked like 
that. Paul scanned his memory. What had he done? 

"Ein moment, bitte!" he shouted, hopping on one leg to get into a shoe. 

 He'd only been awake a little while before the knocking came.  He'd dreamed a roaring sound that 
woke him like a flock of low-flying motorized geese. He assumed it was his own snoring that woke 
him. It had happened before. Once he'd dreamed of wandering the strange dark promenades of an 
abandoned zoo and he'd heard an ominously guttural growling come from deep within a misted 
cage and woke to realize it was him. It was still so early. There was one oblong patch of blue in the 
sky visible through his river-facing window, a patch of blue the shape of an ironing board. The clouds 
surrounding the ironing board of sky were gold-rimmed and that was the Berlin morning for him. It 
was roughly one in the afternoon.  The War(s) were making everyone tired on some level. It was 
becoming  decreasingly possible to get out of bed. 
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 It wasn't the police at the door. Paul's first confused thought was that Claudia was playing a prank 
on him. She'd made herself look younger. Her waist-long hair was suddenly black. Her unlined face 
was more tan and her eyes were incredibly clear. Her breasts were too big to be herself. She 
shivered in his doorway. 

"Are you fucking my mother?" she said, impulsively. 

 

9 
"I read the flirty interview in QBit," she explained, over a cracked mug full of his lazy effort at tea-
making, "Twice. And then I read your short story Re: Greta, which is linked to the interview . You 
don't do a very good job of hiding the fact that you've seen my mother naked. You know? Details 
about her body! What if my father reads that? What if Greta reads it?" 

Her name was Charlotte Chang.  

Paul said, "Really? Charlotte? That's an amazing coincidence." 

She was 35 and agitated.  

She only looked half-Asian, at all, when she laughed. Otherwise she could have passed for a tiny 
Costa Rican, Israeli, Roma. He considered it a major achievement to have made her laugh so soon 
after she'd marched into his flat with clenched fists declaring the fact that she wanted to kill him. 
Not literally, of course, but these days you had to make sure. A joke about the sightseeing boat just 
then gliding across his picture-window view of the river; the ridiculous name of the boat. She tried 
her best not to but laughed anyway, gusts between her fingers,  and said fuck.  

Probable flavor:  chicken noodle soup.  

Paul had to wonder where this Charlotte was hiding her I'M VOTING 4 BABBITZ button. Cressida 
Babbitz wasn't even German: she was running for President in the United States of America;  she 
was running for Queen of the World. 

"Greta has read it. She loved it. Germans see these things differently. The pragmatism of the Yurt. 
Would you care for a tea?" 

"My father isn't German," said Charlotte. "Yes, thank you."  
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"I thought your mother was the love of my life. Then I realized that I was just her holiday, her 
vacation from being a devoted wife. I guess it's hard work being so devoted. She scheduled our affair 
weeks before I even met her, apparently. She had a two-week opportunity she hated to waste and 
she slotted me in. I guess I should be flattered. I'm still waiting to hear from her. I had a sleepless 
night or two. To be honest it tore me in half." 

"Really?" 

"She hasn't written a word since she kissed me goodbye." 

A look strangely similar to disappointment passed over Charlotte's face like a plot twist. She 
recovered and said, 

"Well I hope you know you aren't the fucking first?  Okay? And, not to alarm you, but there's even 
kind of a curse associated with sleeping with her. Four or five of her lovers were dead within a year 
of doing it with her. Haven't you heard the rumors? Oh, and have you read her diary? It's rather 
unbelievable." 

She put down her tea and began pacing the room, hands on her cheeks, like a refugee.  

"When  Iris Farahani was ten years old, she wrote, in her leather-bound diary, in her little-miss-
perfect handwriting, that she intended to change her name to Claudia when she turned eighteen. 
And have a half-Chinese daughter named Charlotte when she was thirty. Well, she was ahead of 
schedule on that last prediction by six months. Oh and daughter Charlotte was going to be a tri-
lingual dancer, by the way, specializing in Jazz dancing. Claudia worked out the details of half my 
future life when she was ten!  Ten!" 

"She predicted..." 

"Right?  My name, sure. But the rest? All the rest? That insane level of detail?  Seriously? It really 
bothered me. I wish I'd never read it. I was depressed for months after. Suicidal. I wanted to give up 
dancing and study architecture just to spite her. I didn't end up becoming an architect but I signed 
up for language classes at the Volkshochschul in Schoneberg the day after reading that diary. Then I 
fled to Brooklyn. I can now say the Arabic alphabet in Arabic. And ask you for another tea, please." 

"Anything to alter your predestined trilingualarity." 

"Yes, anything. Exactly." 

"You're a character in a book." Paul was not making an inside joke. 

"Worse." 
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His phone rang... doo de doo... but he ignored it. 

"What are you working on now?" 

Whenever people asked Paul what he was working on he told them he was working on a book about 
Famous Black Philosophers and Great German Comedians. 

He got up and fetched the old blue tea-kettle from the kitchen and poured more into her cup, 
embarrassed somehow about the dark particles, swimming in the gold water,  that had escaped the 
shiny cage of the tea ball to swirl around in the kettle. And from there to the bottom of her cup like 
leaves down a murky well.  So many ways to be judged in this world.  

The top of her head,  her vinyl-black hair and the cookie-colored lane of the part over her left ear, 
was astonishingly beautiful and he couldn't help imagining the sniffing of it. Maybe he would dare a 
furtive sniff. He was exactly the right height to sniff the top of her head furtively. He'd forgotten how 
much he loved the word furtive. He took the kettle back to the kitchen and grabbed a circular blue 
metal tin of cheap biscuits off the kitchen countertop and said, from that safe distance, with no one 
to see the vulnerable expression on his face, from behind a curtain of vintage orange and red and 
brown beads that cost him what he called 50 Euro-bucks, 

"And, so, how many... you know... uh..." 

"Men?" She called, triumphantly,  from the living room. "Oh, at least a dozen! Sorry!  Singers, 
writers, photographers! I think you may be the only Black! I'm sure that must have pleased her!  The 
novelty, I mean! My mother's a collector of talented men!  Because my father has no talents, he's 
just this great person! Considerate, wise! Boring, right? My poor father and his boring virtues like 
fidelity!" 

He walked back into the living room with the blue tin of biscuits and set it quietly on the worktable 
but didn't sit down at the work table with her. The table he'd fucked her mother on, in fact.  Right 
there, where daughter Charlotte was holding that large mug with one hand and ready to aim biscuits 
at her mouth with another, her mother's striking, snow-white arrowhead of a bush had dressed his  
dick in wintry finery as bright as the sky.  

He stood near the window, arms crossed over his chest, feeling lots less on the moral defensive than 
he'd felt when Charlotte first barged in. So many men? He'd inadvertently joined a club so big? 
Feeling devastated but also very nearly and very pleasantly self-righteous (not THE wronged party 
but a wronged party)  he posed by the window and watched a rusty barge that was the un-shiny  
version of the color of the biscuit tin (his first thought: owned by the same corporation) creep into 
view on the wrinkled mirror of the river while he picked over his possible word-choices with great 
care.  

"Your father has literally no idea?" 
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"Zero. You know what Claudia calls him?" She sipped her tea. "Mom calls Dad 'Jesus'." 

Who was this woman that this woman's agitated daughter was describing to him?  

She was Claudia-with-the-charmingly-fucked-up-bicycles, obviously, but who else was she? He'd 
thought, at the time, in the revitalizing haze of romantic delusion, that he'd known Claudia, his "soul 
mate",  to her core. The older you get, the better you are at fooling yourself.  He'd simply projected 
his idea of his idealized female self on his fantasy perception of the moments of their lyrically self-
conscious time together. The inner movie he always returned to, for maximum pleasure in total 
familiarity,  whenever he fell in love.  

"Wait. Where did you get my address?" 

Claudia's daughter laughed again, finally, showing, again, delightfully, the subtly Chinese geometry 
built into the structure of her temples. She laughed the head-down,  hand-over-her-mouth laughter 
of a clever child enjoying the intensely forbidden. It would be ridiculous, and embarrassingly 
obvious, and probably futile, to fall in love with her (right after her mother!), he felt. But, again: life. 
Life is so short it barely happens.  Tiny mesmerizing Charlotte Chang. 

"Greta says 'hi'," she winked. 

 

 

10 
The following week, he made dinner for Charlotte and Charlotte's new girlfriend Greta. The situation 
was funny and they all knew this and acknowledged it.  He found it liberating. And his improvised 
Vegan, Gluten-free rice dish with raisins and tofu  was an apparent success.  He literally Googled 
"healthy lesbian meal". Greta walked in wearing her I'M VOTING 4 BABBITZ button, pulling Charlotte 
behind her. 

They were all very soon having second helpings and indulging in frank conversation, the kind he 
always imagined the adults were having after his bedtime, in the late '60s and early '70s, when 
intimations of Sex and War and Black Power were sailing over his head on an hourly basis. His model 
of the world, at that age, didn't include a concept for  a "model of the world" but  he always sensed 
there were lots of Secrets, never suspecting that pretty much everyone older than fifteen knew 
these secrets and didn't care. Who cared? Only people paid to care seemed to care. Only paid 
intellectuals ever properly discussed these things, even back then. And now he was older than 
fifteen, too, but he cared, for free. They could talk openly and frankly about Sex even  if it was 
decades too late to talk about Bobby Seale.  
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Sounds were coming over the water.  

The Radikal Arts Kollectiv  (KRK) across the river was having their weekly Dionysian-cum-Caligulan 
blowout  on their littered bank of the river and Paul, Greta and Charlotte could see, through his 
picture window, on the pigeon-dark enamel of the descended night, against the martial throb of 
techno, the  giant quivering molten-bright wedding rings of torches being juggled by furiously-
tattooed dandies above the martial beat. What fun they must all be having. 

A man's erection is the spitting effigy of man. 

Greta,  gesturing at Paul deferentially with her mug of tea, said  "Of course, you have a big black 
penis and it's very nice and you know this.  And you are such a beautiful Moroccan brown and you 
know this, too. And you are pretty good with your tongue, ja? But I always felt like, does he want a 
reward, or a pat on his head, every time after he has gone down on me? Yes, it is like this, Paul. But 
with her..."  Greta put her mug down and reached across the kitchen table and took Charlotte's left 
hand and squeezed it while Charlotte, who squeezed back, continued forking food into her mouth, 
"With her it is very different." 

Paul and Greta had formed together perhaps a dozen gorgeous and fleeting cockcunts across the arc 
of their previous affair. 

"I did my best," Paul said. "You can't say you never came, Greta. Be honest." 

"No I can't," agreed Greta, toasting him.  

"Well, then,  what's the difference?" 

"Something about my orgasm being contextualized as your achievement, I think it diminishes it, 
somehow. Do you know?" 

"Oh, God, you  Feminists and your French Structuralism! When I come, I come!" 

They all laughed. 

His phone rang...  doo de doo...  but he ignored it. He made a point of ignoring his phone about 
twenty five per cent of the time to resist the tyranny of the mandatory connectedness of the era. 

"And therein lies the difference," said Charlotte. "This rice is so fucking great, by the way." 

He said, "Thank you, the secret is the cinnamon.  What do you mean, 'the difference', Charlotte?" 
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Charlotte (who had never come in a man's arms) said, with pedantic clarity, staring him down, 
"When we come, Paul,  it can be an affectionate come or a nervous come or a grudging come or a 
soul-shattering come or an ambiguous come or a guilty come or a vaguely-distracted come or an 
enriching come or a sneaky come or a triumphant come or a territorial come or a selfish come or a 
self-pitying come or selfish come we pretend is a caring come or an athletic come or a heartless 
come or a sick come or a revenge come or a self-righteous come or a religious come or a mind-
expanding come or a glamorous come or a trashy come or an obsessive compulsive come or a purely 
technical come or a nostalgic come or a grief-stricken come or a giggly come or a frightened come or 
an assertive come or a fuck-it-all come or a highly responsible come or a delusional come or a weary 
come or a come of rebirth ..."  

Greta was laughing the laugh in which she tucks her chin into her collarbone, one hand on her 
forehead, the laughter of admiration and disbelief. Paul was tapping his nose. "Bravo!" he said. 
"Bravo, Charlotte! Bravo!"   

"And all that, you know," added Charlotte, "In one good fuck." 

Paul high-fived Charlotte and looked over his shoulder and said, "Greta, were you ever with a 
woman before?"  

Greta was carrying her folded paper plate toward the kitchen. She was wearing tight sort of semi-
shining rubbery purple trousers and her posterior looked very pleasingly like a Brobdingnabian plum. 

"No, but I thought of it many times." 

He had to admit to himself that Greta was looking much more attractive to him, again, now that she 
belonged to someone else. Her coin-blonde hair and  big round blue-veined breasts and sharp little 
nose in profile and long thin legs wrapped around his waist struck him as wonderful memories he 
longed to renew as current experiences.  When had he ever stopped thinking of her? Why had he 
ever started regretting their intimacies?  For the literary pleasure of naming her ReGreta? 

He remembered liking the way she looked whenever she smoked on her balcony in the evening, 
staring off into the simple alphabet of the clouds of her own making as her clouds died up toward 
the public clouds, the mother clouds, the masses' great living history of clouds in the salmon sky, 
oblivious and temporarily innocent in the throes of a perfectly meaningless pleasure after the 
slightly-greater meaningless pleasure of  their sweaty, grunting, race-traitor sex.  Paul's sweaty, 
grunting, race-traitor sex.  

Greta neither sweated nor grunted.  And her flavor was bland, yes, but quite palatable.  

Paul remembered a fierce little argument that broke out between them once when Greta  was 
driving them a relatively short distance to some play or avant garde dance performance in her car 
(she always bought her father's big old intimidating luxury cars at a discount and treated them like 
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shit) and Paul had quipped, "Intellectuals go on foot" and Greta sort of exploded and took a half-
serious swat at him that made the car swerve. She had an extremely explosive temper, Paul 
remembered, for someone who was usually so... passive. Extremely. 

Greta the perfectly passive dance partner who came, when she came,  with tight-lipped squinting 
gasps that reminded Paul, sort of comically, of pothead paupers "Bogarting"  nibs of joints with 
alligator clips in the 1970s. Paul remembered that Greta's tendency to lay there like a perfect sex 
doll and only kiss when being kissed or suck when asked to ("Would you like me to swallow, also?") 
had been one of the aspects of her that had turned him off back then (when he was two percent 
younger and proportionally pickier) but now he thought it wouldn't be so bad. Lighten up. Utilitarian 
subservience can be so sexy. 

Greta knew after the first ten trysts that Paul liked having his nipples lightly bitten but still he had to 
ask Greta every single time to bite his nipples, not too hard, not too soft. But so what.  So Greta 
wasn't the world's greatest lover. So what? Paul thought of flamboyantly banal culture-producers 
such as Queen, Norman Mailer, Prince, Phil Collins, Chagall, Larkin, Spielberg. Unchallengingly 
pleasurable as they all were and how gratefully you might turn to the cultural production of any of 
them during a transatlantic flight, you know? Which is a metaphor for the comforts we turn to to 
pacify and distract us during the cross-continental flight called consciousness. Greta was of the 
opinion that the song 99 Luftballons (by the German New Wave group Nena) was a better song than 
anything by Bob Dylan but, still, Paul found her extremely attractive.  

(More than a mouthful is Super-Abundant.) 

Greta was twenty eight or twenty nine, a perpetual Uni student.  

Either Paul's libido was much more primitive (competitive) than he cared to admit or love (being 
loved) really did have a way of making people glow because Greta (in those purple pants) was 
glowing for him now.  

Because Charlotte had licked Greta's clitoris better than Paul ever could? With some kind of high-
tech Wiccan spin on her tongue?  

Paul wondered if he'd ever glowed. He tried to picture Charlotte's face between Greta's legs but in 
his image of it, Charlotte looked less passionately amorous  than unusually nosy. Or like a cat with 
too much cream to deal with or, no, a refugee in front of a huge bowl of after-dinner mints.  

Greta said, apropos of nothing, "I really hate those men who say they 'love women'. What does that 
mean?" 

Paul's phone rang... doo de doo... but he ignored it. 
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Charlotte was no longer an object of desire; Charlotte was now his (friendly) rival for Greta's 
attention. And Charlotte's mother Claudia had left his mind entirely. He hadn't thought of Claudia in 
weeks.  That wasn't true.  

Claudia and their Week of Miracles was still too painful to contemplate. They had been so happy, 
hadn't they? But it was Greta who was glowing tonight. Claudia had forsaken Paul exactly as she'd 
warned him she would. What had he expected? When Greta was 50, Paul would be 78. Claudia 
would be 83. 

Paul wanted to work these sentences into the conversation but never got a chance to: "I'm working 
on a trilogy. Book One: Famous Black Philosophers. Book Two: Great German Comedians. 
Book Three... something offensive about Jews." 

It is not an illusion if everyone believes it. 

Paul  said, "Claudia, have you ever been with a man? Charlotte, I mean. Sorry. That was 
embarrassing. Have you ever been with a man?" 

Charlotte (who ignored the gaffe) chewed, swallowed,  held up a finger while following that swallow 
with a swig of tea, dabbed at her smile with a napkin and said, triumphantly, after a deep breath,  
"Absolutely not. Never. Have you? Be honest." 

"Come on, you can tell us," goaded Greta, with her comically heavy accent. Her throaty voice. Her 
lips protruding on tell ussssss. 

"Who wants dessert?"  he said, with comedic blandness. They all laughed. Greta slapped her purpled 
rubber thighs. 

"Come on now, Mr Writer," said Greta. "Tell us your saddest story!" 

 

 

11 
In college I met the love of my life, the prototype for all of the loves of my life,  a woman I never 
touched.  

Maybe we hugged a few times. We never kissed. Actually, we kissed once, technically speaking and it 
changed my life. I worshipped her from afar from a sacred spot right beside her. I was sewed to her 
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side like a Siamese twin. I can still, more than thirty years later, recall the smell of her hair, the 
throaty music of her sarcastic catch-phrases (she was the first person I ever heard use the catch 
phrase "give me a break") and the look of her laughter, which was much more of a facial expression 
than a sound. A wheezy sound. I remember the first time ever I saw her face. 

It wasn't just that she was very tall (5' 11") and very pretty (with shiny cheeks and green eyes and 
hair in a curly blonde mop with bangs cut straight across her eyes as the longer broth-toned loops 
bounced on her not very narrow shoulders) but the heroic insolence of her slouching walk, that 
bored shuffle, lazy and knowing and unimpressed. I couldn't believe that she and her moon-shaped 
cat face were real. The first woman I ever saw in real life who  looked like a hero. Now they're 
common, but back in 1977? She was the first. 

I was watching from the level above, leaning out of the window of the second floor lounge of our 
dormitory on the day we all gathered, all these young people, from around the world . Lured there 
to live there and become adults, intellectually. To be honest many of the girls were there to marry 
rich husbands young (and many did) and many of the boys were there as a formality, a concession to 
parents who would have preferred them in law school but finger-drummingly tolerated a liberal arts 
college rather than no college at all. It was very expensive liberal arts college and I had no idea what 
I was doing there. I just didn't want to stay "home".   

It was the 1970s and we lived in a unisex dormitory, boys and girls sharing the big community 
bathrooms situated on every level of the building. I watched Mary, in her madras shirt and khaki 
painter's pants and sandals, shuffling into the front entrance with another girl, it must have been 
very late afternoon, their shadows preceding them straight through the door and I remember how 
much longer Mary's shadow was than her friend's and how she looked straight up right before 
entering the building and how we made eye contact and she smiled and waved, an astronaut's wife's  
cheesy wave from the metaphorical back seat of a Cadillac in a parade in Texas in the 1960s but of 
course Mary's cheesy wave was knowingly ironic; she was so cool and smart-assed and relaxed 
about being "far from home" and I was terrified. But thrilled. But shit-your-pants nervous. It was my 
first night away from any kind of natural "home".   

But I had no "home".  

I was thousands of miles from anyone related by blood or who might know me by name or on sight. I 
had arranged this deliberately, I had wanted to escape, I'd had this long-standing plan to be free. I 
had turned down scholarships to Harvard, Princeton, Yale (all the usuals) because these famous 
institutions  were all on or near the East Coast and therefore not far enough away from blood 
relatives and others who knew me. I had instead accepted a generous scholarship to a private 
college in the upper Midwest because it was so relatively remote that it was far too inconvenient for 
family to simply drop in on me. The very thought of being dropped-in-on, after I'd started my New 
Real Life,  filled me with adolescent dread and hypothetical nausea. 

Like a lot of too-smart kids, kids with unwieldy IQs who were used to dazzling and confusing their 
parents, I had little use for my actual family by the time I hit ten. If I ever have a kid she's bound to 
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be too intelligent and I'll sit her down on her tenth birthday and tell her:  Don't feel guilty if you find 
me boring, irrelevant and ridiculous. I wish my parents had said this to me. Given me their blessing.  
It wasn't that I thought I knew everything; far from it. I knew that I needed to know infinitely more 
than the little I knew, on almost any topic I found interesting (I had very wide interests)  but I also 
knew that no one in my family knew anything worth knowing and they couldn't help me. What they 
had to teach was about a world I had no interest in. A world I found repellent.  Their  "love" for me 
was really just ignorant pride in my "accomplishments" i.e. my test-taking scores and my apparent 
potential as a bona fide "success".  They would have been just as proud of some basketball star with 
a room-temp IQ. Perhaps more proud. A dribbling success is what they probably wished I'd been all 
along. 

I knew their "love" was  conditional; if I'd have become a drug addict or a gang member they'd have 
disowned me immediately (unless, perhaps,  I'd been a success at these things). I knew that they had 
no idea why they did the things they did, day in and day out and even less idea why I did what I did 
and their smug obliviousness  about it all made me angry.  

Philosophical vestiges of the 1960s were still lingering in cracks and corners wherever you looked. I 
went off to college less than a decade after the Summer of Love, after all. 

At ten I had subscriptions to Evergreen magazine and Saturday Review. I read these magazines from 
cover-to-cover as they came in every week or month... at ten. Safe to say ours was the only address, 
in that ghetto we lived in, that was taking deliveries of the Saturday Review.  Young people were still 
capable, back then (even poor ones) of looking down on Materialism, questioning Reality and 
struggling to improvise some Meaning, often communally. And my Family were people, I felt, with a 
curling lip, for whom acquiring a sectional, cream-colored Naugahyde sofa on credit was a Life Goal. 
A worthy cause.  They'd get these sofas and the zippered, protective vinyl covers would never come 
off and they were uncomfortable as hell to sit on, as a kid, in the 1960s summer. Despite all  the 
petit bourgeois  air conditioning. 

Up until a certain financial level (where the familiar falls far behind and nightmares of an entirely 
Other Realm commence), the greatest luxury money can buy is the freedom to ignore money; to 
disdain it (less so, perhaps, for the Patriarchs in charge of printing and harvesting it). This is what 
Mary's upbringing seemed to give her.  That glorious, well-travelled fuckitness. 

And so Mary had real knowledge, she had esoteric knowledge because she was from a dysfunctional, 
upper-middle-class family. Her father was a doctor and her mother, despite being much younger 
than the father, was an aging "society" beauty who held Mary's flawlessly sexy youth against her. 
Mary's mother's last name was La Framboise and the fact that she had close family in France meant 
that Mary had been outside of the US, she'd been out there a lot, out on the Planet, something 
which seemed incredible to me at that age: she knew Paris, she knew London and Rome, she 
smoked clove cigarettes and doodled, on everything, a cartoon sheep she called Pascal. She would 
quote Rimbaud. Which, I know,  sure I know, are the touchingly goofy pretensions of beautiful and 
spotty youth, the pretensions that hid her real knowledge, much deeper than anything I knew, which 
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is that everything, in the end, is bullshit. But not in a Nihilistic way.  Not like the Punks which were 
just then emerging as a pseudo-political, post-suburban movement in Pop.  

To know that everything is utter bullshit but to brush and floss after every meal anyway, to be 
passionate despite the pointlessness... how many know this? It's one thing to read Camus and 
pretend to agree or to go "punk" and lazily devolve into convenient destructiveness and filthy finger-
sex but to live well  in the Knowledge, to bathe daily and cook skilfully and read John Berryman over 
spaghetti before going out to dance yet not take money seriously and not take authority figures 
seriously and not worry about status or Christ or "our troops" not just in youth and college but all 
through Life, to keep it up like a bravura performance of a death-defying stunt without once giving 
in... that's what Mary inspired me to feel that the Knowledge I needed meant.   

The first night we spent hanging out in her dorm room was my third night away from home and at 
the end of all that talk (and twice as much listening) I was standing in a shaky way from a lotus 
position on her carpet (the front edge of her little dorm room bed having served as our back-rest 
and the bed's surface as a table for the Canadian bacon and pineapple pizza I ordered with a gold 
flake from the first precious instalment of my student loan ) having been too embarrassed to admit 
that my legs were falling asleep (first numb, then, as I stood, pins and needles of fire) and before I 
could hobble, wincing, down the hall, Mary pressed a book in my hand (you HAVE to read this!), a 
book with a lurid orange dust jacket emblazoned with yellow and white lettering, a hardback: Harold 
Brodkey's First Love and Other Sorrows.  

And she was right: I had to read it. Brodkey, who became, by the time I was fully grown and writing 
with near-professional seriousness, the most reviled writer in North American Letters. My hero. My 
biggest influence. Public Enemy (who wrote for the Silver Age New Yorker) Number One. The hero I 
had to learn to keep hidden in a secret room in my intellectual attic before I could earn a cent as a 
writer but without whom I couldn't have developed the ability to think one way while writing 
another in order to earn that cent. For that I thank Mary. 

But Mary read to me passages from the vile books of that super-creep Robbe-Grillet and I wanted to 
protect her from it. In my perfect naiveté, I didn't understand what she was getting from those 
books or where they were leading her. Brodkey was a Midwestern naïf like me, in a way. Though I 
was a convert: I wasn't born in the Midwest. Mary was the coastal sophisticate. Harold and I the 
country mice. 

Mary and I were inseparable.  

She spent hours in my dormitory room, every day, and I spent hours in hers. I'd read in her room, at 
the end of her bed, while she slept.  She cut my hair every three months and I tried, once, to cut 
hers. She told me her Secrets and made me swear to keep them to myself and I was so true to my 
word, I took the oath so seriously that I forgot her secrets one by one. Even the big one. Was she a 
victim of incest? I can't remember.  I can't remember if she told me that. For whatever reason I seem 
to think that she did.   
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She filled my thoughts. Even as she was speaking to me, I was thinking of her. 

 I had no idea how physically beautifully I was back then; I seemed to have a little fan club of 
stunning, sexy, plain and "homely" girls wherever I went on campus (one of a handful of dark-
skinned males in a Great Lake of pink and ivory and bisque) and many nights I found myself in bed 
with some busty debutante or musky foreign exchange student with hair like a palace arras or racy 
squinting poetess that half the males on campus would have killed the other males on campus in 
order to slime over territorially. I was innocent in a way and could take sex or leave it but no one 
could replace Mary and often I preferred to masturbate (although I could never bring myself to 
touch myself while thinking of Mary) . It wasn't as though I was undersexed. I used to fellate myself 
every day (my Yogi trick). But sex seemed irrelevant to my Love Life.  

And no one came close to talking the way Mary talked and filling my heart with inspiration and 
filling, also, the deep and cold holes that a lonely childhood and my uncomprehending  family-
members had gouged in me. But maybe I wasn't complicated enough in those days for that to have 
been much of an accomplishment on Mary's part? 

Mary took my instinctual feminism and polished it into a workably militant practise; she taught me 
that true Equality could only mean the right to be Superior.  If Superior you were or became. She had 
no patience for the arrogant noblesse oblige of the average "sensitive" male willing to "lower" 
himself to concede that Mary was "human, too" (reminiscent of the Oedipal reject, the bourgeois 
prodigal son, who offers to the peasants to share in a dumb dream of revolutionary poverty ) . This 
was as true of Race as it was of Gender. Mary taught me how to walk. And where to walk. And why.  

So. 

The awesome pinnacle of this romance occurred near the beginning of the second year of school, 
only a few months before I walked, bored and cocky, off the campus and into "Life", forever.  

On a Tuesday.  

A Tuesday evening. 

I haven't mentioned that we gave each other nicknames, or nickname, Mary and I: we used the 
same nickname between us: Baba.  

As in "baa baa, black sheep" because we were each the black sheep of her/his family. I'd rap lightly 
on her dorm room door in the morning and singsong "Baba" to wake her or she'd call out to me, 
with zero self-consciousness,  from across the cafeteria, in a room of three hundred upper class  
students (and a handful of scholarship cases) who considered the two of us insane: "Baba!"  

"Baaaabaaaaaaa!" 
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Or we'd whisper, comically, in adjoining sleeping bags in a dark room on the floor of some upper- 
classman's superior and spacious dorm room, after a wild party, in a hops and charcoal haze of beer 
and cigarettes and the animalistic noises of gross and dumb and gratuitous fuckings,  "'Night, Baba," 
and "'Night Baba! Good night!"  

And one night it came to pass that I was seated cross-legged on the edge of Mary's warm bed while 
she slept, I was reading from John Berryman's 77 Dream Songs (Berryman had jumped out of life 
from the Washington Avenue bridge, a few years prior, just a few miles from where I sat that night), 
the only light in the room a fat scented candle, jasmine,  on a stool that was close enough to where I 
sat to cast the shadow of my knuckles across the page and also cinematic flickers on her wise-child 
face,  I think I was reading Dream Song #4, the poem in which Berryman has his character Henry lust, 
in the funniest way, parodying an Elizabethan, after some slob's pretty wife in an Italian (it has to be 
an Italian) restaurant... when it happened. The perfect fulfilment of my own longing:  Mary was 
talking in her sleep. I put the book very carefully down and listened and watched her by candle light 
as she said, quite clearly, in some wonderful dream, "Oh my Baba, my Baba!" and made of her lips a 
tender kiss.  And suddenly I knew we were married and had always been married and always would 
be. And I teared up a little and couldn't read the poem anymore because the room, with the candle 
in one corner and Mary's kissy-face lips in the other, was swimming. I was twenty and floating in the 
voluptuous pain of mortality, the pain of limits and the irrevocable knowledge of the End of All 
Things, all bodies, all souls, all Love, defending my heart with the same heroic futility of Berryman 
and Shakespeare (Marlowe) and Picasso and everybody else in possession of the flaming sword of 
The Eternal Feminine's blessing:  my chivalric soul was in flight: I was immortal and I was understood 
and way fucking Loved beyond ordinary human proportion. You can live with the notion of ceasing 
to exist one day if you have been loved. 

A few months later I was off campus, I quit school, I shared an apartment with a bunch of poetry-
writing, guitar-stroking freaks. I was the leader of the freaks but we couldn't play our instruments 
well enough to be a band. Not even in Punk. But it was all very exciting, even the shitty jobs (mine 
was on a loading dock) we took to pay for all the face paint and guitar strings and summer abortions.  

Mary quit school and we stayed in touch, hung out a few times a month. Then she left the country, 
reverting to her birthright-state of Cool beyond me, living in Paris for nearly a year, and she arranged 
through mutual friends to see me the very day she returned to the campus area, trying to make a go 
of it with a French boyfriend, a colonial, part Moroccan, a musician in a lacy skull cap who looked like 
a scrawny caricature of me. Which flattered me to no end. I still loved her too much to want to fuck 
her, of course. I had been tip-toeing around the enigma of our relationship with infinite tact since 
the night she soul-kissed me in her dreams, afraid to dispel the magic of my memory of that.  

The boyfriend's name was Blaise. I liked Blaise but I avoided the painful thought of his dick in her. 

Then they broke up, Blaise flew in a huff back to the pissoires and gargoyles of Paris and Mary 
returned to the interminable rain and over-sugared teas of her ancestral home in Portland. We 
corresponded sporadically, her letters became increasingly cryptic and Berryman-like in their wry 
and sometimes dark allusions. I called her once at the number she gave as her work number and the 
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sounds in the background were strange. One night very soon after that call I had a suffocating dream 
that instructed me to go to immediately to wherever Mary was and save her.  

The next morning I found an index card stapled to a cork board at the entrance of an organic food 
co-op, a card that claimed that one more passenger was still required to participate in a communal 
Kerouac-like drive in a Volkswagen van  to Portland,  Oregon, land of the overcast lumberjack, a 36-
hour odyssey. The cost of food and gasoline was to be divided five ways. Leaving at 3pm or 3:30 or 
4pm sharp  that very day. A wink from the Goddess. 

Giving no notice at my loading dock job I ran home and stuffed a laundry bag with books and other 
provisions and a change of clothing and climbed into a van full of bearded men.  

There was nowhere to sit properly and after experimenting with hunching or squatting or kneeling  I 
ended up laying face-down on the van's butt-littered carpet,  listening to Dire Straits, paying twice as 
much gas money as I'd originally been assured that I was expected to pay, barely able to walk when I 
climbed out of the slave ship and into the rainy dark headwinds of a highly gothic Portland two 
nights and half a day later. I called Mary from a payphone, she gave me her startled directions. And 
there I was, shortly after lunch time,  a lunch time dark as an eclipse, walking into a strip club called 
The Velvet Pinkie.  

So this, I thought, is where Mary's radical feminist journey has landed her. 

We hugged at the bar. 

I was facing the angled mirror above and behind the derby-wearing bartender and in the mirror I 
watched a woman who was a dead-ringer for a 19-year-old  (but bleached) Marilyn Monroe squirm 
suggestively on a spot-lit bar stool onstage with her legs spread wide to the tune of Spandau Ballet's 
True.   

Her flesh was whipped cream and the cherries were red. To look, I felt, compromised my integrity. 
But not looking would, worse, I felt, insult Mary. Was I, after all, her moral superior merely because 
she was dancing naked (not just then, thank god)  for dollars, and possibly selling blow jobs on the 
side, for reasons I was not about to ask her to go into? No. We were still in it together, I felt, 
whatever it was. We were still and always had been and always would be married.  Were we not 
soul mates? We were. I embraced her reality tremulously.  

Her reality was this public room full of exposed tits and unreadable facial expressions and 
synchronized periods. The room was a Weegee photo. It seemed to belong to a bygone era of the 
self-deprecating, one-word pseudonym. I sat in a corner of the Weegee photo for five hours until 
Mary's shift was over and walked her protectively home. 

 I was too tired to think of what exactly to say or how to say it. We threaded through the liquor-
store-neon maze of the glistening night and walked up two flights of grubbily-upholstered stairs and 
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down a very long, dingy-green carpet with old souls ground into it. It smelled like an old hat. Mary 
unlocked her front door and tossed her purse across the living room and it hit the hardwood floor 
(not yet de rigueur, in those days:  pictorial rugs and shag carpets were still the hoi polloi choice: 
Mary always had style)  with the muffled impact of a faux-leather bag lumpy-full of dollars. There 
was no phone, I eventually noticed, in her apartment.  

Mary fired up a frozen pizza for our late supper. I washed an accumulated week's worth of dishes 
and I remember feeling intensely relieved that I hadn't, in my bruise-eyed state of Volkswagoned 
(and emotional) exhaustion, dropped and smashed a plate or a wine glass (no coffee mugs or water 
cups, just wine glasses on every flat surface) and the night ripened into the crispy, shrunken 
sacrament of the overbaked pizza and the traffic sounds beyond the open window subsided whereas 
the rain remained constant and then rose in sound and before I knew it the post-pizza dishes were 
done and Mary was admonishing me to come to bed.  

Come to bed, Baba. Early day tomorrow at the strip club. 

Baba!  I'd forgotten about Baba! 

Come to bed... 

And ten years later I wished I had. Twenty years later, as well.   

I wished I'd loved Mary enough to have crawled into that bed and kissed Mary's hair and chin and 
knees and feet like Mary kissed Jesus' feet, or washed his feet with her hair, I guess,  is how the story 
goes (or did he wash her feet with his hair in this tale? or have I imagined the entire episode?);  I 
wished, looking back after ten years of maturing somewhat, that I'd washed Mary's feet with my hair 
and the unguent salts of my snotty tears. I wished I'd touched her fluttering eyelids with a thousand 
feathery kisses each of pure, unselfish, unbridled devotion. All these years later,  I wished I'd 
whispered, unwaveringly, with a zealot's conviction,  as I nuzzled Mary's cheek with my forehead: 
wife wife wife wife wife wife wife wife...  

Instead, in one of the most unfathomably regrettable (bonehead) moves of my life, I went to sleep in 
her fucking bathtub.  

I actually slept in it. I wasn't being symbolic. I was being cripplingly strange with the horrific purity of 
longingly innocent intentions. I was, in my idiotic way, confirming my love for her. The admiration 
and respect. I woke up to the repercussions of my jaw-dropping folly and spent one uncomfortable 
day in Portland, Oregon and blew most of my savings on the two-day train ride back home. After 
which Mary stopped answering my letters. 

It was perhaps three months later that prostitutes began disappearing in Portland.  
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The missing girls and ladies tended to be on the tall side and blonde, thinner, small-breasted 
("student types" paying for college the hard way) and rarely older than thirty. A serial killer, it was 
suspected, was working its way through the "Old Town" district of the city. Not far from where Mary 
lived and precisely where she worked. I tried calling her "old" work number and the number was no 
longer connected. I sent her a few "jokey" (then gradually more hysterical) postcards with my phone 
number, begging her to call me collect. No response. Eleven of the missing girls and ladies had 
turned up as discreetly-mutilated bodies, hair cut short posthumously, and seven remained missing. 
Half of the remains that turned up remained unclaimed. The "Red Tape Killer" story lingered like a 
wound in the news for a few weeks until it faded forever from the media's memory (everywhere 
other than Portland, or the Pacific Northwest, probably). This was in the summer of 1983. 

Not quite twenty years later, I was a writer, doing okay (meaning: I could pay rent alone, eat in a nice 
restaurant once a month and expect to receive two-to-three hundred free books in the mail every 
year) and Google existed. Picture it.  I'm having a nostalgic evening. Thinking strongly of Mary, my 
long-dead beloved. Desperately curious, again, suddenly, about the Red Tape Killer. Was it ever 
caught (was it Robbe-Grillet? But he liked them tiny)? Were the seven missing women ever 
accounted for? Was Mary one of them? Were there others?  

I start Googling at midnight and I'm still leaning into the screen (back then a hot and heavy little CRT) 
on my worktable at dawn, yeah?  Just revisiting the emotional territory of this story has worn me the 
fuck out. Not to mention the lack of sleep. Hard to keep my eyes open. Mary, I whisper, in tears. 
Mary... I can still remember exactly how it felt to remember exactly how it felt, ten years after it all 
happened,  that night I aimed the Google gun at the tenderest niche of my memories . Probably 
because I'd never found a love-of-my-life to replace Mary.  Would I suffer over it, all over again, 
cyclically, forever,  on an endless and mindless emotional loop, until the day I died? 

Then a miracle.  

As the sun was rising, breaking through the morning clouds and blinding me in that very spot at the 
table... quite by accident (as all great miracles and inventions come to us): Google turned up a Mary, 
with the same last name as Mary but hidden in a hyphenated form. The same approximate age as 
Mary, with a tiny avatar that was not, without a doubt, NOT Mary, the older Mary, who'd 
commented in a comment thread that was no more than a week or two old. She'd commented 
knowledgably  in a thread about a Dog Show. Well, as they say, to make a long story short... 

It was Mary.  

She was not dead. She was married. Working in a bank. Three grown children. Posting tons of 
mediocre user- book-reviews on Amazon dot com. Attending Dog Shows. A big Russell Crowe fan, 
apparently. 

I contacted her via email.  
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I send her a surprisingly (you'd be proud of me) cautious and dignified "remember me?" message.  I 
don't go into details. I don't mention the famous sleep-talking kiss that changed my life in her dorm 
room that night or my ill-fated trip to Portland face-down in a van or Marilyn Monroe in the strip 
club or my counter-intuitive bathtub maneuver and I certainly avoid mentioning the fact that for 
nearly twenty years I've been assuming she's a murdered prostitute. And, of course (of course) The 
Love of My Life: this I don't mention, either. I leave all of that out. Hoping I can get to it (the good 
stuff) later. 

It takes her three days to see the message and answer it (or: three days to decide how to answer it). 
For three days I stare at my anxious In Box. I can't leave the room. I'm pissing in coffee cans and 
subsisting on crackers and water.  I'm sleeping, in thirty-minute increments, under the work table. 
Hoping. Waiting. 

And on the third day she answers. 

"OMG! Of COURSE I remember you! The CRAZY Black kid I went to college with!!!! HOW THE HELL 
ARE YOU?????? " 

And that's my saddest story. 

 

12 
Tiny Charlotte  (seated upright) applauded and long Greta (on her back) joined in. Greta's head was 
in Charlotte's lap. They were all on the couch. 

There was no such bar as The Velvet Pinkie. 

Greta yawned and said, "Oh, my, pardon my yawn. But that story was devastating. Poor you! I mean 
this sincerely. So, but, Paul, is Mary still the love of your life?"  

" I don't know. How can she be? All I know is that I lost something, a feeling or an image, that I 
treasured for thirty years. Something that kept me going. You're in love with someone and you 
always think the worst thing that can happen is Death. But if Mary Dillingham had died, I'd still have 
my picture of her, unspoiled. The worst thing that can happen is finding out who your obsession 
really is. Your obsession is merely a person. Death is better. From a certain perspective, I mean.  
Okay, I just mean all that intellectually. Of course it's better that she's alive and everything. But..." 

"I'm thinking of Michael Furey," said Greta. 
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"The Dead." 

"Yes! Thank God Michael Furey died young in The Dead. From the wife's perspective, I mean. Her 
poetisch nostalgia, ja?  What a gift to her." 

"And her name was Greta, too, of course. The wife. With two 't's," said Paul. 

Greta clapped her hands. "Yes! That's right! I forgot! Gretta Conroy! Oh, that is wonderful. Good old 
Joyce!" 

"So, are you sorry I didn't die of pneumonia like Michael Furey  in The Dead when we were still 
young and in wildly in love, Greta?" 

"You're so funny, Paul," said Charlotte. 

"Don't worry, Charlotte, I'm not flirting." 

"Don't worry, Paul, I'm secure enough in our love to not worry much about it, thanks," said 
Charlotte. 

Paul laughed and said "Mary could have been my Michael Furey but the Internet ruined it for me. I 
thought finding her again was a miracle but it was a negative miracle. What's the word for a negative 
miracle?" 

"Like spontaneous human combustion," said Charlotte. 

"There must be a Greek word for it." 

Greta said, "The Internet is evil." 

"Internet sounds like a Greek word, doesn't it?" 

"The Internet. Welcome to the death of Romance. " 

"What really matters in your story of Mary was the purity of your love, Paul," said Greta. "You never 
slept with her and it didn't matter. You loved her and it was pure. Too much of what we all call love 
is really a transaction... even the supposedly sacred bond of mother and child! Be honest!  Isn't it 
really that the child gets food from the mother and, in exchange, the child gives the mother 
something to cuddle and control for a few years? Is that true love or a mutually-beneficial 
arrangement?" 
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"True. Bleak? I don't know," said Paul. "What I do know is how unusual this is, our little gathering 
tonight, three intelligent people who aren't together because of school." 

"What do you mean?" 

"You're still under thirty and you're still at Uni so you probably haven't noticed yet." 

Charlotte laughed. It was so great to be alive, actually. She could feel this awareness like bees 
buzzing in her breasts. Old enough to know she would definitely die one day but young enough still 
to shrug at the notion. 

Greta looked  up at Charlotte, who appeared to be right-side-up in the green little upside-down 
mirrors of Greta's eyes as Greta lay in Charlotte's lap, and said, "Noticed what?" 

Charlotte said, "The fucking world is full of stupid fucking people, Dear." 

"The masses and their gods, The Celebrities." 

"Oh yes." 

"Once you leave Uni, you'll realize, maybe after a couple of years, that you can't remember the last 
time you had an interesting conversation, or talked seriously about a book or a movie. Before you 
talk about a single fresh idea you'll discuss the weather a thousand times in a row, and politics, 
which is exactly like the weather, and illness, and the rising cost of things and that's it. It'll hit you 
that you've been making do with small talk all this time. And when you happen to meet an 
intelligent person who's also a bit educated, the recognition is instant, isn't it, Charlotte? Tell her." 

"It is. You find yourselves exchanging a subliminal wink. You belong to a secret fucking club, the 
secret club the rest of the world is suspicious of." 

"They hate it. The secret club of intelligence. The world hates it. They'd like to burn us all at the 
stake. Or have us branded with a scarlet 'i'." 

"Or hate-fuck us to dust." 

"Oh yes." 

"You accidentally meet another member and you find yourself coming up with a flimsy fucking 
excuse for spending a little more time together... to stretch that rare, intelligent conversation out 
just a little more. It's like an oasis in the desert. I remember, once, finding a Godard movie in the 
videothek at the corner... it was all by itself in a moronic fucking row of action films. Listen, I'm the 
first to admit that Godard's ideas are better than his films. But, you know? Someone had put it there 
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as a joke, maybe. And I wanted to rent this Godard film and the guy working there said, hey, you like 
Godard? And we ended up talking for a fucking hour. That videothek guy, well, he said things that 
changed my life. In small ways, I mean, just by making me think again. It was the first serious 
conversation I'd had in a year. I'd just gotten back from America, where I lived entirely on small talk, 
and I wasn't ready for it. I didn't realize how fucking desperate I was to have a conversation like that 
until I had it." 

"Because stupid people are really stupid. It's a forbidden topic." 

"So they came up with that ridiculous phrase... emo..." 

Paul laughed. "Emotional intelligence!" 

Charlotte clapped. "Oh god, yes. Emotional intelligence. To make stupid fucking people feel smarter 
with a fucking oxymoron!" 

Greta said, "Listen to you two!" 

Charlotte said, "Oh, just wait, baby. Paul, you know that book, by a famous philosopher, forget his 
fucking name, the book is called Bullshit or On Bullshit? By a serious philosopher, I mean." 

"Sure, I know that book. On Bullshit. I know that." 

"They should have one called On Stupidity." 

"I'd buy it." 

"There'd be riots in the streets. If the rioters could fucking read, I mean. Do rioters ever riot over 
things they read, anymore? They just riot over pictures now, right?" 

Paul said, "And it goes deeper than the issue of small talk, dumb talk, dumb movies like The 
Godfather and all. Because intelligence is everything. The smarter you are, the more the world 
means,  even if it is Existentially pointless... the more it means and the more detailed the picture 
becomes. It's like the issue of resolution in computer graphics. A few years back,  remember, late 
1990s, when storage capacity was an issue, almost all the graphic files you saw were low-resolution 
so they wouldn't take up too much precious space. Now that hard drives have gone from 50-
megabytes to a thousand gigs, generally, high-resolution is what everyone wants. Who wants to see 
a low-resolution film? That's how I see the lives of the Stupid. I'm storing several folders of 2-
gigabyte films and think nothing of it. The films are beautiful in their high resolution. Intelligence 
means seeing the world in a higher resolution.  It's not just a luxury... it becomes a necessity. But if 
you have a high-res mind and you spend your time among low-res people..." 
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"It affects you." 

"It does. Now think about Sex." 

"Okay," smiled Charlotte, and she stroked Greta's fucking cheeks. 

"Sex, when it's just Sex... what is it? It's absurd. It's trivial. It's sucking bits and poking bits and goo. It 
feels good, yes, but without the framework of the history of culture to connect Sex to Gaudi's 
cathedral  or the Watts Towers and, I don't know, Joyce's Dubliners and Debussy's Girl with the 
Flaxen Hair and Coltrane and Kara Walker and Benin bronzes and Eskimo scrimshaw and Chinese 
calligraphy and Alice Neel and... and...  Nina Simone and Persian miniatures plus whatever other 
great cultural works of the not-West are out there..." 

Charlotte said, "Okay..." 

"You know? Be honest." 

"I think so." 

"Look at porn. I looked at porn. When I was a kid this was strictly forbidden stuff. You could only find 
it in a box under your uncle's bed while the grownups were arguing in the next room every 
Thanksgiving.  Or, wow, I remember now walking across the mouth of an alley near my 
grandmother's house in 1968 or '69 and finding a pornographic coloring book of Popeye with a huge 
penis, Batman being blown by Robin,  Little Orphan Annie with little pink tits and a sketchy red bush.  
I was thrilled and horrified and threw it in the nearest garbage can and ran in the opposite direction. 
I came creeping back the next day but it was gone. The only thing missing from the garbage. The 
eggshells and coffee grinds were all accounted for. You only got porn, back then,  in small but very 
intense and threatening doses, in those days, like visitations from the Hebrew deity, so the allure 
was preserved almost indefinitely and so this was the golden age of porn. It was legendary." 

"The Internet changed all that. Porn became ubiquitous. I looked at it every day for a week,  the first 
week I went online in a serious way, at home, on my own computer... then it lost its appeal. Lost its 
value.  I stopped watching. Real porn was destroying all my fantasies of what porn had been. 
Because the point is what? Professionals are so much better at it, in the most brainless way,  and 
that's why you watch. And for the unintelligent, that's more than enough. That's the point. Sex  or 
sports...  a game will never need to be a metaphor for these people. Uniformed idiots kicking a ball 
at a net is the meaning and the goal, no pun intended, and that's enough. For them. Is it enough for 
you? Can you even think of attending a soccer match un-ironically? Be honest." 

Paul continued, "Do you know what I mean? Intelligence gives Sex the meaning it wouldn't 
otherwise have. It becomes more than a sneeze or an avalanche. It comes closer to a poem. Stupid 
people fucking each other can only talk or think about fucking each other more or about cars to fuck 
each other in or parties to meet other stupid people to fuck at. Without the meaning granted by at 
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least a glancing awareness of not only the interconnecting bio-networks of the planetary eco-system 
but also so many works of human genius which connect to Sex and are connected by Sex... it would 
just be a cruel trick being played on us by DNA, to enforce the propagation of DNA. Without 
intelligence, Sex is sort of... not entirely unpleasantly grotesque, like a stroll through a gallery of 
velvet black-light clown paintings on cocaine. In ankle-deep, lukewarm water." 

"But if I said 'let's all fuck,'   you wouldn't say  'no,' " said Charlotte. 

"I might," said Paul. "I might not. But it wouldn't be an orgy of Stupids, in any case, and that's the 
point." 

"If only other people could hear this conversation," joked Greta.  "You two sound like a couple of... I 
don't know whats!" 

"Okay, so  what if an intelligent person fucks a stupid person?" asked Charlotte. "What happens 
then?" 

Paul thought and said, "The intelligent person is locked in a desperate struggle, in that case... to 
make the Sex mean something, despite the best unconscious efforts of his or her partner. Whether 
or not..." 

"He or she knows it." 

"Yes. For example... " 

"So intelligent people should fuck their own kind." 

"They should but they don't. They almost never do. Listen, if I'd known all this when I was young, I 
wouldn't have been so quick to quit school. School is the last chance to meet and fuck other 
intelligent people on a regular basis. That's how Mary and I met, after all, right? Although we didn't 
fuck, I guess. We really should have. My own fault. And now look at her... with her dog shows and 
her Amazon book reviews and her fucking Russell Crowe movies..."  

"So that's what a soul-mate does,"  concluded Charlotte. 

"What?" asked Paul, with a liar's slight grin. 

"It's easy, silly. Your soul-mate fucking saves you from Sex." 

Then, stroking long Greta's head as though it were a little blonde cat in her lap, she said, slyly:  
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"But, Paul,  the original question really wasn't about telling us your saddest story,  the one about 
Mary, was it? Or about intelligence and smart-fucking. The question, if I still recall correctly (after an 
hour of showing off our intelligence) was... drum roll... have you ever been with man? Be honest." 

Paul laughed and got up and stretched his legs for a trip to the kitchen. 

They'd all migrated to the long warm leather couch (like a remixed cow)  along the wall across from 
the picture window facing the river, which was a shiny black to the sky's woolly gray which was here 
and there festooned with lame fizzles of fireworks as the Radikal Arts Kollectiv (KRK)  party ran out 
of steam. It was Sunday night and many of the cultural outliers at the party had day jobs to resume 
on Monday morning.  

Paul  had been perched at one end of the massive old couch, the end nearest the front door, 
straddling the couch's arm and C and G  were at the other end, closer to the arched entrance to his 
kitchen, where the '70s-tinted glass-bead curtains were still swinging after Paul's parting them.  
Long, tall Greta's head was in Charlotte's tiny lap, Greta's feet not far from where Paul's dangling 
right hand had been for hours. How easy it would have been to play with Greta's long toes the way 
he knew she liked them to be played with (like piano keys). How could it be forbidden now when it 
had been her favorite thing then?  

Charlotte was a sleepy Sphinx or a bored cat (a cat with a cat in her lap), he couldn't tell which. She'd 
pulled her rich oil spill of hair into a laddish top knot as the night stretched on and wore a lazy, half-
drunk smile as she waited for Paul to return from the kitchen and answer her question.  

 

13 
Charlotte and Greta were becoming fast friends. They were bonding. Right there on Paul's couch.  

They'd been becoming friends for almost two weeks. They'd started after Charlotte had hurried on 
her loud pink corny Italian RAF-era scooter to The Kitchen, near the Vattenfall Power Plant, on 
Michaelkirchstrasse,  weaving through traffic,  in an attempt to track down "Viktor Kelling", aka Paul 
Johnson, to confront Paul on the touchy matter of what she felt were blatant public clues that Paul 
had had an adulterous affair with Claudia, Charlotte's mother, who was married to Charlotte's 
father, a saint. From there on her  corny Italian scooter (buzzing like a million wasps) to Paul's flat.  

But 

Charlotte and Greta were not lovers, had never spooned in the nude nor fed one another cherries 
(mouth-to-mouth) in the bath nor licked, nor even seen, one another's clitorises, despite the fact 
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that they had explicitly presented themselves to Paul as two people who had done all of that and 
more.  

The truth was that C and G  wouldn't even have been entirely comfortable exchanging tongue-kisses. 
Paul, an unusually observant person, normally (a novelist, after all) had failed to notice that C and G 
hadn't tongue-kissed once since arriving for dinner, despite the fact that their so-called romance was 
new and should therefore have been in its most offensive phase.  Unless they were somehow 
inhibited, in the manner of people of a much earlier generation, and perhaps this is what Paul 
assumed: that C and G were throwbacks, in the style of discreet or even repressed Lesbians of 
another era, dressed in metaphorical pillbox hats and pantsuits. Though it's more likely that the 
Narcissistic trance induced by the sexual challenge of winning Greta back had temporarily dulled 
Paul's perceptions.  

Greta wanted Paul back,  she wanted Paul as a lover again, but as a committed lover, this time, and 
perhaps as the father of her future possible half-caste child, which explains why Greta asked 
Charlotte to act out a little play with her in order to achieve this goal. Via tried-and-true 
psychological methods. It's not that she loved him, especially. But she could see it as a mutually 
advantageous match. And his semen was not bad, flavor-wise. A little like copper pennies. 

1. It was during the weekend after Charlotte had hurried to Paul's flat on her furiously noisy Italian 
scooter (to confront Paul over his affair with Charlotte's mother) that Charlotte and Greta then 
reconvened and Greta took the opportunity to suggest the scheme.  

2. Charlotte's initial mission had been a half-formed scheme to seduce Paul in order to punish her 
mother for fucking him.  

3. But the scheme fell through...  Charlotte lost faith in it... the moment she learned, in awkward 
conversation during that first meeting with Paul, that her mother, Claudia,  had broken off all 
contact with Paul anyway. If Charlotte's mother wasn't obsessed with Paul, sexually, then seducing 
Paul would be not only pointless but counter-productive, turning Charlotte into a sad little sexual 
scrounger coveting the wiggling scraps from her mother's tawdry fuck-table. Therefore, half-way 
through the subtle seduction, Charlotte called it off, mentally. Leaving her in a vaguely bored or 
disappointed or even (strangely) frustrated (how delicious, to fuck in a mask for justice) state until, 
days later,  Greta fortuitously offered the solution in the form of a "lesbian" prank. C said, 

"Oh, that's a brilliant plan! As long as we don't have to actually sleep with each other to pull it off! 
We don't do, we? Great."  

She gave  Greta a high-five, grinning, showing all of her tiny white Chinese-Iranian teeth.  Plus the 
traces of the teeth of other races. She loved a good prank. It was just like being in Uni again. Uni, 
where she'd read English-language classics such as She Stoops to Conquer and House of Mirth. But it 
was a prank with a noble goal, so it harkened back to something better than Uni days. Charlotte 
thought of it as charity work; coming to the aid of a middleclass German in need. 
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14 
"I would argue that the invention of Romantic Love was the great next step, after Religion, in the 
development of the group-psyche of the species. And, for all of its good (taking over from Religion as 
a comfort to souls, galvanizer of the will and impetus behind The Arts), can go just as wrong. It's just 
a few short steps (and technological innovations), after all, from Idealization to Objectification (aka 
Porn), for example."  

Quoth he of the objectified eyebrows. Nobody says or writes "quoth" anymore. 

We're quoting Claudia's young gynecologist, Dr. Heiko Effinkuhl, but not as audible speech. From an  
archival email. Not from an email to Claudia but from an email (bragging) about her. The late Dr. 
Heiko Effinkuhl,  who died in a boating accident on the river twenty years ago (when email was still 
young), the love of Claudia Chang's life. She'd instigated the affair with the pragmatic rationale that 
the handsome Dr. Effinkuhl touched her vagina several times a year anyway. And then he was gone. 

Heiko had touched his publisher's vagina, too, and also her anus. They had met in the 1980s in a 
radical Punk Waltz band. First she was the tour manager, which meant she owned a van. 

Claudia sat in the waiting room of Heiko's daughter's OB/GYN practise, listening to instrumental 
versions of Beatles music. The Fool on the Hill. Would she and her generation ever be free of the 
Beatles? She'd walked by two dozen bright placards with the word BEATLES (in that same old font 
with its long-stemmed  "T") on them, plastered in a row on the plywood wall of a passage under a 
construction site's scaffolding, on the way to her appointment this morning. Claudia resented the 
fact that she'd never had the chance, except during a fleeting and golden transition between the 
Beatles' official breakup, c. 1970, and the ascension of Paul McCartney's solo band, Wings, c. 1974, 
to say, wistfully, to a car full of colleagues  or a room full of old friends at a dinner party, "Remember 
The Beatles?" 

Heiko, by dint of having drowned in 1996, died innocent,  a minor saint, simply because he died 
years before the Internet turned the planet Earth into a hairy, blue-green ball bound in space by 
interconnecting rhizomes of Porn. His use of the word "Porn", in the passage (cited above) about 
Romantic Love, from an email to his publisher, was innocent.  

He'd had in mind the promotional poster from the 1960s Swedish film "I am Curious Yellow" as he 
typed the word  P-o-r-n.  

In the abbreviation of the legal term he makes himself seem worldly, a man of the world who can 
deploy the word casually, without shame or stress. As if to say, with a shrug, "Sure, I've seen it," and 
he had, from time to time, in magazine shops where the Girlie Mags were adjacent to the 
Photography Mags rather than in a backroom you had to pass through a beaded curtain to access. 
He'd never have been able to pass through those beaded curtains, which always looked like a third 
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world portal to metaphorical rape, but he wasn't above the quick occasional perusal of Penthouse 
when it was stocked close enough to Photography Today  to access with half a discreet sidestep.  

You get why photographs of human nudes can be aesthetically appealing but watching films of 
people fucking is exactly analogous to watching films of people eating. You get why voyeurs might 
like it, because there's a kink in the voyeur's  psychology exactly analogous to the kink in the 
psychology of some poor devil who gets off, sexually, watching, say,  house-fires or people eating. 
But how do the "normal" enjoy merely watching and hearing films of other people doing things that 
may or may not be fun? Including team sports! How does anyone enjoy that?  The watching? Are 
there that many voyeurs out there? Are the vast majority of human males afflicted with voyeurism? 

Heiko, born in California to German parents (mother Black German, father Aryan German) was no 
voyeur. He always wanted to be doing it, if it was worth doing, himself, in the center of things, 
perhaps watched by others but never himself a passive spectator. He'd starred in a dozen school 
plays before his parents whisked him away, out of The States,  back to the ancestral home of Berlin, 
before his worldview could be distorted by American Racism, they hoped.  

American Racism was getting unapologetically (to his parents' eyes) virulent again, after Reagan's 
election, in 1980. John Lennon's obviously political assassination didn't soften their anti-American 
opinions,  later that year. Heiko, with fewer than thirty German words in his vocabulary, landed on 
German soil on Christmas Day, 1980, at the age of 15. Claudia, who wouldn't meet Heiko for fifteen 
more years, was 28 that Christmas and monogamous as a goose. Or, no. Monogamous as a beaver. 
Beavers are seriously monogamous. Most of the time.  And they look it. 

Heiko's publisher has maintained, crazily or not, feasibly or not, verifiably or not, since Heiko's death 
in his canoe in The Spree, that Heiko was assassinated by the CIA (or some not dissimilar organ of 
well-funded intercontinental mischief)  because his popular and influential anti-American essays and 
articles, in Stern and Der Spiegel and other prominent venues , on the touchy topic of the Bosnian 
war, were becoming a problem. A scheduled paperback of Heiko's collected political writings was at 
the galley proofs stage when Heiko inexplicably decided to go canoeing at three a.m.  in the Spree in 
the middle of the winter of '96-'97, his body discovered a day later to be drifting at brisk-walking-
speed amidst copious ice-chunks toward the North Sea. And then Heiko's publisher's indie imprint 
(CASSANDRA)  was quickly purchased by JANUS (an imprint of Springer Verlag) and thirty thousand 
copies of Heiko's posthumous paperback (with a great cover, a guaranteed bestseller) were 
summarily pulped before shipping to bookstores. And then came Kosovo.  

Heiko's publisher began the nails-biting wait for her own humble turn upon the stage of fatal 
accidents of convenience.  There was a suspicious bike moment a few years after Heiko's drowning 
but it was a shitty bike and she was sixty. Was the "CIA" really behind the accident or was her own 
cheapness (in concert with her stubborn refusal to act her age) the would-be assassin?  

And what is Nazism but Shallowness taken to its genocidally logical conclusion? 
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The handlebars came right off in her hands at the bottom of a sharp curve on a steep hill in San 
Francisco and two broken elbows and a slight concussion later, after rolling under a graphic 
designer's Miata, she fled the States when the elbows were almost healed, shaking all the way home 
on the plane, expecting to see a flash and blue sky and then nothing at all forever. The paranoid 
and/or clued-in custodian of all of the late Dr. Heiko Effinkuhl's eloquent anti-American writing. She 
grew into a large woman with very long red hair who cherished the vivid sense-memory of Dr. 
Effinkuhl's manicured finger in her then-immaculate anus. He never got far in because her anus was 
always so dry. 

Whereas Claudia Chang never even knew that Heiko was a writer. She'd loved his eyebrows and his 
height. Yes and his smell. She had objectified the fuck out of him. For which she refused to feel 
guilty. And despite which (or owing to which) Heiko was the love of Claudia's life.  

Like the tragic swain of that famous story by James Joyce, which Claudia had read and loved as 
bookish young Iris Farahani. Sexy as Hell in death. Cheekbones never better. 

And there they were, two out of three of Heiko's most fetching features, resurrected in his tall and 
capable daughter, she (like he) of the intensely aquiline gaze. 

 Just like Heiko, Heiko's daughter rarely blinked.  

Her ambers fixed you in their beams and you felt warm and transparent and thoroughly 
comprehended, despite the fact that not only did Dr. Benazir Effinkuhl never blink but she never 
smiled, either. Her daddy had died in The Spree, after all, suspended in a sky-blue windbreaker and a 
knitted cap in a slow fall toward Hamburg among the jostling ice when she was barely eleven. And 
no pants on his body. Figure that one out. No, she would definitely never smile again. Not until her 
Daddy came back. 

"There's no reason why you shouldn't have a perfectly healthy baby," said  the Doctor, unsmiling, 
shooting those wide amber beams across her desk over pictures of the Doctor's wife and her triplets 
and various neat little pink or white stacks of paperwork while a synth version of Across the 
Universe,  subliminally audible from the waiting room, eased them both through alpha-wave states 
of the First World's default promise of good news. Fixing Claudia Chang in that gaze. We have the 
technology, the gaze seemed to say.   

500 million sperm cells to every sperm cell that makes it. The Cosmic Rule is Waste. The other term 
for "Waste" is Super-Abundance. 

We will definitely bring this fetus to term.  

You're only 62, after all. 
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15 
Comparing brown Heiko, of mixed German parentage, raised in the US in the 1960s and 1970s, to 
brown Paul,  raised in America by Black Americans, five or six years older than Heiko, yields 
interesting results. If you use Claudia Chang's respective interests in the two men as the basis for 
comparison. The 31-year-old Heiko vs the 57-year-old Paul. Though they were born in roughly the 
same year. 

First: Heiko, of the eyebrows.  

The moment Claudia decided to instruct Heiko that he was permitted to seduce her in her stirrups.  

She was in her early forties and flawless as a supermarket apple.  

Hair, as ever, long,  but still black, shiny and sleek as a limo, back then.  There is a Persian 
compliment... You look like the Moon... but she looked like a slender apple and a limo, bound in a 
Surrealist contraption. Not like the Moon at all. Legs up to her shoulders and spread in those stirrups 
with her wide-shouldered Gyno on a low stool leaning in toward her half-Persian vagina with 
eyebrow'd intensity,  the shoulders of his brows drawn up like hawk wings, those brows a vigilant 
hawk come to hover at the mouth of some wiggy and aromatic cave that Claudia had to keep 
reminding herself was hers.  Her cave. His intensely professional staring thrilled her but also it 
alienated her from her own Kant, slightly. Made it feel like a crime scene?  

Dr. Effinkuhl was peering into it with great interest. He was staring with übermenschlich 
concentration while touching and poking here and there with one long-fingered latex hand. 
Palpating. The perfect technique. All husbands, she was thinking, should be amateur gynecologists. 
Her lips in the spotlight and by chilly speculum parted. The hair there not unruly but not shaved 
baby-bald either. You have to be suspicious of any man who prefers bald pussy. Claudia Chang's 
Venusian topiary was just long enough to be soft. Sorrel and soft to her own touch. 

There is a good smell to a healthy male who smells two dozen pussies a day. A saturated maleness.  
Bathed in evocative pheromones. This immersion in pussy calls forth a thing exquisite in the 
testosterone, perhaps, thought Claudia. A compelling fragrance called Vaginal Superman.  

And oh she was wet as an eel. Slightly drunk. He'd frowned at the blur of the alcohol smell she 
moved through when she first crept in to the examining room with that sheepishly naughty-girl smile 
but said nothing. A lot of the rich older women came in that way, too. Boozed out. Heiko called it 
French mouthwash. 

"A little more to the left. And up," she slurred. Maybe she was pretending to be drunker than she 
was. 
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"Excuse me, Frau Chang?" 

"A little more to the left," she said, squirming. "Touch me harder there." 

"I could lose my license," he whispered. 

"Kiss it."  

She thought of her husband Tim, who had only, rather squeamishly (prissily, even) , licked her there 
once,  on her last birthday, making it clear with that shrug and that  grunting shift to his knees that 
he was merely doing this to prove, once and for all, that he wasn't necessarily against the idea of this 
kind of thing as a concept, per se and that he was dutifully returning the favor, finally, for fifteen 
years of Claudia's well-crafted blow jobs.   

It would have been better if he'd never bothered to try. Her pussy was not abhorrent. Her pussy was 
not some kind of necessary evil. Or an elephant in the room. Fuck you, Tim. What had Claudia been 
thinking all these years? She realized that she hadn't been thinking at all. She, who had planned 
everything! She had forgotten to plan to keep on thinking after getting married. 

The realisation woke her out of her thankless trance of unthinking fidelity, finally.  Fidelity as a 
commandment, right? As a tribal default. Be a dutiful possession, woman. She felt like a long-haired 
Uncle Tom with a pussy after Tim's lame attempt at finally licking it. Because Tim had never earned 
her fidelity. Simple as that. Because it should require more than mere fidelity to earn fidelity... there 
should be love, passion, poetry, gratitude, respect in persuasive abundance. One shouldn't cheat if 
one doesn't need to cheat but the terms of that mitigating qualification must by all means be 
satisfied . There should be the bilateral quality of conjugal obsession and it should reach far beyond 
the territorial imperatives of ownership, in the end, felt Claudia.  

And life was getting shorter every second, every breath, every waxing and waning Claudiacell. The 
microscopic Claudias that were constituent of the gargantuan, corporeally hologrammatic Her were 
dying off, as a species,  on an extinction schedule. Every luscious unit of her Claudianess (formerly 
her  Irisness)  was shrivelling into specks of carbon trash in Time and sluicing away down the inner 
river (like her Heiko in the outer river). She was pissing and shitting husks of blood cells, brain cells, 
bone cells, skin cells like dying baklavas of millions of parallel milliseconds at a time and it was all 
adding up in a Temporal Dump as Extinction hurried toward her like a waving friend through the 
crowded concourse of Life's Airport and what was she doing about it? Every lived Life, in the end, is 
an improvised version of the only conceivable response to the immanence and imminence of 
Death and what was her version turning out to be? It was time to get Fucking. But how does one go 
about making up for lost adulterous time? Personals Ads? Singles Bars? Swingers Clubs? Disgusting. 

She was years out of practise,  as the mother of young child Charlotte,  who was, as Claudia hated to 
put it to herself,  the symbol and trophy of a wife's unthinking fidelity. It hit her right there in her 
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handsome gynecologist's Swedish-modern chrome and glass and leather chair with the singing force 
of the obvious.  

She acted, semi-spontaneously,  under the emollient influence of a half of a bottle of one of Tim's 
Canadian wines (as though she'd sort of planned that morning to risk it) and told Doctor Heiko to kiss 
it and make it better and he did that and more. In the capable hands of a professional! Yes! Whose 
knowledge of her/the clitoris was moving in the professionalism of its commitment! Yes! This man 
had actually devoted his life to studying pussies! Just as almost every woman devotes herself to 
studying cock! Yes! 

Yes! 

She came so hard in Doctor Effinkuhl's  stirrups that she was afraid she might lose control of her 
bowels there, taking his medium-sized penis (the penis was sort of inconsequential)  in her mouth as 
both a thank you and an afterthought while she was still seeing lime-green stars. 

(Because Life is Sex and it's good that way. Fuck Lou Andreas Salome. Fuck Cantinflas. ) 

Doctor Effinkuhl's practise was situated on the Ku'Damm, the grand shopping boulevard of the West, 
at the end, near Adenauerplatz, that seemed to be filling up with Russian Mafiosi and their hard-
eyed, fashion-draped molls. The neighborhood called Charlottenburg or, as the joke went, 
Charlottengrad. Claudia and Tim's place was a twenty-minute walk away from Heiko's practise, near 
the Volkspark, and remained so after Heiko died and Heiko's daughter Benazir grew up and re-
opened Heiko's practise, essentially, in the same space, which had been, during the interim, the 
seven-room luxury flat she shared with her mother, Heiko's widow. Half of the flat was now 
Benazir's OB/GYN and the other half was where the orphan lived with the reclusive widow. 

An hour's walk in another direction, toward the East, was Paul's flat on the river near 
Jannowitzbrücke. Which felt like another era in another city. Claudia hopped on the train after her 
appointment with Heiko's daughter and headed, for whatever reason, toward Paul's flat, which she 
hadn't been anywhere near to  in at least month. 

Comparing Paul to Heiko... 

"My two Black lovers," Claudia thought with a little thrill. The ultimate middleclass fantasy of a 
certain vintage. How many fleeting cockcunts had she formed with each? The ones with Paul had 
been bigger. 

Just picture fucking the two of them at once in a Claudia sandwich, thought Claudia: Heiko in back, 
of course (because, of course, as the Law of Irony states, of course, a male Gynecologist shall 
overwhelmingly prefer anal, of course... why had she never called him on this? Though, since Heiko 
had died so soon after, she was glad she hadn't). Neither of the two men was terribly Black. Both 
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were Brown. Heiko had been perhaps a little lighter than Paul. Twenty years separated the two. Are 
the gradations of color meaningful? Are people really like coffee drinks? 

As the subway rose above-ground toward Nollendorfplatz and sunlight strobed in brittle bars 
through the packed carriage, Claudia squinted and thought of Paul's best book, the first one she'd 
read, the second one he'd written, A Day of Rain, written as his pseudonym Victor Kelling, the part in 
the book in which a side-character, known only as V., is sitting in a crowded U-Bahn carriage as the 
train rises above-ground toward Nollendorfplatz. V is thinking about his lover, Beatrice R. 

 

                                               A DAY OF RAIN           (paraphrased excerpt) 

V's thoughts about Beatrice R. have nothing to do with her as a physical being. There's nothing about her 
body in his thoughts about her. He doesn't think of her shapely legs or large-ish, well-shaped breasts or 
her silky hair or her striking face, which resembles a Mona Lisa with bigger eyes and more angular 
features and a much fuller mouth. It's established early in the book that Beatrice is unusually attractive 
(men always around like a cloud of mosquitoes)... but what V loves about Beatrice is the part of Beatrice 
that would continue to exist if she gained a catastrophic amount of weight or if her hair fell out or if her 
face got shattered in a helicopter crash. Or if she merely, inevitably, he hoped,  got old.  If she remained 
strong enough to remain herself without her beauty to hide behind: that was the part of Beatrice that V 
claimed to love and he always told her so. 

Beatrice was extremely allergic to strawberries (which was ironic because her vagina had a very subtle 
flavor of berries to it). She'd never told V this.  V was simply under the impression that Beatrice didn't 
much care for fruit. Beatrice decided to test V's professed (Elizabethan stress on the third syllable of the 
word) love for her ineffable beatricity one morning and to this end she ate a pint of strawberries about 
two hours before they were to meet for lunch at the trendiest bistro in town, Calf. V came to pick Beatrice 
up at her flat and when she swung the door open she was unrecognizable... her face was bright red and 
extremely swollen and covered in livid bumps.  

"My God!" cried V, and he embraced Beatrice so hard that she could barely breathe. When he finally let go 
he held her at arm's length and studied her deformed face. "We have to get you to a doctor!" 

"I've already been to the doctor," she said. "I never told you this before. It's a condition. My mother has it, 
too. The older I get, the more frequently this will happen. It lasts for weeks at a time. It's hideous, I know. 
I'm sorry." 

"Is it painful?" 

"Not at all. But it's hideous. I can't go outside like this. I look like a freak." 
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"Bea, are you kidding? We have a reservation at Calf! Do you know how hard those are to get, Darling? If 
we're five minutes late we'll never get a table at that restaurant again! Get your coat on!" 

So out the door and across town to trendy Calf they went.  

It was packed. All the trendy people stared the minute they walked in. Beatrice and V  took their seats at a 
central table. The waiter averted his eyes when he came to take their order. But V. didn't seem to care or 
notice. In fact, he seemed to be floating on a cloud. He was chatty and expansive during lunch. He'd 
ordered a sampler of exotic dishes and pressed Beatrice to try everything (spooning the delicacies into 
her mouth from across the table after asking her, each time, to close her eyes)... V had never seemed 
happier. He kissed her hand at the table and kissed her on the mouth as they stood to leave. That night, in 
bed, with the lights on, he was more passionate in his love-making than ever. He had passed the test. The 
admirable-but-unlikely thing that V had always claimed, regarding Beatrice's outer beauty, vs  V's  love 
for her inner self,  was true. Wrapped in V's arms after their lovemaking, Beatrice said, 

"You were so relaxed and happy and unselfconscious at Calf, today, V. So openly affectionate. Normally 
you're far more reticent. But look at me... I'm a monster now! Why weren't you weirded out among the 
snobs at Calf with me looking like this?" 

V laughed and kissed her wounded face. "It's your beauty that usually makes me self-conscious in public, 
Bea," and he kissed her again and, again, they made love, trying things they had never before tried.  

V is remembering this night of passion and experimentation, several days later,  on the U-Bahn, as the 
train rises above-ground, approaching the Nollendorfplatz station, where he's set to meet Beatrice in the 
middle of the platform and from there to walk to their favorite little spot for a coffee. He's never been so 
happy. The train pulls into the station and his heart sinks, a little, however, to see that Beatrice is 
somehow beautiful again, perhaps even more beautiful than ever, dressed wonderfully and made-up and 
so stunning in a cinematic way that V can see that passengers all around him at the door are staring at 
Beatrice intently through the glass. Some of the passengers are refugees. Some are even commenting on 
her astounding appearance with little jokes or wry observations, among themselves, as though a scene for 
a Hollywood movie is being filmed right there on the platform. V. steps off the train and they embrace as 
he hides his disappointment, and his embarrassment,  as well as he possibly can. They chat and joke as he 
pulls Beatrice through the eyes of the nosy crowd.  V 's heart is pounding but he makes it out of the 
station. And Beatrice? Beatrice has realized that the first test she put V to was a mistake,  grounded in the 
most common misunderstanding of  romantic love:  we too often judge our lovers' strengths and 
weaknesses by the standards of our own failings.   
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16 
The last line of that chapter reads: 

"Because V. loves Beatrice, he will make do with the situation. There's nothing Beatrice can do about 
her face, after all, and the years will cure them both of everything." 

Claudia loved this part of the book. She loved, especially, the line "and the years will cure them both 
of everything,"  which, she has decided, will appear on her tombstone. 

"That is a serious tribute," had said Paul. "Seriously? On your tombstone?" 

"Yes. It's in my will." 

"I love you more than ever, then." 

"This is the Week of Miracles, remember? Everything is allowed. Even love." 

Almost everything. 

Heiko had been articulate in his hypothetical Feminism, which he could dispense with quite quickly, 
in dinner conversation, with the socially-safe incantation "Equal pay for equal work"  but, Claudia 
felt, to be a true Feminist, a man had to be a bit feminine. And not in a superficial way. The 
superficial femininity that most "new men" happily put on display is prowess in the kitchen, an ironic 
kind of pseudo-feminist ability in that only a chauvinist thinks of the fucking kitchen as the feminine 
part of the house. Most of Heiko's "feminism" was merely sanitized  (circumcized ?) Chauvinism and 
she had loved Heiko anyway and never bothered to point his internal contradictions out to him. And 
she was glad, because imagine pointing out someone's internal contradictions and undermining the 
accretionally-developed super-structure of their sense of Self...  and then they die. Claudia would 
never have been able to live with herself. At least Heiko died thinking he was a Feminist. Bless his 
macho, connected eyebrows. Paul's eyebrows were unconnected, unspectacular but fine. 

Paul was a genuine Feminist. Biologically so, even, maybe. Claudia sensed the presence of a pretty 
little virtual womb in Paul. Maybe it was only the size of a vestigial twin in a baby but the 
combination of Paul's radiant little virtual womb and his large cock (she'd nicknamed it Cockzilla but 
never had the nerve, despite the fact that EWA ( Everything Was Allowed),  during the Week of 
Miracles, to debut the nickname, because, don't laugh, it just felt racist somehow to make too much 
of Paul's size) was extremely attractive to her.  She'd always been a sucker for Hermaphrodites. Tim 
was all womb and no cock and Heiko was (had been) all cock, though it hadn't been a big one. Tim, 
Heiko and Paul were all intelligent men, but who would Claudia claim was the smartest? Heiko had 
been given to quoting the Nazi charlatan Heidegger.  By cock size, in ascending order, the list started 
with Tim and ended with Paul. Tim, therefore, she decided,  was the smartest. 
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"May I call you Iris?" 

She hesitated then said, "Yes. Yes, Paul, even that's allowed. And it's strange but I think I like it." 

"I love you, Iris Farahani." 

"Now it's my turn. I want to try another kind of transgression. Are you willing? Be honest." 

"Everything is allowed. This is the Week of Miracles." 

"Good. I want to do the unthinkable and talk about a former love. I want to compare him to you, as 
you listen. I want to discuss how you two are similar and how you're different. Can you stand that?" 

"Yes. Everything is allowed. But I hate him." 

"He's dead. Long ago." 

"That's a little better. But I still hate him." 

"I know, love. He would have hated you, too!" She laughed. "But he would have pretended to like 
you. He pretended to like Tim. He wanted to appear to be above it all, I think. Or sophisticated. A 
European intellectual. He loved French movies. In French movies, ex-husbands and ex-lovers are 
always friends of the family, close friends of the husband, and they commiserate over the wife, who 
is usually some kind of force of nature, irrational, tempestuous and so forth or in the process of 
taking on a new, much younger lover, a toy-boy, who both men, who are shown getting adorably 
drunk together,  hate. Are the French really like this? I think he wanted to model his life on French 
romantic comedies of the '70s.  I'd come over and fuck him once a week in his office and, after we'd 
fuck, he'd light a cigarette, invariably, and ask about Tim. Not just in a superficial way, either. We'd 
have detailed conversations about Tim and whatever Tim was doing that week. I once mentioned 
that Tim was having some kind of arcane tax problem with a business he was setting up in Yemen 
and Heiko... his name was Heiko... offered his own tax lawyer's services, free of charge, until Tim's 
problems were sorted. I thanked Heiko but declined the offer." 

"What did this Heiko look like? Typical German?" 

"Oh, No. No. He looked a bit like you." 

"Oh, good." 

"But with hair." 

"Even better." 
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"He was only thirty." 

"Wonderful." 

"Well, it was over twenty years ago, Baby. You had your hair then, too, remember. Also, I thought 
you didn't care about your hair or lack thereof?" 

"I didn't until this Heiko character showed up." 

"He wouldn't have looked as good without his hair as you look without yours." 

"That's better." He laughed. "Go on." 

"And his cock..." 

"Yes?" 

"I'm not exaggerating. I think it was literally forty percent smaller than yours? Forty four...?" 

"Okay. My cheeks aren't numb anymore." 

"And his semen tasted not very good. Yours tastes like crushed roses." 

"Now I'm happy. Now I'm content." 

"Have you ever been with someone who looks like you, Paul? I've been meaning to ask." 

"What do I look like?" 

"Black. You know:  black-ish. The blacker side of mixed." 

"Do you mean dating or fucking?" 

"Either. Both." 

"I dated a Miss Black Minnesota in the 1980s." 

"Yes? And you fucked her?" 

His phone rang... doo de doo...  
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"No." 

"Kissed her?" 

"On the mouth? No. I tried to." 

"Have you ever fucked a Black woman?" 

"Nope." 

"That's not possible." 

"It's totally possible. It happens to be true. It's probably more common than you think." 

"Should I be disappointed in you?" 

"Have you ever slept with a half-German, half-Iranian man?" 

"That's different." 

"How?" 

Claudia laughed and made a sheepish "who knows?" gesture. Paul said, 

"In the USA, right? Blacks... we Blacks... we're something like 10% of the population. So, you know, if 
you're Black in America, which is what I was, and you're standing in any average American location, 
statistically speaking, there are going to be roughly nine or ten whites for every Black in the vicinity. 
So you're ten times more likely to be served by a white or have a white colleague or a white lover... 
unless some kind of racist segregation effect is lumping an unnatural concentration of Blacks 
together. Otherwise known as a 'ghetto'. And I grew up in a ghetto but I left the ghetto before I 
reached mating age. Never to return. A Black with another Black in America is as statistically 
unnatural as a Black with a White in Uganda, though most people are too casually racist to grasp 
that." 

"A completely logical and deeply unsatisfying explanation." 

They laughed. 

"Okay, here's my second attempt. Ready?" 

"I'm all ears." 
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"Ears? From where I'm standing you're all arse. In the nicest possible way." 

"No stalling, Buster." 

"Okay, listen. I'm a Bohemian, Claudia. For half of my adult life, so far, being a Bohemian meant I had 
little or no money and no job prospects. Try finding a well-educated, great-looking Black woman 
who'll settle for a guy who isn't, at the very least,  in law school. There just hasn't been, historically, 
enough of a Black middle class... a Black middle class of adequate venerability... to generate 
Bohemian Black Babes in any serious number.  It takes money to generate a generation of 
pretentious kids who seem wholly unconcerned with earning money. I'm just a fluke. I'm a freak. My 
Black friends and acquaintances are still, by far, the most materialistic people I know. Which is 
totally understandable! A hundred years ago we had nothing, most of us, we owned not even 
ourselves.  We were still trying to get the feeling back in our wrists and ankles after being chained 
for so long. So, of course, of course, most of us Blacks would have been revering recent purchases of 
white Naugahyde sectional sofas while some white family on the nicer side of town was wonderfully 
spawning, instead,  the Midwestern answer to Kiki of Montparnasse!  I'm sure there must have been 
three or four incredible Black Bohemian Girls, bumping around the vast territory of the continental 
United States, back when I was around but, sadly, our paths never crossed. And, by the way, I love 
you, too." 

"That one felt a little truer. But, still..." 

"Ha! 'But still', nothing!  Do you know how happy I'd have been, at nineteen or twenty, when I was 
really diving into all that, for the first time... what an answer to my prayers it would have been if I'd 
met a girl who looked just like me and knew the books I loved and liked the same records and 
laughed at Monty Python, too? I'd still be with her! I never would have let her go! I never would have 
left the country! That's all I ever wanted, a girl exactly like me... a girl whose hand I could clutch in 
public with the serene sense that no one could possibly, with any imaginable excuse,  say anything 
against it. A girl I could lie beside in perfect Adam-and-Eve mode, my arm touching her arm, feeling 
neither especially light nor dark, oblivious to my color for the first time in history, my wavy hair 
touching her wavy hair, our fleshy mouths and sharp little freckled noses  a perfect match? Don't 
you think I fantasize about that girl... that woman,  sometimes, still? My perfect incestuous non-
racial fuck twin? The copper-colored, wise-cracking,  Godard-digging, Al Green fan carrying a copy of 
First Love and Other Sorrows in her backpack? How do you know I'm not pretending that YOU are 
HER right... fucking... fucking...FUCKING... now...?!" 

His phone rang... doo de doo...   

And Claudia had giggled and closed her eyes and concentrated on what Paul was doing almost 
violently, now, with both his thumbs and she came. She came like hot klieg lights being smashed 
quite rapidly in a long descending row by a big black baseball bat. Making Paul sort of angry 
(finally) had really turned her on.  
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Angry but gentle. 

My God, she thought, I was goading him! I loved it! I'm terrible!  

Later, they had a conversation in which either Paul or Claudia, in the bathtub,  said, while the other 
was scrubbing his or her back,  It's not as though the audience remains constant while the general 
level of the artists and writers decline! Mediocre audiences call forth and anoint mediocre Artists 
while the awards are still awarded and the blockbusters roll on. 

The Cosmic Rule is Waste. 

That night they went to  a concert to see Geneva Salt.  

A young act. Part of the new R&B&F movement. Everyone was raving about Geneva Salt, especially 
the thirty-something and twenty-something painters of Claudia's acquaintance, so Claudia wanted to 
go. 

There was a long line on a trendy sidewalk to get in. The line appeared to pour thickly out of the cafe 
on the corner and half-way up the street and right back into the open double doors of the TZAK 
THEATER. The line flashed and glowed with its own internal luminescence of little screens, 
overwhelmed every few minutes with the 20th-century clatter and light of a passing trolley. People 
hopping off of the trolley added themselves to the line. Paul and Claudia appeared to Claudia to be 
the only people in that line or even on that street or in that neighborhood who were older than 
forty. Everywhere you looked, there was a black and blue poster for INVOICE OF A GENERATION. 

Paul, who had been a Poet when he was younger, was reciting short bits of poetry with his shiny 
brown head and fancy dark coat and Claudia wanted to suck Paul's big bronze cock right there in line 
to reward him. Poetry as plumage: the day was coming when it would no longer work, probably. 
Why had it ever? How does Culture interact with DNA and DNA with culture? How and why had 
Claudia's distant pre-human ancestors selected for a verbal/aesthetic trigger for vaginal moisture a 
million years before the advent of language? Especially since a Poet would be the very opposite of 
the archetype of caveman capable of hunting game and killing rivals. How had the lens and retina 
evolved, independently,  into Eye when neither was useful until both were ready? 

Paul recited Ezra Pound's "The Evening of the Air Show over Midcentury Paris" ("A girl looked up"), 
the poem famous for being half as long as its title, and he recited an excerpt from Anne Sexton's 
humorous "Milk Teeth" ("the nursing girl no longer  /gamine, graceful, grateful / those aren't a man's 
chompers") and he did, extra well, with expert pauses and a deepened voice, Ted Hughes' wonderful 
"Muck's Wolf": 

as though some boreal woods'  

twilit compulsions rushed it  
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to presume to nose  

the door in, prance-print flameshapes in thick 

sump-ink, muck into the architect's summering 

cottage, quite 

up the stairs in sniffs and bounds after 

culturescents leading its shitstink, meatbreath  

mid-way cross the sleeping room's  

anterior library parquet, stopped fast 

by uncanny's decorum, the muckpaws now 

dried thick alone mid-room as though 

the beast just  

dematerialized with boredom or rose  

to the ghostly occasion of 

shame 

 

A girl in a group of girls in the queue, ahead of them, turned and applauded. Claudia smiled and 
joined in the applause, rewarding the girl for being both friendly and plain. The girl was in her early 
twenties and slightly heavy, with shiny, over-rouged cheeks and an upturned nose that looked 
carved, her blonde hair in a pile of Bavarian braids on her head, and Claudia knew Paul wouldn't 
have touched her with his worst enemy's penis. Claudia like the fact that Paul's libido was 
inseparable from his vanity. The girl was American and told them her name was Steph and that her 
friends were Germans who'd never seen Geneva Salt in concert before. Steph had been to quite a 
few of the Salt shows in the US (in Wisconsin, Michigan and Illinois) and one in Paris. She said, 

"I just love Ted Hughes. I recognized that poem from Mr. Crandal's course. That was the only course I 
got an 'A' in. I love Ted and Sylvia. Most of my friends loved Sylvia and hated Ted. And you know 
what? I just never understood that. He didn't force that woman's head in that oven. That was her 
choice. Everybody is all about whatever their choices are, I think. Right? I mean, come on. Cut the 
poor guy some slack. That's amazing that you memorized the whole poem like that. I wanted to be 
an actress but I just could not memorize a page of dialogue. I don't know how people do it. Are you 
guys American? I'm Steph. This is my bestie Silke and her sister Tina and Tina's best friend Katja. 
Where in The States are you from?" 
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"I'm American but my Wife is German," said Paul. 

"Cool," said Steph. "So how long have you guys been married?" 

"Forty two," said Claudia. "Years." 

"That's amazing," said Steph. "You've been married longer than my  Mom has been alive." 

Paul said, "She was a foreign exchange student. My family was the host family. I was seventeen and 
she was eighteen. We eloped to Vegas. And now, forty-two years later..." 

"We're going to have our first baby. I just got the news." 

"Oh my god," said Steph. "That has got to be the most awesomely romantic story I have ever heard, 
no contest. Not gonna lie... I think I might cry!" Steph was staring at, and typing something entirely 
unrelated into,  her little screen as she said this. 

Tzak was a sumptuously red velveteen Czech puppet theater from the late 19th century,  back when 
there were so few entertainments in the world that no form of it could afford to be devoted 
exclusively to the pleasure of children. The stone walls of Tzak's cavernously-high-ceilinged 
auditorium were pocked in dense constellations of bullet holes, now considered charming, and hung 
with faded tapestries of a triple-headed eagle (headless snakes in its talons) and the name of Tzak's 
founder (Mikhail Sabbati) along with those of its star attractions, now meaningless, and the risqué 
silhouettes of naked Belle Epoque coquettes with parasols and riding crops and pendulous bosoms. 
Each of the four moth-eaten, sepia tone tapestries was taller than a man and wider than two and a 
generation older than Claudia and Paul's combined age, rippling on ancient breezes thirty feet above 
their heads. 

"So I hear we're married now?" whispered Claudia into Paul ear as the lights went down over the 
modest stage, which held no musical equipment on it; it was bare. The stage was half-ringed with 
jury-rigged cinema seating on various levels and all the seats were filled. To the rear of the stage was 
a single door painted fire engine red. 

"And we're having a baby too, don't forget," Paul whispered back. 

People were applauding as Geneva Salt entered through the red door and took the stage. 

"Now you've got me wishing that we really had eloped to Vegas at eighteen," said Claudia, kissing 
the side of Paul's neck. 

"When you were eighteen I was thirteen," said Paul, angling his cheek against her lips. 
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"Even more romantic," whispered Claudia. 

Cressida Babbitz was leading in the polls. 

 

17 
It boiled down to the bio-binary of dicks and pussies. The meatspace Zeroes and Ones. Haven't you 
noticed? The Erection is clearly a One; the Pussy a Zero. The One a meagre figure, the Zero the 
flipside of Infinity. 

She was in a fuzzy white jumper that matched the desert-bone-white of her hair and pubic bush 
(which Paul had asked her to grow a little, five days of fluffy white growth, which is not much but the 
near-centimeter of growth felt like his, he wanted something of his on her), on her back on his work 
table, bare white feet with iridescent green toenails on his leather shoulders as he was standing, still 
in his leather coat, collar up, no pants or shoes, hands braced on the table, doing his best not to 
come. After Paul's ejaculating condomlessly in Claudia's Pill-free uterus the very first time they'd 
made love, at the beginning of the week, they'd decided, as unlikely as Claudia Chang was to get 
pregnant at the age of 62, to be a little more mindful of where his semen went. Claudia didn't mind 
swallowing it (it's an acquired taste but it grows on you; it tasted like "crushed roses" as she put it) 
but they'd been experimenting with masturbatory tableaux of late. She liked to come with Paul in 
her and then watch Paul masturbate and, sometimes, masturbate while watching Paul masturbate 
and then, as a coda, have intercourse again. Or stick an object up his ass. At their combined age of 
119. 

They visited two different brothels on two consecutive days and utilized three different prostitutes.  

The first visit they were both novices. They found the brothel by reading Customer Rating comments 
on the Internet. For the brothel called LADY LAY they read generally positive feedback which 
intrigued them; for example: 

"Very good place.would recommend to everyone. Had so much fun with NICOLE ❤️❤️❤️❤️. Such a sweetheart . I 
would visit her whenever I can. More over anything one could totally communicate with her. I would rate a 5starts 
for her figure (boobs ❤️) and the way she connects with a person.shes an angel In a bombshell.if it's to be honest I 
would love to f**k her till I die. Oo and I forgot to mention, She blows like a GODESS." 

...from a customer identifying himself as "Fearless Leader". 

It was a long, detailed comment from a disgruntled customer identifying himself as "Steven 
McCabe", writing about an experience in another brothel, the brothel HUND UND KATZE,  however, 
that really grabbed both Claudia and Paul's attention. 
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"Terrible experience. I've been to a lot of places like this one around the world; some were great and 
some not. This was the worst of all. 
 
The girl, Sandra, had a horrible attitude. She complained about everything: you're too close; don't touch 
my leg; don't pull out so far (she allows a 2cm range of motion); don't put your arm around me; etc. 
Nothing but rules and complaints. 
 
After a few minutes of that I just gave up and decided to leave. I was fine just accepting my losses. But 
she wasn't. 
 
She began to lecture me for the next five minutes about how I can't expect her to do whatever I want (I 
did not want anything remotely unusual; just the standard service you get anywhere else). It was brutal 
and she wouldn't stop. Even when I said she was right and it's all my fault, just so I could leave, she still 
wouldn't stop. 
 
That lecture is the reason for this review. Without it, I would have just moved on, but lecturing me 
afterwards, even when I wasn't angry or arguing and just wanted to leave, was too much. 
 
I'm sure there are also nice girls working here (only three choices on this day and against my better 
judgement I did not leave), but I can't excuse them for employing someone like Sandra. 
 
For that reason, avoid Hund und Katze. If you go anyway, definitely avoid Sandra at all costs. Even if she 
is the only one available, don't make the same mistake I did. Go anywhere else. 
 
EDIT (added later): Also, take note that the majority of the five star reviews come from the H and K 
owners themselves or from a girl who works there. I didn't realize this until just now. I should have done 
a bit more research and gone elsewhere." 

Sandra's character, in Steven McCabe's lament about a hired romance gone terribly wrong, had 
taken on a narrative depth that Nicole (despite, or because of, her purported ability to blow like a 
Goddess) lacked. Sandra's character spoke to them commandingly from the (virtual) page, 
demanding to be taken seriously, and the drizzly morning of the day after reading about her, Paul 
and Claudia travelled to an U-Bahn station nearest the brothel called HUND UND KATZE and then 
walked 50 meters without umbrellas in the light rain, along a formerly well-to-do boulevard that had 
been bombed heavily during the war. Paul pushed on an unpromising-looking brass buzzer (on that 
tatty-looking stretch of Kantstrasse, just around the corner from the shopping centers of 
Wilmersdorferstrasse). Climbing two narrow flights of loud wooden steps they then pressed another 
buzzer and found themselves in a dimly lit waiting room with chintzy, '50s-era, red-velvet-
upholstered furniture. There was a row of high-backed chairs, lined up along one dark-green wall, 
facing floor-to ceiling black velvet curtains on the opposite side of the windowless room. The 
distance from the row of chairs to the black curtains they faced was maybe four long paces. On 
either side of the long row of high-backed chairs was a lamp, with a brocaded and tasselled shade, 
on a little round table, lighting the room with tired yellow lights like suppertime despite the fact that 
it wasn't even eleven in the morning. By Berlin standards it was the crack of dawn.  

There was soft music in bad taste... Beatles songs performed on a synthesizer mimicking a harp... 
and the smell of vinegar-based German disinfectant, which Germans think of as the smell of 
cleanliness. They had come to seat themselves in the row of chairs by following instructions 
handwritten neatly on a cardboard sign taped to the black enamelled door of the waiting room. So 
Paul and Claudia sat side by side in the center pair of chairs in the long row, holding hands in Paul's 
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lap, and it reminded Paul of a mixture between going to the dentist and a puppet show (although 
he'd never been to a puppet show) and he whispered this to Claudia, who squeezed his hand and 
lifted the pointer-finger of her free right hand to her lips as though they were attending the Opera. 

Paul pictured an unseen dormitory of girls of all shapes, sizes, colors and disposition; a long room of 
bunk beds with girls in repose in their bunks, reading or eating chocolates,  or sitting up with their 
legs dangling off the beds' sides, smoking and laughing or daydreaming, all of them young, some 
naked, some in pyjamas or dressing gowns, a few very beautiful, so many chatting in different 
languages. This was a scene from which beloved Foreign Film of Paul's beloved youth? 

The black velvet curtain before them wasn't quite floor-to-ceiling. The curtain didn't quite reach the 
floor, and when someone walked along behind the curtain to a spot near the curtain's center, they 
could see this person from the ankles down and that she or he  was not wearing provocative or 
brutal heels, as expected,  but what appeared to be red ballet slippers. 

Paul was wiping Claudia's snow-white vagina with a green silk handkerchief, daubing it maternally, 
as he remembered their adventures among the prostitutes.  A Thursday morning and Friday night 
among the prostitutes. 

Claudia was supine on Paul's work table, Paul's keyboard and monitor pushed to the side, Claudia's 
frosted bush receiving the simple and direct message of a warm wedge of sunlight from the aging 
afternoon  which had been hiding behind a long train of passing clouds and spirits.  Her pussy  
appeared to sparkle and her jumper to glow. Paul's back hurt a little and he rolled his shoulders and 
looked sharply left then right. Paul, a little drunk with orgasm,  not having yet bothered to put his 
semi-hard (still) cock away, said, in a mock-serious voice meant to disguise his seriousness, 

"Iris Farahani, I want to use our Week of Miracles to do more than fuck each other. I want to tell you 
things I've never told anyone. Things that might make you think I'm crazy." 

"You've really got me curious now. And scared, a little? Maybe?" 

"Don't be scared. It's very simple. Everyone loses and gains things with Time. You lose a certain kind 
of innocent beauty and gain a certain kind of intelligent gorgeousness, for example. And one thing I 
lost was a power to do something that everyone who isn't just batshit believes is impossible." 

"Okay." 

"But you're crazy about me for this week and everything is allowed and you'll hear me out, yes?" 

"I will hear you out because I do love you,  maybe even longer than this week, yes. I will hear you out 
and reserve judgement for this week at least." 

"And swear yourself to secrecy." 
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"I'm already sworn to secrecy." 

Paul laughed. "I forgot.  Actually, it's more than one secret  I want to confess and the first secret is 
not such a big deal. If you told anyone the first secret, they'd just think I'm sort of pathetic, but not 
necessarily insane. It's not so much a secret you should keep for me, it's a secret I was keeping from 
you. I don't want to alienate you. But this is the thing. Neither one of us is stupid. We both, I guess, 
understand the burden of intelligence. Intelligence is a tool and a cross to bear. It's an isolating 
thing, don't you find?" 

"It can be, Paul, yes.  Maybe, sometimes, with some lovers, I've used sex as a way to bridge what 
seems like an unbridgeable gap." 

"Sure. But you and I both know that only works for a few  fuckings. Then the gap is revealed to be 
much worse, much bigger, than it first seems. Am  I right?" 

"Yes. Yes you are. But...?" 

"I'm being mysterious, still. What I wanted to confess, first, is the minor secret that I talk to myself. A 
lot. Because I think it feels as though I'm the only one who can converse... I don't want to say 'on my 
level'..." 

"Okay..." 

"It's not a high or low thing. Maybe it's a frequency thing. But I find that if I don't talk to myself I go a 
little limp inside. From boredom. Ever since I was very young. I have these ongoing phantom 
conversations. My lips don't move but it's exactly as though there's a conversation and a 
conversational partner..." 

"We all..." 

"Sure. But these conversations can go on for hours. For days. Weeks. My books. All my novels. Each 
book was a conversation I happened to write down..." 

"Okay." 

"There are running characters... very real to me." 

"Like the imaginary friends of small children?" 

"Yes." 
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"Interesting, Paul. But not so crazy. Not disturbing crazy. Cute crazy?  I'm not alienated from you by 
this confession at all, Paul, despite the fact..."  she laughed  "...that it even contains a claim within it 
that you're more intelligent than I am. You are so innocently arrogant." 

"I love you." 

"I love you, too. So, continue." 

"Okay. Now, this is the big secret. It may seriously change the way you think of me.  You will 
question my sanity. This will either cause you to love me more or love me less but I doubt the level 
will remain exactly the same after I tell you. Are you ready? Be honest." 

"I'm ready." 

"Good." 

"I'm totally ready." 

"Please listen with an open mind. The first time I noticed I could Time Travel I was thirteen. This is no 
coincidence. You'll understand in a moment. It was the second time I ever masturbated. The two 
self-pleasuring events were separated by two weeks. The first orgasm I ever had engulfed my young 
body with a fever of progressive tingles that lasted for hours after. My toes were on silver fire as 
were my fingertips and at the moment the big O started I blacked out, our I thought I blacked out. I 
was blind and numb for a moment and then the lingering tingles swept through me. I was watching a 
popular Television series of the 1960s. It was called The Flying Nun. I don't know why The Flying Nun 
was a trigger because the lead actress, Sally Fields, was mousy at best. But I was watching that day, 
alone in the little house I shared with my mother, and sexual inspiration hit me and I inserted my 
selfish teenage boner between the main cushions of the Naugahyde sofa. The cushions were 
encased in clear vinyl slip-covers. The seams of the edges were rough but the planes of the vinyl 
surfaces were smooth and it was summer so the vinyl was hot and I fucked the sofa while watching 
The Flying Nun. And that unprecedented orgasm, the first I was conscious of ever having, was 
devastatingly good." 

"Okay. But what... " 

"I'm getting to that. The first time I had an orgasm was so good and so powerful  it actually 
frightened me. I wasn't in a rush to repeat the experience. Despite how good it felt. The word 
'bliss'... suddenly you understand, when something like that happens, that some ecstasies can be too 
much, you approach them with a kind of Hebraic shame and caution and that's when you finally 
grasp what they mean by 'bliss'. So I crab-walked around the issue, avoiding my own erections like 
the plague. It was 1972, I was in 8th grade, my science teacher was Mrs Shaw. We had a big 
assignment, I had to do this presentation for science class." 
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"So the little genius built a 'Time machine'?" 

"No. The presentation had to do with the difference between Meiosis and Mitosis. It was the last big 
assignment before summer vacation. I had to draw cells and paste the drawings on a large piece of 
cardboard. I remember, very vividly, drawing cells and cutting out the drawings and slathering the 
backs of the drawings with white glue. You know. I think you have it here, in Berlin, too..." 

"Elmer's glue! The smell..." 

"Yes. It smells like mother's milk. To appeal to the..." 

"My God, yes! I never..." 

"I remember the backs of these drawings full of glue and the drawings warping and rippling when I 
attached them to the cardboard because the glue made the paper I'd drawn on too wet.  Saturated." 

"Yes." 

"So, this science presentation was a big part of the two weeks between the bookends of the first two 
times I ever ejaculated. There was also a movie I went to see with my Aunt Elaine. These details are 
relevant, don't worry. We went to see the science fiction film THX 1138. I'd read Ben Bova's 
novelization of the script already and I tricked my Aunt Elaine into taking me to see the film. She 
thought it was about space ships and ray guns and monsters from outer space. I knew it was a 
cautionary dystopian vision with a pretty high sex content.  It takes place in the 25th century or 
sometime post-apocalyptic. Maybe there's been a nuclear war. Humans live underground and sexual 
intercourse, for whatever reason, is prohibited. You're supposed to masturbate down a hose while 
watching state-sanctioned pornographic holograms so the state can harvest your seed for in-vitro 
reproduction. Like, it's a control thing. The plot of the movie is, basically, a man and woman,  who 
are roommates in this dystopian underground society where natural intercourse between men and 
women is forbidden... the roommates begin fucking. That sets the plot in motion. And I tricked my 
Aunt Elaine into taking me to see this film in June of  1972, two weeks after the first time I've ever 
ejaculated." 

"Okay." 

"Now, Elaine was, by far, the more attractive of my mother's siblings. She was thirty or thirty one 
and I was thirteen and the only reason the first orgasm of my life wasn't dedicated to her was purely 
a matter of convenience. I mean, Sally Field, dressed up as the Flying Nun, was there, in front of me, 
so it was her I was sort of seeing while I fucked the couch. But it should have been my Aunt Elaine, 
who was stunning. I tricked her to taking me to see THX 1138 and there's a scene with the lead 
character,  played by Robert Duvall, masturbating to an image of a naked Black woman doing some 
kind of so-called tribal dance to bongo music or something. She's a hologram so she appears sort of 
transparent and blurry but you can see her big brown swaying tits while she's dancing. And I'm 
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sitting there watching this with my Aunt Elaine... I don't know how she got me into the theater. This 
is R-rated stuff and I'm thirteen. Maybe I looked old for my age? But I couldn't see those big brown 
swaying tits and not see that it's my Aunt Elaine up there dancing. I'm seeing those big brown tits as 
her big brown tits. I'm paralyzed with embarrassment and excitement." 

"Wow." 

"What I wasn't aware of at the time. Because you're aware of so little, at that age. So focused on 
yourself. I was sighing and moaning softly while I sat there. The first time I sat there in the theater 
seat beside Elaine watching a naked brown, semi-transparent dancer with swaying tits, I wasn't 
aware of the fact that I was loudly squirming and sighing and moaning in adolescent agony, longing 
for release. The second time it happened, I could hear myself although I was powerless to stop it. 
You'll ask yourself, what does Paul mean by 'the second time it happened'? I mean this. Elaine took 
pity on me and reached over and lay her hand gently across the tortured lump of my lust-distended 
crotch. I was wearing dark brown gabardine pants and a polyester shirt with boats on it. She lay her 
left hand on my crotch,  lightly at first, but began to apply pressure with the heel of her palm. With a 
polishing motion like this. And of course I exploded. I saw stars in the movie theater. This orgasm 
was even bigger than the first I'd ever had two weeks before. The theater went black for a moment 
and when I regained consciousness I was humping the vinyl-sided gap between the main cushions on 
the famous Naugahyde sofa at home. I wasn't in the theater beside my Aunt anymore at all." 

"What?" 

"Yes. I was there again, stuck right back in the moment after my first ever orgasm,  because I had 
travelled two weeks backward in time." 

"Okay." 

"I know it sounds a little too crazy.  I'm making serious claims about the unknown mechanics of the 
Universe here and tying these claims to my spunk.  I jumped up and put my swimming trunks on 
again and ran into the kitchen again where we kept the calendar. It was the kind of calendar where 
you tear off the page at the end of the day. And the calendar told me that it was Saturday, June 3rd, 
all over again. The two weeks between June 3rd and June 20th, which I had just lived, felt like a 
dream and felt that way more and more strongly as the orgasm receded and I repeated my 
experience of that interval of Time. Had I imagined all of it? Was it all just part of a really vivid 
masturbation fantasy, triggered by a Flying Nun, that felt like it lasted two weeks long and 
culminated in a second orgasm? Everything felt like a deja vu. I realized that I had jumped off the 
sofa and pulled on my swimming trunks and checked the calendar before. And everything I did after 
checking the calendar, like fetching a new roll of paper towel to clean my semen off the sofa... I'd 
done all that before, too. You know when you're doing something you shouldn't be doing or that is 
somehow terribly embarrassing and it's as though you're watching yourself doing it? But you can't 
stop yourself from doing it? That's exactly like the two weeks of June 3rd to June 20th, for me. 
Because the stupendous force of the orgasm of the afternoon of June 20th completed some sort of 
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circuit with the orgasm of June 3rd and sent me right back to it. I have no idea how or why but it 
really happened. And I've never heard of anything like that happening to anybody else." 

"Because who would believe such a story?" 

"Do you believe it? Be honest." 

"Part of me does and part of me doesn't. A tiny part believes, a big part doesn't. That big part of me 
just thinks that maybe you're such a great writer because you have trouble separating fantasy from 
reality. When you write you convince yourself it's real and that convinces the reader it's real, too. I 
guess I need to hear more details. So, you lived that two weeks all over again, exactly as it happened 
the first time. Yes?" 

"Yes. That's how it felt. It felt as though whatever I did, I had already done, no matter how hard I 
tried to do something different. For those two repeated weeks. Also, listen, to be frank, now that 
I've confessed this to you, I'm beginning to wonder if it's true myself." 

"Let's assume it is. So tell me what happened when you arrived again, the second time,  at that seat 
in that cinema beside your Aunt on June 20th? 1972?" 

"Elaine put her slender brown hand on my gabardine crotch, exactly as she had before, and I gushed  
explosively, point-blank,  into the roof of my crotch, exactly as I had before,  but this time the 
orgasm was much more mild. Almost disappointing. It sort of fizzled out. I'm thinking there must be 
some kind of conservation of orgasmic energy law at work.  If the orgasm were just as strong it 
would have kicked me back to June 3rd again and I'd be trapped in a two-week loop of my life 
forever. But the orgasm was mild so I proceeded with Time in the usual sequence." 

"Interesting. And what happened next?" 

"Elaine and I acted as though nothing had happened. It was still early in the film so we had another 
hour to sit there  in the dark and get our stories straight, so to speak,  the stories that we would tell 
ourselves,  you know, for the rest of our lives,  to justify what had happened.  When I think about it, 
it's almost as hard to believe  as the Time Travel: my mother's beautiful sister, the famous Aunt 
Elaine, masturbated me with the heel of her palm in a theater! The only evidence that it had 
happened at all was an embarrassing, heart-shaped wet spot in my crotch like this big. But  I had a 
program for the theater and I held it strategically over the wet spot when the lights went up and 
walked out to Elaine's Volkswagen that way and kept it covered until Elaine drove me home. We 
never said a word about what happened that afternoon and we never did the deed again, despite 
the fact that I still had high hopes that she'd be my first blow job.  I think Elaine probably thought 
she'd given me my first orgasm that afternoon watching THX 1138. When you think about it, for 
thousands of years it must have been traditional that the pubescent son would lose his virginity to 
the prettiest young Aunt in the family. It must have been that way for centuries, that kind of light 
incest." 
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"When was your next experience of OTT (orgasmic time travel)?" 

"Well, it didn't happen the next time I pleasured myself, which only produced a surprisingly weak 
orgasm. I had been looking forward to re-experiencing a toe-curler. But the time after that, three 
days later. That was a whopper." 

"And so on that big orgasm you travelled back to the moment after ejaculating in the cinema with 
your Aunt and then you re-lived the following three days, from the THX 1138/ Elaine orgasm until 
the next whopper,  all over again?" 

"Yes. And the repeated orgasm was again too weak to knock me back to repeat the previous orgasm 
a third time." 

"Well, as special as you are," said Claudia, "You can't be the only one in the Universe this happens to. 
I'm not saying I totally believe it's possible. I'm speaking hypothetically or as a creative exercise in 
logic. Perhaps it's just unusual but not miraculous, or perhaps it's not even that unusual. Perhaps it's 
common or even universal but the difference is, perhaps, that most people aren't aware it's 
happening. For some reason you are. For some reason you notice, explicitly, these eddies in Time. 
How often does it happen to you?" 

"Oh, it stopped happening ages ago...  last time must have been after college. I don't think it even 
happened a dozen times, total. It seems to be tied to the intensity of the orgasms, because there 
were instances, when I was thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, when it  absolutely failed to happen. But 
when the orgasm was a toe-curling capable of blacking me out, a little, it kicked me right back to the 
previous toe-curling orgasm on my Time-line." 

"Should I be offended that I'm unable to make you come hard enough to make you time-travel?" 

"It's not you, dearest.  I'm just a bit less sensitive now. " 

"And,  aha, you see, it happened to you, predominately, during adolescence, when your sexual 
energy was at its hysterical peak. And isn't that the time in everyone's life during which Time seems 
to pass most slowly? When our sexual energies are most uncontrollable? Perhaps we know why, 
now. It passes more slowly for us as teens because we keep repeating bits of it. Maybe you're some 
kind of pioneer." 

Claudia thought for a moment while getting her pants back on, her shiny silver hair falling forward 
over most of her face encased in an ephemeral sheath of pleasant odors. Paul studied what he could 
see of Claudia's face (the left eye and the right corner of her smearily-lipsticked mouth and her 
tongue-tip budding between her teeth as she concentrated on laborious buttonings) . They had 
stumbled into the mapless territory of the wild terrain of the off-limits military ordnance-testing 
grounds of the next phase in any such relationship.  Quirks revealed. 
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"Paul," asked Claudia,  quite seriously, "What's the most erotically exciting thing you can think of? 
Something you've always wanted but never had the nerve to ask a lover to do with you?" 

Paul began to laugh hysterically.   

"I'm sorry," he laughed.  "I just..."  

Paul  turned away, wiping tears.  

Paul and his bullshit.  

His jokes and his lies and his fertile imagination. 

Claudia's eyes narrowed. "And that's why, if we were together, we would have to break up now." 

"Claudia..." Paul tried to hug her. 

"No." 

"Please..." 

"You have a dark side. A cruel side. Always making a fool of someone. You have to take a perfectly 
intelligent person and turn them into an idiot, yes? The sport of would-be Kings." 

"No, no, no. It's not like that at all." 

"Then what is it?" 

"Do you remember Sandra?" 

"Who?" 

"The prostitute." 

"Yes." 

"We told her that elaborate story." 

"We told her you were a journalist who'd been held hostage by Jihadis in Yemen for years. For four 
years?  We said you were all over the news. I couldn't believe she believed that." 
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"Right. We came to her on the day after my release." 

"Right." 

"Jimmy Carter and Dennis Rodman negotiated my release." 

Claudia started laughing. "Oh God..." 

"My first sex after four years of being forced to eat raw goat and uncooked lentils and recite verses 
from the Koran." 

Claudia was circling Paul's living room, laughing. 

"I told her I'd been forced to piss on the Bible and wipe my ass with its pages." 

"Remember? I told her that the sight of sand makes me violently ill now. I can never go to the beach 
again. I can never use an egg-timer.  I used to love wood-working but now..." 

"Remember?" 

"Remember? We told her that my mother had died while I was a hostage. We made her cry." 

"Did we tell her that story to make a fool of her?" 

Claudia was leaning, head down, hair swaying silver in front of the absinthe-green water of the river 
or the canal, all fingers splayed on Paul's big window, as a tour boat went by, sniffing. She said,  

"I don't know, Paul." Claudia had to fetch a tissue off Paul's desk and blow her nose. "Did we? Didn't 
we feel superior to the gullible, working-class prostitute?" 

"Of course not. We told Sandra that story to help us believe it was true. We wanted to be other 
people that morning. A new experience.  A new life." 
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18 
 [It is evening again. The evening of the dinner party again. We are again in Paul's cosy, riverside 
flat] 

[Characters: Greta- a youngish German student, Charlotte-a confused heroine, Paul-a stateless 
man with thoughts of Love and Mortality playing screechy/shouty  tag-you're-it-games around the 
rainy-day playground of his mind] 

Paul was enjoying his own cooking with a plate on his lap and casting furtive glances at Charlotte and 
thinking of Claudia. Then he'd cast a furtive glance at Greta and back to Charlotte to make a 
comparison. And then he'd feel that wound flare up, a substantial heart-chunk bitten and peeled off, 
where Claudia's name had been inscribed in the wet hot membrane of the ugly muscle but now was 
gone leaving only that fresh red strip, beaded with rubies.  

The wound only existed if he let himself feel it. The only way to numb the sensation was to keep 
things at the semi-impersonal level of his good old,  easy access to the in-built bonhomie of life as a 
banquet of sex acts. Which he'd been so good at when he was young. His newly rediscovered hunger 
for attachment was not the best defence. The best defence against feeling anything at all about 
Claudia was probably stealing Greta back from Charlotte and marrying her in a modest villa on the 
Mediterranean. 

Let's be practical. 

Charlotte said, "Along those lines. The Stupids I mean. I read something yesterday along the lines 
that something like 67%... maybe it was 76%...  of white women without a college degree are 
planning to vote for Wynne Burke!" 

Greta said, "Who's Wynne Burke?" 

Charlotte said, "Darling, are you joking? The Republican Candidate!" 

Paul said, "But, to be honest, what difference does it make?" 

Greta laughed. "I thought you were referring to the German elections." 

"I'm referring to the Global Elections. And it makes a big difference. You're lucky, Paul. If I could vote 
in this election, I could." 

"I never vote." 
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Charlotte blew Paul a kiss. "Why am I not surprised? Bohemians don't vote, they prefer to complain 
about election results." She blew a second kiss to show she wasn't attempting a serious provocation. 
"The guy in the sex tape runs for office and it's no big deal?" 

"The woman he's running against was never in a sex tape, as far as we know, sure, but she's  been 
under investigation for major corruption for one scandal thing after another since I was, like, 25. And 
her husband..." 

"True," said Charlotte.  Paul talked on, counting off points on the fingers of both hands.  

Half-way through Paul's response it had occurred to Charlotte that she didn't know a thing about 
Cressida Babbitz; was in possession of not even the flimsiest fact either for or against the candidate. 
All she knew anything about on the topic of the American Presidential Election this year was the sex 
tape that Wynne Burke had appeared in twenty years ago, when consumer video cameras had first 
hit the market in force. The sex tape that was the cornerstone of Cressida Babbitz' campaign. 
Pixelated excerpts appeared in TV spots and stills appeared on posters all over America and related 
imagery festooned The Social Media. The Wynne Burke in the video then was less balding and less 
paunchy and had acquitted himself well with two Thai stewardesses in the eerie green light of 
infrared tech in its infancy, inadvertently promoting the impressive apparent size of Wynne Burke's 
pixelated penis in green.  

This ghoulish  green was the most that Charlotte knew about the two candidates combined. 
Charlotte lost interest in the debate and agreed with everything Paul subsequently said about Cal 
and Cressida Babbitz, nodding vociferously to his every detailed (dispassionately delivered) point, 
which turned Paul on a little. 

They'd all migrated to the long warm leather couch (like a remixed cow)  along the wall across from 
the picture window facing the river, which was a shiny black to the sky's woolly gray which was here 
and there festooned with lame fizzles of fireworks as the Radikal Arts Kollectiv (KRK)  party ran out 
of steam. It was Sunday night and many of the cultural outliers at the party had day jobs to resume 
on Monday morning.  Charlotte drawled, 

"But, Paul,  the original question really wasn't about politics, was it? The question, if I still recall 
correctly,  was have you ever been with man?" 

"Anyone want something to drink? Or some ice cream?"  

Before I die, rot to bones then dry to dust, Paul thought. 

Greta smiled a drowsy "no".   

Charlotte half-laughed at Paul's evasive offer like a sleepy Sphinx or a bored cat (a cat with a cat in 
her lap), he couldn't tell which. She'd pulled her rich oil spill of hair into a laddish top knot as the 
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night stretched on and wore a lazy, lyrically-drunk smile as she waited for Paul to return from the 
kitchen and answer her question.  One of Charlotte's irritating tendencies: usually not knowing when 
to stop or give it up or give it a rest or take "no" for an answer.  

One of Charlotte's talents:  knowing what she didn't know. 

 

 

19 
Claudia is walking briskly near the river the very next morning,  the morning after Paul's dinner party 
and the trio's mildly-piquant adventure  and she is unaware that she is walking in and out of air and 
lights that her daughter has walked in and out of mere hours before, along the river in the early 
morning sunlight which is striped with greys and golds, the wind making itself at home in the banner 
of Claudia's chrome-white hair,  awash in sexual memories, humming, crossing a Rubicon, pushing a 
little pink post-it note through the mail slot in Paul's door after signing it with her unmistakeable,  
boldly oversized CC.   

She was thinking 500 million sperm cells to every sperm cell that makes it.  

The Cosmic Rule is Waste. 

 

 

20 
Paul wandered into the living room naked,  scratching himself, and turned left past the sofa to fetch 
his mail. One day, he hoped,  he'd be far too old to prance around naked, and he would miss the 
freedom (like he missed fellating himself, a talent he'd lost in his early thirties), though, for example, 
Lucian Freud had gone that way right up until the day he'd died,  prancing about his castle naked as a 
stone. Probably true, as well,  of Harold, the late great Harold Brodkey, who was vain and wry about 
it and more Gay, probably, than he'd wanted to admit to his poor wife (who was his self-conscious, 
unimperious  version of Vera Nabokov) prancing around naked for the cruel delectation of the 
withering gaze  of the gods. Whenever mail came through the slot in Paul's front door (the only 
external door in his flat) the spring-hinged flap over the slot clanged on its metal frame and alerted 
Paul to the delivery, summoning Paul puffy-eyed naked from bed.  
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Charlotte and Greta hadn't finally left to go home (there to make their gloating, misanthropic  love-
making?) until daybreak, stopping off at Paul's place one more time for coffees until the sun rose 
and it was safe to walk to the trolley. The tram. It came around the corner going ding ding ding 
scattering crows and they ran for it in a state of giddy exhaustion and separated at Friedrichstrasse. 

What a night, thought Paul. Like a Ken Russell film. 

Paul thought further back, back on bright moments with Claudia during their fading Week of 
Miracles (the week that felt like a lifetime that felt as though it had slipped between his fingers in an 
hour) , the long-lost time when they were having the kind of sex they had, which was, for want of a 
better word, experimental.   

Maybe that had been the red flag? 

1) Had Claudia been so free with her body and Paul's body because she knew she'd never have to 
see Paul's body again? Or because she considered Paul sane-but-cruel after his Time-Travelling joke? 
Is that why she'd disappeared? Wasn't it obvious that he'd been mocking her gullibility not cruelly 
but lovingly? 

2) Or had the prostitute been the trigger?  

3) Maybe Claudia hadn't been quite as into being breastfed by a heavily-pregnant, teenage Turkish 
prostitute (while being  gently tit-fucked by Paul) as she'd pretended at the Time? 

Paul remembered saying, during the conversation they'd had while freshening up after the 
prostitute, that he had welcomed the "controversy" regarding Gordon Lish's so-called heavy-handed 
editing of dreadful old  Raymond Carver because it flushed the literary idiots out of the bushes. Any 
writer or critic on Carver's side of the skirmish should be shot, metaphorically, he remembered 
saying, like quail. And then Paul remembered quite vividly saying more on the topic,  while on his 
back on a towel on his worktable, with his legs raised in a parody of a woman giving birth, with a 
condomed carrot up his ass, saying disparaging things about Tess Carver.  

The Kmart reader's Max Brod. 

Maybe Claudia loved Tess Carver? 

Paul's phone possibly rang...  

"Professor! What time is it?" 

"Did I wake you?" 
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"Nah, I'm checking my snail mail. People who get as much snail mail as I do must be on some kind of 
a list." 

"Up for a walk today?" 

"Why not? I might be a little groggy at some point but." 

"What time did you finally get to bed last night?" 

"Two hours ago?" 

Whose impulsive idea had it been? 

 It must have been Charlotte's.  

To throw on their coats and leave Paul's nice warm flat to go get a drink somewhere at four in the 
morning. As one does. Which collapsed very quickly into lazily crossing the bridge and hanging out 
with the leathery residue of the Radikal Arts Kollectiv (KRK)  blowout,  two dozen or fewer tattooed 
men spongy with inertia and mulled wine, to drink mulled wine and look at fire reflected in facial 
hardware as the hardware meandered at various heights around them. Sound system still pumping 
out march music but unenthusiastically like an audio ghost ship becalmed in a disco Sargasso, no 
hands on deck. Fire-jugglers were long gone or gone fetal on tarps in fuscous corners or busy in a 
fire-juggler's circle-jerk in the mysterious symbol-festooned camper van parked at a careless angle 
near the abandoned DJ tower. P, C & G had had to keep their eyes on the torch-lit ground to avoid 
tripping over the many thick black cables writhing in knots in all directions. The torches were affixed 
at 45-degree angles to metal stands that looked designed for the purpose and must have been 
purchased at a Medieval Festival Supply Shoppe. Torch stand, 29.95. Gibbet, on sale, one time only, 
299.99. 

 "I think it would be so fucking fun to run a disco called In-Box!" shouted Charlotte, impulsively,  over 
the zombie march music. 

"Yes!" shouted Greta. "Paul, you've got some money, lend us some so we can open our own disco!" 

"Really?" shouted Paul. He suddenly thought of his father, who seemed to be opening a trendy new 
club or restaurant every week.  

"Why not?" shouted Greta, who didn't mean it. She wanted to kick herself for suggesting it. 

"Let the idea sink in and get back to us!" shouted Charlotte. 
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This disco idea of Charlotte's hadn't been entirely spontaneous. Charlotte had remembered, over 
dinner, that a psychic, ten years before, during an aleatorily exhaustive "Fusion Session" (tarot/tea 
leaves/ palm reading/ i ching/ magic eight ball) in Brooklyn, had predicted that Charlotte would  "go 
into a very successful business venture with an older,  charismatic, dark-skinned man" when she was 
35.  That this older, charismatic, dark-skinned man would be a mentor of sorts. And she'd been 
sitting at the table forking Paul's rice in her mouth when it hit her that the older, dark-skinned man 
was Paul. The same psychic, on the other hand, had seen Charlotte with a "talented" sister that 
Charlotte was damagingly envious of, though Charlotte had always been an only child. On the other 
other hand, the woman, Madame Zöe, had been very, very black, with a great accent and hazel-
colored eyes. Seemed quite authentic. Highly recommended as the go-to psychic for the greater 
Park Slope area.  

The Edgar Cayce of Brooklyn, Ryan had called Madame Zöe, to her face, ten years ago. 

Replace Berlin's pre-dawn diesel-darkness with the muted sealight of an overcast Brooklyn at 
lunchtime.  

Now lift the curtain on Charlotte's sepia tone memories of a previous decade. They look like 
flickering Daguerreotypes, her memories,  flickering impressions of a 19th century Brooklyn. Men 
with handlebar mustaches and women on preposterous bicycles and Walt Whitman sipping coffee 
by the fancy-lettered window. 

"Edgar fucking who?" whispered Charlotte, side-mouthed,  while smiling at Madame Zöe.   

Charlotte had just turned 25.  

Ryan was clasping her hands together within his and advising her to have her palm read to help her 
get her shit together. Because:  about what to do with herself she had clue none. But, see, for 
example, Madame Zöe had advised Ryan to quit his bands Potemkin Village People and Vaginanauts 
and start a new one (The Dunning-Kruger Band) with his best friend Turkey and she had been so 
right it was spooky.  All Charlotte knew for sure about anything after that whole Brooklyn escapade 
was the numbing certainty of the arc of the hydraulics of a magenta erection in her terra cotta hand.  

But now for a brief (essentially heterosexual) word about Art Movements, Manifestos, Dada, Punk, 
Bebop, bands. Simply put: it's all a matter of young men desperately needing to get laid. The same 
old incredible sex comedy. Each era of successful (breadwinning, pussy-earning) males establishes 
and guards, with jealous violence, the criteria by which a male can reasonably expect to get laid 
(which occurs, traditionally, on three tiers: entry level success means being able to afford a wife; the 
next level: an attractive wife; level three: an attractive wife and a mistress...  the modern 
development, so dependent on the invention of mass media, introduced level four: Lord Byron... ie, 
being a figure so famous that women would seek one out and fuck one for free just to say they'd 
done it). Organized Males excluded from possessing these mate-attracting criteria rebel, organize 
and introduce a Movement with criteria of their own (with Punk , fleetingly, it was safety-pinned 
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cheeks, day-glo Mohawks,  the ability to spit) in order to get laid: the "avant garde" cultural 
movement is nothing but a work-around that rebellious and organized young men forge into 
existence when the angry ore of masculine community meets the hot loud nuclear steam of sexual 
desperation. The Fauves did it, the Surrealists did it, Sonny Rollins participated in just such a 
Movement (working around the fact that he, and other young musicians,  couldn't play like Lester 
Young or sing like Billy Eckstein, though maybe I'm mixing eras there). Young Picasso, young 
Braque... they couldn't paint like whatever traditional, conservative Superstar of the Era was getting 
laid. So they worked around the criteria; they were so canny and horny they invented a succession of 
New Criteria for Getting Laid (with their Meccano phase and Analytical Cubism and Synthetic Cubism 
what not) and thereafter Got Laid in Torrents. By the soaking boatload. 

Here's the mysterious part: is it not, still, in the end, up to the woman's individual fancy? 

How permeable to external, hive-mind influences are these fancies?  

Are the desperate-to-get-laid-young-men dictating the tune or dancing to it? 

Remember Brooklyn, Charlotte? You formed quite a few mean and ugly cockcunts there. 

Brooklyn had started as great fun but had become increasingly "realistic", as Ryan ( Ryan Arder of 
the St. Louis Arders), C's boyfriend at the time, invariably put it. "This shit is getting a little too 
realistic,"  he'd say, out of the side of his mouth and its blonde mustache, when they were walking 
through a dodgy neighborhood or when a passenger on the F-train was jerking off into a Pepsi can 
or, even,  for example, when that Vote Cal  mother in big round glasses lost it with her obviously-
adopted toddler on a nearby picnic blanket in Prospect Park, loudly guilting the shit out of the kid for 
knocking the thermos of miso soup over with an inflatable red hockey stick while Ryan and Charlotte 
were trying to read each other passages out of Bukowski  while forking each other pieces of carrot 
cake from The Carrot Company and have a romantic experience to remember and post on the early 
version of Fascbook.  

Shit is getting way too Realistic. 

 And, soon enough, maybe three months after they'd met, Ryan was saying the very thing about 
Charlotte.  

For example. Charlotte had complained about unusually dramatic period cramps while standing in 
line for the Jackson Pollock show at the Guggenheim (Ryan called it the "Judenheim" , with a German 
"J") and she even doubled-over a little,  in line, so people noticed and Ryan had said, out the side of 
his blond mustache, away from Charlotte, "This shit is getting a little too realistic," but to whom had 
he said it?  

To his ideally unrealistic, imaginary friend (lover), obviously. The imaginary lover-friend who would 
never let Ryan Arder (from Missouri, "The WTF State, HaHaHa" ) down with all the ugly Reality 
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Charlotte was threatening to destroy Ryan's existence with and that she was coming to exemplify 
and embody more and more each day of the narrative arc of their sexually-convenient romance. 
Charlotte was killing Ryan's dreams by actually existing, in a way. Charlotte needed to be a painting 
that could come down off the wall whenever Ryan was horny or bored and go back up in the frame 
as soon as Ryan was finished medicating his boredom with her big sweet jiggly bumps and her tight 
little sucking holes. Charlotte needed to learn to be less Real. 

And that's what Brooklyn had turned out to be for Charlotte: an amusingly amazing experience 
among people in active epic continual flight from Reality, a local Nth-dimension of people adept at 
constructing interlocking simulations of a bespoke (utterly unreal) "Experience", which was where 
and why Social Media got its hooks in the decade: because it is so wonderfully  and ongoingly 
editable. It is under your control. And your sacred, Gnostic Profile is what mystics have been trying to 
nail down and in whatever way tangible-ize for ten thousand years, for it is the content of the avatar 
of your editable SOUL. You can, you must,  color-correct the visuals and moderate the texts. All you 
have to do, then, after the ritual of the editing, is to Believe as a group. So of course you'll walk into 
the F-Train or The Carrot Company or the Judenheim or an Opera or a university lecture or the scene 
of a terrible traffic accident and 90% (100%, under the age of 30) of the eyes present will be locked 
on these little screens which deliver the perfectly-filtered product of Preferable Experience in real 
time. The perfectly editable, reassuring Unreal. 

(It is not an illusion if everyone believes it.) 

 Bad enough in Berlin these days but Brooklyn then was already the anticipatory apotheosis of 
Unreality... they were improvising, already, a mindset that would serve them well when the 
technology caught up...  and that was before Instagrim, that was before Snagchat,  that was weeks 
before Twatter dropped. That was back when all they really had was MineSpace and Fascbook and 
early EweToob and their primitive mobile phones may as well have been housed in bakelite and 
stuffed with vacuum tubes (not that Charlotte had ever heard of a vacuum tube) and the Internet 
was mostly accessed with gigantic, feverish old PCs on desks from Ikea at home or on primordial 
MacBooks they lugged on their shoulders but they compensated for the technological limitations 
with all kinds of coping mechanisms, all kinds of compensatory  delusions, kaleidoscopic strategies of 
evasion and denial... until the technology finally caught up and made the delusions Realer.  Imagine 
how bad it is in Brooklyn now. 

"Holy shit," Ryan gasped,  once, Charlotte remembered, after Ryan had come like spatters of a tiny 
candle's wax on her back,  "I just tried to use the back-button!" Ryan who considered the gifted 
mediocrities Prince and Steven Spielberg and Marc Chagall and Norman Mailer and Queen to be 
gods. 

"Back-button?"  Charlotte pictured a literal button on her back. "What?" 

Ryan laughed. "I wanted to undo. And I couldn't find the back-button. And I realized there isn't one 
in meatspace. Yet." 
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"Well, what did you want to fucking undo, Ryan?" 

"I wished I'd had the balls to come in your ass instead of wasting my jizz on your shoulder blades." 

Which had started the clock ticking on their relationship, frankly.  

Because: 

The time would come when Ryan would ask (nicely, at first; perhaps in the form of a "joke") and 
Charlotte would say "no". And Ryan would let his boyish disappointment show but back off with 
"Okay, that's cool," and he'd wait a week and ask again (this time, probably, in the form of an 
"honest" discussion of the topic over breakfast or something disgusting like that) and Charlotte 
would say "No", again, but more forcefully, in sonic italics, and this time there'd be a pregnant pause 
before Ryan's response.  He'd stare at Charlotte with a psychoanalytically-serious facial expression 
and offer an "objective opinion" about her "issues". And she'd be forced into going into great detail 
on a very private and vaguely humiliating topic she should never need to address with anyone other 
than a physician: the topic of Charlotte's anus. Charlotte's  anus and how the social/private contract 
between Ryan Arder and Charlotte Chang, with implicit rights and duties on both sides, excluded 
their respective anuses,  pretty much as it excluded their kidneys/ livers/ intestines, et al. Anal sex 
was not a part of the package, whether or not it was standard on Tumblr.  No, wait, Tumblr didn't 
exist yet. Fishbook. 

"Are you afraid of the size of my dick?" asked Ryan,  four months after their first kiss, pretending to 
be a little drunk, gripping Charlotte's wrist, at a party, a birthday party for Ryan's best friend, the 
redheaded fish-breathed Trustifarian with a Confucius beard that tickled the top of the t-shirted 
dome of his nascent beer belly, cornering Charlotte in the guest bedroom they'd left their coats in, 
on a bunk bed Ryan had obvious ambitions to buttfuck Charlotte on while the guests sipped ironic 
mint juleps and played their mean-spirited Scrabble in the other room. 

"Are you afraid of the size of my dick?" 

"Hardly," quipped Charlotte, and, "So are you going to fucking punch me now?" (with your soft white 
hand?) and  that was the end of that.  

Bye to Ryan and Brooklyn both. Bye to the USA. Bye to The Carrot Company. Bye to the Cal Babbitz 
Voters with big round glasses and all their obviously-adopted toddlers. Bye to F-train race relations 
and doughnuts for breakfast and still-warm shell casings on all the bridle paths and bye to all the 
yellow crime tape like a traditional decoration for a pagan holiday that happens every single day of 
the week.  

Charlotte had had to laugh (long and hard), years later, when, in a self-pitying moment of weakness,  
she finally got around to finding that movie that Ryan had always raved about (a masterpiece! so 
real! the human condition! Burt Reynolds! )  and watched it on Netflix on the worst New Year's Eve  
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on record, with a bottle of wine and a box of stale crackers, wearing the never-washed "wife-beater"  
t-shirt she'd stolen from Ryan the day before leaving. And Oh!  she  gasped/ laughed (hand over her 
mouth) so hard at the pivotal scene. Holy Shit. There but for the grace of ... and so forth.   

Yeah: poor Ned Beatty.  

And, ugh:  fucking banjos. 

How had she even hooked up with that guy?  

She'd gone to Brooklyn to find herself as a writer (maybe)!  What she'd found was a guy with few 
endearing (and no unique)  characteristics who wanted to fuck her in the ass! That's all he thought 
about it! Her anus with his penis in it! His penis as an ersatz turd attempting to return to the womb! 

"Ryan? Cogito Ergo Sum!" 

"Can I fuck you in the ass?" 

"Ryan! Quilty is Lolita's biological father!" 

"Can I fuck you in the ass?" 

"Ryan: there is a spectre haunting Europe!" 

"Can I fuck you in the ass?" 

"Ryan!  48% of the world's population lives in a state of sub-replacement fertility! And Ernest 
Hemingway didn't commit suicide, he was eliminated for his dangerously outspoken views on the 
Vietnam war! And E = MC Squared! And even if God were to manifest His/Her/It Self in  the sky for 
all the people of the World to see and announce itself as GOD/ JHVH/ ALLAH/ KRSNA/ BAAL/ ODIN/ 
ZEUS  today,  how would we know, irrefutably, that we were really seeing The Supreme Deity of 
Creation and not merely a locally powerful trickster or Warlord of the Galaxy, more powerful than us 
by orders of magnitude and easily capable of fooling us for eternity (just as we could fool ants) but 
not even the most powerful being in this quadrant of the Universe? How would we possibly know?  
And doesn't this simple but powerful thought-experiment undermine a couple of thousand years of 
Eschatology? What do you have to say about all that, Ryan?" 

"Can I fuck you in the ass?" 

She'd gone to Brooklyn for the opportunity to think, undistracted by the relentless environmental 
imposition of her native tongue(s), the idiotic thought-diluting small talk and permeating nagging 
advertising chatter and horrifically talentless graffiti. She was fluent in English but it was easier to 
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tune out English than German and Charlotte didn't know anyone in Brooklyn. Perfect place to try to 
write.  

She swapped her roomy flat in Schöneberg for a cute and cramped little efficiency in Park Slope (the 
Park Slopers she'd swapped with, an older, possibly racist,  Gay couple hoping to learn German in 20 
weeks,  couldn't believe the height of her ceilings and the view s from her two balconies and the 
unreal silence of her neighbors) and set up her writing table and got ten good pages done in the first 
three days, rising early every sunny morning for a quick jog and a coffee and enough groceries for 
the lunch she'd reward herself with after getting at least a single-spaced page down before noon. 
And every evening there'd be a reading to attend in a bookstore or a poetry slam in a public space 
and real writers to very humbly interact with at Whole Foods or the local library. Her father Tim had 
"loaned" her the money. 

I lucked into a career straight out of college, but those were different days, Pumpkin. We can afford 
to try a few things out while you find yourself,  Tim wrote, in his fatherly block letters, on a postcard 
in the envelope containing the cash he left on her kitchen table while she was interning pointlessly 
at the socialist puppet theater that week. Tim was already subsidizing Charlotte's rent in pricey 
Schöneberg. He was the world's most generous dad. Wouldn't it be great to write great books and 
dedicate each one to her great dad Tim? 

There was not even a novel planned yet, or anything. The goal was to clear her writerly pipes and get 
the juices flowing and get enough down on the page to be able to judge, pseudo-objectively, if there 
was reasonable justification to devote more than a few months of her time and her dad's money to 
the experiment. Every day the goal was to write her impressions of the day before. A very neat , very 
carefully-thought-out,  (an almost too-Claudia-type) plan to honor Tim's investment with scientific 
efficiency on her part. Also, she needed a break from boys and all that time-wasting drama.  

Four months no fuckee, she promised herself. Four clear months of no penis. Seriously. No dicks. 

[EDITOR'S NOTE: Listen, Charlotte Chang could get along sexually more than adequately without a 
man's help because Charlotte was a veteran vertical self-abuse prodigy in the shower; she'd been 
doing it since forever and then Nivea released a certain miraculous frangipani-based fragrance in a 
shower gel and things got serious;  she'd stand in the hot gush all lathered with the gel that 
smelled like an ancestral jungle she could never know and she would wail at it, foaming from her 
crotch in a half-crouch like heavy metal shredding air guitar with her left hand a blur and come 
catastrophically  until forced to steady herself with her right hand on the glass door while she 
rinsed (seeing stars) and cried sometimes. No man had ever made her come, more the less come 
like that,  like the birth of a galaxy or something, and no man needed to, thanks, she could do it 
herself all day, as long as the water pressure held up and Nivea continued to offer the product.] 

Her fourth night in Brooklyn, Charlotte went to a poetry slam at The Carrot Company, a cafe 
(specializing in carrot-based cakes and tarts and muffins and ice creams and juices and hand creams 
and face creams and perfumes and pies and carrot-flavored lubricants and tobaccos) that had been a 
filling station when filing stations looked like high modernist temples designed by Frank Lloyd Wright 
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to service aerodynamic automobiles that looked like yachts built for families who looked like pre-
assassination Kennedys. An up-angled, wing-shaped overhang supported by tapering columns 
shaded the s-shaped curve of the frosted-glass-walled front of the cafe. Charlotte ordered a tall 
spiced carrot latte shake with peppermint sprinkles and  hung out, unobtrusively, in front of the 
shelving unit at a back corner to the left of where the reading podium was set up.  She was sipping 
her carrot latte shake and paging through a free pamphlet called From Home Birthing to Home 
Schooling to Working at Home and Beyond when one of the three men who'd been blatantly (almost  
creepily) eyeing her since she entered the cafe came over to the shelving unit and pretended to be 
looking through the neat piles of free literature, with his hands clasped behind his back like a middle-
aged German, weirdly. He looked like a German graduate student studying the Neo Expressionists at  
Charlotte's beloved  New National Gallery on Potsdamerstrasse but he was looking at pamphlets 
called Self-Defense for Vegans and  Was Your Dog A Cat in Another Life? and An Introduction to 
Firearms for Buddhists and 2008: Womyn in Office instead. 

He stood in such a way that Charlotte realized he was pretending to want to have a look through the 
piles of glossy pamphlets Charlotte was standing in front of and she smiled and took a step to the 
side. He was medium-tall and good-looking in a Gap-model sort of way (though he'd have to lose 
that blonde mustache, which managed to be too macho, too prissy, too slovenly and too anal... too 
Wisconsin highway patrol, which she knew about from EweToob videos...  all at once) , a look that 
seemed to indicate that he would never ask to borrow money. As Charlotte stepped politely aside he 
cleared his throat and said, 

"I know the woman who wrote that," indicating, with his chin, the pamphlet she was perusing, 
"She's agoraphobic. Got a special permit to bury her parents in the vegetable garden."  

Charlotte  could tell he was making his voice deeper than it naturally was. He was re-inventing  (or 
inventing) himself in Real Time to impress her. Men did it all the time. She was a spotlight. The thing 
about Charlotte being that her own looks turned her on more than anything else in the world.  A lot. 
She was sympathetic toward anyone (the overwhelmingly majority of het men born after 1500 AD)  
who felt the same way about her.  

"In her vegetable garden," he repeated, with comical emphasis. 

"Oh, god," she laughed, impulsively, gingerly putting the pamphlet back on the shelf. "I should have 
known." 

"Accent?" he said. 

"German." 

"You?" 

"Yes. I know I don't look it." 
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"Visiting Poetess?" 

"I wish." 

"Poet's muse?" 

Charlotte lifted the back of her right hand to her forehead and looked to the heavens, eyelashes 
batting rapidly, and she mimed swooning  in a virginal silent film brand of pure white heroine way 
and he laughed, extending his soft white hand to claim his prize. 

Late-Model Capitalism turns pretty girls into a form of currency and any currency, as we know, is 
essentially amoral:  it flows in the direction of the transaction. 

"Ryan." 

"Charlotte." 

They shook on it and Ryan bowed like a sham Duke in an imaginary comedy by Billy Wilder. He said, 
(while ruminating, secretly, on how much he'd like to fuck her in the ass, because just imagine how 
tight that ass would be) 

"There's a dinner party being given by a real writer about a twenty minute walk from here. I can 
bullshit our way into it. Especially if you're with me. Have you heard of Jonathan Franzen?" 

"The Elton John of American literary fiction." 

"Oh my God, that's hilarious. So who's the Bowie in this ranking analogy of yours?" 

"Paul Auster?" 

"Is that a dig at Bowie or Auster?" 

"You take David Bowie seriously?" 

"You are hilariously hilarious. And you have absolutely perfect breasts." 

Charlotte was repelled and flattered. "Perfect for what?" 

"Perfect for you. What do you think of Bukowski?" 

"Surprisingly sensitive under all the booze and advertizing." 
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Ryan smiled as if he wanted to cry. "Wounded." 

"Deeply wounded. And wounding." 

[EDITOR'S NOTE: Charlotte Chang hated Charles Bukowski's persona and his "work" (actually, she 
didn't even think enough of the "work" to "hate" it or think of it as work; she'd never read it) but 
so what? She didn't take either Bukowski or Ryan X seriously enough to be frank about the matter 
to either Ryan or herself. It boiled down to the bio-binary of dicks and pussies. The meatspace 
Zeroes and Ones. Haven't you noticed? The Erection is clearly a One; the Pussy a Zero. The One a 
meagre figure, the Zero the flipside of Infinity. Charlotte's higher self was merely a spectator to 
the action on the screen. And it felt like Seberg and Belmondo all over again though Ryan was 
pretending to present it as Newman and Redford to keep Charlotte's guard down though of 
course, in reality, they were HAL and Dave and Dave was biding his time until the opportunity 
came to blow his way through the pod bay doors. From the silence of Lilian Gish to the full-circle 
silence of Kubrickian, interplanetary space in less than an hour.] 

Charlotte was enjoying the banter, the book talk, the movie talk,  the sex play, the engorging of the 
spongy, needy, Narcissistic core that gave mass to her self-esteem. Sure, a  part of her got off on 
being a fiercely-coveted sex-commodity among mammals : she knew this.  She accepted this. A 
thousand years ago, she'd  have probably ended up belonging to a Duke or The King after a 
protracted adolescence of watching knights slice each other to ribbons over her.  And, before that, 
cavemen with boners caving each other's heads in with expensive rocks for the right to rape her 
first. How far we've come since then.  

Ryan X could win access to Charlotte's bits without killing anyone, not even Charlotte's "harmless" 
father , which was progress, because there is probably a scientifically calculable and inverse relation 
between a man's looks and his lethality among men. If Ryan X could, miraculously, give her physical 
pleasure more intense than a back rub, on top of the Ego Rush of watching him jump through 
flaming hoops for a shot at her exquisite vagina... that would be a welcome (but unnecessary and 
highly unlikely)  bonus. Because: 

A) Charlotte didn't know anyone in Brooklyn (although, of course, that had been the original point 
of coming to Brooklyn, no?)  and  

B) she was on a tight budget and if Ryan X was good company and bought her dinner a few times a 
week and took her to a good brunch every Sunday and always brought a condom and wasn't 
abusive and kept his teeth brushed and never farted (deliberately) in front of her (she'd had one 
of those: an Austrian),   Charlotte would let him fuck her for a few months. Anyway,  

C) the orgasms she could and would provide for herself in the privacy of her "own" shower. Could 
she even have one if she wasn't smelling Nivea's Frangipani Passion Flower (with Acacia) shower 
gel at the time? Plus 
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D) mental note to email Dad about FedExing  more Nivea shower gel 

E)  "A)" and  "B)"  were planks in the comically-rickety construction of the faulty reasoning 
Charlotte used to subvert all her previous plans... again. 

When they'd been zigzagging around Brooklyn in the deepening dark for about thirty minutes and 
the mosquitoes had started biting and ambient groupings of youths of color were starting to look a 
little too intense to her non-Black eye, Charlotte hugged herself and asked to wear the black 
cardigan Ryan had knotted around his waist.  Ryan said, 

"The sad thing is that I realized the other day that I'll probably never see Père Lachaise Cemetery. I 
think that's sad. Isn't that sad?" 

He said, 

"Listen. Neither one of us really cares much for Franzen's work , right? And we're only a couple of 
minutes from my apartment. I have this legendary  view of Prospect Park and although we've just 
missed seeing the sunset from my balcony,  sadly, what do you think of maybe catching a glorious 
sunrise together? Because, I can't lie, your breasts are driving me pretty crazy right now." 

(Ryan obviously had no clue where the Franzen party was. Was there a Franzen party?) 

Charlotte said, impulsively, 

"Okay, but first you have to pass a little test." 

"Sure." 

"First question. What have we been talking about for the past twenty minutes?" 

Ryan scratched his chin while biting his lower lip, a tendency that would drive her up the wall in the 
coming weeks. Ryan did it, Charlotte eventually discovered, whenever he was extremely irritated. 
"What we've been talking about. Hmmmm. Yipes. Okay, fine. You got me. I give up. What have we 
been talking about the past twenty minutes?" 

"We've been talking about your so-called favorite writer." 

"Bukowski?" 

"Nope. Alice Munro. Don't you remember fucking saying that? How were you able to keep up your 
side of the conversation without even paying attention to what we either of us was fucking saying?" 
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Ryan laughed.  "Oops. Busted. Does this mean...?" 

"Whatever. All I can say is that I hope you fuck better than you listen." 

"Count on it." 

Ryan touched Charlotte's nose and mouthed the sound boop.  He was one of those. 

And in through the pod bay doors he blew. 

And, of course (of course) Ryan Arder was no better at fucking than he was at listening (aren't the 
two activities related?) but the woman who crafts her own orgasms all the time, paradoxically, will 
be the best at faking some orgasms (this in concert with a delusional type's refusal to believe he 
couldn't deliver pleasure that grand: perfect). So our beautiful tiny Charlotte Chang was damn good 
at faking those orgasms and  Ryan Arder's laughably deluded self-image as a Fuckmeister remained 
as protected as a King's only golden-haired boy-child. Ryan would merely aim the tip of his pointy 
magenta cock at Charlotte's left nipple and she'd go into the most convincing involuntary 
preliminaries of ecstatic convulsion. "Begging" Ryan to stop. Oh Oh Oh... 

Oh Ohhhhhhhh... 

...god.... damn... Ry.... an.... 

And then there were the episodes during which Ryan didn't even bother to pretend that Charlotte's 
pleasure was a concern.  

He had an in flagrante fetish, Ryan.   

He seemed to get off on the idea of being "caught". His specialty was dinner parties. Friends would 
invite Charlotte and Ryan to a dinner party (though soon enough they would no more) and about an 
hour into it Ryan would excuse himself for a trip to "the loo". Which meant that Charlotte was 
supposed to count to thirty ("one Mississippi... two Mississippi... ":  Ryan taught her that) and excuse 
herself and follow Ryan to the loo. And then suck Ryan off while Ryan sat on the edge of the bathtub 
(Charlotte balked at the idea of sucking Ryan off on toilets) or, even, as the affair progressed, bend 
over the sink while Ryan penetrated her,  with noteworthy powers of concentration,  from behind. 
Always (and this was the point) with the door slightly ajar. Sometimes while Ryan was being noisy. It 
was embarrassing. People  (often the hosts) would clear their throats at the door or go "Ooops! 
Sorry!" or stand there, grinning (you could hear the grins) and watch. Once there was nothing but 
the slow, disgusted, mocking applause of every guest at the dinner party as they stood in a line of 
American Apparel and Gap-wearing Puritans from the bathroom door (ajar) to the front door 
(imperatively wide open ). The man (aka The Fucker)  always comes off better than the woman (aka 
The Fuckee) in these situations, even if The Fucker is taken for a scoundrel. The very soul of Sexism 
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but there it is. The Fuckee just seems weak-willed, desperate to keep a man, self-destructive, 
disease-ridden, brainless, tacky, trashy, insane, pathetic, unspeakable and so forth. 

Well am I? wondered Charlotte, philosophically, more than once.  

She very nearly couldn't be bothered to care. Nearly. Most days (or dark nights of her soul) she 
merely considered her "sluttery"  a sort of physics experiment which happened to involve the 
granulated ether of her surprisingly degradable essence. Or a crazy adventure. Or a dreadful mistake 
she would laugh to herself about, one day, years in the future and oceans away , over stale crackers 
and banjo music. Or confess, eventually, to a trusted friend (or a lover deserving of the term) as her 
one great youthful folly. She could imagine herself one day referring to it as a "wake up" call like an 
American would. 

Hey, maybe it's Writerly Research?  

Or was it, in a sense, that Charlotte was giving Ryan enough rope with which to hang himself, 
figuratively speaking? To prove to herself that men (except her father) suck? 

[ EDITOR'S NOTE: They did it in half a dozen restaurant restrooms (three tacky, three fancy),  three 
or four city parks, twice on public transport (blow jobs in the back of the Chinatown bus at three in 
the morning; Charlotte felt lucky that they both hadn't ended up in jail, or raped, or raped in jail, 
or dead, or dead and raped and mutilated), one handjob on a sightseeing boat, one handjob in a 
secluded corner of a bookstore at a bookstore concert of a weird young unknown singer called 
Geneva Salt;  one handjob at a free Temptations concert (Charlotte couldn't spot a single original 
member of the group or perhaps her near-hysterical quest to pinpoint one familiar seventy-year-
old black soul-singer's face on a stage of young pretenders was really a method for diverting her 
own attention from the furious and interminable pumping her right hand was conscripted into, 
gripped as it was between Ryan's hands, which were freakish in their single-mindedness as his 
mouth hung open, repulsively,  near her eyes, which lasered past Ryan's blurry face to the brightly 
innocent stage );  a humiliating blowjob in an art gallery in which Charlotte got semen in both eyes 
and up her nose and had to be led, snorting and coughing, out of the gallery as if she were blind 
and drowning;  a terrifying handjob in a church, three or four blowjobs in cemeteries (Paul on his 
back across the cracked lid of a 17th century sepulchre), two consecutive underwater handjobs in 
a public pool, intercourse on Ryan's lap in a Tilt-a-Whirl, intercourse on the green of a chained-up 
miniature golf course in the rain;  intercourse, a blowjob and a handjob (in that order) on the 
carpet in an aisle of law books in the Brooklyn Public Library;  an admittedly hilarious handjob at 
an exorcism ( Madame Zöe's; Ryan's money-shot moan blending with the moans of the possessed 
housewife);  a horrific handjob at a stranger's fucking bris...] 

For the next four months, despite attending sixteen  consecutive poetry slams and twenty three 
bookstore readings and seven talks at the local library and fifty seven dinner parties thrown by 
bookish types and/or publishing professionals and nineteen book-signings with nationally-known 
authors and the much-hyped launch party for a "serious" Lit Blog, on top of fucking Ryan Arder (who 
dreamed of starting a paper-based, Paris Review-type magazine in Brooklyn one day)...  fucking 
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Ryan,  at home or abroad,  in all the various ways (ibid), one hundred  and seventeen times...  
Charlotte Chang didn't write a single fucking sentence more literary than the captions added under 
the hundreds of photos (see above) she posted in her Fishbook for the duration of her stay .  

In the end, Charlotte realized, despite her (second) original plan to sort of moonlight as a decorative 
sex object (as opposed to a utilitarian sex object, like the single mother of three that Ryan was half-
heartedly fucking on weekends,  while the kids were at dad's, before he lucked into meeting 
Charlotte); despite her promise to herself to moonlight as a decorative sex object not more than 
three evenings per week, to supplement her dining budget and air herself out between feverish 
bouts of literary momentum, Charlotte had allowed herself to function, instead,  as nothing but a sex 
object for all but the first four days of the entire four months in America writing nothing, 
conceptualizing zilch, getting precisely zero done.  

Because zero is that easy to do.   

Well, okay, she got ten good pages down.  

And, worse (much worse), it wasn't Charlotte's beguiling eyes or husky voice or elegant gestures or 
sphinx-like smile or,  even, the erotic calculus of the imperceptibly-asymmetrical lyre-curves 
connecting her armpits to her hips that Ryan was using to spark his interchangeable orgasms against. 
No. Ryan had been using Charlotte for nothing less trivial than her tits.  

Ryan liked big tits.  

[DISTURBING FLASHBACK COMPLETED: ELECTRO MARCH-MUSIC FADES UP 
AGAIN, ALMOST TOO LOUDLY TO SPEAK OVER IN THE GLITTERING DARK] 

"Hey! What are you thinking about? It looks deep!" shouted Paul through cupped hands.  

Never again, thought Charlotte. 

Paul's serious brown face was mysteriously noble and dramatic by torchlight. Not (as many non-
Blacks might expect) menacing at all. He looked like a stoic guide to the afterlife, regarding earthly 
developments with that bittersweet smile that the years had eroded between  parallel lines about 
half way there to connecting the orbits of his eyes to the corners of his mouth. Despite his 
popularity, Charlotte realized, Paul was quite alone in the world. As alone as Charlotte would one 
day be without her father. Paul was probably the perfect opposite of that genial young Midwestern 
anal scumbag Ryan Arder. 

If only Paul were white.  

She knew it was a racist thought. 
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"I'm thinking that you always think something will happen at a party!" shouted Charlotte, to Paul,  
over the zombie march music. "And it never does!"  

Charlotte tried to imagine walking romantically hand-in-hand down a tree-lined boulevard with Paul 
at sunset and realized, with a little surprise, that she could imagine doing it in a foreign country, like, 
somewhere extremely far away, like Iceland or Patagonia, where no one knew her and explanations 
were not expected. 

Charlotte and Greta were holding hands and Charlotte was given to gesturing while speaking and so 
her right hand was lifting and jerking Greta's left hand hither and yon as she gestured, expansively, 
to indicate the party in progress around them. 

But why not here? In Germany? 

"Especially at New Year's Eve parties!" shouted Paul, who was feeling sorry for himself, with no one's 
hand to hold. It had been different back in his flat where he had, after all, his many things to anchor 
his identity. But being outside he felt a natural yearning for a hand to hold, especially in the presence 
of highly demonstrative hand-holding like C&G's. And it was cold. A hand to hold would mean heat. 

"People for whom nothing ever happens at parties always say that!" shouted Greta, with a big smile.  

She then disengaged from Charlotte's hand and picked out a short, bearded man with neck-tats and 
facial hardware and a leather cap with a bill, a man of that description who read clearly as "Gay" 
(chosen for the sake of relative safety, if Greta ever happened upon him again or even later that 
night) and gestured for him to stand closer to one of the torch-stands and asked, with a winningly 
innocent (middle class) smile if she could see the man's penis. Without comment or hesitation and 
little warmth and no humor (as if, in fact, they were on the premises of a Free Range Penis Display 
Farm and the man in the billed leather cap had been working there for five long years already)  the 
man unzipped his leather pants and got his semi-erect dick out and flopped it like a toy truncheon 
across the palm of his hand. You could easily imagine the sound the thing would make if he slapped 
you with it. Greta waved semi-paralyzed  Paul and Charlotte a bit closer to have a good, long torch-lit 
look. The man's semi-erect penis was average in length and girth (exactly 15 cm long x 11cm 
circumference) but the head of the beast was surgically split in two. The glossy purple halves were 
connected by a tiny silver chain affixed to a piercing in each lobe. It didn't seem like the optimum 
design for getting into tight apertures but sex had perhaps moved on from that...  for some. 

"Thank you!" shouted Greta and the split-dick man saluted and sauntered off without even 
bothering to put it away. Greta turned toward Paul and Charlotte and curtsied and shouted "Tja! 
Now you can never say that nothing ever happened at a party!" 

"Painful!" had shouted Paul. 
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[Regarding Pain:  When you're perfectly healthy and feeling fine, you have no appreciation for just 
how good NOT being in pain is. It feels so good that if things go really, really wrong and that 
painlessness ceases you may well find yourself drinking coffee cups of morphine just to get you 
close to being back to not feeling chronic pain, which is the baseline (not painlessness) of so much 
existence. Painlessness is the entry position of ecstasy; it is basal orgasm. And you have that for 
years, sometimes. And when you have it so much it means nothing to you. You think it's a zero 
state, like having no money. And it is like having no money, when you compare having no money 
to  being seven hundred million in debt.] 

"I think you should get one of those, Paul!" had shouted Greta.  "And write a story about the 
experience! Just joking!" 

They walked together in the direction the man with the split dick had wandered and saw a couple 
together near a very tall stack of truck tires in the dark. The pop-eyed male was wearing a short skirt 
and a clubber's disposable day-glo vest and the skirt was hiked up and he was masturbating while his 
tall date (a similarly-vested woman with muscular arms) strangled him. She was gasping, in her 
exertion,  either frightened or eagerly,  "Jetzt? Jetzt? Jetzt...?" 

Then this had happened:  Charlotte was seized by the strongest fucking impulse of the week and 
grabbed both of Greta's arms above the elbow and pulled her down close and got up on her tip-toes 
and kissed Greta long and hard and chewy on the mouth, like a sex-crazed teenager with brand new 
lips. Greta's eyes opened comically wide and Paul winced a little and turned away and looked at the 
peach-tinted loop of 35mm film ringing the snaggle-toothed horizon  through which the sun 
appeared to be threatening to rise again like the Norse God of traffic and he was shot through with 
the dreadful sense that That kiss excluded him from everything good. 

As if a man weren't being strangled while beating off right beside them. 

"What do you think of the name THE IN-BOX for a Disco, Paul?" shouted Charlotte, wiping her mouth 
with the back of her hand, after The Kiss. 

"I think it's great!" shouted Greta, who was flustered and red in the nose and ears, against the day's 
first wan lights, from That Kiss. 

The man (whose purple face was more visible in the sudden foretaste of dawn) being strangled to 
their immediate right emitted a strangled moan and came.  And/ or died. 

Are you joking? 

"Let me think about it!" shouted Paul, who had no intentions of thinking about it. He had a splitting 
headache. He wanted sleep. He wanted to dream he was kissed like that and he finally did both two 
hours later and even more a few hours after that. 
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The next thing Paul knew, he was yawning and scratching his chest as he staggered through veiled 
thick membranes of glaucous river-light across the living room past the leather couch shaped with 
residual depressions of C&G in it and toward the door.  

Paul pushed a big brown toe through the flat jumble of envelopes with PAUL JOHNSON printed on 
them, the grey and brown and shell-white cascade that had accumulated on the spot under his mail 
slot. He expected to see there a morning edition of the newspaper with the headline CHILDLESS 
SWINGER THROTTLED AT WANING ANARCHIST FREAKFEST. How long had he been out for? Three 
hours? He yawned again and picked up a bank statement, a NYer magazine, a thick brown envelope 
from one of his indefatigable father's many lawyers and a curling pink post-it note, which he read 
first...   

...with mounting incredulity... and .... 

(cue: the bagpiped overture to Also Sprach Zarathustra) 

... Paul's  hand was shaking because he'd won the Romantic Lottery.  

A biologically optimal female had declared a strong interest in his semen. The first thing Paul noticed 
about the note was that Charlotte had written it ("CC") and the next thing he noticed was that 
Charlotte was in love with him. Despite that heartbreakingly graphic girlkiss she'd planted on Greta  
not five hours before! Which didn't make a bit of sense.   Paul did a little jig. 

The note said, simply, 

                    What would you think of a baby? 

What would I think of a baby? Well, first off, mind blown, thought Paul,  jumping right to the 
preferred conclusion.  

Strangely, he noted: it's not a Tuesday. 

But: Charlotte loved him? What about Greta? Well, he loved Charlotte. Greta, he liked. And lusted 
after (cyclically). Let's be honest. He'd only wanted Greta because he couldn't have Charlotte (just 
as, a mischievous voice within him whispered, you only want Charlotte because you can't have 
Claudia). Just think: the family he'd always wanted!  Now.  

Paul took the pink post-it with the historic question on it and kissed it and taped it to the upper right 
corner of his enormous monitor and logged on to his email and sent a breezily semi-facetious (but 
clearly enthusiastic) response to Charlotte immediately: 
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                  I THINK IT'S A BRILLIANT IDEA! WHEN DO WE START? 

Sitting in front of her own computer just then (what an anachronistic bunch of Bohemians: not only 
are they not emailing from i-phones; they're using PCs) with not more than three hours of sleep to 
her credit, but too buzzy to nap,  Charlotte read Paul's message not thirty seconds after he sent it. 
She immediately called Greta with her anachronistic, non-touch-screen cell phone (with a stunted 
antenna on it, even).  

Greta reached blindly for her even-more-anachronistic turquoise-colored Princess Trimline phone 
with a genuine metallic bell in it and a long curly off-white cord connecting it to a bedroom wall.  

The War(s) were making everyone tired. It was becoming  decreasingly possible to get out of bed. 

"Greta! Did I wake you? Sorry! Really? Sorry! Go back to sleep ! But first, listen! Guess what? Paul 
has agreed to loan us the money to start our own night club! Yes! Isn't that great? He just emailed 
me! Yes! I know! I know! Yeah, that's what I thought, too! I know! Isn't that great? Go back to sleep 
and I'll call you later! We have to celebrate! It's so great!" 

Then Charlotte wrote her reply to Paul's message and hit the send button with her eyes closed and 
did a little jig. 

LET'S START AS SOON AS POSSIBLE! WHAT ARE YOU DOING TONIGHT? I'LL BE THERE AT 
19:00 WITH A DECENT BOTTLE OF WINE! 

MUCH LOVE, C 

                         

 

 

21 
Paul, 18 years old, full head of curly, shoulder-length  hair the color of soot,  stood at the window he 
had opened in order to lean out of the second floor student lounge. He pulled back and retreated a 
step so as not to be seen but of course he could be seen.  Whoever he could see could see him. 
Autumn's ambivalent breezes blew  in on him. There were no blinds or drapes and the late 
afternoon of an upper-Midwestern sun was pouring its diluted orange in his eyes. Pouring it, too, on 
Her down there, whoever She was,  tall as a man,  with a curly mop of blonde hair in the orange light 
and an opened-mouth grin as She talked with the normal girl beside Her. Dressed in overalls and 
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jazzy sandals in that slouching walk and casting her impatient long shadow which touched and 
passed through the smudged glass door to the student lounge ahead of her. He'd prophesied Mary's 
coming in lyrically libidinous dreams for so long already that her appearance was more of a relief 
than a surprise and he knew that he would know her until the end of his life.  

As certain as any certainty of youth. 

This is the True Story of the whole Mary Dillingham thing. 

He stood in long lines in the auditorium to register for courses he had no interest in and to have his 
photograph taken for a student ID.  They fabricated the things quickly while you waited and he 
walked out of the auditorium staring at the image of his bluffingly confident face with a painful 
raised spot on his forehead like a high third eye or incipient horn, throbbing to his hourly touch. His 
hair (the black wolf-fur of his mulatto hair) looked conservatively short in this picture. Should he be 
embarrassed about this picture? He wasn't confident in any sense of the word and you could tell if 
you knew him that the face in the photo was a trick. He was terrified. And thrilled. He had no 
interest in college life but he would use the first two semesters to buy time to consolidate the 
schemes and resources with which to make his daring escape into Life itself.  With that girl. Whom 
he discovered, soon enough,  was called Mary. 

"You are such a beautiful Moroccan brown," she said. "Are you the exact same shade all over your 
body? A girl needs to know these things."  

It was 1977 and the Sexual Revolution had left girls good and bold and Harold Brodkey was hard at 
work on his novel. For perhaps the first time in history, a generation and a half of unmarried girls 
were already more knowing than their mothers would ever be (unless the mother was Anne Sexton). 
Bold enough to say these things without being drunk. They could purchase behind-the-counter 
condoms without blushing  while carrying diaphragms (in case of real love) in their glitter-purses 
unless they were on The Pill or had invited the fish-alien pendant of the IUD to antagonize their 
tenderest depths into being barren.  

Mary extended her ringed left hand and said, "Mary" and then, again, in confirmation, "Mary".  The 
rings were plastic and one sported a sphere with a gumball in it. It rattled when they shook. 

Paul said "Mary Mary" and then he said  "Paul" and Mary's ring rattled as they shook on it.  

Mary gestured and said, "Vergine madre, figlia del tuo figlio!" 

"What?" 

"I'm feeling motherly." 
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"Huh?" 

"Look at our names,  Paul, we're right out of a Bible," said Mary. "Thankgod you aren't a Joe. I'm a 
Buddhist. Has anyone ever told you you look like a tall, brown-skinned Al Pacino? People tell me I 
look like Dominique Sanda sometimes.  Sometimes they say I look like Sally Kellerman, but that's 
mostly when I've straightened my hair. Pacino and Sanda co-starred in 1900, didn't they? I loved 
1900 but we need to see Steppenwolf together. It's playing at the Grand later this month. I circled it. 
I love that movie more than life. Oh good, I've made a new friend I can go to the movies with!" She 
clapped with a smirk. "Choosing Saint Jeff's over Radcliffe was the right choice after all." She shook 
her fist at the sky. "Did you hear that, mother?"   

Mary's eyes were green-eyed-blonde green and there was a fetching gap between the Chiclets of her  
clove-cigarette-stained front teeth and she spoke with a droll drawl, the knowing inflections of the 
precocious upper-middleclass West Coast late-'70s babe of nineteen.  

A babe only slightly less world-weary than she was affecting to be. Father a villa-owning, Jimmy-
Carter-hating dentist equipped with death-ray glare and with three gold teeth in his mouth that 
were each older than his wife, whom he'd met when she was modelling for a Cadillac show room in 
the 1950s, standing on a rotating platform with a cigarette holder. The formerly rotating show room 
model was now a boozy socialite of dangerously-faded beauty who spun,  in her head, sometimes, 
instead and enjoyed long morning rages. Her nicknames for daughter were Slouch and Crotch or 
whatever witchy monosyllable might come to her in her itch-fuelled snits. Staggering just this side of 
cliché on the tightrope (formerly a cantilevered bridge) of Time while scheming to turn her daughter 
into herself . "Cliché" being a synonym for "the norm" but the family seemed a little haute for 
Portland, ensconced in its terraced and colonnaded citadel overlooking a valley of vineyards and 
tradesmen. Tradeswomen, tradeschildren. 

Mary's left hand was damp and warm but strong when Paul took it and the tightness of that wet grip 
had him pitching a tent pole in his golfing pants before he knew it. To discourage the swelling,  he 
pictured the picture of the self-immolating Buddhist monk , whose orange robe and blackening 
profile were ripening, in the middle of a road, into a monumental bloom of high flames, on the cover 
of Time or Newsweek or was it Life?  The Vietnam war had gone ahead anyway  but Paul's incipient 
erection wilted as desired. And they held hands still. 

They were in the student lounge which was faintly redolent of hash and body odor, an odor that was 
traditionally accompanied by a bandana'd dog and a Frisbee though both were long gone by then. 
The Television (descending from a ceiling-mounted swivel- arm, hospital style) was showing General 
Hospital.  A highly made-up actress was in a hospital bed in a very specific position, doing most of 
her acting with her head and one arm. Dramatic music sounded as Mary said,  

 "My parents would have a heart-attack if they could see me holding your hand like this." 

And Paul said "Should we stop?" 
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And Mary said, "Not until we've confirmed the heart-attacks. Oh, look, he has a sense of humor after 
all! Goody. Sexy laugh, I have to say. Throaty." 

Paul had been cultivating his throaty chuckle for years. 

"Are you the only man on campus who doesn't have a mustache?" 

"I was wondering that." 

"Because if we ever became lovers that would probably be why." 

Look at her so tall and pretty and awkward and great-smelling and lightly-cynical and young. Paul 
looked at her and he saw her with a longing pang and a smug-but-cautious jubilance because a 
mutual state of deliriously-magnetized possession seemed inevitable and near. From some angles 
she looked like Veruschka (Queen of the arty expensive imported photo magazines)  with curly hair. 
Veruschka as the girl-next-door.  He could easily picture Mary sipping from a mug of cocoa in a white 
angora sweater and formfitting white ski-pants in front of a futuristic fireplace in a ski chalet in 
Switzerland. The hard part was picturing himself next to her there. Through sheer force of will he 
might manage... 

Mary said, "You would make a great looking writer. You should write a famous novel like Tom 
Robbins. Call it Famous Black Philosophers and Great German Comedians. I'll let you have that title 
for free if you dedicate the book to me." 

 

During a commercial break in the transmission of General Hospital there was an ad for the new LP 
from The Eagles,  a slow (slightly jerky) pan of palm trees and golden surfers framed by an oceanic 
sunset accompanied off-screen by a mustached man with a laid-back voice saying soothing words 
while the music itself, the chorus from the single New Kid in Town, looped in an hypnotic wave of 
white male voices that made you feel  (very much in the manner of the blue smoke of the green 
weed) that there was absolutely no need to go anywhere or do anything  because you were already 
there and you'd already done it and all that Life required was that you soak up its vibes and keep 
them mellow. 

"So what do you think of the Sex Pistols?" 

"The what?" said Paul. 

"Elvis Costello?" 

"Elvis who?" 
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"You need to have a look at my record collection, sonny." 

Then this very tall fucker  (a whole head taller than tall Paul),  with a beaky nose,  came bopping into 
the student lounge in a serape and bright orange surfer trunks, chewing on a long blade of grass, a 
long black lock of hair flopped jockingly over one blue eye , a gnawed blue Frisbee tucked under his 
arm, addressing Paul and Mary very jauntily as kids and Mary pulled her hand out of Paul's owing to 
shyness, perhaps . The very tall fucker performed his role as upper-class-junior-or-senior with the 
unfalteringly aplomb of a half-WASP who'd done drugs and sold term papers in a boarding school. In 
his deep voice he spoke with the breezily honking languor of a George Plimpton type through a 
humanizingly big nose of dubious provenance. 

"Hey kids!  Listen, a few of us..." he gestured toward the other side of the lounge where the 
windows faced the quad, "... have decided to declare the first annual St. Jeff's Total Frisbee War and 
I'm looking for a few good conscripts. And you'd be the tallest girl out there.  You'll be making 
history. What's your name, soldier?" 

"Sorry, I don't do Frisbees," said Mary, offering her hand. "Mary." 

"Well  then, you can be a medic, Mary!" 

"I'm a strict Darwinist, I'm afraid..." 

"Josh. Josh Harlan." He took Mary's hand and bowed over it.  He almost kissed it. He then stood 
ramrod straight and flicked his hair out of his eyes and exclaimed, as though it had suddenly hit him, 
"Hey, I've managed to finagle my own jazz show on the campus radio station. WJEF, 1390 FM. Tune 
in tonight at Midnight for the inaugural broadcast! I take requests!" 

He swivelled (in a classical, discus-throwing pose)  toward Paul. "What about you, soldier? We'll 
need some big strong arms out there today!" 

"Nah." 

Josh Harlan shrugged unflappably and said "Okay, well kids,  enjoy General Hospital! Duty calls!" and  
clicked his naked heels and jogged backwards out of the lounge. 

"Jesus we're mean!" laughed Mary. "But guys like that are just too confident. You know?" 

"It's like they're so confident because they're not confident." 

"Exactly." 

"When he said 'I take requests' I nearly died laughing. Because I wanted to request him to fuck off." 
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But it so happened that Intuition, later that night, told Paul to tune in and listen to Josh Harlan's 
radio show on WJEF.  

The lights were off  (he'd opted for a single; the last thing he needed was a roommate, though he 
understood that for many students, having a roommate or two was a big part of the college 
experience and a secret stand-in for the families many of them were homesick for but not Paul) and 
the oceanic-green radiance from the face of his tuner/stereo amplifier submerged the room in 
lyrically pelagic and mellow depths. Paul's initial plan had been to masturbate all night, his first night 
away from home,  and break the sheets in,  but he found that he couldn't bring himself to erect or to 
touch the erection with Josh Harlan's radio show and Harlan's preppy basso voice playing in the 
background. Paul considered switching it off bit something told him to stick with it.  

Paul lay there in the submarine green with his hands folded over his belly and figuratively kicked 
himself for not having had the nerve to push things further with Mary. He could have been in bed 
with her at that very moment,  he felt, if only he hadn't been so busy playing it cool.  In order to 
finally leave the womb one must find the womb to replace it: Paul's dormitory room, afloat in the 
green light, was his new womb and he dozed in and out of his first night's sleep in it, his first night of 
sleep as a kind of man. 

"You're listening to the Josh Harlan Early Morning Jazz Orgy on WJEF, 1390 FM, and if you kids have 
any requests or dedications out there, tonight, feel free to ring me right up, just dial this number,   
from as far North as mythical Duluth or as far south as the Gulf of Mexico, dial 612-877-9254, the 
lines are open!" 

An hour later, as Paul was dozing in and out of a sketchy dream about a big red plastic fire truck he'd 
loved before kindergarten (a dream in which he finds this fire truck waiting for him in a biology or 
creative writing class at St. Jeff's, to his amazement) he heard, 

"Hey there." 

"Hey there, caller! You're on the air with Josh Harlan's Early Morning Jazz Orgy on WJEF, 1390 FM! A  
big welcome to our first caller! Are you ready to make history, First Caller?" 

"I'd like to make a request." 

"That's what we're here for! Name it, you got it!" 

"Can you play something from Bitches Brew?" 

"I certainly can! And what's your name, First Caller?" 

"Mary." 
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Late-Model Capitalism turns pretty girls into a form of currency and any currency, as we know, is 
essentially amoral:  it flows in the direction of the transaction. 

"Mary from Dupre?" 

"Mary from Dupre, yes. Mary from Dupre." 

"Hey, I'm so glad you called in, Mary from Dupre. We lost the war, by the way." 

"The what?" 

"Saint Jeff's First Annual Total Frisbee War. The forces of Goodness and Light lost it. We were 
enslaved, is what happened. Tied up in bungee cords and sold into slavery to the Seniors at Kirk." 

"And all because I was a filthy conscientious objector." 

"I didn't want to guilt trip you or anything, but, well. Hey. Anyway. Have I mentioned already that 
you're our First Ever Caller? And that, as our First Ever Caller, you're eligible to win a valuable prize?" 

"Oh goody." 

Paul was already dressed (well, wrapped in his bed sheets) and down the hall and up to the fourth 
floor, knocking on Mary's dorm room door. When she didn't answer he realized, of course, that she 
didn't have a phone in her room and that she must be calling from the payphone on the ground level 
of the building, near the glass double-doors at the front that were always locked after midnight. It 
was 2 o'clock in the morning. He felt a Deity or Omniscient Entity of some sort was watching him, 
cheering him on. 

Paul dashed breathless down four flights of stairs in his bed sheet toga, kicked the stairwell door 
open and he swept in his bare feet across the shiny black pseudo-marble linoleum of the foyer. 
There was Mary at the payphone in a blue velour bathrobe, a thermos of coffee sitting on the foyer 
desk opposite the payphone. Mary's eyes widened as Paul hurried into view. Clutching his bed sheet 
toga in place with his right hand he reached and gently removed the receiver from Mary's hand with 
his left. Paul then pulled a giggling Mary to the stairwell and up the stairs with him. 

"I've locked myself out of my room," admitted Paul, as they stood in front of Mary's dorm room as 
Mary fished her keys out of her bathrobe's pocket. 

"You adorable dumbshit," said Mary. 

"I heard you on the radio," said Paul. "It was an emergency." 
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"No argument there. I guess I was just bored or something.  How many extraordinary women have 
ended up sleeping with inappropriate men just because of boredom? Boredom is probably the most 
destructive force in Western Civilization.  What have you got under that toga for me?" 

Mary pulled Paul into her room and very quietly closed and locked the door behind them. Then she 
took a step back away from Paul, pulling off his bed sheets as she receded,  unveiling a statue. 

"Very nice," she said, with a finger on her chin. "Very nice." 

But first they looked through her record collection. 

There was Abbey Road, of course, and The White Album, of course and Dark Side of the Moon, 
obviously and The Who's Tommy, okay and T-Rex's Electric Warrior, after which Paul unearthed an 
eyebrow-raising specimen of Super Tramp which he knew, instinctively, not to mock.  He found the 
soundtrack recording of the major motion picture  A Clockwork Orange beside the soundtrack 
recording from the X-Rated Last Tango in Paris and he remembered that one of his greatest 
ambitions was to see these films on a double-bill at an Art House Repertory Cinema one day.  

[ed.'s note: Just like a college freshman's record collection,  a decade is not a univalent 
crystallization of a new mood or a great idea or a characteristic style but an amalgam of graduated 
overlaps destined to present various aspects from various angles along a rich continuum. 1968 was 
the premier of Kubrick's high-tech 2001: A Space Odyssey and the first year after the release of 
The Beatles' Edwardian Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Heart's Club Band and the advent of the public 
spectacle of Richard Nixon's medievalist campaign for the office of Planetary King. Paul and Mary's 
"70s", in 1977, was a projection of Decadent sparkles from a homosexual Disco Ball upon a 
spinning hypno-wheel of post-Hippie Delusion in a Sanatorium of macho Cold War relics. Not to 
mention the subliminal aftertaste of the huge black pseudo-revolutionary cock in Patty Heart's 
Binaca'd mouth, the cock that had set back the cause of interracial dating by at least six months] 

1. Some of Mary's record collection was expressed in modern cassette form and looked very much 
like the kind of things you'd receive ,  as a kid,   in the post,  after signing up to The Columbia House 
Record Club (any ten cassettes worth up to $22.94 for only  $2.99): Elton John's Tumbleweed 
Connection,  Cat Stevens' Tea for the Tillerman, Ike and Tina Turner's Workin' Together, Carole King's 
Tapestry, Three Dog Night's Golden Bisquits, Bill Withers' Greatest Hits, Don Maclean's American Pie,  
Santana's Abraxas,  Traffic's John Barleycorn Must Die  and  Crosby, Stills and Nash's Crosby, Stills 
and Nash.  

2. Some items looked like concretized psychological debris from extinct and near-extinct affairs 

(what was she doing with a copy of Coltrane Live at the Village Vanguard? Or Highland Traditional 
Penny Whistle Masterpieces Vol 3? or An Evening with Andy Griffith?) while  some items (the Super 
Tramp, The Monkees) represented youthful indiscretions too rich in sentiment to banish.   
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3. Most importantly,  there were dozens of titles (largely imports),  in fancy vinyl collector sleeves,  

here among Mary's poignantly small collection (he'd enjoy perhaps the proprietary pleasure of 
poking through the ones she left behind, one day), which she kept in a plastic milk crate by the door, 
that Paul had never heard of. And this made him feel naive. The covers of these records were 
compellingly strange and hyper-modern (lots of neon and leather and cold blue tones) and they did 
not radiate the aura that claimed that there was absolutely no need to go anywhere or do anything  
because you were already there and you'd already done it... at all.  The covers alone made Paul feel 
as though everything was happening out there somewhere and he was fucking missing it in this 
picayune cultural eddy of the Upper Midwest in a private college for nearly-rich kids. 

[So this is what happened. First we thought whatever village we lived in and whatever villages 
were rumoured to be no further than a very long walk in any direction (plus the various lights in 
the sky and invisible spirits and Deities) was ALL THERE IS. Then we figured out we were on a 
planet in a firmament or something but at least this planet was the center of the firmament and 
the lights in the firmament rotated majestically around us, set in motion by a bearded giant. Then 
we figured out that our planet wasn't the center of this firmament at all. Then we figured out that 
the firmament was vaster than initially assumed by terrifying incomprehensible magnitudes and 
that not only were we not in the center of all this but that we were floating on an inconsequential 
speck in a boring little corner of this Vastness like some kind of ridiculous-but-factual Doctor Seuss 
story with no logical place for a Bearded Giant to function as a liaison between the specks on the 
speck and the Vastness.  Between the advent of relatively modern astronomy and the advent of  
T-PHUT (The Peoples' Homocentric Universe Theory)  of the late 1960s,  was a span of not much 
more than two unbearable generations of bleakest Scientifically Adult Nihilism (the actual cause 
of both World Wars, btw) ... relieved, finally,  by the seemingly-spontaneously-generated T-PHUT 
of the late 1960s: a culture-wide coping mechanism from which Mary and Paul benefited 
immensely during the year they met, 1977, believing with all their deluded hearts that The 
Universe Was Actually Aware of Their Various Individual Needs and was Individually Responsive to 
Them, a Folk-Theory that blew a defiantly insane raspberry right back across the centuries at 
Copernicus,  who was not impressed:  the 1970s in a nutshell.] 

On the other side of the little dorm room,  between the windowsill and the end of her summer-
campy-bed:  the stereo. It was set up upon two stacks of inverted milk crates. Mary's Sony turntable 
and a brand new silver Marantz console stereo amplifier connected by flimsy brown wire to cheapo 
speakers stashed under her bed. 

Paul was examining the sleeve's cover while handing Mary the disc the sleeve had contained . 

They listened in scholarly silence to the record playing very softly, Paul's ear close to the speakers. 
They heard the synthesizers supporting the  text of the incredibly-named Ultravox performing their 
astonishingly-named My Sex, the first song of the LP. The singer, John Foxx, intoned the lyrics like a 
world-weary young  robot down a neon-lit well.  A strange breeze through the cracked door 
between decades, a whiff of the future. It seemed to Paul he was hearing the greatest poetry he had 
heard that year and it was coming from a record he hadn't even heard of.  So,  A) Why wasn't he 
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writing Poetry? B) Was Paul, in fact, a Provincial?  His shame was matched only by his unclothed 
excitement which was amplified by the lateness of the hour. 

There was a clear brown jar of Vaseline on the moonlight-striped windowsill above the turntable and 
Mary drew his attention to it (and away from the yeasty panties she'd left on the floor near the 
ashtray next to his foot) with an accusing finger when My Sex (she lifted the tone-arm off the 
shimmering platter) was finished, saying, after clearing her throat, 

"Um,  that's not what it looks like." 

"What does it look like?" 

"A jar of Vaseline." 

"Okay," he said. 

"It looks kind of used. But it isn't." 

"Okay." 

"Not much, really. A dab or two at most. If you remove the lid you'll find no gouges in it. Out of it? In 
it? Just dabs.  Dab-holes. Dablets." 

"Alright." 

"It's for removing make-up. And it's great for cracked lips. Oh, and a dab on your teeth makes smiling 
through interviews on the red carpet a breeze. Your lips glide right over your teeth. Don't you read 
Cosmopolitan?" 

She had a coffee-table edition of The Tao Te Ching on the built-in desk beside her record collection. 
He was leaning against the wall by the door in her cramped little dorm room (nearly identical to his) 
and he unfolded his arms to have a look at this cosmic book. It was inscribed For The Cosmic Kali 
Dancing Yin Yang Siren Princess Samurai  Slut of Oregonia, with Love and Squalor and Blueballs, 
Micha. Paul leafed through its large, beautifully banal, calligraphy-graced photographs of water and 
stone and mist and all that jazz and throaty-chuckled again. The trick was not to use it too much and 
so once more today, at the most,  was the limit. Who the fuck is Micha? 

"Is this what it looks like it is?" Naked Paul asked, showing her a pretty page in the book. 

"No." 

"You're not a Hippie?" 
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She tapped  his third eye playfully. She pretended to ignore his swinging dick. 

"Ouch." 

"Sorry." 

"I was always told that Hippies are non-violent." 

"The Hippies were hicks. I guess I'm more of a psychedelic mod if I were forced to choose. You know, 
like Carnaby street? Close all your eyes for a minute." 

He closed his eyes and she removed the Tao Te Ching from his freckled brown hands and tossed it 
loudly on the bed as though a book were just an object but a kiss was a significant thing and Mary 
kissed him on the closed mouth,  slipping between his lips with her questing tongue which shoved 
his nonplussed tongue out of the way to lick the backs of his teeth and spread her DNA in the 
crevices.  Paul stood stiff as a slot machine until he  remembered to act, eating Mary's breaths with 
such a passion that it made them both dizzy and wise. After that first long co-breathingly Dyadic kiss 
they smiled in a loose clinch like fighters exhausted by each other's talent  and determination and  
with the wide-open eyes of feigned shock Mary said, 

"I promised myself that I was either going to commit suicide or suck a penis today and I think I've 
made my decision." 

Off the bed to the floor splashed the suburban American white girl's edition of the Tao Te Ching. 

Mary was back up on the bed with her blue velour bathrobe open like the petals of a flower that's 
been flattened on the road and her bush like matted pollen and Paul was down upon Mary with 
near-tears of gratitude and then he was grunting and gasping and in her and out her and in her and 
horribly hard.  

Mary's  previous (and sixth) lover had been in his forties and adept at the oral mysteries but married 
and white, of course,  white and pink and skinny as an intermittently-leadless pencil.  You could 
invest all that time in teaching a man to screw well and still end up with a leadless pencil in your 
mouth. And even with lead it was still just a pencil (the only man she'd ever seen to fake an orgasm).  
Probably Queer and forestalling the inevitable.  Using Mary's babysitting vagina as a diversionary 
tactic, probably, to be frank, when Mary thought back on it with self-hugging shudders. Ronald 
Reynolds Baker, the claims adjuster and avid reader of Ronald Firbank.  There was a cartoony 
drawing of a cracking Ming vase in mid-crack  on Baker's business card and it was when she'd seen 
this card that Mary had decided to let Reynolds plumb her sideways on the long drives home in his 
Chrysler after each babysitting  of his handicapped son named Alvin. Loving, as she did (at the time) 
cartoons. 
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Paul came quickly. Mary instructed Paul sweetly to hold her as she masturbated in order to 
complete the act. And so she lay back upon him, against his broad chest between his long  dark legs,  
which looked to her to be as polished and sturdy as the serious furniture of her childhood, his 
muscled arms around her and the fragrant blond sirocco of her just-washed hair fizzing a pale gold 
blur across a corner of his field of vision. Paul kissed the side of Mary's face through this sirocco and 
watched her faraway toes curl and splay and curl again as she came with the pleading grunts of 
being gently electrocuted. Her feet were braced on the windowsill and had turned a strawberry red 
for a minute.  

And Ah, the effortless fuckings of youth like flight among mammals who don't quite grasp that they 
are incapable of flight.  

As though falling, not flying, were the miracle. 

Paul whispered Mary in Mary's ear,  while her gasps downshifted precipitously into regular breaths 
and she was nearly lucid. She fanned her tufted mons with the wet and responsible hand.  Blue 
cones of patchouli incense had burned with measured grace in the hollowed belly of a white Buddha 
Mary had placed beside the jar of Vaseline on the windowsill before they got into it and now the 
arabesques of scent,  like insinuating vines of ether,  guided by subtle messages from the day's 
weather  leaking through the seams between the sill and the outer wall,  were drifting over the 
spinning turntable across where Mary's crotch was angled (her perfect ass resting on Paul's semi-
tumescent erection, provocatively) toward that very windowsill. Providing the delightful illusion that 
the smoke was wafting from her mons. A lickable (one day) Vesuvius. 

And so they slept four hours until daybreak and another hour or two thereafter. 

"Am I your boyfriend now?"  Paul asked,  thick-tonguedly,  self-conscious about his breath. Very late 
for class.  

"Tell me I'm your boyfriend now". 

"Jeezis, it's the first week of school, man! Seriously?  Seriously? Already?  You want to choose the 
first item you see on the menu? Really? Really?  Okay, okay, Othello,  you're my boyfriend!"   

She feigned sweet shock but things were going exactly according to plan. She needed to Kill Her 
Parents (not literally) and Paul's cock was the ideal weapon. Mary's body was a voodoo doll and 
whatever Paul did to it her parents would feel.  

Plus she liked Paul.  

She liked the smell of his own cock on his lips. And she had always been itchingly curious regarding 
black cock despite being warned by a boarding school friend that nine out of ten times they'd stab 
you in a jealous rage about a year into the affair when you wised up and dated a senator's son. 
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Reclining on Paul she lifted Paul's hands from their natural position cupping the healingly-shaped fat 
of her tits and squeezed his big hands between her little hands and twisted her face a degree to 
make unfocused eye contact (Paul's face was still essentially Mary's pillow) and said, with the mock-
innocent  Shirley Temple voice of hers he would one day find profoundly disturbing,  "But you're not 
officially my boyfriend until I've made you hit me." 

"No, sorry, I  can't do that." 

"Okay, then,  not until I've made you cry. How's that?" 

"No , sorry, no one has ever made me cry." 

"My, you're awfully difficult." 

I have a girlfriend, Paul was thinking,  the very next morning, after the first complete day of their 
affair, as he was buttoning up after their second official bout of sluicingly-wet, contraceptively-
mysterious  couplings. He had again managed to lock himself out of his room but the Resident Upper 
Classman was cool and this time, anyway, at least, Paul had his clothes with him. 

"You want to walk me to my Physics of Lit class?" 

A white girlfriend, the Unobtainable, a blonde, a beauty, he was thinking,  as Mary straddled 
gymnastically her dorm room's sink next to the built-in desk to take a dainty pee with the faucet 
running. A habit she got from her fourth boyfriend, the scrubs-wearing intern at Portland's St. 
Vincent's, who claimed it was more hygienic than pissing in the toilet, which it was until you actually 
pissed and became less so the more you did it.  

"Can you help me zip up?" 

Paul helped. 

"You remind me of my father when you zip me up. How do I look?" 

Paul and Mary  did their best to affect casualness,  over the synchronized swingbeats of the tiny 
tom-toms of their jackrabbitting hearts  but crossing the campus with brown and white hands 
intertwined was nerve-wracking. Yes, it wasn't 1957 but 1977 and, sure, it was the Upper Midwest 
and not the Deep South, but neither Paul nor Mary had ever seen an interracial couple holding 
hands or otherwise expressing affection in public (which was ironic,  considering the fact that Paul's 
illegitimate father was white) but here they were suddenly being bold racial pioneers,  making some 
kind of history,  expecting epithets and firehoses and burning crosses,  maybe, or black-tailed arcs 
trailing burning Bibles like Molotov cocktails, walking the longest diagonal of their young lives while 
reeking of gorgeous cockcunt.  
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As interminably suspenseful as walking across campus holding hands with Mary was to him, Paul was 
also quite pleased to have lost his penetrative virginity without calling attention to the humiliating 
milestone.  You could only be properly proud of the deed, as a male,  he felt, if you'd done it by the 
age of thirteen... 

[For example: Paul's best friend in sixth grade, Eugene Chalfont,  had had sex with a thirteen year 
old girl when he was ten. By the time he'd told a fascinated-but-bewildered Paul all about it,  in a 
harsh whisper, during a banana sandwich lunch-break,  one year later,  Eugene had had what 
Eugene referred to as "dates" with three different girls:  the same thirteen-year-old he'd lost his 
cherry to and two different eleven year olds, one of them , Beverly, sort of chubby and yellow. 
Eugene had had  intercourse about forty times,  or roughly just a little less than once a week,  since 
his initiation.  Which is exactly what The Ghetto was good for. "This is the best time in my life to do 
it, man," he explained, while pulping the banana / bread/ peanut butter and  mayonnaise 
concoction with his mouth as open as a circus, "Because I'm still shooting blanks." Paul, the 
smartest kid in his class, had no idea what Eugene was talking about. And Paul's mother was no 
help because she wasn't familiar with the phrase] 

... and every year after that was less of an accomplishment and more of a case of the marathon 
runner who limps or crawls across the finish line a day or more after everyone else has gone home 
and forgotten about the race.   

But Paul had managed, he felt,  the first time ever Paul and Mary screwed, to redeem the fact that 
he'd come, BANG, the moment his penis shoved through Mary's  goldfluffy trim,  with the fact that 
he'd been able to re-enter immediately after ejaculating, four times in a row, stretching his debut to 
a total of perhaps ten solid minutes of intercourse distributed across four different positions:  
Missionary, Doggie, Cowgirl and The Lotus:  Four chiming orgasms in a row. 

The Lotus involved Paul sitting with his legs folded in front of him and his cunt-cream-glistening 
copper dick up and Mary straddling and re-inserting him,  slightly sore, her white skinny legs gripping 
his dark waist, making unbroken eye contact, from her eye-level of half-a-head-higher, while she 
alternately slackened and straightened her spine, grinding their pelvises and manipulating the angles 
and depths of his own hard bald expressionless effigy within her. In this way they accidentally 
achieved a moment of genuine and simultaneous  Enlightenment, flicker-fleeting as it was. They 
both realised, for that blessed millisecond of illuminated insight, as they locked pre-human gazes in a 
gently-pumping vertical arrangement, that everyone could love anyone or anything else, that 
everyone could love everyone and everything else and with practise do it forever and transform 
living experience into a Literal Heaven for the planet.  All everyone needs to do is fuck everyone and 
everything else all the time tenderly forever and Love will come to this Earth. It was so blindingly 
clear to both of them for .075 seconds: the genitals are the true seat of the Soul.  

Holding hands on a walk is hard enough for any new couple.  

The couple must learn to match default speeds and synchronize rhythms and compensate for 
differences in stride-length (Mary and Paul were identical heights but her legs were four inches 
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longer than his and so was her stride-length, consequently). Complicating this complexity was Mary's 
whiteness intersecting with Paul's blackness at the intimate junction of their clasped hands. They got 
three-quarters of the way across the commons before someone lifted a window on the far side of 
the quad and shouted something neither one of them could make out, either at them or unrelated,  
making  them flinch and walk that much faster, eyes down as their long shadows slipped behind the 
cafeteria on the way to the building where Mary's Physics of Lit class was held. 

They met again at Mary's dormitory room late in the afternoon.  

It was an election year.  

Shirley Chisholm. 

It was a late afternoon gently darkened, prematurely,  by autumn's first clouds, the thin, high,  
evenly-distributed cirrostratus ... presaging the eventual loss of summer's vulgar acquaintanceship. 
Gregarious summer with its bad smells, loud noises and violent mass appeal. Patrician Autumn was 
waiting in the wings with its elegant eulogies ready. The first thing they did was drop their books and 
kiss. Then, while still protected in his whisper-close  embrace, Mary said to Paul, "Oh my god, Paul, 
oh my god, this is real, isn't it? It hit me, for the first time in my life, I guess, while we were walking 
to class together that this is real, life is real, we're involved in a real thing, a controversy, a scandal, 
in its way, like I've just woken up from a life-long dream that wasn't even about me! This is real. We 
have responsibilities. It's like we've stepped out of the dream and now we're called upon to act 
because this is history. Are we the first interracial couple at St. Jeff's?" 

Paul kissed Mary's forehead.  

"I think we are," he whispered gravely. They never formed more than three complete cockcunts 
together but each of the three was more sublime than its predecessor. 

Despite the various current setbacks across American society in general, Paul had to marvel, in 
retrospect, while remembering this memory,  at the mysterious power and grace of the 
machinations of the Great Spirit in reuniting its White and Black halves. Not really halves, 
arithmetically speaking, but Paul's mind knew what it meant by thinking that. Separated for perhaps 
millions of years after the renegades fled the part of Africa it all began in, the divided factions bred 
deeper into their differences until they reached extreme conditions that could only begin to be 
healed when the North American slave trade contrived to bring black cocks and white pussies and 
black pussies and white cocks within fucking distance. What was America (aka New Atlantis) but the 
motel designated for the assignation? 

Paul and Mary kissed and Paul imagined, fleetingly,  being a little ruddy brown proto-human, 
incalculably intelligent and full of Love. 
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22 
Charlotte was beyond happy in the election year.  

Things were going so well. So amazingly well.  

First, the thing with Greta.  

How had it happened? It came about how? That (impulsive) Kiss!  

Charlotte had had this inspiration to take the charade to another level and really plant a wet one on 
that sexy girl's mouth. After they had a look at that guy's mutilated cock in the dark. Maybe the kiss 
was a Wiccan talisman against the sinister male voodoo of that bifurcated cock they'd seen. By the 
river with techno music before dawn: her first girlkiss. Why had Charlotte chosen just then to 
sprinkle some verisimilitude on the Lesbian Prank? Who knows? It just hit her to DO IT because, how 
bad could kissing a woman be? A mouth (within carefully controlled parameters of bourgeois 
Western dental hygiene) is a mouth, no? Lips are lips.  

(Because Life is Sex and it's good that way. Fuck Lou Andreas Salome. Fuck Cantinflas. ) 

She'd expected it to be a fun sort of shivery-wincey thing like gulping down oysters the first time. 
What happened instead was that Charlotte had experienced one of the most erotically fulfilling 
sensations of her life. It blew the top of her head off. In the nicest possible way. Greta's big soft 
sucking mouth.  Greta's big soft knockers hitting Charlotte's body above Charlotte's (slightly smaller) 
big soft knockers, at the level of Charlotte's neck. Tall girl, Greta. Charlotte wanted to bury her face 
between those big warm perfumed Greta boobs and coo nonsense. Those boobs like soft vast 
nurturing  dicks with the holes plugged. Not really plugged. But you could suck on those without 
getting an abrasive goo in your eyes. They didn't explode in your mouth like a party trick. Like a gag. 
And don't hard dicks look puny and gnarled beside nice big soft warm uniformly smooth and semi-
spherical boobs? Boobs one could fill with milk if one really tried. 

Oh my Gods, thought Charlotte, I'm a breast man. 

And Paul: what a great guy! What a sweet email. 

She'd have to do lots of Googling and present Paul with a plausible estimate for the total amount of 
his investment before they met that evening. To reassure him that his money was going to be spent 
most wisely, with an eye to maximum returns. After failing as a dancer (hard to dance with big 
boobs)  and failing as a photographer (Charlotte still had the contents of an entire chemical 
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darkroom  in four large boxes in her cellar, paid for by Tim) and failing as a filmmaker and/ or 
performance Artist (somewhere on her hard drive she still had that embarrassing video she'd made 
of herself masturbating with her back to the camera while the overture to Also Sprach Zarathustra 
played on her cell-phone nearby, as a ringtone, ringing because she was calling herself with her free 
hand using her home phone: if she'd had any guts or panache or talent as a filmmaker she'd have 
been masturbating with the cell-phone) and then failing as a writer (her anal virginity intact) she was 
going to succeed as the co-proprietor of the trendiest nightclub (fuck you, Berghain) in Berlin!  

IN-BOX 

The first step was Googling a feasible budget.  

Perhaps that was something she and Greta could do together while also giving Charlotte an 
opportunity to see if it was possible to repeat the addictive experience of That Kiss?  

Charlotte typed out a PS to Paul:   

MAKE SURE TO WEAR A TUXEDO FOR THE SPECIAL 
OCASSION!   

... and sent it while wearing a whimsical genuine meatspace smile (and five yellow winky-smileys 
onscreen) . 

Maybe Charlotte was a lesbian. Maybe that was the solution to the problem(s) of the weirdly empty 
side of her life.  

Charlotte was going to hop on her dead-waking scooter and scoot over to Greta's and wake her and 
do some passionately sloppy Googling. Maybe she'd plant another big wet kiss on Greta with no 
warning and get a hand on Greta's big warm lovely boobs, too, boldly and slip that very hand down 
Greta's panties and play in her duck pond. The very idea of which became a painfully delicious throb 
in Charlotte's rumpled morning sweatpants, where it felt like a rainforest of a sudden. 
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INTERMISSION: THE PRESENT IS WHERE THE FUTURE 
MEETS THE PAST 
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Tim was in the kitchen crafting a grilled-cheese sandwich and photographing it with his i-phone for 
Fishbook.   

4, 593 friends and he personally knew maybe thirty or forty of them. Tim knew how vapid that was.  
4,593 "friends" to harvest a dozen "likes" every day. Wastebook. But Tim also understood the 
underlying psychological instrument of Fishbook and knowing that he enjoyed playing the 
instrument well. If he could somehow own the algorithms of Fishbook tomorrow, the first thing he'd 
do is change the name of it to ENVY. He understood it was an intelligence-gathering project but he 
could make it twice as addictive, Tim reckoned,  by making it exclusive again. The first pictures he 
took looked not golden enough and a little too burnt (and he couldn't fix that with a filter) so he put 
the second burnt sandwich next to the first and started grilling another. 

Claudia was working on a very large new painting (it looked to Tim to be something like ten foot tall 
by maybe twenty across, made of three panels of sheet rock or some crazy building material like 
that) and stinking up the sun room and the whole top floor with the smell of oil pants and 
turpentine. Tim always reminded Claudia to keep the sun room door shut to keep out the paint 
fumes and she always forgot. The sun room and her studio were at opposite ends of the hall so it 
should have been possible, hypothetically, to keep the sun room free of those odors. 

"Knock knock," said Tim. "You want a grilled cheese sandwich? It's a little black just like you like 
'em." 

"Thanks Tim but I've eaten. What do you think?" 

"It looks like a dark blue intestine on a checkerboard of gold. It's pretty. I like it." 

"It's the Spree." 

"Aha. Cool. What are those?" 

"This and this and this?" 

"Yeah." 

"The souls of dreamers." 

Tim cocked his head. "Alright." 
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"They're modelled on an Odilon Redon painting,  of a similar figure with closed eyes, as is the 
palette." 

"Okay, Clauddy, now you've lost me." 

"Don't sound so proud of being lost. It's annoying." 

"Have you looked at my manuscript?" 

"What? You know I haven't." 

"Why do I know this?" 

"I've told you." 

"You told me years ago. Maybe my writing has changed since then. Maybe it's improved, by your 
standards." 

They could hear a neighbor's Television across the courtyard, far below. Watching re-runs of Knight 
Rider in the middle of the day with the window wide open. Claudia and Jesus had formed together 
perhaps three dozen unsatisfactory cockcunts. Mostly Claudia just budgeted a certain number of 
ameliorating blow jobs per month though they both referred to these sessions as "sleeping 
together". Claudia on her knees and Tim staring down maintaining unnervingly unbroken eye 
contact like a dare on both their parts. Tim's being blinkless. 

"You're a good father, Tim. You really are. Charlotte is lucky that she's your daughter." 

Claudia went back to a little roller-tray of gold paint she'd set on a step-stool near the painting and 
stirred the paint in its trough with a palette knife to keep a skin from drying across the surface of  
the paint, although it was oil paint and wouldn't conceivably form a skin for many hours. 

Tim said, "Would you be angry if I decided to have an affair?" 

"No. I'd be relieved." 

"But you're still willing to sleep with me." 

"Of course I am." 

"When I'm forced to masturbate, which I sometimes am, who do I see in my head?" 
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"Me." 

"Why?" 

"You're obsessed." 

"Why am I obsessed?" 

"Obsessions never make sense. They're like rock formations." 

"You're too smart for me, Clauddy. That's always been our biggest problem." 

"Our biggest problem is that you have a nasty habit of phrasing your criticisms in the form of 
flattery." 

"Would you fuck me right now if I asked?" 

"Can we meet in an hour?" 

"That works for me. Thanks." 

"You know you're almost always welcome, Tim. You know that." 

Tim said, "Well, I'll let you get back to work" but he didn't move to leave.  

He stood in the doorway of Claudia's studio room and concentrated on details in the big painting for 
a long interval during which Claudia was immobile, waiting for his concluding passive aggressively 
gnomic comment to draw this meeting to a close before  he left.  

Tim said, pointing at the middle of the river: 

"I think it needs another one here." 

"Okay. See you in an hour, then." 

Tim Chang's biggest competitor was a guy with the unlikely name of Orrin. Orrin the Mormon.  

Orrin wasn't really a Mormon but there was something Mormonesque about Orrin. Something 
reminiscent of that jokey feeling you get about Mormons, that corny-pious-horny Mormon vibe. 
Like: you could picture Orrin in a pastel-blue leisure suit of the '70s, wide lapels, pants down, 
missionary position, fucking a teenager very quickly with his eyes closed and his suit jacket on and 
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his tan-lined buttocks pumping like a clenching fist squeezing a blood pressure ball. As in, you could 
imagine Orrin fucking this teenager but blushing like a beet at an off-color joke in the office the next 
day (which Tim had seen happen: the blushing, the beetness, the beetitude, Tim was a pun-lover) at 
a joke that Tim had told about cunnilingus the morning after Tim had tried it on his wife, yuck. Not 
that Tim had ever met, as far as he knew, an actual Mormon or was against the notion of cunnilingus 
per se. The Office had sent Tim back to The Company on field trips several times but never in Utah, 
exactly. Tim seems to remember Orrin mentioning that Orrin was from San Diego or Baja or 
somewhere warm near lots of water. The Company was a big country. Tim preferred living in a 
smaller, cleaner, more manageable branch like Germany. 

Orrin. Orrin was the only short-haired man Tim had ever known to wear center-parted hair. Center-
parted and self-dyed black. Tim wanted to say "Spend the money, Orrin!" re: the dye jobs because 
the only unprofessional-seeming thing about Orrin was the garish matte-black of his hair.  Stocky 
Orrin was Tim's biggest competitor at The Office. Tim had (slightly) more numerous audits to his 
credit but some of Orrin's audits had been rather more flamboyant in an elegant way.  Orrin was 
incredibly good at stage-managing traffic accidents. Tim had to admit that stocky, center-parted, 
Mormonesque Orrin had panache. Orrin had flair. In his job only, though. In his audits. Orrin's audits 
were how he expressed himself. In Life Orrin was just sort of there, taking short lunch breaks and 
doing the paper work. 

Tim was adept at liquid nicotine injections with the nano-needle;  the "heart attack gun" (which had 
to be utilized while the subject was engaged in a strenuous activity, like, chuckle, paddling a kayak or 
simply running away);  inducing a stroke using modified, sulphuretted amyl nitrate capsules cracked 
open under the subject's nose. From Subject to Object in thirty seconds or less. 

The irritatingly admirable thing about Orrin: Orrin had never, as far as Tim knew, used an audit to 
settle a personal score; Joel had praised him in almost exactly those words in Tim's presence. 
Perhaps deliberately. Tim's record had been not quite as impeccable in that regard. About which Tim 
felt embarrassed, sometimes, when his spiritual feelings about The Office and The Company were on 
the upcurve. When he was back in Believer mode was when Tim felt most acutely embarrassed 
about his impurities. His indiscretions.  The taint of his wavered discipline. Though Orrin, of course, 
wasn't married (whatever that meant and Tim wasn't a homophobe, in any case, that's not what the 
thought meant) and Orrin certainly wasn't married to Claudia so how would Orrin know how 
infuriating and hurtful it could be with the visible spectrum of spurting dicks stomping around 
through his marriage? But, you know what? Audits were such a small part of the job. 

In the office they talked a lot about "mood" or "tone" and the best description of Tim's area of 
expertise was Mood Maintenance. Regional Tone Control. What was the Mood, out there, regarding 
The Company? And maintaining the desired condition of no general Mood or Opinion or particle of 
Knowledge regarding The Office:  these  matters formed Tim's area. Tim and the neat little team of 
locals under him (some of whom, the older ladies and gents, being former Stasi, obviously and quite 
often working for free). Keeping the Mood out there at a moderate temperature.  The regional 
sector head, Joel or Jaye,  called the ideal status "72F". Tim's immediate superior, whom everyone in 
the Berlin branch referred to  as The Professor, called it Lukewarm Baby Shit. The ideal consistency 
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and psycho-political temperature of Berlin's mood should be Lukewarm Baby Shit. Every department 
head and regional chief used a different set of metaphors. 

If things out there got too hot ("Adolecent's diarrhoea!" would wince The Professor)  or too cold 
("Dowager's meconium!"), Tim's job was to conceptualize the most effective (quickest, least 
destructive and most durable) intervention, which could often focus on one factor, one aberration, 
one irritating loudmouth with local influence. Only once had an intervention, in the form of an audit, 
overlapped seamlessly with Tim's personal agenda and what a righteous pleasure that had been, 
dosing-and-disposing (a "d&d")  that disrespectful bush-doctor. As they say:  you never forget your 
first time.  

The heavy philosophical question to ask yourself would concern the difference between a State 
Secret and a Cosmic Mystery. Is there a difference? And what's the difference between a keeper of 
the former and a seeker after the latter? The first difference is only one of scale. The second 
difference is nil. Because Tim was Keeper and Seeker. 

Tim felt a Deity or Omniscient Entity of some sort was watching him but he knew exactly who it was. 
First and last names. 

 He picked up this terminology the week after orientation, at the beginning of his  initiation,  as a 
young man recruited out of a private college in the upper Midwest.  The Chinese-American ("Chank")  
quota of that era was a thirsty and capacious file category and Tim was swept right up into it; he 
pledged with a baker's dozen of adventurous Chanks he never saw again, diffused around the world 
like a subtle but tenacious perfume with a yeasty top-note. There was an 18th-century insignia they 
didn't often use any more but that sometimes found its way on stationery as a kind of inter-
departmental joke: a triple-headed eagle. Seven headless snakes in its talons. 

They called the Initiates "Keeper /Seekers". A six-week program. Boot-camp without push-ups.  No 
push-ups, good lunches and civilized hours: welcome to the club. And the ultimate secret is that 
there are no secrets. It's all right there in front of you. It's just that you can't read all of it. The 
masses can't read any of it and never will which is what "The Masses" means. But, to the previous 
point:  can a book openly published in a language you can't read be called a "secret " or a "mystery"? 
If you go to Rome and, as an American-born English-speaker, can't read the road signs, does that 
mean the road signs are "secret"? There are no secrets or mysteries. And the first really serious Spy, 
the Spy of Spies? The Buddha. 

They taught this in the boot camp courses, that Siddhartha Gautama was a spy for King Bimbisara, 
gathering information and spreading disinformation (the heads and tails of the Spook's iron coin). 
King Bimbisara whose great work was the expansion of his empire, the greatest, at the time, in the 
world. Tim couldn't remember the name of the empire or the dates involved. All he remembered 
was that Bimbisara's empire was before "Christ" (itself the modern nickname for a Greek code word 
referring to the most effective Spook project in history and for which Flavius Josephus, imperial 
scribe of the Flavian Dynasty,  deserved a Pulitzer ) and that the empire was mighty and The Buddha 
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was an effective operative in the name of the cause.  Whatever the cause really was. The Cause was 
always an excuse for the work. 

And if you did your job well you got your page or paragraph or volume (or library)  in History, 
though, of course, your official entry would NOT be under the vulgar rubric of "Spook". Buddha, 
Christ, Marco Polo, Shakespeare/Marlowe, Nostradamus, Casanova,  Benjamin Franklin, Oscar 
Wilde, Walt Whitman, Madame Blavatsky, Charlie Chaplin, Orson Welles,  Isadora Duncan,  Louise 
Brooks,  Aleister Crowley, Harry Houdini, Josephine Baker, Lee Miller,  The Surrealists, Ezra Pound, T. 
S. Eliot, Zelda Fitzgerald, L. Ron Hubbard,  Theodor Geisel,  Duke Ellington, Peter Sellers,  Ray Croc,  
Andy Warhol, Burroughs, Herzog, Tim Leary,  Ken Kesey, Jane Fonda,  Alan Alda, Richard Bach, The 
Smothers Brothers, Leonard Cohen, Rod Serling, Bruce Lee ,  Rothko, Stephen Stills,  "Papa" John 
Phillips, Paddy Chayefsky, Frank Herbert, Jack Nicholson, Bobby Seale,  Uri Geller, Bobby Fischer, 
Tiny Tim, Chuck Barris, JG Ballard, The whole Paris Review clique, Robert Altman, Robin Williams, 
Julian Schnabel, two-thirds of the new wave band "The Police", all world-famous "Performance 
Artists"...  a mere fragment of a sample of the Spook Pantheon featuring famous Spooks (famous for 
everything but) great and small.  

Tim had been given a thick roll of black and blue posters for a concert of the singer Geneva Salt to 
tape up around town. 

It is not an illusion if everyone believes it. 

This is what you realize, looking back, thought Tim: there are two kinds of Sensitives.  

Sensitives who can tell what's going on, somehow... who knows how? They can tell. That what we're 
being told is total nonsense, right? A fairy tale for innocent widdle nappers in their footie pyjamas. 
The Sensitives pick up on this in the Ether, they know something isn't right, but there are two kinds. 
The smart ones and the less-smart ones. The less smart ones (the less brave or ambitious ones) opt 
to stay on the outside of it all and remain defenseless and disconnected and become "Conspiracy 
Theorists". 

If we start with the premise that the answer to the oldest philosophical question, ‘Why do we live and 
die?’ is ‘The State’, we have finally answered a question and thereby created the first truly workable 
Philosophy, a concrete dialectic of actual measurements, a philosophy not of imponderable 
infinitudes based on nebulous notions of a boundless universe in which we are lost as atoms in a 
putrefying titan’s last long fart but based on, confirmed by, limited, knowable, measurable qualities 
of a local condition that is the limit of that which we can reasonably discuss on a scale we are 
intrinsically familiar with.  Much of what we mistakenly think of as ‘philosophy’ is a mistake 
encouraged by the State, which would prefer you misunderstood it by setting your sights to a 
ridiculous height by deluding you with hubris. The State is the giver and taker of Life.  Answers to the 
questions of why and when and how and by what means it does either are within our grasp because 
the State itself can be measured on foot. The State is a measurable Alpha and Omega. And when we 
have grasped all that, The State, necessarily, changes…  opening the way for a New New Philosophy… 
the arrival of which will mean we have won the ultimate prize in the quest for the Truth, which being 
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not merely the Truth as it is or was but the old Truth’s end. Only in the New Philosophy, the 
philosophy of the concrete, the measurable… is this… Eternal Birth of a Human Noon… aka 
FREEDOM…  possible. 

Tim went down two flights of stairs with the uneaten burnt grilled cheese sandwich and walked 
across the entrance hall to his favorite spot at the foot of the back stairs and there on the table 
teetering beside the dish he kept his house keys in was still that stack of books he'd left there (not 
thinking ahead enough to hide the damn things) when he was given the chore of researching The 
Writer. Joel had told Tim to "get up to speed" and that The Professor would help him. It was like 
being in High School all over again. Tim the jock with his Book Report to finish. Tim tossed the burnt 
grilled cheese sandwich in the waste basket, on top of a dozen burnt grilled cheese sandwiches, 
under the little table holding that stack of pretentious books, each one secretly subsidized by The 
State. 

And then fucking Claudia had to go and read them.  

Well at least it hadn't been Charlotte. 
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23 
One of the many hidden (and cosmically humorous) paradoxes of Earthly life is Skatole, the organic 
compound discovered by a 19th century German doctor, which, in lower concentrations,  gives the 
wonderful odor to certain flowers (including jasmine) and many perfumes, as well as, in higher 
concentrations, providing the distinctive odor of shit. The next time you stand in a flower shop 
(where the cumulative concentration of Skatole will be a bit higher, higher than is entirely pleasant, 
perhaps: too much of a good thing) take a deep sniff.   

A blue placard for the National German Business Party showed a businessman with a rifle aiming at 
the viewer wearing one of those Tyrolean hats with a feather in the hatband. 

There was a black and blue poster for a concert of the singer Geneva Salt with a title of her debut 
album INVOICE OF A GENERATION. 

Paul rounded the corner with his coat flapping and saw the winking, white-haired Kenyan proprietor 
of his favorite fruit-and-vegetable stand sticking a handmade sign in a box of bananas.  

The proprietor hadn't seen him so Paul sort of slipped by, guilty about the fact that he wanted no 
fruit. He had made the proprietor his friend for life the previous spring by buying incredibly 
expensive, out of season, seedless watermelons a dozen times in a row, enough to send the guy's 
ten kids to college with lunch money and change, a stunt he'd never felt inspired to repeat, 
although, a year later, the guy still treated Paul like his best and most treasured customer, 
persistently  offering Paul free samples of things Paul had no desire (was even hesitant) to taste. 
Which guilted Paul into buying things he didn't want to buy but today what he wanted was a bunch 
of spectacular flowers from the Thai flower shop next door to the fruit and vegetable guy, a shop 
he'd never before entered.  

The woman manning the shop had her back to Paul as Paul entered with a comically tiny ting-a-ling 
of the bell above the door and as she turned to face him Paul wanted to gasp. The proprietress of 
the flower shop was a dead-ringer of the girl he wanted to buy the flowers for.  

Charlotte? 

It was as though a very-slightly-more-Asian-looking Charlotte was standing before him,  in a black 
jumper and dark slacks and embroidered slippers, hands on her hips, a string of pearls glowing 
around her neck while she smiled the way Charlotte smiled, putting her eyes and teeth on elegant 
display. Same height, same hair, same bust, same smile, same skinny arms and square chin and 
playful smile. Vertigo. 

Paul's mind recognized it as a purely physical coincidence (a little less astronomically unlikely than he 
would have assumed or preferred) but his heart didn't care or bother to analyze the distinction; as 
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far as Paul's heart/body was concerned, that was Charlotte and "Charlotte" inspired a racing of his 
heart and a flutter in his stomach just as surely as if he'd just now happened upon the "real" one. It 
didn't make any difference.  He was disgusted with himself and disgusted with "love". It was all a silly 
trick to get humans fucking. Which itself is a trick to make more humans. So more humans can be 
tricked into fucking. The circularity of it. 

Paul was so flustered by the experience that he opened with English. 

"I'm looking for flowers?" 

"Ah, so, you have found the right place." She clapped her hands together. " What kind of occasion?" 

Her voice (with, albeit,  more of a Thai lilt than German thwack to it) was exactly like Charlotte's, too. 
[To be fair, however, she never once used the word "fucking"]. The only logical explanation had to 
be that Paul really didn't know what Charlotte looked like, in any detail,  and wasn't entirely sure 
how her voice sounded and it was easy to confuse her with a slightly-similar stranger and this whole 
little pseudo-romantic episode with Charlotte, therefore,  was pathetically transparent bullshit. He 
didn't love Charlotte and he didn't love Greta and he hadn't loved Claudia, either. He was going to 
die alone.   

What would his imaginary, would-have-been daughter, Astrid, tell him if he called her now and she 
existed? 

Astrid with the phone between her ear and her shoulder and a perplexed-looking baby with curly 
caramel hair propped on Mommy Astrid's jutting hip. 

"You think both too much and too little, Dad. Of course life is silly. But banana bread tastes good, 
doesn't it? So eat banana bread. Eat it fresh out the oven. And make love with whoever baked it for 
you. Do this until you can't eat banana bread anymore and you can't screw anymore, pardon the 
expression, and you're pretty much done... you can coast to the finish line from there. What's so 
hard about that? The fact that life is ultimately silly should make it easier to say goodbye when the 
silliness is over, no? You asked for nothing and you got it. Why are you asking my advice, anyway? 
You had me aborted! No banana bread for me, right? And now you want advice from the abortion?" 

"I understand you're angry about that, Sweetheart." 

"Yes, well, thanks for your understanding, Dad.  About an hour after the very first time I sucked my 
thumb,  ever,  yay, when I still barely even had a thumb, when I was only vaguely mammalian in 
form, about which I was pretty proud, this whole thumb business,  I get my whole frigging brand new 
body sucked out of the womb through a creepy giant hose and torn limb from twitching limb, a 
bloody and thoroughly confused and altogether painful mess, only because my existence lacked 
convenience. Right?" 
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"I can't pretend it was otherwise." 

"Well,  whatever, don't be too hard on yourself. I just wanted to express myself frankly. Please don't 
take any of this in the form of an accusation. I'm not like those other fetuses. Most people really 
shouldn't have kids. Especially the woman I got Hoovered out of. She was a mess then and a bigger 
mess now. Hot enough at the time that I totally get it. But, you know:  youth is just the pretty 
packaging but the product you're actually buying , when you fuck somebody,  is more or less their 
old age. Choose who you might accidentally knock up, pardon the expression, very carefully, with 
that in mind. No one in Life is ever more or less than what they will be at the moment they're the 
oldest they'll ever get. The oldest you is the YOUest you. Everything prior to that is camouflage, 
which you gradually strip off in layers across the fullness of Time." 

"Sex is a total con, isn't it? Unless who you fuck is already 'old' and who they really are." 

"Well exactly. Youth is a disguise." 

"When you're young it's just hormones. Nature fucking itself to perpetuate itself." 

"Yup." 

"I love you. Thanks." 

"I love you too, Dad. Don't forget to vote for Cressida Babbitz." 

He handed the Flower Shop girl a €100 bill. 

If Life is Silly, in the end, and Love is an Illusion, in the end, and Sex is a con serving both,  from the 
very beginning, he'd rather ride the experience out with a totally-self-aware victim of the con like 
Claudia, who was 62 and more or less as much of her actual Self as she would ever be.  Wouldn't he? 
They would Get There together and be Cured of Everything. 

Paul was sure he could learn to bake banana bread, if only he had the temperament to kill Claudia's 
endomorphic Chinese husband Tim and hide the evidence like a pro. If only. 

At least he was thinking about Claudia Chang again.  

Wasn't he? 

Had he really been so temporarily nuts, thinking of young Charlotte, and even-younger Greta, that 
way? They were just kids! They were unformed! They were Nymphatic Imposters!   
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Unfortunately, Paul had sent that email ( "I THINK IT'S A BRILLIANT IDEA! WHEN DO WE START?"), so 
Claudia's daughter Charlotte would be expecting to start a baby with Paul that very evening.  

Sure, the very thought of it gave him an erection (concealed, only just, in his raincoat) right there in 
the flower shop... but he'd lost the will to go through with the deed in any sense other than physical. 
It was just too easy to send emails. Even easier than it was to fuck or get out of bed every morning 
because the War(s) were making everyone tired. 

Paul wasn't even sure what kind of flowers he'd purchased when he walked out of the flower shop 
with that huge bouquet,  seventeen minutes later. The winking, white-haired Kenyan proprietor of 
the fruit-and-vegetable stand was sticking a handmade sign in a box of cantaloupes so Paul gestured 
at him with the bouquet as he rounded the corner.  A blue placard for the National German Business 
Party showed a businessman with a rifle aiming at the viewer. 

Paul met his friend, The Professor,  who took a taxi into Kreuzberg, from wherever he lived, as 
arranged, twenty minutes later, at Heinrich Heine Strasse, the former cold war border crossing and 
now big capitalist intersection ringed with piss-soaked U-Bahn station exits, right there by the corner 
the KRUM KLUB used to be, a forgotten locus of post-Wall,  fin-de-siècle  nightlife. The day had gone 
from sunny to overcast and sunny again twice, during his walk from the flower shop, and as he 
arrived at the intersection and lifted the bouquet to catch The Professor's eye at his spot on the 
diagonal corner, drizzle struck the cellophane the bouquet was wrapped in and covered Paul's shiny 
brown head in fine beads.  

A small crowd of refugees stood behind The Professor on the corner diagonally opposite. The 
Professor gestured at the sky and shouted "The Undines are blessing us!" as it sprinkled and Paul 
pretended to laugh and know what he meant by that. What did he mean by that? By the time The 
Professor had crossed the street, twice, to Paul's corner, to shake his hand,  everything was windy 
but sunny again. 

The Professor was Nigerian by ancestry and British by birth. He was relatively fit and of a medium-
height and pleasant, neat appearance, in a pressed shirt  and smart old blazer, usually, and always in 
his black Levis and sober leather shoes. Paul had never seen him in running shoes. He was anywhere 
between forty and sixty years of age. His close-cropped mossy hair showed more and more grey. He 
wore big round glasses with lenses thick enough to start quick fires and was usually seen to be 
carrying a serious periodical rolled in the nook of his left armpit. He'd picked up the nickname "The 
Professor"  long ago, he claimed, when, for the people he knew, in the neighborhood he lived in at 
the time (a not entirely auspicious part of London), he embodied the idea of a fancy academic 
appearance.   

"Professor" was the kind of nickname these people enjoyed shouting (with malevolent affection) 
from across the street or from car windows and Paul had never known him by any other name but 
often tried to guess. Reginald? Peter? Archibald? Hugh? Plus a mellifluous Nigerian surname.  As far 
as Paul knew, The Professor had only done menial jobs all his life, reading extensively and writing a 
bit,  for his own amusement,  in his spare time. Paul had read some of The Professor's short stories 
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and poems and considered them interestingly unpublishable and was relieved that The Professor 
had never asked Paul for help regarding his connections, such as they were. 

The Professor shook Paul's left hand and said "For me?" regarding the flowers, which were vivid as a 
violent death in the sudden intensity of the sunlight. He pulled the bouquet close and inhaled 
ostentatiously and said, 

"Frangipani! " 

The Professor sniffed some more and then he said... 

"One of the many hidden paradoxes of Earthly life:  Skatole, the organic compound which, in lower 
concentrations,  gives the wonderful odor to certain flowers and many perfumes, as well as, in 
higher concentrations, providing the characteristic odor of shit. The next time you stand in a flower 
shop take a deep sniff of the paradox! " 

"I always kind of subliminally notice that, actually, but I assumed it was like, fertilizer in the back 
room? That's an amazing fact, Professor. You've already earned your coffee for today." 

"How'd your lunch go? How is our good friend Joel?" 

"As irritating as ever. And that wheelchair makes him so much worse. " 

"I always felt a little guilty about that, you know." 

"About what?" 

"Well, it was shortly after the bastard stole Kandy from me..." 

Late-Model Capitalism turns pretty girls into a form of currency and any currency, as we know, is 
essentially amoral:  it flows in the direction of the transaction. 

"... that he had his accident. And I was wishing every possible calamity on him, with every fibre of my 
being. I don't believe in Voodoo, necessarily, Paul... I have to resist the temptation to, because too 
many racists expect it of me... but  he had his calamity a few days after I started putting a word in! 
Cause and effect?" 

"In this very intersection, in fact." 

"Good Lord! How had I managed to forget that?" 
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"Hit and run right there. Dragged him 80 meters around the corner. He was on that embarrassing 
three-wheeler he used to have,  looked like an Otto Dix painting, remember? Fucking pretentious  
idiot bringing a load of anti-Imperialist pamphlets back home from the printer, paid for by his trust 
fund.  The pamphlets were all over the intersection. Did you ever see the picture in the Taz the next 
day? Google it. Joel's little radical pamphlets were printed with ironic American flags on them and 
there were hundreds of these flag pictures flapping across the intersection, criss-crossed with tire 
tracks ...  the mangled three-wheeler in the upper right corner of the frame... it was a great black 
and white picture. But the asshole lived." 

"The assholes always live." 

They walked for a few minutes in silence toward Moritz Platz along Heinrich Heine Strasse through 
the grey gold of the afternoon's moody light as it rolled off the coming cars and the going cars and 
over the blurred faces of the steady march of the sour  trees and Paul said to The Professor,  as 
though finally having gathered the courage to confess it, 

"I think I've come to the end of Sex." 
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23.5 optional 
There's a dark body in the water. In the river. A dark body in a sky-blue windbreaker, pockets full of 
speculums, in the river. An open-eyed dark body home now to a minimal, flickering, nominally human 
consciousness but so far from dead. On the contrary:  teeming with life-diversity, a Starship of 
hundreds of generations of interlocking cultures once suppressed and now burgeoning into a mutual 
golden age... 

If we start with the premise that the answer to the oldest philosophical question, ‘Why do we live 
and die?’ is ‘The State’, we have finally answered a question and thereby created the first 
Philosophy, a concrete dialectic of actual measurements, a philosophy not of imponderable 
infinitudes based on nebulous notions of a boundless universe in which we are lost as atoms in a 
putrefying titan’s last long fart but based on, confirmed by, limited, knowable, measurable qualities 
of a local condition that is the limit of that which we can reasonably discuss on a scale we are 
intrinsically familiar with.   
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24THE TRUE STORY OF PAUL AND JOEL [1986] PART 
ONE 

It was August of '86 and PJ was mounting the rickety stairs to the low stage at a slam.  It was two 
years shy of being an election year. 

Mounting the four stair steps with the rocking cadence of his affected limp. He might as well have 
been wearing a cape. It's not as though the thought hadn't crossed his mind. A red velvet cape,  from 
the Renaissance Fair supply shop on Lyndale Avenue, fifteen dollars, maybe moth-eaten,  because he 
did that kind of thing. He'd bleached his longish hair blue-white,  for a year, for example, but had 
stopped that because of the split ends problem. One whole summer he'd walked around the 
Uptown area with a scabbarded sword (from the Renaissance Fair Supply Shop on Lyndale Avenue)  
but the police had had a problem with that idiosyncrasy, despite the fact that the sword was about 
as sharp  as a swizzle stick. He wore eyeliner. Sometimes he wore lipstick or a dozen silver bracelets 
on one arm. In a very masculine way. He hated poetry slams. It was raining. PJ affected a slight 
Byronic limp and used an antique blackthorn walking stick with someone's else's initials engraved in 
the silver band at the base of its crook. A Lesbian gift for PJ. PJ the self-described lipstick-Lesbian 
whose soul  felt rooted in the rich brown Reichian hum of his chronic erection. Which lived to die in 
a woman. 

PJ hated poetry slams but what could he do? The word "slam" is so ugh. But crowds no longer flock 
to "poetry readings". Did they ever? In America, I mean. Crowds of attractive girls, I mean. They 
flocked (like pigeons) to slams. So PJ went to these slams like a falcon.  

He came to these slams with his vulnerable sneer and his Byronic limp. He brought his un-slammy 
verse in trembling sheaves. A sheaf makes a very specific sound when it trembles. PJ learned that 
podiums are preferable because nothing is worse than a trembling sheaf of poems near a 
microphone in a hot spotlight so he actually bought a podium. His very own. From a church garage 
sale. The sheaf rests stably on the podium's face. 

 So after this purchase PJ lugged his own podium to the slams, on his back. While lugging the podium 
he would forgo the limp but no one noticed. People believed he had an actual limp because the limp 
explained and excused him. He called the podium his coffin. It was fashionable for handsome young 
Bohemian men in those days to see themselves as vampires, Byronic vampires, fops with fangs, 
immortal aristocrats of the amoral, wouldn't that be cool, they longed for this the way their fathers 
had longed for yachts. Imagine!  

PJ would have loved to have fangs and speaking of which. PJ met a guitarist with fangs at a party. Did 
you file your own teeth to get that look?  Yes: he filed his own teeth to get that look.  Hats off to the 
grim determination of that fanged guitarist in that new wave band called DEADWEIGHT,  with the 
Bowie-esque frontman named Jaye.  A short-ish, crypto-Semitic, bisexual ringer for Let's Dance-era 
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Bowie with his pompy blonde quiff and a safari suit but no fangs. All the other quasi-aristocratic 
affectations including a faux mid-Atlantic drawl, though.  Jaye Zeus. Real name Joel. PJ meet Jaye.  
But not yet. 

They were playing the Psychedelic Furs'  magnificent Sister Europe over the sound system in the 
foyer  and within the dark wet folds of that music PJ always found himself feeling anything was 
possible. He had worn out that track on that album on his turntable, lifting the needle on the 
fadeout and putting it back to the hypnotic beginning a thousand times,  a robot.  

 It was raining and the crowd crowding through the iron frame of the door into the foyer of the 
puppet theater which doubled, Friday nights, as a suitably Gothy, archly ironic venue for Slam Poetry 
Nite,  was drenched. Collapsing-quiffs-cross-webbed-with-hairspray wet. Running mascara wet. 
Somehow this generated an awful lot of good will and cheerful self-irony in the crowd; lots of smiles 
and laughter and spontaneous, jangling pirouettes from chain-wearing boys and girls in doc martens 
in the giddy count-down to the slamming . As though an act of god took the edge off everyone's 
fashion pretence. Several seven-foot gamine-models in metal-heeled stilettos  each became Mary 
Poppins, shaking her umbrella out  inside the door in the moon- fire of the street lights through the 
rain-slashed store-front of the puppet theater. Guys in wet-spot-mottled dinner jackets leered 
apologetically like Bryan Ferry over the sonic backdrop of Sister Europe.  

Through a purple curtain behind the ticket-taker was the theater itself. The low stage under low 
lights surrounded by black-draped walls and a peeling ceiling under which everyone could share PJ's 
podium while slamming if they chose to. This room looked like Weimar meeting the Upper Midwest 
with its chintzy, '50s-era, red-velvet-upholstered furniture and dramatic black curtains. PJ hated the 
hip-hoppy slammers who stalked shirtless around the stage without sheaves, gesticulating their 
drivel from memory. They invariably came in threes and fives from North Minneapolis and no one in 
the diverse audience ever booed them. The diverse audience came in a constant stream from 
around the corner or across the park, guided through the rain by the blue neon over the rain-slashed 
store front window. The neon sign was fixed into the wall over the ghosts of the lettering of a sign 
for the Loring Park Cinema the building had been in the 1960s but now it glowed  HAND IN GLOVE.  
A bright blue promise in the dark. Now run by a Czech émigré with ties to Milos Forman. Tickets an 
affordable two dollars. Where they got you was in the price of the beer and the pizza slices. 

PJ mounted the stage with his theatrically-rocking limp, sheaf in one hand and blackthorn in the 
other. By day he worked as a house painter. A closely-guarded secret. The fingers of his sheaf hand 
slightly greasy with pizza. Paid for by house paint. 

Years back, a gauntly elegant Lesbian named Dorrie Cantnow  followed PJ into a grocery store and 
asked if she could touch his pretty hair. She touched it and said "I don't know why I did this" and they 
got to talking, her eyes on his bare chest in his Goodwill blazer. Somebody's uncle's blazer. He 
suddenly noticed that she was much older than she'd seemed, at first. Dorrie Cantnow offered PJ a 
job on the spot, needing help, she claimed, to paint her boudoir walls mauve and their baseboards 
black in her studio apartment on Kelling Lane near Lake Harriet.  Mauve and black were a craze that 
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year.  A secret color technology of the 1980s now lost along with living room neon and matte 
versions of things that are naturally glossy. 

"Oh dear," said Dorrie Cantnow, the next day,  back-handing the sweat off her brow, before their 
lunch break, "The muscles in your back when you roll the paint way up in that corner..." 

The Cunt is an ear and the Cock a trumpet. 

They became temporary lovers by the end of the shirtless first break of the job (which he never 
charged her for) and Paul became a house-painter.  They had formed together two impressive and 
fleeting cockcunts. 

Before that he'd worked at an old folks home, an ice cream parlor, the Uptown Theater, you name it. 
The pepper-flavored Lesbian gave PJ a blackthorn walking stick, as a parting gift, when her quaint  
little holiday with Phallus, which lasted no longer than the job,  was over and she wouldn't need to 
think about dabbling again until she was nearing menopause or the city had run out of pretty girls,  
that were half her age,  to finger.  Dorrie Cantnow presented PJ with the stick with a bow that was 
witty but felt real.  A bow from the waist. A thorny stick that had belonged to her great-grandfather 
Viktor. God knows what kaffir-flogging Viktor would have thought of PJ but dead Viktor's  blackthorn 
gave to PJ its poems,  which PJ translated into the vernacular of his dark-skinned experiences.   

Poems in the cadence of the limp which had come after the arrival of the walking stick. PJ applied for 
a poetry-writing grant from The Loft, a grant he knew he was unlikely to get (which he did not  get) 
and in the application wrote something about "eluding the incarceration of stereotype" and he loved 
that, it was his best sentence fragment,  and wished that someone other than the asshole who 
turned down his application could have seen it. It's not like you could work that kind of phrase into 
conversation. He understood the compulsion behind graffiti and he also appreciated the 
metaphysical difference between a glyph on a brick in a levelled building and a 100-foot spread on 
the sound-wall along I-35 where ten thousand commuters saw and critiqued those self-advertizing 
blobs of color every day. PJ had the soi-disant cunning of a Stephen Dedalus. 

PJ's fifteen minutes was scheduled to follow a beret-wearing girl with big ears who wrote poems 
with the words "gorse" and "grackle". Who persisted in treating slams like poetry readings. To 
predictable results. You were supposed to exit stage left but she came off the way PJ came up and 
patted his shoulder on the way down as if to say good luck, it's a tough crowd, meaning that no one 
had whooped or whistled or shouted crazy-inspired shit  like spirit-ravers at a Baptist revival 
inflamed by her trenchant tonal turns and slow-burning ironies or the way she said "grackle", almost 
rolling her Rs. But the genial white audience was saving all that for the shirtless hip-hoppers who 
weren't even in the building yet; they were pooling in the alley under a stuttering EXIT light around a 
joint looking numberless and immortal in the red light and rain. At least PJ knew it: that few would 
really care about his poems.  
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PJ stood at the podium and forced himself to wait as long as it took to count to thirty with the one-
Mississippi method he'd learned as a child and adjusted the microphone and read, in the fake-deep 
voice he had been practising and tweaking for years, his brand new poem called Epitaphs. Which 
went something like... 

 

WS’ was a creepy curse;   Emily's reads 

“called back” (or) 

(reimbursed) and he at 30 to 

kill a three-day weekend plots his 

own stone verse in 

draft after draft of 

epitaph while 

drinking/ smirking (plus the stinking) 

(VCR's not) 

(working) 

 

the avenue's a patent leather belt; the 

rain-bearded air and welted 

windows and the wetted shingle 

smells; he tilts on 

Shaker back-legs (oblique revenge against) 

(his woman's wealth), tingling 

and sneezing in the screen door and shaking 

in Memorial Day breezes like 

a mortal sparkling of the 

“self”, naked in its skin: 
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he liked to play “what if?” and 

after that, “if, then” 

(not bad but flashy and) 

(oblique: an epitaph should) 

(make immediate sense) 

(discreetly) 

 

the apartment's dark, outside is filled 

with the crash and patter and soak 

of weather, and million sparks of 

high-beam lights that 

wick and shatter; guide incessant 

cars together, a 

sluice-along procession at 

the dignified velocity of 

the blind or 

the wise or 

the tarrying ride 

to a burial rite, about the star of which 

the wry might bitch 

he did and didn't 

make it. Naked 

 

as an upper-case A in the 

doorway (the busted Shaker) 
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(foal-legs cracked) (sits in shock) 

as he stands, bottle-grips the 

hard-necked Muse and crafts his 

auto-epitaphs. 

 

Here lies Joe, Still 

Black, (too glib, then) 

Not Quite Called but 

Fallen Back. 

 

Peering, he can see their bed along a vacant line of sight 

Through three small rooms to the front of the flat in bleary light. 

Beside the bed, a nightstand on which a bottle of great beauty (he) 

(drank the stuff inside but) (she was too snooty) 

is sodomized by a candle she claimed to like. Above the bed 

those middle-brow diplomas: Van Gogh's painting of his final field; a 

steel-framed print of Arbus dunces, 

their quaintly stunted poses 

(and by the way) 

(middle-brow means) 

(not knowing but knowing about the work of) 

(Immanuel Kant or) 

(reading one Umberto Eco once) 

(or finding anything written or spoken) 

(by some British bloke so very) 
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(serious or terribly) 

(funny) (or better yet saying) 

(“vagina” in place of that) 

(lower-or-higher-brow chestnut) 

(“cunt”) 

 

he stepped out on the landing over akimbo Shaker, exiting the flat like 

A simple objet d'art crafted from glue and a stack of shadows by some gifted 

Nigger-maker (don't forget he's still) 

(naked as blood in a) 

(beaker) so 

down the back stairs towards 

garbage can and garden, the 

shimmering steps in sizzling 

darkness, he's never felt 

so typical in 

life: a truly nigger thing to 

do alright, to 

lurk with no intention but 

hiding. 

 

(he remembers reading) 

(an issue of Psychology Today about some Wasps') 

(stigmatic bleeding) 

(and on pg. 23 a treatise on the syndrome plaguing weedy) 
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(men, who, reaching 33) 

(fretfully compare themselves to Christ) 

(troubled by what little they'd each achieved by the time) 

(said Son of Man had floor-planned the futures of) 

(Belfast and Rome and) 

(inspired modern Anti-Semitix and militarized the womb while) 

(finding time to) 

(gerrymander Palestine) 

(in eponymous millennia to come) 

 

(but, dig: they once asked Coltrane's cousin) 

(didjall think the brother would amount to sumpin?) 

(and she said no) 

(nobody thought anybody was going to be anything) 

(and that's exactly right) 

 

(any nigger's epitaph) 

(could only be) 

 

I tried 

 

 

You could have heard a moth die. No whoops or whistles but attention, at least.  

People appeared to seem to suspect that they'd heard something. Some of them. Others were just 
being polite.  
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PJ with his kohl-rimmed eyes scanned the audience a good long half-a-minute and made note of the 
scatter of beauties with their own kohl-rimmed eyes under crowns of big gold hair here and there in 
the standing two-hundreds of the audience (the owner had  removed the folding chairs, which could 
be tossed in a melee) and slowly lifted his sheaf from the podium and limped across the stage with 
his blackthorn and disappeared stage left as the next poet hopped on from the opposite side to take 
his grinning turn at what felt like an entirely different kind of oral tradition. PJ very nearly despised 
the trivializing ingratiations of the "stand-up comic" version of slamming as much as he despised the 
antebellum stereotypicalities  of the hip hoppers. 

Later PJ was out in the foyer again where there was a makeshift bar and gently flattening beers for 
sale and a frightening old fifty-pound Soviet-era microwave oven going "ding!" every few minutes 
with another molten wedge of vegetarian pizza and they could hear, through the purple curtains, the 
forced raucousness and "soul" of the whooping  audience enthralled by the shirtless wet slammers 
who swaggered the stage shouting doggerel about how  much their pagers "costed" and how much 
prison-time ("bids") they'd already done (in the hypothetical  mindspace of their various text's 
cosmoses) and how very, very much  they enjoyed having their hard black dicks sucked by slutty 
blonde virgins from Eden Prairie, the suburb that nearly 30% of the audience had carpooled or 
bussed in from if they hadn't been driven from Southdale or Hopkins.   

These people had come all the way "downtown"  to see the effortless authenticity of shirtless 
colored boys sweating like chain-gang ditch-diggers on a stage. It really didn't matter whether the 
boys were rapping or singing or wrestling or miming ditch-digging or simply fucking sweating 
onstage. Out in the foyer they had the Cocteau Twins down low and PJ was brooding in the corner 
where the rainbejeweled storefront with its backward letterings angled into the sharp angle of the 
black cinderblocks of the wall he'd painted long ago,  with a high-pressure sprayer,  before becoming 
a public poet. The cinderblocks were still glossy with seven coats of paint.   

There were two of him: PJ the Byronic poet and Paul Johnson the Philosophical Housepainter. Paul 
Johnson enjoyed the craft of house-painting, he got off on drawing a laser-straight bead of forest-
green enamel across the perfect edge of a window frame he'd popped the cracked glazing off of and 
re-glazed himself with economical gestures of his ten-dollar putty knife. But you couldn't get girls 
that way. Not directly. Paul the Philosophical house-painter invested all of his earnings in the crafting 
of PJ. Paul had colleagues and friends and PJ had neither. But PJ had lovers the fanciness of which  
Paul could only dream of. The only girl that "Paul" really fucked was his old friend Candyce. Which 
was fine. Candyce didn't mind fucking a house-painter, apparently. Which was why Paul never 
daydreamed about Candyce, possibly? Good old Candyce. Candyce and Paul the housepainter had 
formed together many an impressive and fleeting cockcunt. 

Paul's little un-licensed house painting business was called HOUSE  TING ("We take the 'pain' out of 
house painting!" ) and he worked the rectangular territory described by Lake Street intersecting with 
Hennepin Avenue and Hennepin Avenue intersecting with 24th street and 24th street intersecting 
with Lyndale Avenue and Lyndale Avenue intersecting with Lake Street.  Just a few square miles of 
territory but territory he could easily walk to, every day, from the Hippie Mansion he lived in off 
Franklin. He paid a co-inhabitant of Linden Hall with a beat-up pick-up to drive his ladders and drop 
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cloths and paint buckets to the work site on the first day of the job and then drive it all back to the 
Hippie Mansion on the last day of the job. He hired another friend with passable painting skills to do 
most of the scraping, priming and rolling leaving Paul the skilled tasks of glazing, edging and trim. 
The jobs averaged 4 or 5 days each and Paul finished up with about a two-hundred dollar profit per 
job with two jobs a month being enough to pay rent and purchase the raw materials for sixty 
burritos-with-rice.  During months he had three or four or even five jobs he squirreled the extra 
money away.  

Paul Johnson's room in the collectivized Bohemian flophouse of the Hippie Mansion called Linden 
Hall reeked of old shoes and paint thinner, so, whenever Paul, in the guise of PJ, had a hot date and 
a sleepover, he rented the waterbed from Richie Farmer, a second-year student at the art college, 
MCAD. Richie kept a loft space behind the monumentally wooden sound-wall on the west side of I-
35, not far from the footbridge over I-35 that led directly to MCAD's campus, and though Richie's 
industrial loft also reeked of paint-thinner, it was the right kind of reek, the hip kind, with giant 
paintings stacked everywhere to contextualize the odor properly. PJ usually paid Richie a day in 
advance for the bed. 

In the center of the loft on the paint-spattered concrete floor was the discount waveless waterbed 
on a crude, boxy, unpainted plywood platform you had to step on a plastic beer crate to mount. For 
a crisp new twenty dollar bill, Richie was more than happy to sleep over at his girlfriend's dorm room 
at MCAD while Paul, as PJ, in his black satin duds and fake limp and cologne, indulged in self-
dramatizing sex on the altar of the waterbed to a selection of cassettes on Richie's car-sized 
boombox, especially The Best of Leonard Cohen.  

Regarding before, during and after: nothing beat the Best of Leonard Cohen for fucking. The real 
treat being whenever PJ managed to arrange things so that his lover of the night was sucking his dick 
at the very moment Leonard sang giving me head on the unmade bed exactly 10/12ths of the way 
through the album. Only once had this backfired when the outrageously freckled girl with the shiny 
copper head of PJ's dick in her mouth started laughing to hear Leonard's mournful narration of the 
real-time event as it was unfolding against her lovely tongue. PJ started laughing too but he was 
young enough to maintain an erection while laughing and coming in all directions around the room. 
PJ was 27 and still young and knew it and it was great to be still young and know it. 

"PJ!"  

Someone clapped him on his back as he stared through the drizzled storefront across the road into 
the dark green depths of Loring Park and its spot-lit pond which was pincushioned with italicized 
exclamation marks of rain, his face as blank as could be. 

"Earth to PJ!" 

It was Cocteau the fanged guitarist.  
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With Cocteau was a shortish David Bowie in Cuban heels in a smart looking cream-colored London 
Fog under a matching homburg hat, only, of course, it wasn't Bowie at all, it was Jaye Zeus, the 
frontman from DEADWEIGHT with a so, we finally meet smirk on his face and a fey hand extended, 
coke nail silvered and the skin of his palm as soft and pink and smooth and cool as a baby's first 
vowel. His real name, PJ knew, from people who ought to know,  was Joel Schneiderberg, whose 
reportedly increasingly displeased father was a respectable Manhattan diamond merchant with 
deep financial ties to The Babbitzes (currently under indictment for their connection to a price-
rigging scandal)  and South Africa. Despite the disinvestment craze.  

"PJ meet Jaye." 

Black power handshakes all around. 

"That was one powerful poem, man." 

"Thanks." 

"We should write some songs together." 

"That would be cool." 

"PJ, are you a singer, too, by chance?" 

"Nah. Tone deaf." 

"Well that's a relief!" said Jaye. 

They all laughed. 

"If you could sing you'd be the tall version of Prince." 

"I'd rather be the tall version of Richard Butler." 

"Love the Furs' early stuff." 

"Yeah." 

"So what do you think of Gene Loves Jezebel?" 

"Desire is a masterpiece." 
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"Peter Murphy?" 

"Better than Sylvian and Numan combined. Final Solution, right? That's our Woodstock. The song, I 
mean." 

Jaye Zeus turned to Cocteau and said, with just a dollop of a bad British accent, "Where's   'e  been 
all our lives?" 

PJ's back was against the cinderblock wall he'd painted in his other guise as a house-painting prole 
and he watched over Jaye's and Cocteau's padded shoulders as the most beautiful woman PJ had 
ever seen...  a tall, tiny-titted, black-skinned Bond girl with shining black hair to her hips in a Vivian 
Westwood deconstructed Victorian wedding dress festooned in red embroidered crosses... crossed 
the room through an interlocking grid of envious stares to the muffled belligerence of hip hoppy 
slams intermingled with Pearly Dewdrops' Drops as it faded into Song to the Siren and she walked up 
behind Jaye Zeus, over whom she towered, and she put her elegant hands on Jaye's raincoated 
shoulders and squeezed until her knuckles turned brown.  

"Tiara," gloated Jaye. 

 

 

25THE TRUE STORY OF PAUL AND JOEL [1986] PART 
TWO 

The next day was a Saturday, his only day off,  but Paul was helping his ex girlfriend Candyce paint 
the eccentric, stove-less kitchen in her brand new apartment. The apartment was minuscule but so 
close to Lake Calhoun that you could hear its ducks and swans from her open kitchen window. 
Among the privileges that Candyce's tribe counted as a human right was being woken to the semi-
distant sound of water fowls convening on a lake shore as the sun rose. Lanky, snub-nosed Candyce, 
a Geraldine Ferraro fan. Candyce lived on a diet of creamed corn and Spam. Oh and she liked to piss 
with her bathroom door open. She liked to hold it for hours and then blast, door open. 

This was several years before Candyce, as a single mother fairly tired of trying to make things work 
on her own, married Paul's best friend Donald Himmelfarb. 

Candyce once quoted Dickens to Paul: "No one is useless in this world who lightens the burdens of 
another" and Paul had come back with "Unless the person whose burden was lightened is useless" 
and they would both remember that moment forever, an example of movie-like-wit, whether or not 
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either of them agreed with Paul's rejoinder,  especially as they each aged, but the main thing is this: 
imagine that Dickens quotation delivered with a lisp. 

Candyce was a movie fanatic who quit her various shit jobs, regularly, to take time off to go 
autograph-hunting in New York or LA or remain at home and stalk celebrities who, she got word, 
from various contacts, would be passing through the Upper Midwest. Paul was still not sure whether 
or not Candyce was actually fucking some of these celebrities, too. She refused to say. But she had 
the kind of inside scoops on things (such as favorite hotel pseudonyms,  or  advanced knowledge of 
local film set locations) that only the clairvoyance granted by sexual favors could reasonably account 
for.  There was also the grimly comedic serendipity of her father's second vocation. She'd enraged 
her father more than once, in fact, by cajoling autographs out of vulnerable celebrities in his care. 
This shamelessness had led her, indirectly, to meeting Paul, who otherwise couldn't have been more 
alien to her circle of Wallstreet-Journal-reading  friends.  

When Paul lived in a ghetto as a kid they called apartments cribs. In the Uptown of 1986 they called 
cribs pads. Candyce called her pad a clam. 

"Welcome to my clam. Call me pearl." In ess-free sentences, Candyce could sound quite normal. 

Candyce was a Lutheran minister's only child. The Reverend Ron.  The flat Candyce moved into had 
belonged to the son of one of Ron's parishioners, who  graduated from the rehab program the 
Reverend Ron was running at the Betty Ford clinic in Hazelden. By renouncing this flat, the son of 
Ron's parishioner  hoped to sever all ties with his druggy past, though that's not how he put the offer 
to Reverend Ron, who helped his daughter move in right after the middle of the month. She was still 
unbagging and unboxing and making decisions about what would go where. 

"Have you theen thith?" asked Candyce.  

She tossed Paul the paperback of The Unbearable Lightness of Being. 

Paul had known Candyce since meeting her in front of a luxury hotel about two years after leaving 
college, where he'd helped to get a co-ed (Mary Dillingham) pregnant and then helped her right 
through a subsidized Planned Parenthood  abortion and finally saw her yanked out of college by her 
livid parents. Tall Candyce, with her long, sometimes-curly,  normally light-brown hair, bore a blurry, 
high-speed resemblance to the fading memory of tall Mary and Paul and Candyce's sex together was 
so intense that they kept breaking up, and getting back together again, often enough to afford them 
really good sex, and very bad shouting matches, several times a year. But what Paul thought, each 
time, he might finally be able to bear but, in the end, every time, just couldn't, was Candyce's 
parents' patronizing Liberal tolerance of his tongue in their daughter's lisping mouth.  

Paul tossed the book back and said, "You know I don't read novels, Babe. I'm a poet. PJ is, I mean. 
Novels are bullshit." 
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"Remember thith?" She held a marble between thumb and forefinger. 

Paul grunted. 

Soon after the first time they'd had sex, on a morning long ago, Candyce told Paul the following 
story. Maybe it was a lie. 

She'd loved marbles most of her life and loved, from a young age, the sensation of sitting on her 
extensive marble collection in a laundry basket. She had so many marbles that the collection in the 
laundry basket was about eight inches deep, which was deeper than the depth of the bathwater her 
parents allowed her to bathe in until she was nine. She had aggies and cats' eyes and devil's eyes 
and turtles and whatnot. She'd sit in this marble bath of a laundry basket for hours,  as a kid, 
especially on hot days when the marbles were cool on her. This one hot day she found herself 
grinding especially hard against the marbles and discovering, to her surprise, that the harder she 
grinded, the better it felt.  She was eight. When she was on the verge of fainting because the marble 
bath was feeling so good, she looked down to see one of her favorite marbles,  a preciously flawed 
blue aggie with a white streak in it like a comet, was about halfway into what her mother called her 
Patootie. Candyce tried to get it out and ended up pushing it all the way in, where it stayed until she 
lost her virginity, nine years later, to a foreign exchange student from Norway. After ejaculating he 
said, "I think I felt something in there..." and reached in and eventually fished it out. Candyce offered 
it to him as a special prize but he turned the prize down.  

She held the special blue aggie up for Paul in the kitchen light. Even if the story had never been true, 
you had to admire a girl who could make something like that up. 

She's trying to seduce me again, thought Paul.  She had dyed her long hair an electric magenta. 

It was clear to the Reverend Ronald Thorgrimson and his eerily unopinionated wife, Carey-Jean (with 
whom Ron had formed 2,157 impressive and fleeting cockcunts), that Paul was just a phase Candyce 
was going through. They were therefore clever enough to know that forbidding the union would be 
tantamount to watering its weird shrub with their delicious tears...  so they were a unified, 
psychologically astute vision of Liberal Tolerance whenever Candyce had dragged Paul out to some 
Fourth of July bar-b-cue or family reunion at their place on the aptly-named Lake Superior. It was if 
the entire assembled Scandinavian-American clans of the Thorgrimson/ Ringström continuum were 
winking to each other every time Candyce dragooned Paul into hanging with her family, even the 
oldsters. It set Paul's teeth on edge. He much preferred being cursed as a "toxic racial abomination" 
by an elderly dentist (who was contributing substantially to the Reagan campaign at the time)  in a 
long-distance post-abortion phone call from Portland.  

"You should have been there," shouted Paul.  

He was helping Candyce to move the refrigerator out of the first corner of the kitchen they were 
going to paint, walking it onto a beach towel before they could drag the towel by its front corners, 
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together, into the hallway where her heavily-framed and signed movie posters (Mean Streets, 
Raging Bull, Taxi Driver, King of Comedy, etc)  were leaning against the wall beside the Ficus Paul had 
found on the street and given to Candyce as a house-warming present.  "It was like a scene from a 
movie when she walked in." 

"Woo-hoo," said Candyce. "A movie." 

"Now don't resort to snark, Babe." 

"Would thee be cool about it if thee thaw you in your Clark Kent identity ath a houthe-painter?" 

"Doubt it." 

"Hath thee theen where you live?" 

"I only met her last night, man. But, fuck, no way.  Are you kidding? I'm not ever taking her to Linden 
Hall for a tour of the Hippie Asylum. She's a goddess." 

"Jutht wunthe it would be nithe if you lied a little to protect my feelingth, you know?" 

"I never lie. Never. You know that, Babe." 

"Okay but wouldn't it be tho, tho cool if you could fall in love, for a change, with the kind of chick 
you could be yourthelf with? Bethide me, I mean?" 

"But PJ is myself. And so is Paul." 

"Thyko." 

"Life is sweeter when I keep the two worlds separate, Babe. Trust me." 

"Yeth, but don't you think ith time that Paul got laid again, hmmmm...?" 

Oh no you don't, thought Paul (although only the practised, vivid fantasy of a fish-hook snagging and 
tugging and ripping his scrotum open could prevent his body from betraying him with an erection at 
that moment)... 

"I think Paul sees the wisdom in being celibate for a while." 

"While PJ chaytheth hith thallow thluts." 
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"I'm not chasing anyone. And she isn't thallow. Shallow, I mean." 

"What ith thee?" 

"Stunning." 

Candyce rolled her eyes  and made a gag me gesture on her side of the tilted fridge, shifting the 
weight of the fridge to her shoulder in order to make the gesture. 

"Anyway, thankth for helping me do thith on your day off. But I don't think I could have fathed thith 
avocado green another day." 

"And you're sure you want mauve?" 

"With black trim. Yeth." 

Tiara, as PJ had discovered the night before, had a mixed-race, middle class Black mother and a 
politically-ambitious father from Pakistan, deceased. Of all the sexual attributes a girl could have,  
Paul reflected, a dead father ranked high on the list (but only half as good as having a dead mother 
too). Black skin and naturally straight black hair all the way down to her hips, pouring out of her 
head like molten vinyl. Dreamgirl. 

Was Tiara clever? It seemed so. They hadn't managed to exchange much information with Jaye 
between them, gloating like the Cheshire Cat with one of Alice's hairs between his teeth  and reading 
PJ's big-print, fully illustrated book of a libido with his enviable lack of alarm. Which had to come 
from being a Trust Fund baby. PJ and Paul and Tiara knew that no sane girl, in the current psycho-
political climate (it was 1986, after all), would leave a white guy with money for a mongrel without 
it, no matter how sexy the mongrel was.  

Paul was doggedly rolling his overlapping Ws across the ceiling, after having edged it in all four 
corners with a cheap brush that made him waste his best curses by losing its bristles in the oozing 
trails of the paint, when he heard Candyce sniff. The kind of sniff that means only one thing. He 
knew that sniff, the sniff of someone who was suffering in silence and no longer able to quite hide it. 
The dam was about to break and Paul's big black heart jumped. Candyce was cross-legged, behind 
him,  on a layer of newspapers covering the linoleum, edging the baseboard. She couldn't possibly 
be crying, could she? They'd just finished laughing hysterically at a story Candyce had told Paul about 
Rod Stewart at her dad's rehab program in Hazelden.  

"Ith juth that... " Candyce sniffed.   

Oh shit, thought Paul. 
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As if anyone in history had managed to alter the mass or position of the rock formation of another 
human's feelings (or lack thereof) with the plaintive breeze of a "rational" argument.  But not a 
single day in thirty-thousand years of language-wielding homo sapiens had the Earth gone without a 
million It's Just Thats in a thousand languages and dialects in every possible combination of two 
humans wanting utterly different things to happen, with their respective fates and bodies, in relation 
to one another. Paul (or, more to the point, PJ) had been on the advantageous  side of that disparity 
many, many more times than he'd been on the side that was pleading hopelessly for love, for union, 
but he knew both positions and he couldn't believe the recklessness with which otherwise rational 
people rushed into these stand-offs. Stand-offs  in which one Ego was inevitably fated to die a 
gruesome (though impermanent) death. 

Paul sighed heavily and retracted the roller-pole and laid the mauve-sodden roller in its tray and 
turned to Candyce expecting the deluge. Whereas Candyce sat cross-legged and red-faced, with her 
hands clamped over her mouth and her eyes bulging until she exploded with breathless, hacking, 
sucking  laughter.   

He fell for it.  

And 27-year-old Paul was so charmed and relieved and erect that he hopped out of his coveralls and 
fucked Candyce, very tenderly,  right there on the newspapers and linoleum, breaking their longest 
hiatus.  Having fallen for it. He put his longing for Tiara on hold and fell back into his confused 
feelings for Candyce. The boredom and desire. 

Just for an hour or two, he promised himself. 

They were  long rabbits,  the two of them, long and skinned, one pale the other dark, with no other 
choice but to do it. The corner of the kitchen they were doing it in was faintly redolent of cat piss 
where the linoleum curled away from the baseboard like old linoleum but that couldn't stop them. 
Nor would it have occurred to them to deny nature long enough to seek the comfort of her raw 
futon on the freshly varnished floor of her bedroom, which was empty but for framed celebrity 
signatures and/or caricatures ringing the room, where, with the futon for padding, they might have 
opted for something exotic (and harder on the knees). On the linoleum and using Candyce's big ass 
for padding it had to be the missionary position. Candyce's head was in the cat-piss corner.  Urgency 
became them and Paul cried out almost immediately but kept at it for more. Nature's muddy hand is 
always at your back, shoving you into it, until the day it leaves you to shuffle the gauntlet unmoved.  

Paul was at the age that caused him to wonder what the offspring of the union might resemble 
whenever he fucked. Just a game. Everything on Candyce's face was sort of blunted and from some 
angles she resembled a pretty white monkey. She could never get away with a short hair style with 
those ears. He loved Candyce, didn't he, but he never wanted to have a kid with a monkey face, even 
if the monkey face was pretty as its hypothetical Mom's. But Paul's penis in Candyce's gobbling 
monkey mouth was the hottest thing going; the way she went mhm, mhm. Or covering those 
monkey lips with kisses while he tunnelled into her and she adjusted the angle of his face to search 
his zonking eyes for yesses or noes or the dreaded maybes. 
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Candyce grunted to cover the embarrassing sounds her vagina made when Paul pulled all the way 
out and pushed all the way in again, rapidly and repeatedly, which was his new pre-ejaculatory style. 
Candyce howled her fake orgasm minutes before her real orgasm (and after Paul's third),  which she 
enjoyed by fossicking her sopping self surreptitiously as Paul's head, with its mane covering the 
lower half of her face, nestled in the headlock of her arm. He focused dreamily on an out-of-focus 
nipple. "There there," she said, pretending to scratch herself and then flinching so hard it hurt Paul's 
neck (Candyce had read that the contractions triggered by the female orgasm facilitate the induction 
of semen). 

"You okay, Babe?" 

"Thertainly." 

Then Paul asked Candyce to get up and lean spread-eagle forward against the wall as if he might 
frisk her and he painted Candyce's big ass mauve  with the roller and, holding her hands, lowered 
her carefully,  like a stencil, on the linoleum where the refrigerator would eventually sit, a secret 
memorial, then pulled her up and took her down the little hall to scrub her in her shower until she 
twisted to stoop to suck him with her seal-slick head, making him see lime-green stars the size of 
sprinkles on a birthday cake when he came again howling. Paul then whimpered and clutched the 
still-stooping Candyce's head as though it were detached and he might drop it. Then they washed 
each other's hair. Cockcunts formed, on the premises, that day, by Paul and Candyce: three. 
Cockcunts formed in total: five. 

"Remember that thene in King of Comedy..." started Candyce, looking over her shoulder, as Paul 
scrubbed her back. Paul shushed her with a look from under his dripping wet hair and she 
apologized and faced the shower wall again in eyes-averted silence like a Roman Catholic. 

When he found himself, at dusk, in the hooded Jesuitical rain jacket (a promotional gift from Rain 
Man) Candyce had given him the year they first met, his hair, already wet,  clung to the edges of his 
mist-speckled face in the drizzle. He was  walking toward home along the leafy lanes on Candyce's 
side of Hennepin Avenue, the lake-side, and he was rubber-kneed and dick-sore and tingly after 
three or four bouts of the fucking.  He had a forty minute journey ahead of him.  

Every time Candyce and Paul started it all up again exactly like this.  

He'd come over to help her move or she'd come over because he was sick and needed nursing,  
whatever excuse they needed, and every time the sex got better but the eventual shouting matches 
got worse and they vowed with increasingly intemperate oaths that they would never again make 
the mistake they invariably tried again to make. But it was true that sex with Candyce was better 
than it had been with anyone (that PJ had slept with) and didn't that mean something?  In a way you 
could claim that Candyce is the only woman Paul had slept with since Mary. All the rest had been 
fucked by PJ in his mascara. Sometimes Paul wondered if PJ's dick wasn't a little bigger than his.  
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The sensations Paul felt while inside Candyce were deeper and richer and more layered with better 
inner-monologues of tender violence while the punctuating climaxes were becoming brighter and 
longer and harder to shake. When Paul  came in Candyce's mouth or her vagina or across her 
rubbery big boiled-egg breasts the climax was powerful and blasted blue lightning to toast his brown 
toe-tips from the turret of the crown of his skull. When PJ came on/with/in/near  others it was 
always more like a sharp or pleasant spasm. Candyce was very okay looking, which is the kind of girl 
that Paul (vs PJ and his models) slept with. When Paul went down on her she nodded slowly and 
then accelerated until he feared her head might loosen and fly off. 

Waiting to cross Hennepin Avenue toward his side of the Uptown (he lived just slightly beyond  the 
outskirts of it, on the edge of the Indian ghetto), Paul laughed because Candyce, as he left her at her 
back door with a lingering kiss, had invited him, seriously,  to her family's giant reunion of a 
Thanksgiving up at Lake Superior.  

Are you joking? 

She invited him without a flicker of irony because her collection of husks of protective snark had 
been slowly peeled off, one layer at a time, with their fuckings, three or four layers very gingerly 
removed until the Candyce who invited Paul to her family's Thanksgiving celebration of unassailable 
Whiteness ten minutes ago,  with zero irony, after their lingering parting kiss,  was a pristine plasma 
of dreams and needs and little else but the tits he still felt in his mouth. With her trustingly sleepy 
eyes. She wasn't pleading with Paul to be her man or anything she was pleading with him, this once, 
please, to be gentleman enough to want her more than she wanted him so that she could be the one 
who finally, grownuply, put an end to it. But to plead such a thing with such unguarded eyes took a 
vulnerability Paul couldn't manage. Why hadn't their fabulous fucking broken Paul down to such a 
blessedly simple and guilelessly needy state?  

Paul could never be Innocent or Vulnerable. He was vulnerable, sure, but in the guarded sense, the 
minor sense, he couldn't allow himself to trust anyone to allow him to be so revoltingly needy and 
human that it implied any right to expect anything. Paul Johnson's childhood (the period during 
which humans are allowed to expect everything) had ended when he was two. Two years'  grace was 
all that this Society, which the stork had dumped him into, unceremoniously,  would allow. After 
which he was expected to get to work as an object lesson in degradation, deprivation, disgust, 
debilitation and death. Paul had pieced this information together fairly early, being intelligent, by 
reading every book and magazine he could get his hands on, while watching all the movies and TV 
shows, and listening very closely to the radio. Plain as the nose on his face. Only cosseted whites of 
his acquaintance ever seriously argued this point with Paul and Candyce was one of them and that 
was why Candyce and Paul couldn't really work. Candyce would never get it. 

"Oh pleathe, Paul,  look at you," said Candyce, once, during one of their shouting matches. "Plain ath 
day, you aren't Caucathian. But people like you. How can you claim, with a thraight faithe...?" 

"By 'people' I'm assuming you mean white people." 
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He crossed Hennepin, away from the stately homes and bannered apartment buildings of the lake 
district and he dug deep into the inland bedroom community behind twilit Hennepin's Saturday 
lights, at home in the leafy dark of the side-streets in the labyrinth that would lead him along a trip 
across modest homes with their little lawns in a nuanced descent through class and taste until he hit 
the demographic  border of Lyndale Avenue, which would lower him rapidly away from the homes 
with lawns toward nice enough apartment buildings with awnings, as he continued down 24th 
street, toward the startling demarcation between working-class and welfare-class that was Nicollet 
Avenue and its rundown structures, its public dramas, the Nicollet Avenue of The Jazz Quarter and 
Abdul's Affendi and the Bail Bonds place and that long orange smelly scat of fast food joints 
buffered, at both ends, by  check-cashing establishments and Laundromats.  He kept hearing 
Elizabeth Fraser singing Song to the Siren but not in relation to Candyce. 

Before crossing Lyndale, after which the modest homes with their lawns and garages summarily 
vanished, Paul lifted his waterproof hood over his head and got the Sharpie out of his pocket, the 
expensive marker with a very sharp tip, and he took a swaggerysidetrip down the alley on the north 
side of 24th street. He held his trusty pen light in his mouth like a safe-cracker and inscribed one of 
PJ's poems, in a discreet little leaf of script, the size of a wallet-sized photo, right under the rain 
gutter over a nice white garage door he hadn't written on yet.  Or so he thought. Paul wrote: 

---stealing the language 

i know that damn look, familiar as a phone number 

I’m prone to it walking down aisles of trinkets: 

the shop-keeper blinks, other customers think it. 

i know that expression, its air of forbearance, that  

hair-trigger shift from half-wary to sirens, the 

look on your face as i read you this passage, 

Impertinent nigger thief stealing 

the language 

PJ86 

But when Paul stepped back he saw a tiny text near the bottom left corner of the same garage door 
and he knew it by its shape: 

---the too-young poet 

the too-young poet beatifies the heart, ignoring 

this muscle's repulsive 

compulsion to live. the pump 
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is soul-deafening in 

the body's warm night, refuses 

with rude vigor what 

the other flesh welcomes in 

sleep. the heart only dreams 

at world's end, like when 

the far-from-home drunk embraces 

a field of lilies, moon burnt, mud-cold, in 

that first long hour between breaths 

PJ86 

PJ86 was gradually getting recognition as a cultural presence in the Uptown. The young connoisseurs 
and cognoscenti of street-texts gloried in hunting for these difficult-to-find poems and published 
them, when they found them,  in a mimeographed fanzine devoted to Punk/ Rap/ Skating/ Fishing/ 
Bowling called CELLARDOOR and distributed from a rack at the front of the legendary OAR 
FOLKJOKEOPUS record store,  Lyndale and 26th, where PJ sold half of his record collection every two 
years and was automatically suspected of being a prolific record thief because the records he lugged 
in were too "white". Paul capped the Sharpie, admired his handiwork for a moment, slipped the 
penlight into its linty nest beside the Sharpie and the pocketed outline of a not-entirely-dissipated 
erection and continued on his long walk home.  

CELLARDOOR's publisher, Donnie Himmelfarb,  didn't skate, couldn't skate, had never owned a 
skateboard and considered that a distinction (in a publisher of a Skating Zine) worth trumpeting; he 
considered it P.A.F. (punk as fuck) while sneering at all the other Skate Zines coming out of the Twin 
Cities area to be consumerist and O.F.O. (Obviously Fucking Obvious). The spiritual point of the Skate 
Zine was not the bourgeois glorification of hardware or technique, the point was lending a voice to 
the masses, man, and focusing the attentions of the masses on the masses' own voice for long 
enough to disrupt the effects of the mile-wide beam of the hypno-ray of so-called Popular Culture, 
which was nothing more than a relentless onslaught of trivial, time-killing, subconscious busywork 
cooked up for restless libidos by Old Heads at the behest of Ye Same Old Owners. CELLARDOOR was 
a Punk/ Rap/ Skating/ Fishing/ Bowling Zine published by Donnie Himmelfarb, a 28-year-old (some 
said he was older) with shoulder-long blond dreads  who hated most punk, hated most Rap, couldn't 
skate and never fished because, to be that way , he said, was P.A.F., though he loved to bowl. 

Donnie had deputized cultural snoopers snooping all around the Uptown, gathering valuable scraps 
such as PJ86's latest work (scrawled on nearly-impossible to find little surfaces, at or under  ground-
level,  so nobody risked a fall) or snatches of relevant conversations overheard at bus stops and 
movie queues or photographs of really little kids on skateboards or really old men fishing or true 
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crime stories they could transcribe from people at the bus stop in front of Butler Drug. Donnie was 
one of the select few around town who knew that PJ and Paul Johnson were dual identities of the 
same creature. 

Featured near the back of every 28-page, mimeographed copy of CELLARDOOR was a grainy, black-
and-white, hard-to-parse (unless you knew what you were looking at) photo of the vertical shaft of a 
penis rooted in the horizontal socket of a lipsticked mouth. What even the cognoscenti of the zine 
didn't know about this wildly popular photo-series (called "The Mouth") was the identity of the 
lipsticked mouth, co-starring in every picture with dicks black or white or red and/or big or little or 
old or bent.  

Donnie often pestered Paul to make a cameo appearance (in the guise of PJ)  in The Mouth. The 
luminaries of the Uptown's Punk/ Rap/ Skating/ Fishing / Bowling scene,  who had done so thus far, 
remained anonymous, although everyone thought they knew who belonged to the really big, black 
dick as seen in Issue 87 (jut as everyone who hadn't featured in the series had a guess about which 
local New Wave beauty was The Mouth). Though they were wrong.  

Paul thought of this as he walked past Donnie's duplex at 24th and Lyndale, picturing Donnie alone 
up there in the dark in his father's boxers watching a videocassette of an obscure  Italian Neo-Realist 
film like Mambo, starring Silvana Mangano and Michael Rennie (who was the Peter O'Toole of the 
early 1950s; Peter O'Toole being the David Bowie of the early 1960s). PJ had toyed, it's true, from 
time to time, with the notion of bisexuality, because it fit his image. And PJ didn't really necessarily 
mind the idea of dealing, experimentally, with Penis. It was just the revolting notion of hairy man ass 
or beery bristly man mouth that stopped him at the border every time. Maybe it was sexist and 
backwards and needed to be seen to but whenever Paul thought of women he pictured a rainbow 
over a silver platter of cupcakes (an enchanting variety of cupcakes) and whenever he thought of 
men he pictured a bowl of old socks and sandy meatballs. Paul crossed Lyndale at the traffic light 
and felt the barometric pressure of the psychosocial weather rise considerably as he hit the avenue's 
median. If Paul were hiking from Stockholm to Port Au Prince, Lyndale Avenue would be Havana. 

The distance between anything and anything else is as psychological as it is topologic. People living 
on the nicer streets went to the insignificant-but-crucial trouble of picking up litter and saying 
"Hello!" as you approached them on the sidewalk, as a rule,  while people living on the not-nice 
streets did neither, as a rule, with each behavior confirming and amplifying each respective 
behavior-connected condition: people weren't poor because they were less tidy, and they weren't 
less tidy because they were poor, they were less tidy because they were obediently enacting the role 
of "poor".  Detailed instructions regarding which were always available in or on TV, radio, 
newspapers, magazines, movies, textbooks, mother's milk, comic books and the Bible. Anyone in 
North America could be poor and fastidious; poor and erudite; poor and polite as a monocle'd 
pantomime Duke in a film by Billy Wilder.  

The ghetto, if people willed it, could be a  glittering  (though cash-poor) showcase of virtues. It 
doesn't cost any more money, and not much more time, to sweep your own sidewalk than it costs to 
piss on it. That's what made Paul angry. It's not like Bangladesh, for example, where being poor 
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meant drinking rain water out of a ditch if you were lucky.  North America is the place where no one 
hates the poor more than the poor do. Isn't that the key to the System? In North America, poverty, 
for most people, meant not being rich plus enacting the role. This meant that obedience to 
psychosocial form was as vital to Capitalism as pretending that diamonds and gold were inherently 
valuable. The poor are what the rich define themselves against. But a poor person with zero debt is a 
million dollars richer than an upper-middle class person with a million dollar debt and that was 
Paul... 

... who  imagined Tiara on a huge rock as black as she was rising from the sea with pale blue waves 
all crashing around. My god, that was kitsch. And maybe Song to the Siren was kitsch, too, but he 
loved that song like a baby loves tinned peaches. Maybe everything we really enjoy is kitsch. Maybe 
that's the secret definition of kitsch: stuff you really like. 

If Paul Johnson veered north on Nicollet and pressed on for another thirty minutes he'd find himself 
in a glittering little model of a big city downtown with its own toy skyscraper, the IDS building, the 
blue-glass obelisk that half of downtown was beginning, aspirationally, to attempt to in some ways 
resemble. But if he forged straight ahead and forded the metaphorical Lethe of Nicollet and then 
swerved north,  toward Franklin Avenue,  where Frankensteined autos (with variously-colored doors 
and fenders),  sans muffler,  chugged the streets like rusting tugboats shedding festive arcs of 
glowing butts in the night while blasting out Rick James with sub-woofers, he'd be home. You know 
it's a downscale neighborhood when beautiful black models appear on the billboards but the irony 
was that the black girls who looked like the billboard-models (or who were the models) were having 
calamari in the genteel bars and cafes in the neon-white heart of Uptown that Paul was fast-walking 
away from at a speed of approximately five miles per hour, the speed of the dune-buggy that had 
killed Frank O'Hara on the beach after a night of valedictory cocksucking . It was shortly after seven 
pm (as the clock in the barred window of the cramped grocery around the corner informed him) and 
beginning to rain again. The long, clear,  needle-thin fingers of the starless sky tapped on the hood of 
Paul's rain jacket, begging for attention. 

Linden Hall, the former one-family mansion, fallen precipitously in function-status since the war, 
now subdivided into 24 apartments (warrens) for hippie jugglers, painters, poets, witches, potheads,  
retards, photographers, 'Nam vets, ex-cons, single mothers, prodigal sons and mandolin players,  on 
welfare and/or  the black market economy, was right off Franklin Avenue. Near the staggering, red-
eyed, alcoholic American Indian sector of the hood. Paul patted his pockets in search of his key to 
Linden Hall. 
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26THE TRUE STORY OF PAUL AND JOEL [1986] PART 
THREE 

Jaye Zeus and PJ met quite a few times during the weeks that followed but never with Tiara in 
attendance. PJ had to pretend to be interested in spending time with Joel, I mean Jaye, only because 
Jaye was himself an intrinsically interesting person, and never give the game away by asking about, 
or even just mentioning, Tiara.  

Jaye and PJ always met at night, because sunshine was antithetical to the brooding and pitiless ethos 
they were pledged to uphold. Even meeting on a Tuesday evening, instead of a Friday or Saturday 
evening, felt like a mild heresy, a dip in the boring evil of the workaday banal.  Jaye called people 
with normal, uncool jobs Drudgers and PJ pretended, to Jaye, that he slept all day and never rose 
before eight or nine pm and lived off of a mysterious source of money; he pretended that his day 
never really began before ten pm. He kept his secret identity (Paul the fucking house painter) well-
hidden. Just as well as he kept the secret about his father. 

When the two hung out, consequently, they kept the kind of vampire hours that were touchingly 
impractical in a Lutheran town in the upper Midwest, where last call for the evening, in the 
nightclubs, was usually a literal-minded midnight; at best, perhaps, at 1 am; opposed to never, as in 
Berlin, for example. When Jaye and PJ met at ten or 11 pm, they had a couple of hours of sitting 
saturated in old neon and drinking unserious drinks before being kicked out to wander the dingy 
streets or go back to Jaye's place and talk until 2 or 3. After which PJ crawled home (even the night 
bus stopped running at 1am) to Linden Hall, slept fitfully for two or three hours and went to work in 
the early sunlight as Paul the fucking house painter. 

Jaye had a great record collection, a German sound system and a house in the hills behind the 
Walker , so it was really quite something to sit in Jaye's nightclub-sized living room with its pattern of 
matching red-leather divans and its three original pieces by rising neon artiste Cork Marcheschi on 
the walls and shout heartfelt opinions about Art and Music while being blasted with the new Love 
and Rockets LP, or classic Sheila Chandra (Monsoon) or the scary-sexy Nina Hagen. PJ was especially 
excited to hear the Nina Hagen material, which he rarely heard on the radio and which only trickled 
into his favorite record stores as expensive imports.  Hagen's NunSexMonkRock was the record that 
everybody (who knew of Hagen at all) knew, but Jaye had imports of '79's Unbehagen and '78's Nina 
Hagen Band and nothing was more thrilling than hearing German at the loudness Jaye's sound 
system was capable of. 

Together they lamented, over and over again, the commercialization of the Psychedelic Furs (Jaye 
was of the opinion that it would have been better if Richard Butler had actually died,  and as cleverly 
as Ian Curtis, hanging himself like a captured Partisan in the hills of Fame's outskirts, preserved in 
The Cool's eternal amber as long as there were young men with neglected penises and record 
players on this Earth) . Were the sold-out Furs more, or less,  tragic than the version of Ultra Vox 
featuring the  showbizzy Midge Ure instead of the visionary John Foxx? Paul tried to remember the 
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exact moment he'd first heard John Foxx sing My Sex, managing to recall, only, that it had changed 
his Life. 

The first time PJ heard The Psychedelic Furs was easier to nail down.  It was nearly a year after its 
release;  he borrowed the LP from Donnie Himmelfarb the week after John Lennon died. Everyone in 
PJ's circle (back then he was only always Paul Johnson) understood that Lennon's death was an 
assassination; the first Paul had heard of it was when Donnie called Paul in the middle of an amazing 
fuck to shout simply "They got Lennon!" and hung up. Paul heard a tiny roomful of wails at the other 
end of the line (what an innocent era) before the connection went dead and he said to the mop-
haired girl astraddle him "It's happened!"  but he didn't lose his erection and he didn't use the 
tragedy as an excuse to not go down on her (which he did finally, after coming on her tummy like he 
was frosting a cake, as she wept in little convulsions with her hands over her eyes about Lennon's 
death, which didn't stop her from coming). 

A week later,  when Donny Himmelfarb practically forced the album on Paul, and Paul had heard the 
second track on Side One, he felt a kind of hope he hadn't felt since hearing I am The Walrus at the 
age of nine;  he felt, maybe for the first time as an adult (rather than as an automatically, and 
credulously optimistic, kid), that he, his people, his kind, his circle had a cultural force at their 
disposal equal to the guns of the killers who'd ordered Lennon's execution.  

For Richard Butler's raspy, detuned sneer was so above it all, so in touch with higher matters and so 
unlike,  so categorically superior to, so infinitely-less populist than,  Billy Idol's crypto-SS Oberführer 
sneer in White Wedding or the loony-ginger sneer of Lydon in PiL or the semi-comical sneer of Mick 
Jones (versus the folky sneer of Joe Strummer) in The Clash. Butler's sneer was pitched just right, just 
like his characteristically-slightly-sharp vocals. Sister Europe was the kind of song Paul would gladly 
suit up and do battle under or even for. Of course, there was a chunk of early-mid Bowie in the early, 
pre-sellout Furs (if only in Duncan Kilburn's mystically modal saxophone) but PJ and Jaye Zeus 
considered Butler a special case among Bowie's ever-proliferating brood of musical offspring, which 
they loved rating and re-rating and contextualizing late at night.  Even Re-Flex, with their hit The 
Politics of Dancing (Jaye and PJ had no idea what the lead singer's name was but the song was in 
steady rotation,  again, recently, at First Avenue), were clearly Bowie descendants. Not as good as 
Pete Murphy or Gary Numan but better than David Sylvian, of Japan, who had spawned, in turn, the 
infinitely-less irritating (though irremediably lightweight) Duran Duran.  

But the worst (and most tragic) Bowie Son had to be Charlie Sexton, doomed to the role by his 
cheekbones and his ability to affect a Bela-Lugosi-like baritone while wearing five pounds of goulish 
makeup and a cup of hairspray. Sexton had been a promising guitarist from Texas and would have 
been much better as the next ZZ Top than the next Bowie: everyone who knew anything about music 
knew that.  Everyone but Sexton's Judas-management. 

It was at First Avenue that PJ saw Sexton in a video on the big screen that lowered itself over the 
dance floor, while the fog from the smoke machines rose,  to play Sexton's "hot" new MTV video. 
Sexton, who was something like 17 at the time, was miming "Beat So Lonely" with his foot-high quiff 
and black lipstick, looking like a tragicomic, reanimated corpse from a Tim Burton flop. Yes, this was 
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clearly the work of Sexton's vulgar managers, who should have gone to prison for twisting him so 
badly, so cruelly. Up on that twenty-foot screen being strafed with spangles from the death-star of a 
disco-ball the size of the floating mine that brought down the USS Corregidor, you could virtually see 
Sexton's eyes screaming please kill me as his undead popflesh burned to MTV ashes on screen. 

PJ was standing at the edge of the dance floor watching the screen roll back up into the ceiling after 
Sexton's immolation, waiting for Jaye to fetch their drink-ticket drinks, and the precise moment Jaye 
came back with a Coke for PJ and whatever for Jaye (in a shorter, thicker, clearer glass) the 
electrifying intro for (Don't You) Forget About Me kicked in and Jaye shouted "Fuck it! Come on!" 
and PJ limped forth like a Lord behind his hounds as Jaye danced toward the center of the underlit 
floor and they met in a sort of clearing,  posing and pivoting to the beat while feeling weird and 
dangerous and cool.  if only Tiara were here; where the fuck is she?  thought PJ. But still it was 
something. Shoulder-padded suburbanites were staring in approving ways as though PJ and Jaye 
Zeus had transmuted their harmless upper Midwestern dance-floor into a batcave in Paris or 
Manhattan. As though this wasn't The Sticks anymore because iconic-looking bisexuals had arrived 
to alchemically elevate the level of the discourse. Well, in their long coats and heels they looked like 
bisexuals.  

Jaye was doing his perfectly-above-it-all sneer and sipping his drink while they cycled through 
clockwork poses recapitulating sacred stations of the beat and PJ's walking stick was perfect. PJ 
became a dark, less pigeon-breasted Peter Murphy wielding the stick with such po-faced grandeur 
and without cracking anyone in the head or kneecaps although there were wooshing near-misses. 
People in the balconies freaked and scooped litter from the floor and tossed it down over the 
dancers in a litter-benediction as the smoke-machines chugged to life again and sent a thick Celtic 
fog through the strobes  and green lasers to engulf them all. The Kohl-eyed corona  of cognoscenti 
surrounding PJ and Jaye at the center of the dance floor actually applauded as  PJ limped to the 
periphery with a wink and Jaye followed, sort of spent. Jaye even took a couple of bows and headed 
for the bar when  (Don't You) Forget About Me attenuated into the extended timbale breakdown 
and segued into the relatively boring intro to Little Red Corvette. 

In the aftermath, shouting at the top of their lungs,  they played the New Wave parlour game of 
naming the Top Ten Bowie Hits that Bowie hadn't actually sung (but should have). Top of the List 
had to be the very song, Simple Minds' (Don't You) Forget About Me. At second or third place had to 
be After the Fire's Der Kommissar. Tied, of course,  with New Order's sneakily Bowie-esque Blue 
Monday, which was surely  a Bowie A-Side to Heroes' B-Side in a much-cooler alternative universe 
where John Foxx was still the front man for Ultra Vox and Lennon had never been shot. They had to 
shout so loud over the music that PJ almost lost his voice. 

What PJ began to sincerely appreciate about Jaye (as well as the ease with which life's usual 
disappointments and difficulties seemed to melt away in the presence of sweat-free money: with all 
PJ's other friends, last call meant wandering the dingy streets and ending up in your friend's shitty 
little apartment, which was even more depressing than your own, but Jaye's living room was cooler 
than most clubs in Minneapolis) was the fact that never, during all these learned discussions about 
The New Music, did Jaye look wonderingly (or with a smirk) at PJ and remark how strange it was to 
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be discussing the intriguing falseness of Lene Lovich with PJ, of all people.  Jaye and PJ may as well 
have been two Talmudic Scholars in a room amidst piles of Talmudic texts for all that Jaye noticed 
any essential contradictions in PJ's love for the music that Jaye loved too.  

Too bad Joel Schneiderberg was a sociopath. 

And a fake. 

A spy. 

 

 

27THE TRUE STORY OF PAUL AND JOEL [1986] PART 
FOUR 

They were on the long psychological journey from Paul's dingy demimonde hood full of peripatetic 
shit-faced Indian drunks and hatted Black men with cautious walks toward Candyce's faux-Bohemian 
lake-side apartment building, with its side-street  Frozen Yogurt boutiques and blank-faced, drop-
dead Blondes walking poodles. Initially they had planned to walk all the way to Hennepin Avenue 
without crossing it, just to the catch the 6 Bus downtown. 

"Lithen, I juth need to quickly thop off at my plathe to get my wallet. I think I left it in the kitchen. It'll 
take fifteen minuth max." She glanced at her watch. "Our rethervation is for thix, tho we have plenty 
of time." 

"Okay, cool. But, listen, you know I appreciate you doing this for my birthday and everything but it's 
really not necessary. And Chez Guevara is fucking expensive. We could spend that money on a boat 
trip or something instead of Duck Nipples a la Fromage or whatever. Let's go to a movie!" 

Paul was teasing Candyce.  

He suspected she'd engineered a surprise party. They'd "stop off" at her place to "pick up her wallet" 
and all of Paul's lowlife Bohemian friends would be there as the kitchen lights came  on, shooting 
streamers at him and blowing little horns and hanging around to sponge up on beer until the 
neighbors banged on the walls at three in the morning. 

"Don't you worry your pretty little head about any of that, Little Mithter. Money ith no object!" 

"But what if I want to go to the zoo?" 
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"Don't be difficult, young man! We're almotht there!" 

Yes, definitely. A surprise party. About which Paul had mixed feelings.  

Surprise parties. They seemed to happen to him every other year or two, corresponding to whether 
or not he had a serious relationship going when his birthday rolled around. Who would go to the 
trouble of organizing one of these awkward occasions if you weren't sleeping with them on a regular 
basis? A surprise party was really just a declaration to the community that the Surprisee belonged to 
the Surpriser.  Candyce had already thrown him two. The people waiting in the dark room with the 
little horns and streamer-cannons were merely witnesses to the Surpriser's claim on the Surprisee's 
future. Surprise.  

Paul knew that no matter how many modern, sophisticated talks he and Candyce had about not 
"tying each other down", every time they fucked was another rope, tied in a fancy knot, for doing 
exactly that. Tying both of them together and to a much larger thing, which being The Normal. The 
Normal was always trying to get its hold on you because it had quotas to meet. Candyce's detail-
oriented and loving blow jobs and her Surprise Parties and the way she laughed at Paul's jokes and 
all that were just a few examples of The Normal's many traps.  

But none of that had prepared Paul for what they'd just done.  

Yes, Paul thought: maybe we should marry after all. 

In fact, they'd been standing in the panelled wood foyer of the formerly-grand Linden Hall, holding 
hands, after getting dressed up to go to Paul's birthday dinner,  just about to leave the building, 
when  Tim the painter came galumphing in his limp down the stairs in his troubled boots with 
turpentine vapors rising from his plaid shirt and Tim beheld them in his theatrical  way (missing as he 
was several teeth and the hair at the gouda-colored crown of his Slavic skull) and said, smelling and 
sounding like Estragon,   "Are you two going to a wedding?" to which Paul quipped,  lifting their 
clasped hands, as if they were to be wed, "You're an ordained minister of Beauty, aren't you, Tim?" 

Tim, a cultured wino, turned up and buttoned the collar on his plaid to make his signs of the cross at 
three points around the room. 

"Introibo ad altare Dei," intoned Tim. 

"Cool," said Paul. 

"You are lucky in your woman," said Tim, "If that's not too sexist a thing to say. Is she lucky in her 
man?" 

"Yeth! Very.  Happy ath a clam."   
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"Me, I'm an opportunistic Hermaphrodite these days," said Tim, with a wink, in the melody of 
bemused regret. He was a Nomosexual. Being no longer young and worth less than the pile of 
change in the ashtray on the table beside his bare stained mattress in the curtainless attic room he 
paid for with welfare checks, he wouldn't be having any sex for the rest of his life, would he?  Tim 
was probably about forty, despite having been once as young as anyone. Life is replete with 
transitory heavens and their yanked rugs. 

Could Tim tell what they'd done? He kept sniffing. 

Well, then they were in the sun, standing at the corner at 28th and Hennepin,  waiting for the light 
to change, the competing breezes strong and quasi-autumnal with gallons of brightly-heatless 
daylight blowing Candyce's long magenta banner of hair across Paul's neck and shoulders and her 
scent was everywhere on the street and on his lips and fingers and even the cars that zoomed by 
seemed to smell nicely of her (though not her pussy). Paul reached over and touched the spray of 
freckles across Candyce's beautiful big monkey face and she closed her eyes and did her enigmatic 
monkey-sphinx smile and grabbed Paul's hand and kissed it with protective reverence as though he 
were both Childe and Pope. 

"Thay you love me." 

"You know I love you. But I don't own you and you don't own me."  

[Paul said this with lots less of a militant edge than usual and Candyce picked up on the 
modulation and her heart sang] 

Candyce opened her eyes and pretended to look hurt. "Would you thay that to Debbie Harry?"  

[Debbie Harry, a popular singer on the wane, was the standard of Grace and Beauty for those 
people of that time] 

"Would I have to?" 

Candyce laughed and punched him and grabbed his hand and they ran across the street, swinging 
their arms together when they reached the other side.  

As they neared her apartment Paul could feel the lake like money in the air, Lake of the Isles, the 
lake for people with great jobs and ancestral mansions and liberal attitudes about sharing the placid 
views with well-behaved Serfs who wouldn't litter or fight or boom their bass-heavy car stereos in 
grindingly horny cruises around the perfect tarmac that circumscribed the water;  all those naughty 
no-nos were for the other lake, Lake Calhoun aka Lake of the Serfs. Paul found it amazing that 
people more or less stuck to this arrangement without having to be told. Just a twenty minute walk 
to the West, under a discreet little bridge, and you'd see the Serfs in their hundreds, sizzling on 
towels, playing volleyball or Frisbee and listening to loud rock or rap and cooking out with little grills 
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smoking with savoury discount meats. Still, only one out of every thirty or forty bodies out there 
would be Black. The Black Serfs were congregating, largely,  at various highly-chlorinated public 
pools on the North Side where Paul had never ventured. 

The competing breezes strong and quasi-autumnal with gallons of brightly-heatless daylight were 
blowing Candyce's  magenta banner of hair and her scent was everywhere on the street and on his 
lips and fingers and even the cars that zoomed by seemed to smell nicely and faintly of lily of the 
skatole from Candyce's ass. 

Very few non-lethal sensations are as intense as anal sex in the missionary position, Paul was 
thinking, while the sensations, and invisible streaks of Candyce's digested meals from the previous 
day or two,  were still fresh on him.  

The heat and grit and the infernal vice-grip of that other entrance (which isn't an entrance at all), the 
pussy's evil twin, the one they call... Carlotta (with a heavy accent)... the whole time Paul was up to 
his figurative neck in her ass,  Candyce was giving him this heart-stopping look. Like: you are doing 
something ancient to me.  

There was little or no movement.  Certainly no thrusting. His thing was too big. You had to go so 
slow, go easy, he was defusing a bomb wearing boxing gloves and a Joycean eye-patch, everything 
happened in a crucial millimeters-per-hour way. Just greasing Candyce's crinkled mauve anus with all 
that Vaseline that she'd brought over , in a brand new "family-sized" jar,  in her prettiest purse, with 
the premeditated intention of getting fucked in the ass, was enough to make Paul  blow his semen 
all over the room before even touching her with the pregnant bronze tip of his hard-on.  An 
attractive young woman walks into Butler Drugs in big dark Jackie-O  glasses and boldly buys a 
family-sized jar of Vaseline, everyone who's there to witness the transaction... the pharmacist, the 
browsing secretary who works at the old law firm up the hill,  the old woman in line with a twenty-
five-year-old prescription to refill... they all know exactly what's about to happen but they assume 
it's going to happen on all fours like a brutal humiliation. They're wrong.  

Paul gooped the petroleum product  on with two fingers and felt the hard little ring-muscle of the 
slammed-shut iris push back against the pressure he applied and his hard-on bobbed with 
independent yearnings about a foot away from the pinprick-sized opening in the iris it was pleading  
to plunge in through.  Paul had shifted his position and knelt very close while supporting most of his 
weight on one hand and guiding his maddened erection with the other and he concentrated, 
frowning and gasping, on the darkened mauve-and-black bull's-eye of resistance, pushing but not 
too fast or hard, thinking about anything and everything but what he was doing until a very subtle 
pop of capitulation and the ahhhhhhhh of sweet welcome and the blurry hum of pleasure coating 
the disciplined  denial, the controlled delusion that he wasn't deep and deeper in the hot mouth of 
her shining streamlined ass so he wouldn't ejaculate yet.  

In he slid, all the way up to the musty hilt and oh the smell of warm Vaseline. Paul pictured the 
Progressive Parents of Candyce winking from their respective tandem treadmill and Exercycle. 
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Dreamy creamy arsecock on a Tuesday. 

The profundity of it, as Candyce stared unfocusedly into Paul's brown eyes and Paul stared 
unfocusedly  into Candyce's grey eyes and molten traces of Candyce's lunch and dinner from the day 
previous burned the shaft of his thingy like Greek fire, was all about how rebelliously wrong it was, 
deliberately wrong,  a thumb, so to speak, in Nature's eye, so to speak. The pussy with its primal 
sugars is there not here,  you filthy Neanderthals:  God and Mother Nature were running to and fro 
and gesturing frantically and they were fucking livid but Paul and Candyce had agreed to this three 
days in advance because this was the kind of fucking it was best to discuss in detail  before the fact 
and with a certain amount of planning.  

Candyce had gone out bravely and purchased with a crisp twenty the Vaseline and Paul had ordered 
the satin sheets at a department store he normally wouldn't have had the nerve to enter. They had 
decided on this primal form of victimization; this sacrifice;  Candyce was being very gently sacrificed. 
When he was locked in Candyce Paul didn't dare to move but sort of squeezed himself outwards to 
her depths from low and inside his own cock, expanded the ballooning bronze head  toward the core 
of her body temperature. Candyce tightened her bottom's grip and twisted the bulging effigy of Paul 
like twisting the cap off an agitated Coke bottle and Paul's DNA exploded into the lunch-webbed 
antechamber of her duodenum, a red hot sneeze of seven billion hypothetical children. But all it 
took was one.  

Then Paul dressed for his birthday, still a-tingle, wearing a very nice secondhand suit and homburg 
hat  from favorite tailor, Lois' Attic, the vintage threads shop on Lyndale near Lake, the last waves of 
the orgasm still receding from the shores of his soul's beach. A vested grey flannel suit that was 
entirely too warm for the weather (and the cuffs were a little high over Paul's sockless ankles) but he 
looked responsible in it. Especially now. All dressed up in this suit and with his hair tucked under the 
homburg hat,  in the full-length mirror he'd gotten from a Department Store's fire (in point of fact 
tornado) sale and walked home allegorically with four characters from Linden Hall helping him carry 
the heavy thing, he looked responsible in it alright. He looked responsible for having just gently 
fucked Candyce Thorgrimnson in the ass and still a-tingle. He lacked only the buggerer's traditional 
handlebar mustache and center-parted, brilliantined hair but he felt the buggerer's sweet soft 
lingering ozone fizz of song in his blood. He bid adieu to the shade of James Joyce (the patron saint 
of anal) on the corner beside them, crossing ahead of them in his jaunty plus fours and boater, 
disappearing into the Liffey or Lethe of traffic with his crusty pleaser as Paul's orgasm finally petered 
out. 

Everything on the lake-side of Hennepin Avenue looked so much less sinister now that he had 
microbial streaks of Candyce's recently-digested meals on the contracted shaft of his recumbent 
consciousness. Even the money-green  sunlight. Was he ready to join the parade after all? There 
remained one residual tingle of orgasm between his shoulder blades, twinkling like the morning star 
displaced to the late afternoon. 

"You know I've never done that with anyone before? Theriouthly." 
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Paul squeezed Candyce's hand.  

Through the front door of her building and up the carpeted stair steps to the second floor they went, 
giggling. Candyce unlocked her door and said, "Just go sit in the kitchen while I look for my wallet in 
the bedroom," and she abruptly disappeared as though she'd never existed as  Paul nodded, 
grinning and bracing himself for a chorus of "Surprise!" as he swaggered smirking down the short 
hall past the heavily-framed and signed movie posters (Mean Streets, Raging Bull, Taxi Driver, King 
of Comedy, etc)  ...  

...and into the kitchen where the light was already on.   

No friends nor birthday cake. No streamers or camera flashes or noise-making thingies that roll out 
like tongues when you blow.  

"Hello son." 

Nothing but Paul's father sitting incongruously in a chair in the middle of the room beside a 
briefcase, dapper as an undertaker in his dark suit and white satin tie. He had another chair pulled 
up beside him that Paul was obviously meant to sit in. Otherwise the kitchen was just as empty as it 
had been the last time Paul had seen it and it smelled just as strongly of paint. 

"Hello Bob," said Paul.   

Fucking Candyce,  thought Paul.   

Paul felt ridiculous in his three-piece secondhand suit, which was a perfect parody of Robert's. He 
was too paralyzed by the thought of how he appeared to his father as a parody of his father to reach 
up and remove his thirdhand homburg hat. 

"Son," said Robert. "Have a seat?" 

"Nah, I'm fine, I'll just stand, thanks." 

"Well, if you're comfortable with that, I thertainly am." Robert winked. "Now she's got me doing it." 

"So what brings you to this part of the world, Bob?" 

"Well, as you know, it's your birthday. Also, I'm the silent partner in a restaurant that's going to be 
opening up in the warehouse district called Modern Moderne.  Here,"  said Robert, "Take this card," 
he handed Paul a shiny silver business card, "Show it to the maitre 'D and you'll always have a good 
meal for two on the house, no questions asked." 
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"Thanks." 

"I suggest you use it to impress a girl." 

"Like Candyce?" 

Robert  frowned. 

Paul thought back on the first time he'd met Candyce, five years ago, back when Paul was  actually 
trying to get in touch with his father, to satisfy some vestigial longing, on his part, that had largely 
evaporated as soon as Paul began creating some kind of identity (an early iteration of which found 
Paul experimenting with pipe-smoking and a patchy beard)  of his own. Candyce and Paul  had both 
been standing obediently outside the purple ropes of the Sofitel  entrance while Robert was inside 
doing interviews in support of True Confessions, Candyce with her autograph pad and Paul with a 
poem. Paul had come to the Sofitel on that day, at that time, because of a mysterious note that had 
come through his mail slot. Whenever mail came through that slot in Paul's front door, the spring-
hinged flap over the slot clanged on its metal frame and alerted Paul to the delivery, summoning 
Paul puffy-eyed naked from bed: 

Your father will be doing interviews at lunch time at the Sofitel today 

 A note, he later suspected,  written by Candyce.  

Robert  frowned and winced. 

"Candyce?" Robert lowered his voice. " You want to impress Candyce? To be frank, son, Candyce is 
already impressed. A fancy meal would be wasted on her. Take my word for it." Robert winked 
warmly and continued to speak in a tones that indicated he was addressing a delicate matter. "So,  
and, well, speaking of Candyce,  she phoned me last week to remind me about your birthday. We 
worked together on organizing this little get-together. And what I've done is put together a  
presentation. Would you be interested in seeing it?" 

"I guess." 

"Very good. Let us not tarry."  

Robert swung his briefcase up from the floor and laid it across his suit pants and clicked it open with 
a characteristic, self-mocking grimace. In the briefcase was a stack of photographs, each photograph 
glued (by an intern at one of Robert's lawyers'  firms) to a colored cardboard backing. Blue, green, 
yellow, red and black. Very neatly done, like a winning class assignment. Bob handed Paul the photo 
on the very top of the pile and waited for him to get a good look at it before speaking.  
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A black and white picture of a striking, brown-skinned girl with her hair in white ribbons, dressed in 
some kind of dark velvet suit with wide lapels and a bolo tie over a white blouse; a retro-type 
magazine model. The girl was so striking, in fact, that she was vaguely reminiscent of Tiara. Maybe 
not as tall as Tiara (hard to judge in the photograph, which only covered the top of her head to just 
below her knees) but there were categorical kinships in the cheekbones and the fragile jaw line 
supporting a fetchingly innocent smirk. The deep-set eyes. 

"Wow. Who is she?" 

"Your mother the year that we met. 1958. Right after the Russians put Sputnik in orbit, to be exact, 
for context. An historic year. We were both fifteen. We met in Greenwich Village in front of a 
Communist book store called Huey's, if you can imagine that.  Char spoke with worldly self-
confidence about herself and things she obviously sincerely knew something about, unlike so many 
people who speak only of that about which they very safely know nothing. She smiled her dazzling 
smile...  I know that's a racist cliché, the dazzling quality of an Afro-American's smile, but her smile, 
son,  was genuinely dazzling. I know your mother never talks about her past and I know you've never 
seen these photographs, so I thought I'd give them to you. Give them to you and, perhaps,  tell the 
story of your existence to add just a little context that you may have been lacking all these years.  
Everyone, like everything,  needs context. Do you remember the last time I came to visit you at your 
place of residence, son?" 

"I was fourteen." 

"Yes. 1973. You were fourteen. I had just done Bang the Drum. I remember school had just started 
again after summer vacation and you weren't in the best mood. That was three years before I 
married Di but I was already seeing her in a serious way. It was a tricky period. You were my first 
born but your mother refused to take money from me. Not that I had any then, but even when I did, 
she said no. Whenever I wanted to see you, I had to come to the ghetto to pay my respects. The 
paparazzi thought I was looking for a new girlfriend." 

"But you were looking for an old one instead." 

"Are you living a happy life, son? May I ask you a question I assure you  is not facetious? Are your 
bowel-movements irregular or of an alarming consistency?" 

Bob said, "For context, let me say in my defence that I had always been careful not to have 
accidental children emerge as a statistical consequence of all the sex I've had. Can you say the same, 
son?" 

"How many times did you visit when I was growing up? Not counting that one time I came looking 
for you at that hotel. How many?" 
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"I came many more times than you know, obviously. You should please ask your mother to set the 
record straight on that. You were and always will be my first born. Here, look."  

Robert handed Paul another photo of Paul's mother looking skinny and gorgeous and full of smiles, 
absolutely unlike the miserable, vague, self-loathingly hunched and bloated woman in her late-
middle age that he knew and dreaded.  One day soon she would probably die and Paul would be the 
one, he felt, who was expected to dig a proper grave with some inadequately primitive tool and bury 
her. But look at these photographs!  The woman Paul saw in these unforeseeable photos was the 
kind no son would resent burying.  Paul felt the stirrings of a fully rounded Oedipus complex he'd 
only known the half of for so long; it felt like a kind of closure. What a gift to find your own mother 
sexy for a change. He savoured it.  

"She's 16 there. Right before she came down pregnant. These, too. I wish I had one of us together to 
show you. We were just happy kids from interesting families. We had no idea. You see, our turn 
came rather early and we took it, so to speak. We really had no choice." 

"What do you mean you had no choice?" 

"Well, are you saying you'd have preferred non-existence? Would you have preferred me talking to 
myself at this moment? Dialoguing with a son who might have been?" 

"Probably not." 

"Well, I'm happy to hear that. And I mean that. So what do I mean by we had no choice, you ask? I'll 
try to answer that question. I mean that you were created at the behest of the same ruthless and 
indefatigable force responsible for creating me and creating your mother and all our parents and 
grandparents too. The force I mean is Sex. In some circles it still isn't the most polite word but it's 
the first and last word regarding Life on Earth, son, you must admit. Against which we are truly 
powerless to deny it." 

"But you're blaming Life on Earth for..." 

"Me, blaming? I'm not blaming. I don't blame.  I'm introducing an arcane concept into the ongoing 
discussion, let's call it. What I hope for out of this meeting between us is a new clarity and a stronger 
relationship, son." 

"A stronger out in the open relationship or a stronger secret relationship?" 

"Di would kill me." 

"Okay." 
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"Here, take these."  Bob handed Paul the whole stack of photographs out of his briefcase and slipped 
on a pair of reading glasses with a theatrical flourish."I'm 43 and I need these things now, can you 
believe it? Listen, I'm going to read you something. Do you have time?" 

"Sure." 

"Dear Lottie. The paper on which I write this is as clear to me now as your face is to me as I write. 
That blindingly cheerful smile surrounded by all-American dimples that would have broken Norman 
Rockwell's heart. It is still, years after the day I first saw it, the most beautiful face I have ever seen or 
will see. It is a wicked irony, perhaps, that one of your great virtues, your modesty, prevents you from 
seeing one of your even greater virtues, which is your uncanny physical charm. As you know, I do not 
believe in the unfortunate American preoccupation with race. I believe in beauty and I would have 
married you long ago if 'race', more specifically, your father's steadfast belief in the concept, hadn't 
been a barrier that even Romeo might have had difficulty climbing over. But what is 'race' but 
another word for 'sex'? Because race is the obsessive awareness and social record of who slept with 
whom and the various colors each union has produced. The record of our parents' and grandparents' 
and great-grandparents'  sex lives are partially inscribed in our faces through no fault of our own. 
And the first time we kissed, sweet Lottie, we brought all those histories together, and it was the 
most beautiful thing in the world and it meant LOVE. For the average man, 'LOVE' is an acronym for 
Leaving Out Virtually Everything.  In other words, a fantasy state that can only be fulfilled if the 
Beloved remains unknown to us, a blank canvas upon which our desires paint and re-paint their 
masterpieces. But, in your case, it was always just the opposite. The more I know you, the more I 
know you were and always will be The First and The Best. Signed, yours forever with admiration and 
respect, Tony." 

While Robert was reading, Paul thought of his real mother Char, not the version to whom Bob's 
myth-making letter was addressed. She pronounced "Char" with a choppy "ch"  as in "charcoal". 
Sometimes she called herself "Charlotte" ( but still, as in "charcoal" ).  

Paul began at the beginning. 

He had arrived on a Tuesday (11:59 am on the third Tuesday of September, 1959) but it would take 
another ten years before he was wondering if the idiosyncratic pronunciation of this common name 
was his mother's parents'  idea of originality or her own idea of a joke.   

Her stomach was the only thing about Charlotte that had gotten big during the pregnancy.  

Except, of course, her tits. Hershey-kisses-tipped Zeppelins like impositions. Like heavy duty  tools. 
Daddy's bonuses.  Except Daddy wasn't there to play with the (size of futuristic fruits in an HG Wells 
epic) tits,  or speed through traffic lights (per the popular TV trope)  on the way to the hospital with 
parturition as his excuse or hand out cigars (per that other TV trope) around the  hypothetical water-
cooler or, rather later (per the TV trope) have that awkward Father-Son talk regarding the Mystery 
of Life (aka Fucking) to a laugh-track and charmed applause from the studio. 
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Not there to see how miraculously Char had kept her gorgeous black figure fairly intact, all the way 
up until the birth and how she then, with an ironic vengeance,  let herself grow fat as unholy fuck by 
the time The Baby was looking into the matter of the Top Ten Best  Kindergartens (teacher to pupil 
ratio? diversity of staff? roach density?)   to attend in The Ghetto.  The father was there in cheque 
and money-order and Christmas/ Easter/ birthday present only.  Not even in name. He wasn't 
around to see the formerly-stunning  Char blimp out. He was too busy for any of that, though he was 
still a total unknown. He was a secret that Char was keeping long before his identity became a secret 
that was serious enough to keep. 

Char's big mistake was a common one that year: she tried to get away with skipping the 
breastfeeding thing entirely. She skipped Nature's super-efficient weight-loss reverse-diet trick (the 
baby sucks the life-giving fat directly out of your body, through your tits:  the original liposuction: you 
lose weight like you're wearing striped pyjamas: win/win). She fucked up. Her reasoning: 

"I didn't want you to end up being an Oedipus baby!" 

"A what?" 

"An Oedipus baby!" 

"What is that?" 

"A baby who loves his mommy too much." 

"What?" 

"In the wrong way, I mean." 

"What?" 

"Oh, PJ, I'll explain it to you when you're old enough to understand." 

"Here we go again! That's exactly what you said when I asked you who Charlie Manson is! I thought 
you told me that anyone who really understands something can explain it to anyone else in a few 
simple sentences!" 

"I said that, yes." 

"So explain it to me in a few simple sentences. We have time. I'm ten. Explain it."  

"I can't." 
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"Why can't you?" 

"Because I don't understand it." 

"Thank you for being honest, at least, mother." 

"Paulie, you're so welcome. Anyway, you're right. I should have breastfed you. I let myself be 
influenced by a popular theory that had little basis in fact and both of us were harmed by my 
irreversible  mistake. I became intolerably fat...  and  you... you're probably doomed to fixate on 
breasts for the rest of your life. We make a fine pair." 

"No pun intended.  Okay, next on the list. The circumcision. Why... ?" 

Paul then remembered the time he was six or seven and he and all his classmates had taken finger-
pricked blood tests in the gymnasium and about a week after that blood test Paul had been asked to 
take another one, by himself, at a clinic near the University of Chicago campus, a suspicious-looking, 
minimally-furnished, storefront clinic on Woodlawn Avenue that looked and smelled as though they 
had finished painting it twenty minutes before Paul and his mother walked in the front door, the 
paint on which was still sticky. Two men in lab coats (one short and young and trim and black, with a 
heavy "African" accent and horn-rimmed glasses, the other forgettable in appearance) took a very 
tiny vial of Paul's blood from the thumb on his left hand, in a makeshift room behind a white room-
divider on wheels, in exchange for which Paulie was given a twenty five dollar money order and an 
autographed eight by ten glossy of Willie Mays, which Paulie later left on the bus stop bench for a 
normal kid to find. And Paulie was standing there, all dressed up in his atheist's bow-tied church suit,  
squinting into the hot ghetto sun, waiting for the bus home with Char that Saturday morning, 
bandage on the tip of the thumb of his right hand, and he said, 

"But why did they want to test me again?" 

"Who knows? White people are mysterious, son." 

"Why are they mysterious?" 

"Born that way.  Some would claim they're insane but I think that's gilding the lily." 

"Are we mysterious?" 

"Not to us." 

"Am I mysterious?" 

"Sometimes. Would you like to know why?" 
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"Yes." 

"Are you ready for this?" 

"For what?" 

"Your father is a white man, son." 

"That's not funny, mother." 

"Yes it is." 

"No it's not. It's the world's dumbest joke. It was worse than a knock-knock joke." 

"Knock-knock." 

"Who's there?" 

"Itcher." 

"Itcher who?" 

"Itcher white dad dressed as Santa Claus in a jumpsuit." 

[long pause] 

"That wasn't... that wasn't... Santa....?" 

"You don't believe in Santa. Did you really think a strange white man dressed himself up as Santa and 
drove all the way out to our ghetto, at serious risk to his personal safety,  just to be nice to a kid he 
had nothing to do with, three Christmasses in a row? Come on. You're smarter than that." 

It wasn't as though Paulie had never noticed that he looked a bit different from (all but one of) the 
other kids in his neighborhood. He'd definitely noticed because they had. He'd always been teased 
and questioned and kids were always going out of their way to touch his hair or count his freckles or 
marvel at his occasional sunburns, poking his reddened arms and chest to leave fading yellow 
fingerprints; he'd always been "It" in their It Games and the last to be picked when schoolyard 
stickball teams were assembled and the one the girls treated like a movie star at recess, chasing him 
across the schoolyard like The Beatles, actually screaming sometimes as they touched his hair and 
kissed his cheeks. But he'd always assumed that the peculiar error of his looks belonged to him the 
same way the two-headed turtle's looks belonged to it. Learning that his father was a "white man" 
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(that portentous term) was only disturbing to the degree that he was infuriated to come face to face 
with the fact that his face wasn't strictly his own. He'd borrowed some of it... maybe lots of it... from 
a strange white man. And the rest he'd borrowed, he supposed, from his mother. Who'd borrowed 
her own face from others. And so it went, backwards and backwards for millions of years until it all 
stopped, and began,  at the amoebas Paulie had seen through the eyepiece of his cherished 
microscope. Everything had been just fine as long as those amoebas had stayed amoebas. But they 
hadn't. 

Are you joking? 

Paulie had never been interested in Sex but he understood, as he stood there in the noisy hot 
ghetto-lite Saturday sunshine,  the Aquarian sunshine splashing down like high-fructose corn syrup 
upon the Golden Age of Advertizing, the billboards bright, the bus-stop-benches emblazoned with 
smilingly toothpasted, mouthwashd and pimple-creamed faces of brown and taupe, waiting for the 
long bus ride back to his part of the deeper, steeper, starker  strip of the Southside of Chicago... 
Paulie semi-seething, humiliated, convinced that everyone who saw him (the eye-patched 
gentleman in the aquamarine Mercury Cougar waiting, Dashiki'd elbow out the window, at the 
traffic light; the kids his age marching by in a multi-colored parade of cotton candy they got from a 
Grand Opening of a Jewel's Supermarket right up the street;  that older girl on a Stingray bike, one 
hand on the tasselled handlebars, the other clutching a pink transistor radio, a girl who was a college 
sophomore;  a copper-colored, wise-cracking,  Godard-digging, future Al Green fan) saw not a kid 
with Paulie's face but a kid who had been manufactured by a white man who had done something 
disgusting to the kid's mother, who was standing there beside Paulie, plain as day, Paulie's mother, 
embarrassing evidence of the deed although, on second thought, Paulie understood that he, himself 
was the embarrassing evidence;  he understood that he was paying the price for his ignorance about 
Sex by being an unwitting demonstration of Sex's consequences.  

To understand Sex was to understand what he was and Paulie had failed to take Sex seriously 
enough to research it enough to understand it. He'd always assumed it was something that bad 
teenagers did (like shoplifting cigarettes, smoking them, littering the playground with the butts 
afterwards and then lying about the afternoon's activities to their parents: a densely-efficient 
baklava of transgression) to irritate people. He'd always assumed Sex was related to swearing. Well, 
it was obviously more complicated than that. 

And it seemed to involve Everyone. 

A few days later, in the local Ghetto library, Paulie would cringe and want to die and he made a noise 
expressing this feeling, loud enough to alarm the librarian, to realize that he'd been erroneously 
referring to the innocently vivid dreams he'd several times had, inspired by that one time he'd gone 
to that swimming pool on a school trip, to his mother, over breakfast, as wet dreams... 

Paul yawned. 
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Robert folded the letter closed and offered his son a voila gesture and a shrug. 

"And so what did Mom say to that letter?" 

Robert removed his glasses and slipped them back into his suit jacket with a wolfish grin. "Are you 
kidding? I never sent it. It's far too incriminating, wouldn't you say? But I wanted you to hear it. I've 
been carrying it around for thirteen years on the odd chance that our paths would cross." 

"The odd chance," said Paul. 

Robert made another voila gesture and stood.  

Paul shook Robert's hand and Paul took his leave of the premises of Candyce's apartment.  

"We'll keep in touch!" called Robert,  with a slightly altered voice, from just within the not-wide-
open front door (in case a neighbor was watching), yet nevertheless with what Paul thought of as 
that permanent smirk in his voice.  

Numbfaced down the stairs and out the building's front door Paul hurried, forgetting the photos. 

Could young women and young men really have such different thought-processes? 

Paul hurried toward the hot, honking, brightly-colored river of glinting metal that was Hennepin 
Avenue with the short clip of throwing himself under the wheels of a truck on a loop in his mind but 
the traffic was alternately at a standstill and a crawl and festooned with the heraldic brass of 
complaining horns.  

Had a Minnesotan team just won the World Series or the Super Bowl or another very quick war or 
something? He imagined the comic potential of threading slowly through traffic until finding a really 
big truck and wedging his head at the front of a rear tire but ruled it out as being undesirably 
plausible. Paul just needed to cross away from the narcissistic pretensions of the lakes. He must 
have looked a mess, frowning and muttering to himself, all dressed up, in his secondhand vested 
grey flannel suit, for a  surprise birthday party that never happened.   

It was only as Paul fumed,  in the sweetly-mocking sunshine, while waiting for the Don't Walk sign to 
change,  dwelling upon his father's obvious long-running project to undercut all of his son's efforts... 
to seemingly parry and block Paul, effortlessly, at every turn, (because, after all, as Paul's creator 
Paul's father knew Paul's every feint and swerve and general tactic for self-advancement and 
improvement before Paul even knew it himself) that Paul realized, with a shock, that he really did 
have a great ambition to leave some kind of mark on this heliocentric world. 

 But as what?  
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A writer-and-hider of miniature poems?  

A semi-pseudonymous infiltrator of poetry slams?  

A fastidious painter of trim? 

Robert had found his path early and this luck paid off but Paul was still looking for his own and he 
couldn't help feeling bitter about that. He was 28 that day and, for all intents and purposes, a house 
painter. Paul controlled a fleeting impulse to walk back behind Candyce's apartment building and 
climb the maple tree back there and listen to the sounds coming out of her bedroom window. 

Is that why men have children? wondered Paul. To keep their enemies near? 

He crossed Hennepin Avenue, got to the other side,  pressed the button on the Walk/ Don't Walk 
sign, paced around at the corner like a cartoon of worry, crossed Hennepin through stalled traffic 
right back toward the lakes, again. He walked fast up the sidewalk then jogged around behind 
Candyce's apartment building,  through the gate to the communal back yard, stood up on a wobbly 
green picnic table that he and Candyce had sat at with a bucket of Klan-Fried Chicken one foggy 
midnight,  eating in giggly-hushed tones and smearing each other with grease and secret spices and 
inconsequential love.  

Paulie reached at and grabbed the lowest substantial limb of the maple tree, not caring who saw 
him, scraped a knee and tore his secondhand flannel pants scurrying up the tree with a bear's 
unselfconscious embrace, grunting and sweating like a fiend;  like a Greek myth in action. Perhaps in 
the horrendous  effort he hoped to cleanse himself of the intimacies he now so regretted, the 
intimacies that had left his soul open as a lobed tangerine. He hoped Candyce died alone and sorry. 
Or he hoped his father gave her herpes. Or he feared his father already had after forming roughly 
twenty five cockcunts with her. 

Paul was too late to see anything interesting through the blinds. Just Candyce's skinny back twisting 
as she dressed or undressed and her magenta pennant of hair was swinging as she talked and 
gestured to a character off-screen.  

Perhaps she was talking to herself. 
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28THE STORY OF PAUL AND JOEL [1986] PART FIVE 

Paul finally managed to cross Hennepin Ave again,  walking this time very slowly, away from the 
sinister calm of the lakes (and it was disturbingly easy to imagine that all of the chanting drivers and 
flag-waving passengers in all of the honking cars he crossed in front of as he made his way toward 
the human side of the street were laughing at him). Everything Gold had gone (or come) to Shit, 
suddenly. There was a vivid unreality to it all. The poems he would one day get out of this were 
already forming in the service of no earthly purpose.  

By fucking Candyce in the ass, Paul had unwittingly turned Candyce into a boy (just as men who 
buggered boys turned them into girls):  the age-old, priestly, alchemical flipswitch secret of buggery. 
A terrible mistake. He never wanted to see Candyce-the-boy again. Nor even his father. 

Paul was wincing and muttering and air-punching his way like Jack in The Shining down 24th toward 
Lyndale when who should he bump into but Donnie Himmelfarb , with a pint of organic milk from 
Norwegian cows (sporting a classy engraving of Samuel Beckett's face on its package, above an 
illegible quote in italics) which Donnie had shoplifted from the new Eden's Market at 28th and 
Hennepin, a local fair-trade business that would be driven out of business in less than nine months 
because of  progressive shoplifting.  Donnie's presence was somehow calming. 

"Hey man!" 

"Donald." 

"Where you going? You're all dressed up but your pants are ripped. They look P.A.F. Want some 
milk?" 

"I know. Just trying out my Young Black Hobo look."  Paul took the pint and swigged from it and 
handed it back. 

Donnie swigged from the pint. "You want to absorb some blow-away musics?" 

"Why not. But I only have time for a single or maybe a few tracks. One side at the most. I just caught 
Candyce cheating on me. " 

"Ouch. Well, it's just an EP." 

"Called?" 

"The EP is what we call eponymous. The group is GEE-RAF. German." With a gesture and a facial 
expression, Donnie offered Paul another swig but Paul smiled and waved it off with mansalivaphobic 
horror. He said, 
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"GEE-RAF. I like it already. But why do chicks cheat, Donald?" 

"Same reason we do, pal."  

"Touché. GEE-RAF. I do like that." 

Donnie said, "You know what would be cool?" 

"What?" 

"To fuck in Père Lachaise Cemetery." 

Donnie killed the pint and hooked the empty container over his head toward a municipal trash 
basket  they were just then passing, missing it by a yard. The city at that moment was littered with a 
few tens of thousands of objects that had similarly missed their targets and formed an accumulating 
physical metaphor for good intentions until the next of the staggered trash days. 

"Can't tell if you're supposed to pronounce it GEE-RAF like a retarded version of giraffe. Or GEE then 
R-A-F, as in the Red Army Faction, right? Or maybe it's a cryptic version of GRAF, as in the German 
word for count. Or like Graf like G-r-a-p-h, as in a paragraph like graf in graffiti. Or maybe it's an 
ignorant abbreviation of graft, as in political corruption." 

"Damn. You deconstructed the fuck out of that." 

"Right?" 

"Wheels within wheels." 

"It's clever shit. The Germans are way ahead of us in naming shit. In The Movement in general." 

"Which is all kinds of ironic. Wait. What Movement?" 

"You know, man." 

"Yeah, okay. What's the sound?" 

"I can't really describe the sound. You have to hear it. But you know what they call it?" 

"What?" 

"Punk Waltz!" 
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"No shit?" 

"Right?" 

"Damn. Sounds like just the thing for a boy to hear when a bitch called Candyce has cheated on you 
with your own father." 

"Really? Really? Heavy! But kinda sexy, too.  Yeah, it's highly political shit. First track is called The 
Rule of Succession. It's about the American use of the tool of assassination as the most expedient 
way to craft political outcomes. Like, the power structure here is addicted to that shit. Right?" 

"I guess after they tried it the first time..." 

"Like Lincoln or whatnot." 

"Yeah.  Or Caesar. After the first time they tried it and they easily got away with it... so... " 

"I know. If it ain't broke don't fix it. Wanna hear the lyrics? I know this shit by heart already and I 
only bought the EP yesterday." 

Paul felt better already.  

They were in front of the side-door, in Donnie's building, that opened on the carpeted stairs that led 
up to the second floor Duplex in which Donnie was staying with his sister and her boyfriend.  Donnie 
unlocked the door and they stepped inside of the skin-temp, soft music, muted light and vaguely-
good smell of solid bourgeois living. Donnie's sister had an administrative job at the University of 
Minnesota and was away from home until seven every evening, five days a week, leaving Donnie and 
her boyfriend to avoid each other, most of the day, from opposite ends of Bohemian culture: Donnie 
as the publisher of a samizdat Punk/ Rap/ Skating/ Fishing / Bowling Zine and her boyfriend Jun as 
a tiny, stick-thin, scowling dancer, who lived off of dance productions (which lived off of Arts Council 
grants) but mainly his girlfriend. 

They stood in the soothing tabernacle of the wood-panelled walls of the lushly-green-carpeted 
stairwell, faintly redolent of creosote, and Donnie took one step above Paul and said, 

"Check it out, they're in English:  Georgie tried what Lyndon did/  But bungled it so Ronnie lived 
/Unlike that bastard JFK / Who fucked Monroe and had her slain/  So when the chickens came to 
roost/ they brought some karma home to boot. Wow. Isn't that just about the most dangerous shit 
you ever heard committed to vinyl? What are the fucking Sex Pistols compared to that? What are 
fucking The Replacements compared to that? Fucking trick-or-treaters. Fucking incorrigible 
youngsters." Donnie mimed spitting, producing a very tiny amount of spit. 
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They headed up the stairs. Paul had forgotten all about everything he'd been thinking eleven 
minutes ago. He said, sincerely, 

"My mind is way beyond blown." 

"Right? Those cats in West Berlin don't fuck around. Punk as fuck." 

"Is the song true? About Kennedy...?" 

"If it weren't true would you be asking?" 

"So, like, GEE-RAF is a West Berlin band?" 

"Yeah. If I had the money, I'd get my ass over to West Berlin ASAP.  From there I'd grease some 
palms at the border and cross over into the deepest parts of the radical East. You can live there well 
for a year on like a fucking thousand bucks.  Eat wild rabbits and drink rainwater. Right there on the 
front lines of the revolution.  No more yak yak yak and pose pose pose...  just do do do. You know? 
The scene in Minneapolis kinda feels like a naughty Sunday School class in comparison, don't you 
think? Ironic songs about Lutefisk and shit? Songs about kissing on the fucking bus? Fuck the 
Replacements. Fuck the mythology of the Midwestern American suburbanite Oedipus-flavored white 
boy, you know? This is a petite bourgeois hell-hole, man." 

The unvarnished door to Donnie's Duplex featured a lined index card, typed with the names  
HIMMELFARB/ FUJIMOTO,  over the rough rictus of the unfinished mail slot. 

"You want to come around and help me varnish this thing next Monday? I keep promising Katie. We 
just have to get it off the hinges and down to the garage and shellac the fuck out of it. I'll keep you  
neck-deep in pizza and Pepsi the whole afternoon and after  [he lowered his voice to a winking 
whisper] we can check out some nice new Japanese videocassettes I found in Jun's stash in the back 
of their closet under the National Geographics. There's a bald lesbian Samurai chick with nipple rings 
in six tits." 

"I'm there." 

"Sweet. Check it out." 

Donnie fetched GEE-RAF'S EP's sleeve off the kitchen table and handed it over to Paul, who was busy 
on the island of the interior welcome mat, which said WELCOME in Japanese script (Paul assumed, 
but maybe it said FUCK OFF), unlacing his shoes. Shoes unlaced, Paul reached for the EP and readied 
his discriminating eye. Album covers were the stained glass cathedral windows of the 20th century. 
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The cover of the GEE-RAF EP was a stapled color-Xerox of the trio standing on stone steps at twilight 
in front of a bulky grey West German police station, giving the modern mutation of the Nazi salute, 
left arms straight out while right index and middle fingers ran parallel under their noses.  The aura of 
the photo somehow captured the heroic ambience of the Ziggy Stardust cover, with Bowie in a 
jumpsuit near an electric light in the darkness. The guy in the middle of the GEE-RAF photograph, the 
obvious leader, looked like he could be Paul's brother, or even his fraternal twin. The back cover was 
a black-and-white Xerox of the same trio in the same clothes (leather jackets over orange janitor 
jumpsuits) with their backs to the camera, standing in their own gold reflecting pools as they pissed 
on the West German Police Station wall, parts of the word POLIZEI reflected, upside down, in the 
piss. Lower left hand corner of the back cover was the indie label's logo, KRK, white letters on a red 
square, except the "R" was black. Paul looked very closely at the lead singer again: they could have 
been brothers.  Paul had had no idea that there were brownies like him in West Berlin. He could 
picture himself learning the guitar and pissing on klieg-light-lit walls while Bowie sang Heroes and 
also fucking  tall, skinny, high-cheekboned, big-lipped German girls who spoke with throaty accents 
instead of sickening jezebel lisps. It was clear that the established order had to fall. 

"Want a drink? I think I'm gonna let you hear side one now," said Donnie. 

"Glass of milk?" 

"One glass of milk coming up." 

The kitchen was dark and unpacked looking. It looked very rough and new; the unpacked cartons all 
over the place (stacked on a thin layer of sawdust) were cartons from expensive wholesalers. In a 
few months this would be a kind of Yuppie dream-setting of bitter salads and exotic coffees. Donnie 
called, from off-screen, "So tell me more about The Candyce incident!" 

"Not much to say, to be honest, man!" shouted Paul. 

"How did you find out about it?! Friend tell you?!" 

"It's complicated! Where are you, man?!" 

"Back here!" 

Behind a patched and unpainted wall along which ran two as-yet-not-connected sinks and a very 
long marble countertop was a narrow and deep room, without a door, that might end up being a 
roomy pantry or the location of a walk-in freezer. But what the room featured now were dangling 
cables and a stack of mostly empty red plastic milk crates near the doorless doorway and sheetless, 
stained, futon mattress on the floor near the back of the room next to a reading lamp and a generic 
trophy with wings on it. Donnie was sitting on the futon with his knees up and his arms around his 
knees, smiling up at Paul, anticipatorily naked. 
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"Hey. Where's my milk?" said Paul. 

"You totally know I'm bisexual, right?" 

"I do?" 

 "So don't flip. Hear me out. I know you're cool enough to hear me out." 

"Okay." 

"I asked you many times to make an appearance in Cellar Door and you declined, which I respect," 
said Donnie. 

"Sure," said Paul. 

"But, off the record? This is not an Art conversation, at this moment. Man to man." 

"Okay." 

"Nitty gritty." 

"Okay." 

"What I'm saying is I just need the safe space required here to express to you that I am clinically 
burning up inside at the very thought of getting your cock in my mouth." 

"Well, see, Donald...." 

"Let me finish." 

"Okay." 

"Alls I'm asking is you can close your eyes and I'll close mine and we'll both pretend I'm someone 
else." 

"But..." 

"You don't even need to cum even though I'm far from saying you shouldn't. Straight up?  I just want 
to feel the weight and the heat of that bad boy on my tongue. Maybe just gag on it for a second.  See 
stars. You know what I mean? Something real."  
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Paul was thinking: 

"Female" and "male" are primordial categories that we each transcend, to some degree, or self-
consciously join, because we're joiners, but what do they mean and what Relatively Objective 
Qualities can they be reduced to? 

A week is more than capable of being a life-time. 

And so are three minutes. 

Donnie made a gesture that Paul had never seen before but that he would invariably think of, in the 
coming years, as a signal to rap. Paul said, 

"Okay." 

"For my part I'm sworn to secrecy." 

"What if I can't... ?"  

"I'll take my chances. You want to come over here or should I go there? Thing is, if you come over 
here I get to kneel on the futon." 

Paul walked over and unfastened and dropped and stepped out of his torn pants and closed his eyes 
and lifted his arms  as Donnie took Paul's totally flaccid penis in his mouth without touching it with 
either hand. Paul remembered that there were striped recollections of Candyce's arse on his penis 
but also realized it was too late to mentioned this. Donnie was respectful and didn't attempt to 
arouse Paul by "milking" him or by otherwise using any embarrassingly sophisticated tongue or teeth 
techniques. He just held Paul's flaccid, secretly shit-filmed, penis lightly in place like an arcane 
diagnostic of dubious efficacy.  

The Mouth. 

Paul saw the situation as a scene from a movie. He had an unnervingly vivid sense of the camera 
angle cutting from a close-up of the back of Donnie's head to a shot from slightly behind and to the 
right side of Paul, in his bottomless secondhand vested grey flannel suit, showing just enough of 
Paul's naked ass as the sybaritic "Ahhhh!" plus introductory power chords of Joan Jett's cover of 
Crimson and Clover kicked in on the soundtrack. When Paul felt cool air on his flaccid, syrupy-slick 
penis he realized that Donnie was done. 

Paul opened his eyes. "All done?" 
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Donnie was already back in his previous position, arms around his own knees, and, smiling up at 
Paul, Paul felt, in a subtly ironical way, Donnie nodded once and said "Yep."  

Paul pulled his torn pants on and up and zipped. "Yep?" 

"Yep." 

"But what do you mean, 'yep'?" 

"Just:  yep. Yep." Donnie shrugged. "Yep." 

"Well, wasn't that what you wanted?" 

"I guess." 

"You guess?" 

"Yep." 

"Donald. Fuck." 

"What?" 

"Nothing." 

"Sure?" 

"Whatever. Can I borrow a pair of pants?" 

"No prob." 

Donnie got up and squeezed past Paul without managing to touch or look at him and Donnie left the 
room naked, whistling (ironically?)  and Donnie eventually returned with a pair of white corduroy 
bell-bottoms with a built-in macramé belt.  

"Only thing I've got that isn't dirty," said Donnie, without looking. "Sorry." 

Pants on, shoes laced up, Back down the carpeted Himmelfarb stairsteps of the side entrance Paul 
went in Donnie's tight white corduroy bell-bottoms. On the way out of the duplex he passed 
Donnie's sister's scowling blue-haired Japanese boyfriend, who was on his way in with a long orange, 
purple and black plastic pennant  (with a large cartoony "Q" on it) from some recent sports event or 
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other or maybe he'd stolen it as an ironic trophy. Jun totally ignored Paul as they passed one another 
on the narrow walk, too caught up in his own pre-suicidal drama of catastrophic third-party 
international-carrier phone-bill debt. 

Paul was trying to sneak very hurriedly home in his ridiculous white corduroy bell bottoms plus the 
secondhand suit-top and homburg hat he'd purchased for a birthday dinner and/or surprise party 
that never happened and his bottom half and top half were now as unmatched as any centaur's. He 
felt a Deity or Omniscient Entity of some sort was watching him and laughing its asses off. 

Paul made it as far as the corner of Nicollet and 24th when what appeared to be a pipe-smoking 
African (relatively fit and of medium-height with a  pleasant, neat appearance  in a pressed shirt  and 
smart old blazer, black Levis and sober leather shoes) stopped in his progress across the corner to 
Paul's left in order to walk right back and get a better look at Paul's ensemble, his eyes bulging with 
overstatement. The bloke looked Paul up and down, puffing on his pipe, and said, in what Paul took 
to be a thick Nigerian accent: 

"The only thing worse than being a slave is being a slave that nobody wants. Am I right, friend?" 

"PJ!" called someone over the road and Paul spun on his axis.  

On the other side of 24th, headed in the direction from which Paul had just come, idled 
Deadweight's de rigueur converted hearse of a band wagon,  fire-engine-red with gold details, Jaye 
Zeus at the wheel, leaning across Tiara's lap to shout out the passenger side window.  

"Hey man! Where you going?" 

PJ jogged across the street against the red light, dodging traffic,  and scooted onto the long white 
leather seat beside Tiara, who smelled of beauty. She was done up in her high-collared black vinyl 
raincoat and little round sunglasses. Silver lipstick. 

"Hey!" said PJ, too embarrassed to say anything else. 

"Hey!" said Tiara. 

"I love that look!" said Jaye Zeus, pounding the steering wheel with his open palms. "That is wicked 
as fuck and I will have it! Fucking white corduroy bell bottoms with a goddamn vested grey flannel 
suit jacket ensemble and a homburg hat that's entirely too bloody warm for the weather! You're not 
a follower, you're a leader!" 

"Big compliment there from Jaye," said Tiara, nodding gravely. PJ couldn't read her. 

"Thanks. Yeah. Where are you guys off to?" 
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"Back to the Bat Cave after scoring refreshments," said Jaye Zeus as he accelerated fearlessly into 
the '80s-style clamour of traffic. Aha, thought PJ:  that's why they're in this neighborhood. Junk.  
"And you are hereby invited to share in the sensations, trend-setter." Jaye Zeus's fake British accent 
was stronger than ever.  

Trend settuh. 

"I'd love to." 

"That's the spirit," said Tiara. 

 

29THE STORY OF PAUL AND JOEL [1986] PART SIX 

As they rounded the corner of Jaye's climbing street as it hugged the curve of the moneyed hill 
overlooking the Mississippi river from a cozy spot above and behind the Walker Art Center and 
Jaye's Frank Lloyd Wright-ish ranch-style brown-brick digs swung into view, PJ was surprised to see a 
neatly radiant and unremarkable garden in front of what must be Jaye's living room's black-draped 
bay windows. A tiered display of cheerful flowers that looked time-consumingly fussy and bourgeois 
and dull in their brilliance: just flowers being flowers: gag. The unaccustomed daylight revealed so 
much. The house belonged to a banker with whom Jaye was affiliated, one of several purchases the 
banker  used to launder a surfeit of cash that had come in a thick dark spurt from rancid and bloody 
transactions related, via a paraplegic mob lawyer close with The Babbitzes,  to the Iran/Contra 
business.  

PJ got out of the foppish red hearse and Tiara climbed out after him, unfolding to her full length and 
stretching away from her own fine shadow on the curved stone path beside the driveway wide 
enough for three vehicles while the hearse idled and woolly exhausts crawled over them. The garage 
door rolled up in a sequence of juddering convulsions, leaving PJ alone with Tiara for a long minute 
as Jaye inched the hearse into the cavernous garage packed with amps and drum kits and a huge old 
lighting rig; all that plus a vintage Coke machine and two billiards tables, each up on one end,  in 
opposite corners of the garage and a tarp-draped,  hundred-year-old, fully-functional replica of a 
Medieval Siege Engine that had been the pride of the Mankato State Fair of 1889. 

"Why are you looking at me like that?" asked Tiara, with Jaye Zeus' contagious fake British (and 
intermittently-Cockney) accent. In the impossibly tiny lobe of each perfect, perfectly tiny ear shone a 
pearl. 

 Loik thaht or Loik thawt. 
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"Like what?" asked PJ, likewise infected after being stuck for ten minutes in the hearse with the two 
of them.  

Loik wot? 

 

 

30 
Greta Ringström was sixteen years old when her father gave her Beauty for her birthday.  

Before Greta's father's gift  to Greta of Beauty (which took fully three years to actuate), she was 
known,  though not well known, in her Gymnasium, in Hamburg, as a tall, skinny, awkward, 
introverted, flat-chested girl with beautiful eyes and a potato nose.  

Straight boys did not pay particular attention to her but Gay boys and short fat girls often sought 
Greta's company as the perfect foil, a fact that Greta resented.  Not knowing who or what to resent 
most... Fate for giving her a potato nose and a flat chest or People for not caring for either... had a 
strangely paralyzing effect, as on a girl in the bath whose phone and doorbell are ringing at the 
precise moment the toast starts to burn. People (the people who noticed her,  that is, various short 
fat girls and Gay boys) assumed Greta was an introvert; they assumed she was shy; how could they 
know that Greta was actually grinding her teeth in the tight cocoon of a paralyzed rage while her 
metaphorical toast  trailed a long black plume,  wherever Greta stood or sat or lay or walked or 
sighed in the transitional phases between such states? 

The German Gymnasium is a sort of college-prep school for kids who don't plan on working with 
their hands, or at all, when they grow up. The Gymnasium system is a pseudo-meritocratic Class 
Filter. Upper Class Greta was bookishly serious and fiendishly competitive and she hated how 
uncompetitive her déclassé looks were. Idiotic little middle class gigglers with big boobs and plain 
faces were running social rings around her without even trying. If Greta was the only woman in a 
room (which often happened) and for any reason a plain-faced female with big boobs walked in, it 
was if a trap door opened under Greta and she vacated the premises with a wooosh, delivered quite 
a distance elsewhere via chute, while the room coalesced around the newly arrived boobs.  

Greta had been damned to begin to suspect all this from the age of maybe thirteen when 
blindfolded nature started handing these boobs out to many of her lucky classmates. The balance of 
power changed and Greta's status as an interesting kid devalued like a Reichmark overnight.  Oh and 
every time her tall, skinny, flat-chested mother blithely singsonged (as the philosophical response to 
almost every disappointment)  Remember,  Dearest, looks aren't everything!  it was a kindly wooden 
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dagger,  each thrust of which was keyed to a syllable in the offending sentence, clumsily stabbing the 
slack black balloon of Greta's heart.  

From where had Greta inherited this fucking albatross nose? Her mother's nose was as normal as 
Greta's father's nose, beaky-but-fine-bridged and aristocratic. Her mother's nose had flair. Her 
mother's maiden name had a Von in it. Had Greta  killed an albatross in a previous life? You had to 
go back as far as the Renaissance,  on either side of Greta's family,  to find an oil painting of a 
Scandinavian or Teutonic ancestor with a schnozz like that and the afflicted ancestor, a portrait of 
whom Greta found in a book (a book that smelled like a mummy) in the "Stabi" (Staatsbibliothek), in 
a grey photograph,  wasn't even a woman.  Greta stared at the b&w photograph of her mother's 
distant cousin Philip "the Magnanimous" of Hesse and touched the center of the seventy-five-year-
old photograph of the five hundred-year-old painting of a noble with a potato nose and it was like 
touching a mirror and Greta wept in the library, the recognition burning her finger's tip, cursing a 
man who'd been dead as long as books had existed. Cursing the man who cursed her. Cursing the 
students who shussshed her. Storming out of the library. It wasn't just about having her feelings 
hurt. Greta was enraged about the looks business in principle, too. 

Of all the things to like or dislike about her; of all the folds and corners and niche-pockets and 
paradoxes and secret doorways in the souk of her consciousness, she was to be judged and 
discounted, in a glance, because there were five grams of too much flesh on her face and a kilogram 
of too little fat on her chest? It made Greta want to kill people. It caused her to root for Apocalypse. 
It gladdened her heart whenever the Americans, fooling around in the Middle East,  did yet more 
psychotically American things to flick with Zippos the powder keg of the planet. One psychotic 
American foreign policy, at a time,  closer to WW3. Yes, Israel and Iran were great, too. Madmen all.  
She loved them. Let it end. She looked forward to the horripilating headlines she'd see on the way to 
class every morning, the fifteen-year-old with beautifully sad eyes and a slack little black balloon of a 
heart... 

Then her 16th birthday came and her restrainedly handsome father took Greta for a drive in the 
country in one of his best cars and gave his daughter a refreshingly unsentimental talk and a little 
white envelope with a gold ribbon around it and that was it.  

The toast stopped burning. 

The roof of the house caught fire instead. 

The boob jobs and then one haircut represented the last of the scheduled enhancements and the 
first half of the first day  of her new self she took them all out for a stroll (on a Tuesday, June 3rd, 
candy-blue sky with  busy, prankish wind) the day was, as she marvelled, confidentially,  to a homely 
math tutor later, "Surreal".  She was nineteen. Already attending Uni in Berlin (she'd started the 
school year with the new face but the old chest) , Greta went for an experimental walk and it was as 
if she'd been safe in an impregnable, soundproof bunker in a hurricane for all these years and then 
foolishly opened the door to see what all the fuss was about. Like Night and Day if "Day" were 
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defined as all men, literally, ejaculating (rhetorically) at the sight of you. Men going nuts.  Dicks going 
apeshit. Nineteen with a movie star's face, a razor-sharp platinum bob and boobs out to here. 

"Hallooo Mausi!" called men from bass-booming cars rolling backwards on one-way streets to keep 
pace with her.  

"Hey Süßer!" called men from holes in the ground, surrounded by pipes and cables. 

Greta was that naive: she waved back.  

Are you joking? 

An American student in a straw hat and a poncho, lugging an armful of German classical literature, 
hurried across the street with one hand on the hat and said, panting,  

"Usually I don't bother strange women?  I mean, I don't mean you're strange, you know what I 
mean, but, yeah, I saw you and I just had to say to myself No way, you know what I mean? No 
fucking way, pardon my French, like: whoa. Are you kidding? Are you literally kidding me? If I don't 
ask this one out for a coffee or something I'm going to spend the rest of my life just wondering, you 
know, like exactly what I've missed, right? I'm not just talking about the face, which is, like, a cross 
between, I don't even know: one famous actress and another famous actress, both hot? And it's not 
just your killer body, either, although, give me a break here, is that even legal? Is it even legal for 
somebody to be so... I don't even know? Like, help me out here? What's the word for it? How hot 
you are? What's the ten, like, syllable German word for it? Do you speak a little English maybe...? 
Okay well have a nice day!" 

She stepped up to an old green kiosk on Hardenbergstrasse, its international newspapers flapping 
like flags in the wind on their wire racks and the white-haired owner of the kiosk,  with a coffee-
stained yellow Balkan mustache and eyes as blue as anything, who'd she'd only gotten grandfatherly 
smiles from (new face but pre-boobs) before, handed her two candy bars. Just gave them to her. 
And offered her a drink from his thermos. And refused Greta's money in exchange for the 
newspaper she pointed at behind the counter, the headline on which made Greta worry that the 
Americans really were going to blow up the world.  

Not yet! The irony would kill her!  

What a turn-around! The world of men wanted to give her things! The world of men wanted her to 
have its baby! 

A man wrote his telephone number on a hundred-Euro bill and handed it to her. A man (with 
binoculars?) shouted something incomprehensible from the roof of a building, waving a red shirt like  
flag. Trucks honked their horns and cars rolled down their windows. Greta had been walking for 
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fifteen minutes. Her enormous smile was interrupted intermittently with giggles and laughter. For a 
day and a half it was great. 

It was the middle of Day Three, after an aping flotilla of free-floating men and boys had escorted her 
to the door of her favorite coffee spot, DRIN KUP, that the disco ball cracked. She'd ordered the 
same drink (large milch kaffee, no cookie on the side) that she'd been ordering for seventeen 
months but something about the way the barista handed her the cup when she came to the bar to 
fetch it, this time... something. Wait: she couldn't remember: she hadn't noticed: had he gone in the 
back room with the coffee before serving it? Why had he gone in the back room with her coffee 
before serving it? He had, hadn't he? She peered into the cup as he peered into her face for a 
reaction.  

She backed out of DRIN KUP without her milch kaffee, saying nothing.  

Having previously been ignored by Men she had resented Men. Now that she was hounded by Men 
she hated them. She took a nap that afternoon (afternoon naps were the one great luxury that had 
survived the end of childhood) and during this nap she had a nightmare that she was being chased 
through the woods by Men and kept painlessly pulling off her breasts in fat hot jiggling blobs and 
tossing them behind her to slow the Men down. But every time she pulled them off they grew back 
bigger.  

She went to play a game of tennis  at a women-only sports facility that evening, a game with one of 
her American girlfriends, Ruby Pons, as to a sanctuary (though, of course, even quite a few of the 
females were checking her out) and began to relax, somewhat, after 36 hours of being prey, of being 
a chunk of bloody beef in a very small shark tank and she hit the ball harder and harder with louder 
cathartic grunts. 

"Damn, girl!" shouted Ruby Pons, with her big ass and her capped teeth. "Owning it!" 

After the game Greta's walking home, feeling better, enjoying the sweat as it meets the night's 
introductory assortment of breezes, forestalling the pleasure of a shower until she makes it home, 
crossing that funny bridge you can cross from behind the Funktürm to Jannowitzbrücke and there's a 
guy sitting up on the watchamacallit, the metal wall, the guardrail, his back to the water, a guy with 
a cheap old cassette boom box playing loud music, she can't remember the song, he was singing 
along until he saw Greta. A Black guy wearing an Army Surplus jacket, a good-looking guy, hair cut 
close, square jaw, and he was singing along until he saw Greta and at the moment she's about to 
pass him he makes this sound, a very earthy sound of sexual hunger or appreciation, the powerful, 
penetrating, totally presumptuous sound that got right under Greta's skin. Greta, without thinking, 
she back-handed the guy with the tennis racket, zipped up in its cover as it was, like, really hard, 
thwuck  and he just fell backward off the bridge like a dead weight pushed backward off the bridge. 
Something he probably would have survived if a coal barge hadn't been passing under the bridge at 
that precise moment and if he hadn't fallen ten meters through a 270 degree rotation to hit heavy 
steel equipment on the deck of the barge.  
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The back of his head hit something with a hardness you wouldn't have heard had he landed with his 
ass or his feet or even an elbow or a knee, it was his head and it tolled on the metal like a brick on a 
big dull bell. So loud his head hit that Greta could hear it over the sound of his boom box which was, 
of course, still playing as he rode the barge with limbs splayed and neck snapped and no longer 
visible, away from the bridge and up the canal further East while Greta stood there in the night with 
the murder weapon, the Spalding tennis racket, over her open mouth, in shock.  

Greta stood there so long that way that a hand-holding couple walked by and stopped long enough 
to do a little dance to the music from the boom box and giggle and embrace and walk on. Greta 
knew immediately that nobody would ever know what had happened and nobody would ever 
suspect her of murder and that she would never feel the need to confess. But that didn't mean she 
had gotten away with it. 

Do you believe in Karma? wondered Greta. 

She would have to atone somehow, wouldn't she? 

 It was all the more pressing because nobody knew; because she would never be forced to atone; 
because the Free Will to atone for the life she had taken was all hers and therefore pure. In the days 
and weeks that followed, this felt like Metaphysical homework, a term paper of sorts, hanging over 
her head. 

Otherwise, Greta had to admit to herself that being a murderer felt nothing like she had always 
assumed it was supposed to. There was a circular perfection to the equation of her circumstance 
that she couldn't help feeling deeply comforted by: the only person who A) knew she had done it 
and B) might also have personal reasons for wanting revenge for the crime was C) the very person 
Greta had removed from the Earth. He couldn't possibly hurt her. The sweetest baby or nicest old 
lady or prettiest butterfly were all greater threats to Greta's safety and well-being than this guy 
Greta had removed from the Earth.  

It was weird and it was irrational but Greta never felt safer in her life. My God, she thought, once or 
twice, on the brink of sleep, with a horrifically delicious thrill: so that's why people kill. 

Especially strangers. 

It is like, thought Greta, a week later, in bed, shortly after waking from an untroubled sleep, even in 
my lowest moment of total weakness, it's not as though I'll ever miss the guy, or wonder about all 
the things he might have done or said or feel a little pang of nostalgia for the way he laughed or 
walked or chopped onions. She had to admit. 

It was liberating. 
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Not that Greta ever for a crazy millisecond considered going a spree of some kind. Going on a spree 
would have been the vulgar response, the American response, like trying a strange food at a buffet 
and finding it surprisingly delicious and surreptitiously stuffing your pockets with it. No, once was 
enough. Once was perfect, like having a kid; twice would be a terrible mistake. If Greta ever had kid 
she would stop at having one. The Aesthete's approach to starting a family. 

She made it home and opened her flat door with a shaking hand and took a very long shower, 
soaping her big boobs and then pulling the nipples to imagine a baby sucking them. 

The fact that Greta had killed someone and had totally gotten away with it opened an interesting 
philosophical topic for discussion that she wished she had someone to discuss it with. Belonging now 
to what must surely be at least a fairly exclusive club, she wondered how many others belonged to 
it. Would one recognize a fellow member if one saw one? How many times in her life had Greta 
unknowingly stood in close proximity to someone who had killed and gotten utterly away with it? 
How many times every year? Every week? Was it more common than anyone knew? Was it society's 
biggest open secret? And was it more common among the rich or poor? Had someone else in Greta's 
family ever done it? Had Greta's financially-successful father ever killed someone to get ahead in 
business? Had he ever ordered or condoned or turned a blind eye to it? Perhaps Greta's mother had 
killed another child when she was a child; Greta could see her mother in a little white dress,  
embroidered with pink roses, pushing an irritating little boy, with a chocolate-smeared mouth, down 
a very deep pit... 

While Greta was towelling off, it hit her.  

The logic of the epiphany was faultless and sexy and so simple it made her laugh. 

Greta knew exactly what she needed to do to atone for the life she had taken. She was prepared to 
write that check to the Karma Bank. She padded across the exquisitely muted greys and bone-whites 
of her perfect little living room and switched on her expensive stereo and slipped  her favorite CD in 
the green-glowing slot: a Geneva Salt bootleg called Pointless.  

But where would she meet a Black guy? 

 

 

31BACK TO THE NOW-NOW 

"I mean," Paul clarified, "my private business down there still works and I wake up with serious 
wood every morning, still; I still get an erection at the drop of a hat. No problem with my prostate.  
My toes still tingle when I come. I don't mean any of that. I guess it's a philosophical conclusion I'm 
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finally reaching. I'm just fed up with it all. All that heavy breathing. Over what? I've come to the end 
of it, professor, the end of Sex." 

"The good old expense of spirit and its waste of  shame. Some would say that a man who's fed up 
with Sex is fed up with Life," The Professor said, smiling up at the sun through his glasses with an 
exaggerated squint that made him resemble a bookish Louis Armstrong. "Are you fed up with Life, 
Paul?" 

"I don't think so." 

 "Willie's famous sonnet 129, the one about the waste of shame and all that, the one everyone 
thinks is about Sex in general? Well, first off, of course, it was written by Kit Marlowe. So there's 
that. But the point is, it's not about Sex, it's about Gay Sex. 'Mad in pursuit and in possession so/ 
Had, having, and in quest to have, extreme'... if that's a line about heterosexuals it's about 
heterosexual teens, at best. But even male heterosexual teens, as frantic as they may be to copulate, 
don't experience post-coital depression or self-loathing after... they don't think it's a 'bliss in proof 
and proved, a very woe'. But that probably sums up five hundred years of the homosexual  
experience, which, until very recently, had to be full of self-loathing and Existential terror in alleys 
and back rooms and monasteries. Society's lethal aversion to Gay sex coupled with that 
overabundance of manic desire... I remember talking with a Gay friend who confessed to me that he 
felt compelled to masturbate ten or twenty times a day and on days he was fucking, pardon the 
expression, he would try a dozen men in a row, every day, for a week or so until he went off it for a 
spell. Kit Marlowe was famously bisexual if not outright Gay. He had children but he wrote some 
pretty heavy, and very famous,  love-poetry for boys. He knew the waste of shame too well, I think." 

"Well, no, that's not my problem with it," laughed Paul. 

"Have you ever had sexual congress with a man?" 

"No." 

"You should try it." 

"Why?" 

"I've tried it. How can a man of the world, genuinely curious about everything, avoid it? Especially 
now that the prohibition is largely lifted. In sweet Kit's time it was a capital offence. Foucault 
probably goes into the specific Elizabethan punishments for it in gory detail. I'll have to look it up 
when I get home. I can't believe no one's made a splatter film of Discipline and Punish." 

"You've slept with men, Professor?" 
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"Between that sicko Robbe-Grillet and that gore-slinging Foucault, who needs Gilles de Rais? Has 
anyone thought to dig up the garden behind Robbe-Grillet's house, yet?" 

"But what were you saying about sleeping with men, just now?" 

"Well,  I didn't sleep with them.  Neither experience happened in a bed. There were no flowers or 
boxes of chocolates involved. I was on my feet in a pissoire in Paris. I took an early morning train to 
Paris with that in mind, in fact, because I didn't want any possible entanglements at home." 

"When was this?" 

"Last summer. I took a taxi from the airport directly to a pissoire I'd found, the previous week, using 
Google street view. It was very hot and the pissoires were cool." 

"Cool but smelly." 

"Yes, quite smelly." 

"They performed oral sex on you?" 

"Yes. The first one asked me to piss on his face, too." 

"Jesus! And I was going to ask you if you were homophobic after your Shakespeare rant! You sound 
so matter of fact about it..." 

"I am a camera." 

"Isherwood and his muddy German boys and their wrestling bouts." 

"Should we make a pilgrimage to Nollendorfplatz?" 

"Don't think I have the energy to walk that far today. And I've got these ridiculous flowers to worry 
about. The falafel  at Nollendorfplatz  is good, though, so maybe we can meet over there for lunch , 
next time, Professor,  and bring our favorite Isherwoods along. My god, I'm so fucking depressed, 
now. I feel like a hand-puppet with the hand pulled out of it." 

"A writerly analogy. Imagine how you might have put it as a gynecologist! No, that wasn't funny... 
please don't be depressed. Listen, I've gotten us off-piste, no pun intended. You were telling me 
about how you've come to the end of Sex, Paul. A very big topic but far from something to be 
depressed about. When did you realize this?" 
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Paul told The Professor about the disorienting (and Existentially embarrassing) experience of seeing 
Charlotte's double, at the flower shop, and the devastating realization it triggered, which being that 
he could just as easily "fall in love" with the double as with Charlotte herself. Exposing as pathetically 
trivial his "feelings" for Charlotte (as well as his approach to, or concept of, LOVE). 

There were placards on light poles for the political parties.  

A blue placard for the National German Business Party showed a businessman with a rifle aiming at 
the viewer. 

There was a black and blue poster for a concert of the singer Geneva Salt with a title of her debut 
album INVOICE OF A GENERATION. 

The Professor noted the placard with a gesture of his pipe and quipped, "If we start with the premise 
that the answer to the oldest philosophical question, ‘Why do we live and die?’ is ‘The State’, we 
have finally answered a question and thereby created the first truly workable Philosophy." 

They stood at a rustic corner of the roundabout at Moritzplatz, a formerly desolate area of 
warehouses and muddy lots being very gradually built up into a shopping playground for a recent 
species of expat, the kind of youngish male Americans and Italians and Spaniards who know what a 
Letraset is without really needing to. The two stood there without words for a long moment and 
enjoyed the wholly artificial sensation of hope and renewal engendered by the sun as it cut the air at 
a lowering angle through gusts and misted glimmers after the hour of the little arias of the 
cloudbursts:  the sun as a man in his early middle age, in actuarial decline but at the height of his 
self-perceived powers, virile and confident before the soon-to-be sudden twilight. Here and there 
around the slow hurry of the roundabout wobbled secondhand bicycles which appeared to be 
circling forever, in a flaking armature of clockwork, because the regularly-spaced riders remained in 
a fixed proportion of three or four drably-dressed natives to every eccentrically cheerful expat in 
yellow or red. The Professor turned from the roundabout and, wiping his glasses on the sleeve of his 
blazer, said, 

"Paul, I will tell you the story of Love,  L-O-V-E, with a capital 'L'." 

Paul continued staring at the bicycles. "It doesn't take place in a pissoire, does it?" 

The Professor laughed. "No, but nearly. It starts in a modern art gallery. A museum, that is. The New 
National Gallery." 
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32 
[monologue #2]  Like all good stories,  said the Professor, this one starts with a rainy night.  

A cold and rainy night in spring, the streets and cars and sidewalks all melted into one brilliant black 
mirror covering the night-shapes of the city like a liquid metal tarp. I had made the mistake of daring 
to walk further than a brisk, two-minute distance in the evening, in Berlin, in spring, without an 
umbrella. Without a coat, either, expecting the physical act of walking to keep me warm.  I was really 
asking for it. That night was the last night, by the way, that I walked any such distance alone. Now I 
prefer to take taxis for all sorts of reasons. But that night I had had a sudden desire to stop what I 
was doing (watching German Television, probably, for the depressing pleasure of groaning at it, 
probably) and walk twenty blocks to the New National  and have a look at some German 
Expressionists, which are so much better than German Television  that it makes it clear, if the point 
still needs to be made, that they suppressed and exterminated all the wrong people in the 'thirties 
and 'forties. This is something we don't often address about the country we've chosen as our 
artificial home, by the way:  all of the natives you see and interact with, in the course of a day, are 
the survivors, or the descendants of the survivors, of a culling that removed not only the Jews and 
the Homosexuals but many of the radicals, dissidents, weirdoes, poets, painters, outcasts, back-
talkers, Bohemians,  geniuses and so on, until what was left was a brutally distilled population of 
people who fit perfectly well to the tenor of the times. The violently- filtered population approaches 
a kind of purity, especially when it participates in the filtering. And what is the nature of this purity? 
What sort of temperament did the culling strive to clear the field for?  Rendering the conditions 
right, perhaps, to make it easier, rather than harder, the next time around? But I digress. 

I was standing near the entrance of the New National Gallery, just inside the building, shivering in a 
coldly brilliant rectangular prism of electric light. Do you know how the building is laid out? I had 
come without a jacket or an umbrella because I didn't want to have to leave anything in one of those 
lockers they provide. Meaning that I was shivering in my black clothing and I was soaking wet. 
Germans were staring at me as though I were an exhibit but I was too cold and wet and worried 
about developing pneumonia to stare back.  Many of the staring Germans were well-dressed couples 
on a date, starting the evening with high culture that's more easily digested than the opera, then on 
to dinner and drinks. A dripping-wet African is shivering near the entrance looking confused, they 
were thinking.  How fascinating! And how lucky we are, in comparison!  Is he dangerous?  It would 
be hard to think of a time in my life that I'd felt more wretched!  And all because of a silly 
miscalculation. Or the love of convenience. I'd like to say it was the last such silly miscalculation of 
my fading youth. 

In any case,  that is when the miracle happened. Again: the last thing I want anyone to think is that I 
believe in Voodoo, or in an intelligent Universe aware of human thoughts and needs and responsive 
to them (aka, the white middleclass version of Voodoo) but it did feel to me, as it happened, that my 
misery was so powerful that its howling must have called forth a proportional response. I suddenly 
felt someone drying me, from behind, with a soft warm towel.  
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I turned and saw a beautiful black woman, the kind you dream about, with skin like richly lacquered 
wood and cheekbones as high and sharp as if she'd chosen them from a tray of the most exquisite 
features.  She had shining, broadly-spaced cat eyes of amber that looked almost Asian, lids painted 
in gold and a fleshy little mouth painted pink. Her hair was so closely-cut that it looked like a water 
color of pointillist effects on her shining dark head and in the impossibly tiny lobe of each perfect, 
perfectly tiny ear was a pearl. The attraction was profound and immediate and powerfully interlaced 
with childish gratitude. In other words, it was almost Oedipal. 

"You're going to catch pneumonia!" she said, with a complex accent,  emphases on unexpected 
syllables, vigorously drying me with her towel as she spoke . She spoke and I heard London, New 
York and Kampala in the padded percussion of her t's and d's, the swallowed m's and her rainbowed 
vowels. I learned later that my guesses were close, but that the traces of the American I had heard in 
there had come only from long hours of watching the Television, the flaw in her otherwise perfect 
Perfection that made the Perfection more perfect, somehow. She looked like the Black Queen, of an 
expensive chess set, come to life. A vision of the distant past and the near-future. Yet she was within 
my grasp. 

"I think you've saved my life," I said, finally. I couldn't find anything wittier to say on such short 
notice.  

"If this is what counts for saving your life," she said, "You don't have much of a life worth saving!" 

We both laughed and I fell,  eyes closed, backwards off the high and windblown cliff. 

She folded her towel back into her smart leather backpack and said, "I've got your molecules all over 
my baby blanket and we haven't been introduced!" So witty! 

I told her I'd guess hers first and I tried a hundred names on her. We went to the bank of lockers the 
museum provides for stowing away your bags and cameras, then we left her elegant jacket with the 
coat check girl, who put an extra effort into smiling at us as she handed over the token for 
redeeming the jacket. The miracle girl took my hand and led me toward the exhibit. 

I gave up trying to guess her name and I told her mine and she answered, with a very sexy, but 
almost imperceptible, thrust of her lower jaw,  what her name was. 
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33 
"Kandy? Kandy? Your ex wife?" 

"Yes!" 

"But you hate her!  You hate her. Don't you?" 

"I hate her now, yes. But now is not then. They are two different people, in my opinion. The goddess 
I fell in love with and the cow who dumped me. Let me finish the tale, I promise it will be worth it." 

 

 

34 
[monologue #2, cont'd] We stalked around the museum a bit, taking in German Expressionism, 
which,  as you know,  is the Portrait of Dorian Gray in the attic of the bourgeois Nazi mansion. We 
discussed, among other things, Wilhelm Reich. I don't remember much about the specific paintings, 
other than the famous ones we all know, to be honest, because while we were pretending to look at 
the paintings, I was stealing glances at her, and she was stealing glances at my glances. Her exquisite 
posture and the perfect body it shaped!  Exactly my height, similarly thin, sort of sinewy, no 
extravagant fat on her ass. Give me an African girl without the blubbery ass we get when we poison 
ourselves with Western food! As post-Africans, you know, we have that famine gene ... very useful 
ten thousand years ago... which backfires  on us in the land of McDonald's. It takes discipline for a 
post-African to keep a trim figure and her self-discipline was enormous and her ass proportionally 
petite. 

 She spoke with worldly self-confidence about herself and things she obviously really knew 
something about, unlike so many people who speak only of that about which they very safely know 
nothing. She smiled her dazzling smile... I know that's a racist cliché, the dazzling quality of an 
African's smile, but her smile was genuinely dazzling. Shining perfect black skin and shining perfect 
white teeth is just such a perfect combination you have to marvel at the power of the propaganda 
that works to make you forget that, most of the time,  so we can all think we prefer blondes!  

I don't remember how long we pretended to look at the paintings when she asked if I was hungry. 
Yes, I said, truthfully, I'm very hungry, and we left the museum and I hailed a cab and paid for the 
ride, from the New National Gallery to her flat on Kant Strasse, with all the money in my pocket. It 
was a calculated risk but liberating. Do you know the jazzy piano tune Cast Your Fate to the Wind? It 
commenced playing on the cab driver's radio precisely at the moment we pulled away from the New 
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National Gallery! The version by Ramsey Lewis.  We both knew the tune, Kandy and I, and looked at 
one another and giggled, wide-eyed,  when we heard it. We recognized it for the powerful omen it 
was. Something or someone, if only the ghost of Ramsey Lewis, was giving us its blessing. 

Now, let's address something important, before we continue. Why was Kandy so quick to take my 
hand? We were practically strangers. The explanation is this. I call it the Orphan Effect. When two 
orphans meet, they invariably fall in love. The shared trauma of the orphanage is a powerful thing to 
have in common. Two orphans together can feel like one un-orphaned child, temporarily at least, 
and this feeling... even in the form of a fleeting illusion... is a powerful narcotic, a balm to life's 
deepest pain-clusters. And Kandy recognized me, instantly, from my manner of speech and dress 
and my posture, as another orphan just like her, a cultural orphan, both of us supposedly 
"unnatural", in the eyes of the normal world, both of us solidly African in our genes but "Western" in 
our culture, because we had been raised in "The West" and we took to it. We had each been 
presented with the English language, as a mother tongue, from very early on and had each decided 
to master it. You know, as an African you're supposed to speak in a humorous pidgin. You're 
supposed to be deeply "religious" (probably Christian) and governed by your emotions and only 
cursorily acquainted with the written word; books are supposed to be distant objects, for you, and 
the only "canons" you're supposed to know are the ones that were firing balls at your ancestors' 
huts when the transport came to bring your genetics to the New World. Despite the fact that I was 
soaking-wet and shivering like a cur, Kandy saw that I wasn't a "bongo man"... her term for the 
cliché. When she heard me speak, that was it. Finally, she thought. And that's what I thought, too. 
And the fact that Kandy was physically stunning, too... that was the cherry on top of the miracle. 
Let's be honest, if she'd had the same mind housed in the body of a cheap-wig-wearing, buck-
toothed, overweight mother-of-five, I'd have wanted her for my friend, my good friend, perhaps, but 
nothing more. But a mind like that in the most perfectly beautiful presentation of female humanity 
that I'd ever seen in person:  only one feeling, on my part, was possible. Call off the dogs, I thought, 
that instant she took my hand in her elegant  version of a mere hand and pulled me gently through 
the dead-eyed Teutonic crowds of the New National Gallery and the thrillingly honest ugliness of the 
German Expressionists... call off the dogs, the search is over! I'd found a woman who was exactly like 
me, me with great tits and soft skin and a shapely arse and I was the male version of her, a flat-
chested Kandy with a medium-sized but aesthetically-perfect, sleek as a carbon-fiber starship. The 
penis we both intended to use, that very evening, to unify the two longing halves of LOVE. 

But what is LOVE? I call it "L. O. V.E."... "Leaving Out Virtually Everything"... do you see? LOVE is 
normally an outrageously ruthless editing job. The genitals, via the heart, see what they want to and 
disregard the rest. Between Kandy and I, for the time it lasted, LOVE was about seeing everything 
and everything behind everything and being quite avid to see more. LOVE as the opposite of "Love" 
but can you blame the human? Most of us provide with our imaginations what life is too stingy to 
offer. The second of two primal mechanisms for dealing with mortality, I suppose. The first being 
Sex. 

We hopped out the taxi on Kant Strasse, where Kant Strasse is crossed by Wilmersdorfer Strasse like 
an ignorant counter-argument, a tatty little corner of Berlin where the bakeries and flower shops 
just barely outnumber the Russian brothels and quickie casinos.  I emptied my pockets to pay for the 
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ride. The taxi driver, also not German, smirked at us as he drove off, waving in the rear-view mirror. I 
sometimes think of that man, years later, and the boyish humanity of his wolfish grin and I hope he's 
happily married and the father of many. 

Kandy  watched the taxi disappear and said, with a little bow,  before the taxi had entirely vanished, 
"Come!"  

She unlocked the big old double doors in front of her belle epoque building and shoved me against a 
stone wall in the dark of the passage leading through to the courtyard, a passage just wide enough 
for the narrow coal trucks of the 1920s to have driven through. The little coal trucks would park to 
the side of the sloped trap doors of the coal cellar, which were next to the plain black door that led 
to Kandy's flat at the top of the building. She kissed me. By the way, perhaps you're aware that the 
English compound noun "cellar door" is cited, by some, as the most beautiful phrase in the English 
language?  The history of the contemplation of the aesthetics of the phrase, with unexpected 
connections touching writers as diverse as  Edgar Allan Poe and J. R. R. Tolkien, reminds me, always, 
when I pronounce the phrase "cellar door", that the world is a mysterious map we hold in our 
childish hands, an inherited parchment only important insofar as it corresponds to another, higher,  
sporadically-glimpsed territory a billion times bigger, the roaring terrain called Human Knowledge, 
with its queer caves and golden forests and misted islands such as, for example, off the top of my 
head,  Fibonacci Numbers and Skatole and the fact that a blue whale's blow-hole resembles the 
nostrils of a cartoon version of the noses of the mysteriously enormous,  sea-facing statues of Easter 
Island .  

Every dozen meters on the way up the six flights of carpeted stairs to her flat, Kandy grabbed me 
and shoved me provocatively against a neighbor's thudding door and stuck her sharp red tongue in 
my mouth between our sealed black lips. I held her smooth skull in my hands as we kissed while 
grinding our pelvises like two mortars, or two pestles, and as if I were holding my own perfect skull 
between my nervous fingers, afraid to drop it,  from a thrillingly new point of view. You'd think we'd 
been in love since the soft bright gardens of  childhood and were then cruelly separated by a long 
war and that our epic reunion had finally, as prophesied, come. 

I'm not sure how long it finally took us to kick our shoes off inside her front door, and pad in damp 
socks across the parquet of her living room to stand beside the potential-filled wedge of dark that 
trimmed the edge of her inches-ajar bedroom door like a pelt,  but Kandy pointed dramatically and 
Kandy's eyes widened in the black diamond of her face and Kandy said,  

"Listen up, Adam! Before you make love with me,  and make me your Eve, you must build the bed 
you plan to lay me on," and I was both charmed and shattered by the Biblical poetry of her 
announcement.  On the one hand, what woman, in the 21st century, spoke with such heartbreaking 
magic? She was impossible! She was perfect! She had fingered the seams of the situation! 

On the other hand:  where would I find the wood, and the tools, and the knowledge, at ten p.m. , on 
a Friday night, to build a proper fucking bed, pardon my French? I almost hated her for saying what I 
knew had been the most proper and necessary thing she could have said. Before I could try to think 
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up the equally-perfect and necessarily mythopoetic response,  Kandy gestured that I should follow as 
she nudged the gap between the door and its jamb wider and knelt to switch on a little red plastic 
lamp near the door of that nearly empty room, that freshly-painted-smelling bedroom containing 
only that lamp, a plastic-wrapped mattress slouched like an airport sandwich against the far wall by 
the window and a long flat box from Ikea. 

I'm afraid I'm forced to resort to graphic language now but I know you'll forgive me. Her pussy was 
like an ecstatic death in hot quicksand. I've never, in my life, felt a pussy with such a sucking force to 
it! The furled wet twilight-black lips that you see, if you care to investigate,  are merely a veil on the 
entrance to a temple's antechamber;  the real lips are hidden within and brightly ruby-red  and they 
suck with angel greed.  They could suck the paint off a Cadillac. Her pussy felt as though it was trying 
to suck my heart through my urethra like a cherry through a straw.  And, of course,  spiritually 
speaking, that's exactly what happened!  I'm not sure how many times I ejaculated that evening, 
though she didn't come once, to be honest, and it didn't matter. I think the number was four. We 
both knew it would take me weeks to learn how to make her clam sing.  And I did, eventually. But 
even the false starts felt good. Sometimes Kandy was the man and I was the woman. Sometimes we 
were both women and sometimes we were both men. We were identical. That was the point. 

And what a relief I felt! Do you understand what I mean by "relief"? 

 

 

35 
They'd wandered up from the roundabout at Moritzplatz along Oranienstrasse toward the scoliotic 
spine of the overhead U-Bahn tracks of Görlitzer Bahnhof, passing through hubbubing philological 
middens of Expats and tourists and German hoi polloi competing for space with Kreuzberg Turks 
going about the exotic banalities of their everyday lives:  the traditional shouts of beetle-browed 
men hauling giant sacks of circular stacks of dinner-plate sized wheels of fladenbrot against a 
background of the prayerful mutters of ship-like housewives in raincoats and headscarves traversing  
crowds and side-streets and vacant lots, brandishing vegetable decisions and their choices of tinned 
oils and their discount meats,  their whiskery scowls lifting against the setting sun's orange and 
indigo arrows with stately defiance over the heads of the milling refugees. Pigeons followed the 
refugees everywhere they went  like a running commentary. 

Was the Professor even real? Was he the ongoing creation of Paul's compulsive literary energy? A 
subliminal version of talking to himself? I'm still not sure. 

"No. What do you mean by 'relief'?" said Paul, who was wondering what the point of the story 
would be. Or had been.  
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He already knew that The Professor's wife Kandy had left The Professor  for Joel Somethingberg 
because, despite having no (visible) money of his own, Somethingberg's family was wealthy and full 
of accomplished members:  an older brother was a banker worth thirty or forty million dollars;  
another brother, who was married to a niece of the former Chief Executive of Hong Kong,  was 
Principal Horn for the New York Philharmonic. When Kandy Somethingberg pushed her second 
husband, the invariably strip-searched and X-Rayed Joel, in his wheelchair,  down the concrete ramp 
out of the holding area of the security zone of JFK International,  every Christmas, it was to a private 
car that would rush them to Joel's sister's penthouse apartment overlooking Central Park,  the 
apartment into which the elevator opened very discreetly as its ultimate stop, despite Joel's loud,  
proud and incessant description of himself as a Communist, always railing against his family's wealth 
and prestige (a very effective way of advertizing it). 

"Why 'relief', Professor?" 

"For years I was afraid, very afraid...  scared to death... that I might have to spend the rest of my life 
with a white woman!" 

"Well, I always feared the opposite, to be honest," said Paul, who then took the opportunity to 
interrupt The Professor's monologue with a short one (perhaps too short to qualify officially as a 
monologue in this book)  of his own, holding up a hand like a traffic cop to maintain an opening in 
which to insert and assert his diatribe. 

[monologue #3] 

 "I'll tell you a story. Late in the summer of 1966 I took a thrilling walk with one of my uncles a 
little way up the street from my grandmother's house. It was dark and probably a Friday, with 
quite a few people, mostly teens,  carrying transistor radios, on the sidewalk.  There was a high 
hedge around the side of my grandmother's yard we were walking beyond and I remember the 
streetlight burning high over the dark top of this high hedge. We only walked as far as the corner 
but it was after my bedtime and I was following my uncle deep into the territory of the forbidden. 
It was the same sort of pre-sexual thrill I had experienced listening over and over again to the 
high-pitched lead vocals of the song Sherry, by the Four Seasons, the 45-rpm vinyl recording of 
which I had found among my Aunt's collection of 45s the year before. In 1966 I was seven and  I 
was already dreaming of Girls or, more accurately, The Girl. The Girl was out there somewhere in 
the dark because it was summer and Friday and there was a chance I might catch a glimpse of her 
while walking to the corner with my uncle. But it was not possible. Not in that neighborhood." 

Paul continued, "The pop songs and sitcoms and hair-color,  cigarette, party-snacks and cologne 
ads of the mid-1960s had given me a longing I had neither the proper vocabulary nor a feasible use 
for. I didn't want a seven-year-old girl, I wanted a girl who was twenty four, give or take a year or 
two, dressed in pedal-pushers, no-nonsense flats  and a pink angora sweater.  She'd have a part-
time job, a portable record player, a stylish haircut much more elegant than the sticky beehive 
hairdos I saw everywhere in the proximate sky and a sultry tendency to drink from mugs of cocoa 
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in front of an open fire in a ski chalet in the Alps, probably. I couldn't have had a more farfetched 
dream, even if it involved interplanetary travel." 

"It wasn't until 1968, when I'd done two more years of living vicariously through the laughably 
light (in hindsight) saturation of mid-20th century advertizing, that I realized that The Girl needed 
to speak her English, perhaps haltingly,  with a foreign accent. She could not be American. An 
American girl could not hold the proper amount of mystery or possibility or evocative 
misunderstandings. American girls were known quantities who did what it said on the tin: you 
knew exactly what they meant, whatever they said. Even at that age, with overt sexual 
consciousness at least four or five years away, I intuited the essential asexuality of the perky, 
chipper, bouncy, helpful, open-faced, unambiguously go-go dancing American Girl they were 
marketing to The Heartland that year, Black or White. Who I wanted was The Girl with heavy eye-
liner and a note of Existential Sorrow in her husky voice. I wanted The Girl who owned a moped 
and knew Spies and sipped cocoa to accordion music at canal-side sidewalk cafes after giving The 
Beatles their haircut. Or, again, yes, the girl in the ski chalet." 

Pause [during which Paul imagined he was a smoker, taking a drag on an extinct brand of menthol 
cigarette from the 1960s]. 

"Find me a Black girl like that and I'll be glad to have her, Professor! Until then..."  Paul made an au 
revoir gesture.  "And who wrote this law that Blacks go with Blacks, Whites go with Whites, 
Chinese with Chinese? Racists, obviously. Why should anyone care who goes with what? We're 
not cattle. Who cares if a so-called race disappears, one day? New so-called races emerge. What 
difference should it make to us?" 

"But what about the beauty of being with one's own kind, Paul?" 

"Fuck one's own kind," said Paul, with emphasis.  

"But, Paul,  that's exactly what I've been trying to tell you!" said The Professor and they both 
laughed. The Professor added, with his pipe-puffing tone, while wiping his glasses again, 

"You told me at the beginning of this walk, Paul,  that you believed you'd come to the end of sex... 
no?" 

"Yes?" 

"Well. I'm suggesting a sort of diagnosis. You've come to the end of not sleeping with your own kind, 
I think. Isn't it obvious?" 

"I disagree, Professor, in fact, if anything, I feel your little sermon may have cured me of my 
ambivalence. I'm ready to sleep with more blondes than ever before, now. Maybe this is the 
meaning of my life. Maybe I'm exogamy's avant garde." 
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The Professor patted Paul's bouquet-clutching arm. 

"You're right, of course. My outlook is outmoded. We're historic creatures,  you and I, Paul! Take a 
good look at me now and a good look at yourself in the mirror when you get home. Our types aren't 
long for this world. The great irony being that I'm closer to being racially 'pure', after ten generations 
of Yoruba lineage, than any 'Aryan' in the S.S. was. And you... you! After four hundred years of the 
competitive breeding practises of North American chattel slavery, you're the closest thing to a 
Eugenic Superman Europe will ever see!" 

"You're too kind." 

"Oh, don't be modest, Paul! Look at you! You are clearly the result of the results of the results of 
some plantation owner's ambitious design! You're taller and stronger than a Viking, with broader 
shoulders and better teeth! Do you know that the average height of the Vikings was about five foot 
nine? You would have towered over them!  Don't let your color fool you, Superman!  And I hope 
you'll reconsider the many advantages of being with your own kind one day!" 

The Professor slapped Paul on the back as they waited to cross at the stop light at Adalbertstrasse. A 
slap and a quick little rub of Paul's shoulder's. And a squeeze of his arm. Then the Professor very 
helpfully reached for Paul's flowers, to carry them awhile, as though a long walk still lay ahead for 
the two of them. 

 

 

36 
It was then that it occurred to Paul that The Professor's very long and occasionally graphic 
monologue (as prefaced by learnedly urolagnialogical tales of having his cock sucked in Paris)  had 
been intended as a seduction.  Had Joel and The Professor been talking? Paul hated Joel's loose-
lipped, golden-Foley-bag-connected, big-nosed guts. 

Was The Professor hoping to piss on Paul's face or that Paul would piss on his? Or worse? 

The Professor,  with his exceptional Nigerian cheekbones and big teeth and trim figure of medium 
height, clearly in it for the long game, had been grooming Paul, it now seemed to Paul,  incredibly, 
for the ten years the two had known each other, very patiently putting Paul at ease in a chummy 
way, waiting for this day, of all days, for some reason, to broach the subject, for the first time in all 
those years, of his bisexuality (as contextualized by anecdotes of heterosexual romance and 
sophisticated pissoire cock-sucking). What was The Professor's real name? Where did he live? How 
old was he? They'd been going for these long walks together, twice a month, for ten years. But after 
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the ten years, Paul still had no idea where The Professor lived or what his real name was or how old 
he was.   Was The Professor even real? Or was he merely familiar? 

And so a situation comes to its sudden end because, finally, we took the trouble to think about it. 
Which could be an epigram from Nietzsche, couldn't it? In fact: it is. 

Is it? 

It was an election year.   

Paul turned as they waited for the light to change and looked at his would-be Black seducer with the 
pearling rays of the nearly-dead sun stuck in each of the seducer's flat black pupils and also burning 
like orange fuses in the erratic outlines of Paul's extravagant bouquet of frangipani  and birds of 
paradise which he held toward Paul like an inverted gift.  

Paul cleared his throat and said something about being late for a dinner date, with that girl he'd 
mentioned,  you know,  a date with a girl he'd arranged for dinner time and he reached for his 
flowers back. What he needed was a way to get away from the Professor, in the smaller and larger 
senses of the phrase, without offending him. Not that Paul thought that he'd ever want to spend 
time with The Professor again but because he half wanted The Professor, for whatever reason, to 
keep liking him. Paul said, with convincing cheerfulness,  

"Let's try to get over to Nollendorfplatz to make that ridiculous Isherwood pilgrimage next week. 
Give me a call! Or, no, wait: don't ever call again! Fuck off! I mean it! Ciao!" 

Paul noted the stunned expression on The Professor's face and turned and hurried  toward the U-
Bahn station as a train was pulling into it and the station rose  [cue: the steel-drum overture to Also 
Sprach Zarathustra]  like a misinterpreted history lesson before him . He actually broke into a jog 
from out of a fast walk and from that jog into a sudden (youth-simulating)  sprint up the stairs, 
gulping wind.  

He took the iron green enamelled belle epoque stair steps two at a time toward the vaulted 
platform, whisking the diesel-fumed breezes with the bouquet he clutched, sprinkling browned 
crumbs and filaments of organic debris, from the cellophaned cone of dying flowers,  across the 
stairs like a benediction. He felt clearer and lighter the further from The Professor he got. Until the 
Professor disappeared way back down there as though he'd never truly existed, a neurosis 
overcome. 

So many of our neuroses would be cured if we learned when to be rude. 

On the platform (where he saw a blue placard for the National German Business Party which showed 
a businessman with a rifle aiming at the viewer wearing one of those Tyrolean hats with a feather in 
the hatband), directly under the twenty-year-old technology of the blinking display that claimed the 
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train was due any minute, Paul saw that "Turkish" girl with the nose-ring and long blonde streak in 
her hair, the one who was probably a lesbian punk,  he remembered her, there she was again, 
pretending not to see him, dressed in creased dark trousers and a lime-green t-shirt that said WHO'S 
CHRISTIE HIMMELFARB? in stencil-style black block letters in a down-angled diagonal that rippled 
across the lowered bumps of her un-brassiered breasts.  

Himmelfarb, smiled Paul. 

 Soon after having the modest pleasure of seeing the publication of Never Too Young (his novella 
about over-the-hill septuagenarian libertines faced with the technology-aided farce of raising a 
baby),  Paul found himself selling the book's rights to a film production company for what was, 
essentially, a percentage of EU grant money. For the fun of it he included, in the negotiations, the 
demand that his modest fee (50k; not much for the film rights to a filmable book) be paid in a lump 
sum, in cash. Really just to see if they would do it and because he didn't care if the producers backed 
out of negotiations.  What Paul didn't know was that the producers had chosen Paul's book to 
option precisely because it struck them that it was unlikely that a film would actually be made of it, 
leaving them to keep the unspent EU film-assistance development grant. The production company 
(FLY BI-KNIGHT) folded a month after Paul's informal request (the company, a duo composed of a 
youngish Greek and an older German,  absconded with the bulk of the grant money, along with the 
bulk of the grant money from the three or four other books or scripts they'd optioned, to 
Thessaloniki, perishing together, years later, in a shoot-out with the Elliniki Astynomia,  over an 
unrelated matter),  leaving Paul exactly five relatively expensive lunches, at The Kitchen, ahead of 
the game. Although it was during these schmoozing, film-people lunches at The Kitchen that Paul 
had first met Greta, so there was always that. 

When Paul wondered what had put him on this train of thought, he remembered, aha, that the girl 
in the lime-green  WHO'S CHRISTIE HIMMELFARB?  t-shirt worked in an U-Bahn station kiosk in 
which he'd spotted a copy of Never Too Young  ("Hilfe! Wir Sind Zu Alt und Verrückt..." ). The 
articulated yellow tube of the train carried its cargo of solemn faces into the station and the 
"Turkish" girl and Paul stepped into it through separate doors.  

Paul took a seat on a long green cushioned bank, laying the bouquet, a Skatole-rich midden of pretty 
decay,  in the space on the bank between Paul and whoever might sit there next. The "Turkish" girl 
remained standing, leaning against the door opposite the one she'd entered through,  half a wagon 
away, her face perfectly devoid of expression as her gaze inhabited the daydream-softened chamber 
of the middle distance. 89% of the passengers in their wagon  were staring intensely at hand-held 
screens the approximate sizes and shapes of very thick tarot cards representing the blue electronic  
Arcana. The exceptions were Paul and an elderly couple of shell-shocked (shell-shocked by the 
interminable surprise of each other's stubbornly continual survival) Germans and the "Turkish" girl. 

The flexible metal cock full of ruminating entities plunged blindly through the Earth. 

Because Paul wouldn't have had the nerve to establish verbal contact, he was forced to contemplate 
the "Turkish" girl as an object ( like everyone else on the train). But because Paul wasn't a hungry 
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carnivorous animal he didn't contemplate her as a food object. But because Paul wasn't a microbial, 
or insect,  parasite, he didn't contemplate her as a host object. But because Paul wasn't a capitalist 
he didn't contemplate her as a work object. Because Paul was a writer he stared at her, his elbows 
on his knees,  and made up her story. 

Big family with three sisters and two brothers above whom she is the oldest sibling. Parents have 
disowned her. Is closest, in the family,  to her well-to-do, widowed Aunt, her father's youngest sister, 
who was also a black sheep and helps to support her niece's independence, now and then, with gifts 
of money, food, books, clothes and heirloom jewellery, the latter being invariably and always quickly  
liquidated at the nearest pawn shop. Living with her girlfriend for two years now. Still, technically, a 
virgin and planning to remain that way. Avid fan of punk rock, vegan cuisine, Agnes Varda, Patti 
Smith, chocolate croissants and her girlfriend's purple strap-on, nicknamed The Rocket. Feeds stray 
dogs. Studying languages in Uni. Wants to be a professional translator and work diplomatically, 
perhaps in Brussels or the UN, to which end she will remove her nose-ring, in a special ceremony,  the 
day she finishes school. Does not shave or wax her pubic hair. Shaves her legs and armpits. Is torn 
between feeling more German than Turkish yet often hating Germans. Enjoys giving oral more than 
receiving it. Refuses to fake orgasms. Hates people who spit in public. Fantasizes about owning a 
horse one day. Secretly writing her autobiography. Insists on talking while fucking. 

Claudia sighed Paul.  

He held his head in his hands as the train rocked squealing around the rusted curves of the tracks 
above the vibrant Turkish ghetto The Professor was at that moment walking home through with 
frustrated tears in his eyes. The "Turkish" girl gazed upon Paul Johnson so lovingly. 

Claudia, why have you forsaken me? 

 

 

37THE STORY OF PAUL AND JOEL [1986] PART SEVEN 

Sexy Badass PJ thought of Tiara as the child of a mixed-race, middle class Black mother and a 
politically-ambitious father from Pakistan, deceased. He thought he was in possession of this 
information because Tiara herself had given it to him but the information was garishly untrue. Tiara 
had been trained to lie autobiographically by her father himself, the man she didn't begin to see 
regularly until her mid-teens. Her parents weren't divorced but they had an unusual arrangement:  
father was living "down south" for a few years, earning fantastic money and seeing his family on 
major holidays.  
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Tiara was the only living product of the union of a mulatto and a quadroon. The quadroon had been 
governor-of-Arkansas Cal Babbitz' personal pilot and a flagship token of Arkansas' stab at diversity 
during Babbitz' reign, the only descendant of slaves in Babbitz' employ who didn't wear an apron or 
devil-red lingerie or hip-waders to work every Monday morning.  

Cal Babbitz had reached a point in his sexual journey that he couldn't even get an erection for a 
naked individual white woman and was barely able to consider it worth fucking when situation 
involved merely an individual woman of any color and he would tell anyone he trusted that he 
wouldn't bother to get into bed for anything fewer than two women, three being his preference, one 
tall African American woman with an outstanding Afro-style hairdo and two sleek little Thai girls, the 
Afro chick in the middle. And not always the same Afro chick. The Thai girls (with their basic English) 
changed all the time.  

Babbitz and his entourage flew on junkets to Thailand on "state business" with Governor Cal Babbitz' 
rotating roster of tall, Afro-brandishing secretaries. The trips were part of the Arkansas "Open Hearts 
and Coffers" initiative of the 1980s in which Little Rock and Phuket were declared sister cities, to the 
consternation of Cleveland, Ohio and St. Louis, Missouri, which had declared themselves the sister 
cities of Phuket, too. These trips between Little Rock and Phuket  were secretly underwritten by a 
conglomerate of the most macho, overlapping extremities of three intelligence agencies that were 
otherwise mutually inimical. The trip to Phuket was a straightforward affair from Little Rock to 
Phuket but the return trip was usually from Phuket to a stop-over at Potter's Junction's recently-
extended (federally funded)  airstrip 134 miles west of Little Rock, at the edge of the Ouachita 
National Forest. After which surreptitious stop-over, Governor Cal Babbitz' Gulfstream G-III would 
then leave Potter's Junction and finish the trip at Little Rock National Airport,  1,500 kilos of 
contraband lighter. 

Tiara's father, the pilot, personally witnessed Governor Cal Babbitz and his best friend (at the time), 
Wynne Burke, receive standing blow jobs in open silk dressing gowns in the Gulfstream G-III piano 
lounge at 22,800 feet while the plane cruised on autopilot and the pilot played the piano; the kind of 
blow jobs known as "Trinities" in which the penis and testicles belonging to one individual are 
separately and  simultaneously  held in three  women's gently-sucking mouths,  nostrils flaring like 
bunnies', a specialty of Thai sex workers with tiny heads and hands and only really feasible when the 
erect penis is rather large and the balls are swinging.  

Which is how  Babbitz really picked up the title "the first Black Governor of Arkansas" although 
officially it was his harmonica-playing that earned him the jokey distinction. The pilot saw Governor 
Cal Babbitz and his then buddy, Wynne Burke, each receive a humming Trinity standing with mouths 
alternately agape and cigar-sucking in the aisle of the piano lounge of the state jet at the same time. 
And that was not the only thing he saw while playing his Jelly Roll Morton role while the state jet 
skimmed the bulbous top hats of the clouds on autopilot and the co-pilot read old Playboy 
magazines with his bare feet in the window of the state jet. 

When Governor Babbitz was finally (finally) impeached it was over the Thai sex junkets, a story 
salacious enough ("Caligula of the Ozarks!" screamed one headline)  to cover up the parallel and 
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massive international drug-running entirely. Which had always been the intention, though not, of 
course, Babbitz'.  Babbitz, overcoming this heroically lurid disgrace, would eventually run for 
President and win. As perhaps might estranged friend Wynne Burke, two decades after Babbitz, 
running against Babbitz' wife.  

Tiara's father, Randall, retired from service to Governor Babbitz long before the scandal popped. He 
hung up those tainted wings. He took a nice package of hush money while things were still creamy 
and Babbitz was still above the law and happy, a package that was bundled in a grisly mortal threat 
that came wrapped without a statute of limitations.   

Randall moved himself up from Arkansas to the upper Midwest to finally join the family in the nice 
house he'd bought in the suburb of Eden Prairie, where all of his neighbors were surprised to see 
him appear, suddenly, and tolerantly assumed he was of "Indian" or Indian or Spanish or Greek or 
Argentinean extraction. His surname (Bolasz) and complexion (ruddy) were mystifying, in a piquant 
way,  to the provincial Eden Prairieites. Randall's mulatto father, half Hungarian engineer and half 
high-yellow African American school teacher, from Memphis, looked Mexican. Randall's mother's 
father (a retired postal worker when Randall was born) looked "Italian" when he was young and 
increasingly more Polynesian or Negroid as he aged, toasting under the browning rays of Time's star, 
as he shrank and contracted and lost the hair that had always contradicted his African genes while 
his nose flattened. This maternal grandfather was Randall's beloved, his closest, his idol, the man 
who taught him everything about the piano and cultivating rose bushes and wooing pretty women 
and the only living relative who looked sort of Black. 

Randall Bolasz was ten years old in 1940 and there were places in Memphis (lots of places in 
Memphis; most of any part of Memphis it might be actually useful to visit) that his beloved 
grandfather "Gramps" couldn't even get in unless Randall was holding Gramps'  hand...  a Black 
servant, apparently, being dragged rather adorably through the Department Store or the Public 
Library or the Zoo (during whites-only days) by his milk-white, burgundy-haired, freckled charge. If 
66-year-old Gramps wanted to purchase a refill of Clifton Webb's favorite fancy French toilet water 
he had to get Randall to take him to Bry's for it, Randall in his church suit and Gramps in the overalls 
he did his gardening in. When Randall was young this was a game he enjoyed. As he grew he enjoyed 
it less and less until the days came (he was only twelve or thirteen when the penny dropped) that it 
filled him with rage. Owing to which... 

Despite the fact that the usually-elegantly dressed, 56-year-old Randall Bolasz had the look of an 
exiled landowner of the pampas about him,  he talked Black, real Black, he dialled it up to a shocking 
extent, a wince-inducingly painful intensity if your ears were born in the North. He dialled it up to 
the obscene and embarrassing level that mass communication had tamed and blended and diffused 
from the face of most of the Earth by nineteen hundred and sixty nine but Randall Bolasz,  he just 
dialled it up, his Black Talk,  to the force of a physical assault, a violent performance that sounded, 
almost,  like a racist Burlesque,  like Klan-based Coonery,  like a backwoods Minstrel Show on speed,  
especially if you saw him doing it, cackling at his own jokes and chicken-winging his elbows and 
doing a little twirl on the spot and calling you "Jack".  "Dat's tight, Jack!" he'd cackle and give you 
"five" and Tiara never could figure out who "Jack" was. 
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 This patrician-looking guy with the aquiline nose and steel-gray Caesar haircut with all that 
incongruous sex and blood and Earth and bacon grease and whippings and shotgun-shack jive 
pouring off his tongue, repulsively copious, ultra-vivid and pigshit real, was her dad. Humiliating the 
hell out of his pretentious daughter whenever they were out in public, together, which was, 
thankfully, rare.  

Because Randall Bolasz was paranoid as fuck. 

Randall had seen some spine-tingling shit on the Governor's Gulfstream G-III and though he knew for 
a fact he'd never tell a soul, how did they know it? Wasn't it easier to eliminate Randall as even the 
remotest risk?  Some people had big mouths when they drank but Randall never drank, for precisely 
that reason, but how would they know? How could he send them a reassuring signal without 
producing the opposite effect? He hadn't told Ilse anything about it back then but his wife wasn't 
stupid and he knew she knew  he'd seen some dangerous things (it was very strange in retrospect 
but most of it had merely struck Randall as decadent or mildly corrupt at the time; does Evil surround 
itself in a relativizing aura at its peak?) and thankthegods she was too smart to ask. He tried to live a 
normal life. He tried to live a family man's life. He retired and his family saw him most of the day, 
every day. 

He tried to pick Tiara up from High School a couple of times on foot (never in his Mustang or his 
wife's Volvo because it was much easier to do you with a gun in a vehicle in a parking lot or on the 
open road) and the second attempt was an even bigger ordeal than the first...  for both of them. 
Tiara praying that none of her white friends would approach them innocently and get a load of her 
dad's crazy ear-raping nigger routine and Randall praying that neither he nor Tiara would catch a 
bullet in the chest or a dart in the neck or get crushed at an intersection by an 18-wheeler.  

Tiara loved her dad.  

Tiara really loved her dad. But she just hadn't known until growing up a little how kind of hide-him-
in-the-attic sick he was and she was grateful she had a mother who was "normal" enough to lie 
about and around, sort of casually, without calling attention to the fucked up circumstances and 
much bigger lies the smaller lies were designed to camouflage. Tiara had been told that her dad 
suffered from Agoraphobia on top of everything else and Tiara was never so grateful for the 
existence of a pathological psychological condition after she discovered, from listening to tenth and 
eleventh graders telling dumb jokes at lunch and recess, that her dad, her agoraphobic dad, talked 
like a nigger. Her dad sounded exactly like the tenth-graders sounded when they were pretending to 
be niggers, only worse. And the tenth-graders could stop it whenever they wanted. Her dad couldn't! 
He was stuck with it! It was like a witch had cursed his tongue! 

"Don't talk like that, Daddy!" 

"Like what, Baby Girl?"  Lak wuuuht, Bebbi Gal? 
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"Like that!" 

Tiara had known about niggers since she was maybe eight but she would have been crushed, at that 
age, to realize the condition pertained in any way to her.  How could it? But it did! When she finally 
learned the truth it was like reading about leprosy in school and discovering, one day, heart racing, 
from the textbook, that you (you alone, of all your classmates) had it, were it... and everybody else 
had already known it, all along.  A condition she very quickly grew to associate both with her 
unusual skin color and her dad's embarrassing vocal mannerisms.  

She remembers.  

They were learning about the Holocaust in fifth grade and everybody had to get a number 
"tattooed" on his or her wrist like in the camps (the summer camps? Camps for bad kids? it was 
confusing) but Tiara's number wouldn't show up even after the chubby blonde student teacher (on 
crutches) from Israel,  who had suddenly and wincingly grasped the problem at the moment the tip 
of the marker came within a millimeter of pretty little Tiara's wrist (too late!), tried to compensate 
by writing extra large. Nope. After which Tiara earned the nickname "Inky". Already at ten years old! 
Inky Bolasz! 

Inky Bolasz at twelve years old standing in front of a bank of elevators in the IDS building on a class 
trip to the famous fiftieth floor and an old lady with sour milk breath not really much taller than Inky,  
in a Dirndl and fake blonde braids for the Oktoberfest celebration that was going on downtown, just 
a block away...  this lady must have been about Inky's mother's age and witch-pretty in heavy 
makeup (white pancake,  black eyebrows and red circles on her cheeks) and a wrinkly brown neck 
with lines of dirt etched in it... had said, loudly, because it was supposed to be some kind of a 
compliment, "Goodness, you are the prettiest little girl of your race I have ever seen!" and then got 
right on the express elevator with the kids as if it hadn't even been her original intention and stood 
right there in front of Inky smiling at her all the way up for fifty accelerating levels stroking Inky's 
waist-long hair and cooing and asking her where she was from and all that and Inky wanted to rip 
her own face off and stuff it n the witch's mouth to shut her up. The teacher was in the other,  
slower elevator with the kids who were afraid of heights and Inky was alone in that mirrored room 
with five of her classmates and no adults but the old lady of Inky's approximate height with the 
white face and dirt in the furrows in her neck from a nightmare. 

Inky hit fifteen and shot up in height and her looks kicked in and she would not even look at a boy 
who was darker than a Greek. She was terrified of ending up with a nigger (like herself) but also 
terrified that her father might ever discover this so began hanging out with a beard, a Gay friend 
who didn't seem too Gay and was nice and dark and spoke well while being clearly Black. Anthony. 

Tiara would bring Anthony over for dinner on Wednesday nights and her father was delighted. 
Anthony found Randall to be the funniest grown up he'd ever known (his own father was a token 
hire at an Eden Prairie law firm and hadn't laughed at anything except Richard Nixon's impeachment 
since Anthony was born) and Randall found Anthony to be very son-like and always respectful of 
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Randall's daughter. Randall was certain that with Anthony as her first official boyfriend, Tiara was 
still a virgin and would stay that way. 

And, well, yeah, sure, when it came to Nigger Dick, inky Bolasz was pure as the driven snow.  When it 
came to blonde jocks, however,  she was a world class prop-gobbler. She had no self esteem. She 
was grateful when the blonde jocks from good homes allowed her to swallow their acrid loads in the 
White Castle drive-through on Friday nights when the queue was backed up just long enough for her 
to do it and for Chris or Bradley or Layne to put it away again and pull up to the window and collect 
their sliders. It was Chris Banks who marvelled once, in that drive-through on Hennepin avenue in 
Uptown, while scooting back in the bucket seat of his graduation present to get his fly re-zipped:  

"And the beauty of it is, if you were a White Girl, there'd be all kinds of pressure to marry you..." 

That one stung for years.  

PJ got out of the foppish red hearse and Tiara climbed out after him, unfolding to her full length and 
stretching away from her own fine shadow on the curved stone path beside the driveway wide 
enough for three vehicles while the hearse idled and woolly exhausts crawled over them. The garage 
door rolled up in a sequence of juddering convulsions, leaving PJ alone with Tiara for a long minute 
as Jaye inched the hearse into the cavernous garage packed with amps and drum kits and a huge old 
lighting rig; all that plus a vintage Coke machine and two billiards tables, each up on one end,  in 
opposite corners of the garage and a tarp-draped,  hundred-year-old, fully-functional replica of a 
Medieval Siege Engine that had been the pride of the Mankato State Fair of 1889. 

"Why are you looking at me like that?" asked Tiara, with Jaye Zeus' contagious fake British (and 
intermittently-Cockney) accent. In the impossibly tiny lobe of each perfect, perfectly tiny ear shone a 
pearl. Black skin and naturally straight black hair all the way down to her hips, pouring out of her 
head like molten vinyl. 

 Loik thaht or Loik thawt. 

"Like what?" asked PJ, likewise infected after being stuck for ten minutes in the hearse with the two 
of them.  

Not Lak wuuuht: Loik wot? Cockney trumping Ebonix. 

 "You know what!" laughed tall, skinny, cuprously-luminous Tiara of the blackmirror tresses.  

Yew now wot! 

"Then you know why," laughed PJ. 
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"Then you know why you shouldn't!"  laughed Tiara, sassy hand on skinny hip, eyebrow cocked most 
adorably.  Woi yew shu-int. 

"Jaye is probably my best friend in the world," said PJ, leaning in, speaking confidentially and in his 
"own voice". 

"But?" said Tiara. 

"And there's always a but," said PJ. 

"Or an ass." said Tiara, with a thrill: she had very nearly adopted a Fake Black Accent. AA-YUS. 

"A fine Black ass," said PJ, who went there. 

"Oh my god," hissed Tiara, "Listen to us talking like..." 

"Like Niggers," smiled PJ. He seemed to have forgotten he was dressed in white corduroy bell 
bottoms with a goddamn vested grey flannel suit jacket ensemble and a homburg hat that's entirely 
too bloody warm for the weather. 

"Yes. Niggers." said Tiara.  

"Nothing wrong with talking like Niggers, is there?" 

"Certainly not. Talking like Niggers is perfectly acceptable... and  I think I'm having an epiphany." 

"A what?" giggled PJ. 

Jaye swaggered out of the garage licking his lips, the red hearse parked and cooling. 

"What are you two crazy kids giggling about?"  

The house was cool and gloomed within, all the shades drawn in the proper Goth manner, and Jaye 
led them through the front door and the entrance hall with its floor of vintage mosaics of zodiac 
characters, which Jaye sometimes covered with rugs when it felt too Hippy (the Hippy being the 
Goth's nemesis) and they walked around the Lucite fountain next and from there the sunken living 
room opened, the retro-modernist French-designed biomorphic chandeliers, hanging low and softly 
aglitter like the morning sun refracted through eyelash-trapped tears, came on as they entered. 
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"Our theme," announced Jaye Zeus, very loudly, as he swept into the elegant pit of the sunken living 
room behind them with a flourish of his shiny purple cape, heretofore unnoticed, "is Refreshment!" 
He pointed at Tiara: "Kneel. Eyes closed, tongue out." 

Tiara knelt where she was in the royal-blue (anachronistic) shag between facing white leather 
couches, each about a Cadillac long,  beside a marble-topped table with a massive speaker cabinet 
on it and a nearby display of stunned gladiolas, dying but in denial. Jaye Zeus swept across the room 
and placed something on her tongue. She swallowed and remained kneeling. Jaye Zeus then spun 
dramatically and pointed across the sunken living room at PJ: "Kneel. Eyes closed, tongue out." 

After PJ swallowed his sample he stood and Jaye Zeus said, grinning, with his hand on PJ's shoulder, 
"My God, are you people always so fucking obedient? How do you know I didn't just give you 
cyanide?" 

"Sick, man." said PJ. Tiara rolled her eyes. 

"The sexual tension in the room is palpable, is it not?" said Jaye Zeus. 

Tiara said, "Joel..." 

"Jaye,"  cautioned Jaye. 

"Jaye, what are you talking about?" 

"PJ knows what I'm talking about. Right, mate?" 

"Jaye, man, do we want whatever it is you just gave us to kick in while we're in the middle of a 
psychodrama?" 

"No psychodrama, PJ. I'm a big boy. You want to fuck my lady Tiara and my lady Tiara probably 
wants to fuck you. Can we get real here for a second, Princess?" 

"He's right," said Tiara. "We're all grown-ups here." 

"You see? Clarity. That wasn't so hard, was it? Tiara would be the first to admit that we're not in 
love. We have an arrangement. I'm rich and she's pretty: those two things go together. You're 
pretty, too, PJ. But you're not rich, which is why I'm not threatened by you. See? Clarity." 

"Here's to clarity," said PJ, toasting Jaye with an invisible wine glass. 

"Would you be threatened by PJ if he were rich?" 
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Jaye Zeus thought about it. "No." 

"Why not?" asked Tiara in a way that indicated that she knew the answer to that question. 

"You know why. " 

"I want to hear you say it. Clarity." 

Jaye Zeus shrugged and looked at PJ dispassionately. "Because he's Black. Or mostly Black." 

"Ouch," said PJ. "Clarity." 

"I'm not expressing my views on race or anything, man. I just know Tiara. Tiara wouldn't leave me for 
a Black guy in a million years. Even if he were rich." 

"What if I'm different now?" said Tiara. 

Jaye Zeus grinned. "Really?" 

"Really." 

"Well then," said Jaye, "Maybe you're different. Maybe you've changed. But PJ still isn't rich so I'm 
still not worried." 

"What if I've changed even more than you are now willing to imagine?" said Tiara. 

"I doubt it." 

"Test me." 

Jaye Zeus laughed. "Okay, you two run off together, have babies, live a life of anonymous poverty, 
lose your looks and get back to me. Will, say, fifteen years do?" Jaye fingered his $6,000 Patek 
Philippe Calatrava as though it were a mere stopwatch and, looking up from the watch's white gold 
face, eyed them each with a puckish twinkle."Starting now." 

"It's not even your money," said Tiara. 

"Who cares? It's nobody's money. It's mine in every way that counts except that I didn't earn it, 
which makes it perfect." 

"His brother is a filthy rich banker with corrupt political connections." 
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"Or so I claim. The story goes that my brother makes Ronald Reagan look like Morrissey of The 
Smiths. But he's my brother. Supposedly. He used to pee in my Captain Crunch when our Nan wasn't 
looking. I guess he still feels guilty about that." 

"Clarity," said PJ. 

"It was a joke. Do you have a brother, PJ?" 

"Nope. Only child. The illegitimate offspring of Travis Bickle." 

"You probably didn't know that I knew that," said Jaye. 

"Knew what?" said Tiara. 

"Nothing," said PJ. "How?" 

"Just another joke, Dahling" said Jaye. "Don't worry about it. Clarity. Shall we adjourn for drinks in 
the gazebo?" 

The gazebo was an elevated part of the garden under an arch of motorized slats that could provide 
variable amounts of shade. There was a semi-circular bench capable of seating half a dozen people, 
comfortably, around a massive round table of painted iron that looked like lace. PJ had never been in 
the garden before and it was both lushly rampant and neatly trimmed, layered in varying tints and 
depths of green everywhere, rushing up every column or vertical support and spreading across the 
under-hangs like fire. The sun was still relatively high but in the gazebo, shaded and dewy and quiet 
as a mountainside, the crickets had already started.  PJ and Tiara sat first while Jaye went to get a 
tray and a pitcher. 

"Defenses down," said Tiara, quietly, to PJ beside her at the table. "Are we falling in love?" 

"The possible answer to that question is terrifying." 

Tiara took PJ's right hand in her left and pulled it under the table and held it in her lap. When Jaye 
came outside with the silver tray of glasses and pitcher she squeezed PJ's hand and released gently 
as he pulled it back to his own lap, then placed both hands on the table. 

"Lemonade," said Jaye. "Homemade. Lemons from this very garden. Alcohol is not currently 
advised." 

PJ said, "It just occurred to me that I didn't see you take one of those pills, man." 
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Jaye poured out two glasses of lemonade and handed one each to Tiara and PJ and said, "I didn't. I'm 
the designated driver, so to speak." 

"He's the observer," said Tiara. 

Jaye sat down beside Tiara and said, softly: "Closer to being the moderator,  actually, Princess. How 
are you feeling, by the way? Drink up."  

Tiara drank up and so did PJ. "Tasty." 

"Sweetened with real maple syrup. They shipped a case to me from Vermont." 

"So what was in the pills, Jaye? LSD, right?" 

"'Fraid not. Those pills were a placebo. Sugar pills." 

"Why?" 

"It was a test to see if you would swallow an unknown substance just because Tiara did. And you did. 
I needed to know... because if only one of you had taken the drug, the results would be disastrous, 
to say the least. I couldn't administer the drug until I knew for sure you both would ingest at roughly 
the same time." 

"You said the pills were a placebo." 

Jaye laughed. "They were." 

"You're starting to scare me." 

"Have no fear, Princess. This is going to be very cool, I promise. Just relax. It will be the coolest trip 
ever. And after it's done, you won't remember whatever happened after you swallowed that 
incredibly expensive lemonade, and whatever you do remember won't make any sense. I'll just tell 
you it was acid and you'll accept that explanation and I'll be done with you. And no one you know 
will ever see the film. And they'll probably post me in Europe again as my reward. And they will 
make use of the data." 

"Joel, what are you fucking talking about?" 

"Oh, just calm down. Listen. I'm going to give you all the information you should have, ethically. 
First, you should know: I'm a bit older than you think.  And, no, I am not some empty-headed, 
twenty-something poseur who believes in the transcendent validity of Goth music. God, how I hated 
that character." Jaye chuckled. "Oh, and the man who owns this house is not my brother. We both 
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work for the same company. A company that is very interested in you two. Everything that's 
happened for the past year or so has been designed to lead to this moment. And now it's here." 

"But how did you even know you were going to see me today, man?" 

"Yes, true. I didn't. The test was originally scheduled for next week. I improvised when we saw you 
on the street in that garish outfit. Never underestimate the Jungian logic of coincidence." 

"Whoa," said PJ, apropos of nothing. 

"Did you know that there are 102 modern races and that, between the two of you, you represent all 
of them? Genetically, I mean. Let that sink in," said Joel. "You're bursting with information. And you 
were only possible here." By "here" he meant America. 

"Poppycock," said Tiara. With a little girl's voice. Shirley Temple's. 

"Poppycock, Tiara? How so? Are you feeling okay? How many fingers am I holding up? How about 
you, PJ?" 

"Oh man. It is fair to say I am freaked. Out." 

"And are you freaked out, Tiara?" 

Tiara's chin was on her hands which were stacked, one upon the other, near the edge of the 
moisture-beaded table. Her eyelids were too impossibly heavy to lift and she was smiling against her 
will, it seemed, an enigmatically ironic  idol, her glossy black hair fanning out across her shoulder 
blades like a pelt. She knew it was a mixed metaphor. She couldn't tell if the crickets she was 
hearing, and the distant shrieks and roars of lumbering carnivores, were real. She said, thickly, 

"Yes. Thoroughly. Freaked." 

"No need to be. Guess what? I'm going to do both of you a couple of big favors while there's still 
time. I hope so, anyway. Let's see if this works. A bonus." 

Joel looked at his watch. 

"Can you hear me? Tiara? Okay, you first: you are going to develop a craving for Black men. I'm going 
to snap my fingers once and this craving will bury itself in your subconscious, only to be activated 
when you hear a song that Prince will release in a few years. It will have an astonishing title. Sexy 
Motherfucker. Once you hear that song for the first time, your problem with Black men will be over, 
in a manner of speaking. And I don't mean mulattoes like PJ here. I mean Black. Coal Black. Blackity 
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Black. Make that: Black convicts. Let's make you a Big Black Ex-Con Gang-banger Groupie. You will 
crave the coal-Black cocks of dangerously tattooed men. You will be self-abasingly insatiable." 

"And you. PJ.  Paul. Can you hear me? Lift the middle finger on your right hand if you can hear me. 
Good. Listen carefully. I'm going to snap my fingers twice and that will cause you to be a pretty good 
writer. You will start novels and finish them and get  many of them published at a fairly young age. 
Got that? It may come in handy later. Well, obviously, I'm a bit of a misogynist. Anyway. When I snap 
my fingers twice. One snap of the fingers for Tiara's awful post-hypnotic suggestion, and two snaps 
of the fingers for PJ's." 

Joel yawned, snapped his fingers once. Then he waited a goodly interval and snapped his fingers 
twice. Then Joel said,  

"Oh and listen, you two. I'm curious." He studied the second hand on his watch and waited. "What 
do you two suppose was going on around these parts, say, seven hundred million years ago?" 

PJ jumped up from the table and plunged into the bush, running in a sort of paramilitary stoop as 
though he were carrying two rifles, one in each hand, head down, headlong and very fast. Tiara ran 
after, dodging through the startled leaves and bounding over roots and under low-swung branches 
and right on him, effortless, almost ecstatic, her haunches uncoiling springs, her breath a red wind. 
PJ was reddish brown, narrow in the shoulders, very narrow in the waist, buttocks like a fist, fur 
short and thinning around the shoulders and nearly bald up his long neck, the fur on his head just 
sparser and he couldn't have stood more than five feet tall, probably closer to four foot eight or 
nine.  

Each furred hand appeared to snatch at the air in front as he ran, right hand snatching and releasing 
behind then left hand snatching and releasing behind. He was only a little faster than Tiara, who 
couldn't seem to close any tighter than twice an arm's length between them. It was a game. How 
perfectly could she match or even anticipate his sudden veers and feints through flashing gaps, 
green gullies, tunnels in the bush? How long could she keep up? She was right on him. It felt like 
thirty or forty miles per hour for as long as she could cling to those units of measure. She tried to 
shout the ABCs as they ran and only made it half-way through. She shouted "J! K!" and they went 
dead and cold and jagged in her mouth as flint-chips or cracked teeth and she spat them. 

What is language? 

The low canopy opened to a sky higher and more gold and less blue than what she was used to. The 
sun was there in a hot-spot polishing the back of his sparsely-fuzzy skull and she could almost touch 
it, the brilliant spot at an elevated angle along the meridian dividing his ears, floating on his skull like 
the sun in a pond. The sheltering bush was gone and they were speeding across a field of knee-high 
yellow, very dry grass. The very dry grass was cutting the leathery black soles of their big feet and 
whipping their big feet and knees and fingertips thrashing the grass reminded her of high winds in 
hotel flags before a storm or, no, the sound of dozens of sprinklers on a golf course very early in the 
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morning, until she forgot what sprinklers and golf courses and hotels were. What is a flag? It was 
only a minute before their running had rinsed Tiara's mind of all but the thinnest traces of the world 
of deranged gasoline and raped electricity, scrubbed pure by the unexpected return of nearly a 
billion years of lost ur-mud and proto-root and young sun. The sun was mellow and high in the sky. 
The sun was warm but not punishing.  What is punishment? What is a minute? Why? 

The air:  now streaked and creamy and asizzle with odors: rampant breeze-exploding stinks of ooze-
gold and  brown-purple wind-blimps of shit and green gouts of mulch-gust they ran through laughing 
and shrieking as though these odors were steaming cloudbursts, storms in the nose and mouth,  to 
smell is to taste, the bad odors were not bad or menacing, they zigged in formation, a slalom 
through sudden crusted runs of mammal shits piled high as their hips, the crispy near-recent 
middens of giants plus inevitable berry-sized flies in ropey vortices they punched through squinting, 
tight-lipped, swatting and waving and scooping the flies from bristling air.  

Then up together a gentle rise climbing pitched curves between boulders,  horizon tilting, running 
harder now,  an effort,  breaths deep, legs heavy yet over the highest rill of the upheaval-curve you 
could see that long easy concave drop to the river,  the young river, silver snake in glitter foam, both 
banks of the churn lined with reddish-brown, fuzzy-furry super-intelligent proto-humans like Her and 
Him, looking no bigger than bipedal mice from where She and He loped along the high edge of the 
promontory until finding a humble path through gods-carved menhirs,  black obelisks of old 
shattered natural castle, a beaten trail down very long concave slope of valley to the spontaneous 
gathering at the bowl-bottom's river. Down the slope they accelerated,  they whopped and canted, 
aided by now-clement gravity. Whooshing down together with She now the lead.  

His thick little twig of a glossy black dick was now permanently erect. It would remain erect until 
discharge, just as her tiny tits were berry black above a sopping sorrel bush under her own dickish 
clit, a bush so wet now until discharge that it even lubricated the running, the thighs rubbing in 
flight, the squish and suck of a run so wet to the orgy on both banks of the ribbon river. Ten 
thousands down there just like them and hard at jubilant super-fuck already. 

There was a plateau of stripped shrubs down in the dust above the final approach to the river bank 
and they paused there hunched, hands on knee-tops, hard-breathing and all smiles, open-mouthed 
smiles, eyes everywhere but incessantly back on each other, her sopping bush and his straight-out  
dick, a pause above the torrent-sounds and whoops and singing immediately below, so close a few 
down there were calling up to them in high voices, not words but sounds, waving and shading their 
eyes. 

Kweeeee! Kweeeeeee! 

She could feel the warp and waft of His thoughts and He Hers but only vaguely. So they each stuck a 
finger in the other's mouth and sucked to ease into a clearer reading. Gazing deeply in His eyes, Her 
finger in His mouth, His finger in Hers, they nodded. A wet kiss, a long wet kiss, saliva-slick 
membranes pressed, electro-psychical circuits closed, would bring communion. But they savored the 
Before, the sharp thoughts moving as though behind two soft wet adjacent sets of scrim, two 
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parallel sets of arras, the shapes coming in and out of high relief to bump a bit in pre-communion 
contact. The big black mirror of each unfathomable eye reflecting the other as they faced. She took 
Him in Her arms and they kissed and their minds jolted and spun and recapitulated to join in the full 
communion of the long wet,  lips-fused, electrolytical-spit kiss. 

Yes, there are Races, now,  but not three or four (and nothing to do with the curl of your hair or the 
thickness of your lips or the slant of your eyes):  102. There are 102 modern human Races of the 
post-Hominid. But for Her and for Him there was only one Race and they had gathered on the rocky 
banks of the churning baby river for an orgy on a bright day in Pre Time to release a trillion sperm 
cells into the river in a rapturous celebration of the Universe's immortal leitmotif of glorious WASTE. 
With their tiny dicks and tits and the winking camera-eye arseholes. Their tarsier eyes and nearly 
unisexual bodies and their IQs of 410. The only intelligent Life in the Universe. 

The ultra-Fluke. 

The Universe very largely (unless you happened to accidentally look in a minuscule section of a tiny 
far-flung region of a small section) inanimate. 

The dumbest among them so intelligent that they'd pity Einstein as a well-meaning low-grade moron 
and give him simple celestial-mechanics-tasks to keep the German busy while they fucked in slow 
peace and bliss beyond human understanding. Their vast instinctual knowledge of the local universe 
and its parochial structures and forces was so complete that the sweet joke of existing at all is so 
sacred, so clear, so stark and recurrently random and funny: technology pointless. Ambition 
pointless. Power pointless. Dominance an absurd obscenity. We are already God and all there is, all 
that is worth speaking of,  is Communion and Play and the occasional treat of the lightning-roasted 
nuts of the ancestor, five-hundred million years removed, of what He and She would both one day 
learn to call a Hickory tree. Humor is the Highest Value in this incredible sex comedy of Existence. 

Have some nuts? 

The sun would grow closer and hotter,  the moon would grow distant and the children of their 
children, 700-million years and seven clock-resetting cataclysms (three natural)  removed,  would be 
low-grade morons, cut off, somehow, from the information normally flowing directly into everything 
in the world with a mind. The universe is electricity and electricity is information and information is 
peace and it is everywhere, unending, so why can't you access it naturally, anymore?  

What's wrong with you? 

What have you become? 

Why have you become? 

Is it true that wherever you begin is the beginning? 
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38  
Paul was walking up the narrow, pebbled concrete path between saplings toward the front door of 
his building when he became aware of a man walking toward him from the same building,  Paul's 
building, smiling and waving already from a fair distance. To Paul's left, at a wild angle from the 
sapling path,  churned the river and its muted ongoing smash of liquid spectral chandeliers and 
cocktail glasses against the black hulls of barges and white hulls of tour boats. Paul's pace faltered 
somewhat when he got close enough to realize that the waving man was wearing a navy-blue,  
hooded sweatshirt with bright white drawstrings, near-identical to Paul's own. The difference being 
that Paul was wearing a leather coat over his and the waving smiler wasn't, probably indicating that 
the smiler had driven.  To the right and up the street at an angle parallel to the river's a single dark 
sedan was parked an unnecessary distance from Paul's front door. The smiler was Asian.  

Big smile. 

They shook hands. 

"I was just about to give up," said the man. His free hand held a clipboard. Asian American. 

"Paul Johnson," said Paul. 

"That I know," said the Asian smiler. "Banna Lee." Head shorter, firm handshake, ageless skin. 

"Okay," said Paul. He knew it was a racist thought. 

"I'm from the German American Mutual Acceptance Committee, GAMAC, operating out of the 
Embassy, over on Clay Allee?" He glanced at his clipboard. "The last time you visited the Embassy 
was... over ten years ago. Don't be a stranger, right? Regarding... yes... a tax question." He smiled 
back up from the clipboard. 

"Okay." 

"Do you have a few minutes?" 

"Sure." 

He followed Paul to his door and watched Paul insert the door key with the tolerant smile of a man 
with a contempt for door locks then hesitated as Paul crossed the threshold. 

"It's okay, I don't have one of those no-shoes policies. Except the bedroom." 
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"Great," said the smiling man."We won't be needing the bedroom." 

Paul tossed his leather jacket across the leather sofa and headed for his work table near the corner 
of picture windows watching the river and he gestured for the smiler to take the wheeled office 
chair in front of the table. With Paul's leather jacket off, the similarity of their outfits became as 
stark a fact as it was seemingly unmentionable. Paul didn't  have the social will or energy to call 
attention to it. 

"So this is where it all happens?" said the smiler. 

Paul fetched a second chair from the kitchen. 

"Where what all happens? Would you like some tea?" 

"The magic. Yes please. Earl Grey?" 

"You're in luck. What magic?" 

"That's twice today." 

"What's twice?" 

"My luck. I almost didn't catch you. This isn't the first time I've been here. And the magic of creation. 
Right here." The smiler touched the wood of Paul's desk with one fingertip and traced invisible 
calligraphic flourishes as Paul thought of the times he'd wiped the freaky cedillas and exclamation 
marks of his semen from the very spot with a sock. 

"Okay." 

"You're a very smart guy and I'm no dummy so let's get to the point," said Banna Lee, his smile 
enlarging. "I'm here to talk about your book." 

"Which book?" 

"Shalah's Nights." 

"Holy shit. Really? You? I assumed..." 

"You assumed this was about taxes. Sorry. Trick of the trade. That's how I got in the door so easily." 
Banna Lee beamed at Paul. "But first, I have a better confession to make." 
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"Okay." 

"'Banna' is my middle name. Everyone thinks it's my first name. 'Banna' is my middle. Guess my 
first." 

"Bruce?" 

"Everyone gets it on the first try." 

"Sorry." 

"But here's the thing. I'm a guy in his fifties. So when I was born, Bruce was an obscure Chinese 
actor, a teenager going by his given name of Lee Jun-Fan. In other words, it's a total coincidence. By 
the time I'm a teen ager in Philly, I have to fight my way home from school every day because of a 
meaningless coincidence." 

"Life is funny." 

"Life is funny." 

Paul went and fetched Bruce Lee's tea and Bruce Lee accepted it with a wink. He  sat on the edge of 
Paul's worktable, sipping his tea,  while Paul sat before him, radiating responsibility and 
guiltlessness,  no threat, his hands in his lap, a man applying for a well-paid job or a bank loan or a 
father's daughter's hand in marriage. 

Paul had no idea why but suddenly thought back on the night he and Claudia had gone to the 
Geneva Salt concert, at Tzak, that old Czech puppet theater  that looked like Weimar meeting the 
Upper Midwest with its chintzy, '50s-era, red-velvet-upholstered furniture and dramatic black 
curtains. Geneva Salt in ripped blue silk pyjamas had taken the stage with her vintage cassette-
playing Boombox playing a hissy tape of minimalist guitars and proceeded to embark on the 
weirdest, most infuriating performance Paul had ever seen, repeating short, hackneyed phrases of 
complaint... you hurt my heart was one Paul remembered... you hurt my heart and now I'm needy... 
laugh at all my screams... and the three chords never changed, the lyrics never evolved, the singing 
was more just moaning and whining and howling until Salt worked herself into a frenzy, stomping 
and spitting and flailing around the stage, at one point on all fours and pounding the stage with both 
fists,  until her face was slick with snot and tears: the whole forty-five minute "set". Paul and Claudia 
had kept looking at each other with uncomprehending frowns and then around the room: everyone 
else in the audience: rapt. Swayingly Mesmerized and Deeply Moved. Claudia had whispered that 
the performance was so bad that it was making her physically ill and Paul's first response to that was 
to think they should merely get up and leave, except then he thought that they couldn't do that 
because they were the only not-young people in the audience and their leaving would seem like a 
poignant symptom of the condition of their age, forgivably geriatric incomprehension and that the 
rest of the audience would be relieved to be alone together with their rapture, the satisfaction of 
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which Paul refused, internally, to grant them.  It had been a deeply disorienting and haunting 
experience for Paul and for Claudia too, probably, but they said not more than ten words about it 
after. Paul probably made one joke, a quip, and they laughed and said no more about it and went 
back home to Paul's place and fucked. But they fucked in a kind of panic. Fucked in a panic-stricken 
elegy of emotions. The World... the Human Race... was changing into something entirely different, 
right under their feet, right under their beds, the species was moving on. Wasn't it all rather 
obviously getting worse rather than better or are those the very words (the poignant words) the 
fading Bloomsburyites... the fading Beatniks... the fading Flower Children... the fading New Wavers... 
the fading Hunter/Gatherers... had used? No, but, weren't things fundamentally different and worse 
this time? Cultural Aesthetics were decaying into Histrionic Sensitivities as Reason decayed to 
Feelings; wasn't that so? 

 A few days later, Paul had searched the Internet (first casually, then desperately)  for negative 
reviews of Geneva Salt and couldn't find anything but fulsome praise. The seamless surface of the 
impenetrable uniformity of Salt's hyperbolic accolades was jaw-dropping. A thousand critical 
triumphs. Finally, Paul found one search result on the 30th page of results with the mood-elevatingly 
disparaging title INVOICE OF A DEGENERATION but the anti-virus program governing Paul's 
computer wouldn't allow Paul to visit the page. 

"So, Shalah's Nights..." said Paul. 

"We love it." 

Has there ever been a Serial Killer named Tim? 

"Why?" 

"It's a well-written story that happens to be engagingly philosophical in a useful direction. Not 
against the Iranian people, of course, but against the regime. We think we can use it to fuck with the 
regime, pardon our French. Mostly in the mind of the middle class German voter, I mean. The 
Iranians probably won't read it. You know Americans won't. Unless it's a comic book. Just being 
frank, here." 

"Wow." 

"Like I said. You're a very intelligent guy. I'm not going to insult both of us by being evasive. We like 
the book and we like you and we think we can use you both. And you can use the windfall of a 
bestseller, probably. And if you say no and tell everybody that we approached you like this and the 
story somehow actually made it in the local papers, we wouldn't even have to deny it. It's not the 
1970s anymore, thank god. The People have come a long way. They won't care." 

"So you need me to tweak the book so it suits your purposes even better." 
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"To be precise, we'd like your permission to tweak it for you. We have a guy we always work with. 
Does that cross some kind of line for you? Feel  free to be brutally honest." 

"Well, sure it crosses a line. But maybe I'm open to it." 

"Let me understand, Paul. You're saying you might be open to the €750,000 advance?" Bruce Lee 
smiled much bigger, again. He put Paul in mind of someone getting to his favorite part of a movie 
he's already seen so many times. 

"That much?" 

"Everybody should be a little fucking rich at least once in their lives, Paul, if only so that they can 
finally understand that it doesn't change anything. 750k and triple that in international rights and 
royalties and so forth. Coffee cups, coffee table art book editions, pillow cases. Sure. Not to mention 
the movie deal." 

"Shit." 

"We already have the lead actress picked out. The most exquisite little glossy-maned Persian you've 
ever seen.  Emperor's concubine level. Latte skin. Emerald eyes. Even better than the original Shalah 
when she was young and we both know that's saying something. And get this. She wants to meet 
you." 

"Really?" 

Bruce Lee set his cup of tea on its saucer on the work table very carefully, beside his clipboard,  
before laughing so explosively, and briefly,  that Paul jumped. After wiping his eyes, Bruce Lee said, 

"Sorry, I made that last part up. All the money stuff, however, was intensely accurate. Very much 
so."  Bruce Lee pulled the drawstrings on his near-identical hooded sweatshirt and  reached and 
shook Paul's hand. "But I'm going to go now and give you space to think about it. Nobody needs a 
guy who makes a rash decision." 

Of course, he'd been describing Claudia in her twenties. 

Of course. 

"Before I go," said Bruce Lee. "Maybe you can help me out. I'm somewhat of an enthusiast. I mean I 
dabble in narrative technology, in my spare time. You know: a hobby. Nothing serious like your stuff. 
And it would be really helpful. Some feedback? I have this idea. Maybe it won't work. You're an 
experienced writer..." 
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"Sure," said Paul, standing there with his hand on the handle of the open door. A half-chill, half-
temperate breeze came in like a cat between his legs, rippling his gym pants, smelling of river. 

"So this guy, my character, he's a writer like you, a man of the world, successful, good with the 
ladies. He's left the States, like us, because it's the hip thing to do, right? He's been abroad for years. 
Maybe he lives in London, maybe it's Prague or Madrid... I haven't decided. Paris is too done, isn't it? 
Maybe he lives in Berlin. Barcelona?" 

"Berlin's plausible." 

"It is, still, isn't it? So this Expat, this is the hook. This Expat, he doesn't have any kids, never settled 
down. He reaches a certain age and regrets that, okay? I mean, it's cool to be a swinger and all..." 

"But a man reaches a certain age..." 

"Exactly. So this guy, my character, he has some regrets. But here's the twist: he's a father and 
doesn't know it." 

"Okay." 

"Has a grown daughter, say. Son or daughter? Daughter's better.  See, he got a lover pregnant 
before leaving The States and, like, eighteen or nineteen years later he has a more or less grown kid 
that he doesn't know about." 

"And she contacts him?" 

"Well, yes and no. She's been obsessed with him since she was a kid, you know, the idea of him, but 
the mother, for reasons of her own, the mom has been vague on the topic. But the daughter reaches 
a certain age and the mother decides she should know. Maybe, I don't know, the mother gets breast 
cancer or something... maybe that's too sentimental. How can I write that?" 

"Yeah. A little corny, perhaps." 

"Probably. Fuck. Anyway, for whatever the reason, the mother says to her daughter your father is a 
writer, he writes under this pseudonym, he lives in Berlin. Or wherever. Seek him out. Get some 
closure. And the daughter goes on this quest." 

"Sophia Coppola directs." 

"Daughter Googles the hell out of the writer, finds out little details like awards he's been given and, 
like, his favorite trendy restaurant and ladies-on-the-scene that everyone knows he's screwed... she 
moves to Berlin or wherever. Asks around, figures out where the writer lives, gets a flat nearby and a 
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job nearby... a job in a public place... and just waits until the writer comes into her little flower shop 
or whatever it is to make an ordinary purchase." 

"Okay." 

"Pass or fail?" 

"Sure." 

"So she waits and waits and one day it happens: the writer comes into the flower shop. But, see, she 
had rehearsed this speech she was going to give him, rehearsed it for years, but when the writer 
comes into the flower shop..." 

"Her mind goes blank." 

"More or less. But, this is the hook. She realizes that she's attracted to him... I mean, as a man." 

"Ooops." 

"So she doesn't, you know, inform him. She starts flirting with him instead. Bad, huh?" 

"And then?" 

"I haven't gotten that far yet. What do you think?" 

"Well, sure, it can work. Depends on how you handle it. It could easily..." 

"Yeah." 

"You know what I mean?" 

"Yeah." 

"It could easily..." 

"Descend into..." 

"You know?" 

"Yeah." 
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Bruce was taking notes and smiling to himself and Paul started whistling any old tune and Bruce 
looked up from his clipboard, surprised and pleased and he stopped writing and stared at Paul and 
said, 

"Geneva Salt fan?" 

 

 

39 
If anything, masturbating in the shower had made Charlotte hornier.  

She hated that word but there weren't many options. "Lustier" wasn't fleshy or bloody enough; it 
lacked sufficient salt and iron. It was too Vegan. "Lusty" is a type. "Horny" is a situation.  

It was pleasurable, feeling this horny,  but not entirely, like being hungry and rushing in blind 
desperation toward a banquet that may or may not exist. Dashing out the door in a short skirt in the 
chilly afternoon and hopping on her scooter where it waited by a sapling with graffiti on it only 
exacerbated Charlotte's condition. With her back to the old church looming over half a dozen yellow 
copy-shops near the Eisenacher Strasse U-Bahn station Charlotte entertained a violent fantasy, 
within the mobile bedroom of her pink-visored helmet,  of holding a pistol to Greta's little blonde  
braided head and forcing Greta's hot mouth against Charlotte's swollen conch and ordering Greta to 
lick and suck and nibble for dear life, Charlotte's and Greta's both. With one down-kick of Charlotte's 
knee-high boot the scooter was growling at the pavement . The mindless Italian roar and throb of 
the scooter helped to keep her mind off the phantom pain of the finger or tongue missing from her 
conch for just long enough for it to sneak up on her all over again, every few minutes, and cause 
Charlotte to scream through her helmet into traffic.  

Charlotte wished she had a dick. A pussy and a dick. The dick would have to be elephantine and 
shiny black and she'd fold back into her own pussy and writhe in sweet pain. She knew it was a racist 
thought. Charlotte wished she were flexible enough to lick her own pussy. She wondered if Paul had 
ever sucked his own cock or if Greta had ever sucked her own tits while straddling Paul. She 
wondered if Paul had ever fucked Greta in the ass and asked to finish in her mouth. How would you 
pull off such a manoeuvre without asking first but how would you ask? Charlotte was mystified by 
people who were sexually excited by stuffed animals but she admired the ones among them who 
went all the way and dressed up like stuffed animals and rolled around the room on one another. 
But that had to be a man thing. That had to be a thing a woman might go along with just to please 
her man, which was somehow both touching and infuriating.  
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I have often thought how marvellous it would be if Charlotte could get famous for writing volumes 
of erotic love poetry to herself. 

Charlotte dug into the scooter's seat with the mandible of her pubis as if she wanted to hurt it. She 
weaved impatiently through the traffic coating the boulevard of Hauptstrasse in hot metal chunks 
and raced the slow street through the open intersection of its quick conversion  into 
Potsdamerstrasse.  To Charlotte's left, soon enough, after rolling over the jade-green necklace of the 
canal, was the New National Gallery, closed for renovation for three or more fucking years 
(depressing to think she'd be almost forty when she could saunter among her scowling, balding, sexy 
German Expressionists again) and then through the cheerful  botch of Potsdamer Platz, an 
extraterrestrial architect's bizarre approximation of an American "downtown",  which looked more 
like the abandoned site of a 1980s World Fair than anything publicly graceful, historic or useful. 
Straight through that she zipped in less than five minutes,  past the imaginatively-named Mall of 
Berlin to her left and  sundry stately Nazi-era edifices to her right, barely braking to veer left into a 
wobbling parabola at a miraculously uncongested Friedrichstrasse ,  by which time she was grinding 
her teeth with lust. She rocketed through cooling shadows of luxurious postWar  buildings headed  
North, the tony district where Greta's father had paid thirty stacks of Sweden-tinged Euros for 
Greta's minimally-furnished flat. 

Charlotte parked her ugly pink Italian scooter on the sidewalk in front of the red blazing window 
display of a pop-up boutique, motor running (because she subconsciously hoped someone would 
steal this last awkward symbol of her youthful rebellion) and pressed Greta Ringström's shiny brass 
button on a plate beside the door beside the pop-up boutique and counted to ten and pressed it 
again and shouldered the door, finally, when the hesitant, groggy buzz-in came. Into the hall and up 
three flights of marble stair steps Charlotte ran. She suddenly thought of that famous bronze statue 
in Père Lachaise Cemetery, the statue of a dead poet or something, the statue in repose 
with a polished crotch, a shining crotch, the crotch that it's good luck to hump. 

She suspected there was something crazy going on with her hormones. Yes (at 35) her supposed 
biological clock was ticking but why should that drive her mad to rub her melting conch on the 
marzipan contours of a pretty girl's face?  

What good would that do, as far as The Species was concerned? Her lust was external to The 
Species' needs. It must, on some level, she half-thought, have something to do with advertizing. 
Advertizing had been using tall, slender, big-boobed blondes for so many decades, to sell so many 
products, that the polarity of capitalist association had finally reversed and now every product in the 
world (which was nearly every object in the world, except meteorites and mummy gums) advertized 
tall, slender, big-boobed blondes. You just couldn't stop wanting them and in the worst possible way 
and every time you saw a car or an end table or a book or a factory-fresh pair of plaid slippers it was 
like a raving dagger of Teutonosis struck through your craven heart. Or maybe it was hormones. 
Wasn't her period due any minute? 

Up the stairs, two at a time, swinging her helmet like a high-tech Easter basket panted Charlotte, 
losing momentum somewhat as she crested the third landing and saw Greta, the real Greta, not the 
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creature of Charlotte's fantasies, standing in the doorway with the map of her pillow's tribulations 
embossed across the left side of her face with her spun-gold hair on that side a flattened mess and 
the whites of her eyes faintly pink. 

"Hi hi," Greta yawned and turned to retreat toward her kitchen, gesturing that Charlotte should 
follow and close the door behind them. Coffee zombie. 

"Coffee?" said Greta, her back to Charlotte, like a zombie. She padded barefoot across the stone 
chess-board tiles by only touching the black squares, Charlotte noticed. It wasn't until Charlotte said 
"Sure" that she realized that Greta, a German-speaking native of Berlin, always insisted on speaking 
in English to Charlotte, a German-speaking native of Berlin, even when Anglo-centric Paul wasn't 
present, as if Charlotte's "exotic" appearance meant she was a "foreigner" and wasn't worth wasting 
proper German on.  So when Greta (still facing the knot of black cables in the high-tech corner of her 
kitchen) said, "With cream and sugar?" Charlotte very pointedly responded "Nein, bitte ohne, ich 
brauche etwas Stärkeres..." and Greta shrugged her red satin shoulders and stroked the touch-
screen on the coffee maker and finally turned and smiled and yawned again and said "Suit yourself!" 

Charlotte couldn't tell if she was being insulted subtly but she could tell that the possible insult made 
her want Greta more, not less; she wanted to bite Greta's big fat tits and it hit Charlotte (or it should 
have) that she'd only ever fucked people she was angry at and the more she fucked them the angrier 
she got until finally achieving a level of righteous anger that was so explosively  numbing that it 
blasted her straight out of the relationship, no guilt or regrets,  until the next psycho-sexual workout. 
Brooklynites, she remembered, called it hate-fucking but surely that wasn't her?   

Was it? 

She'd been vaguely aware of the outline of a pattern before but because she'd only slept with men 
until (maybe) now Charlotte had always assumed it was merely a classic case of a man-hater (for a 
large-breasted woman it was kind of unavoidable) choosing hate-worthy men in order to confirm 
her prejudices (in order, perhaps, to satisfy the need to honor her deepest belief that no man could or 
should be as good as her father)... but now she was doing it to a woman and Charlotte wondered 
just how fucked up she was and who had done this to her? None of which diminished her maddening 
desire to straddle Greta's little blonde face with Charlotte's swollen achy itchy parts and scream yee-
haw. 

"So how's my girlfriend?" Charlotte wanted to joke, but she couldn't.  

She wanted to ask Greta where her WC was and excuse herself with an easy smile but she couldn't. 
She wanted to whistle a classical melody but she couldn't. A strange tension was building that could 
only have been explained,  a few minutes in the future, in retrospect,  by a bomb going off. They 
stood listening to the tiny virtual vibraphone of the coffee-maker's decision-making circuits 
punctuate the 19th-century whoosh and sputter of actual coffee-making. The earthtone aroma 
billowed its curlicues into every corner of their aggregate  tension's flexible, glance-streaked cube. 
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Greta said, "Hey, great job fooling Paul, by the way. He really believes we are in love!" 

And Charlotte said, "Believe me, there are worse things than pretending to be a hottie's squeeze! 
Because you..." 

And Greta said,  maybe a little patronizingly, "Awww, that's so sweet of you to say!" and she crossed 
the room and gave Charlotte a hug as if some kind of spell had been broken or barrier between them 
dissolved. Because of the height difference, Charlotte's face wedged tight between Greta's red satin 
breasts as Greta hugged her. Charlotte's helmet dangled and dropped  from her right hand as 
though she'd been conked on the back of her head and the helmet cracking on the tiles made Greta 
jump and then Charlotte was undoing the sash around Greta's red satin waist and pulling Greta's 
robe open and fastening a mouth on a knuckle-sized nipple in the center of a saucer-sized aureole 
before Greta, whose hands had frozen in mid-pat above Charlotte's shoulder-blades, could register 
the fact that Charlotte was not,  in any sense of the word,  joking. 

"So you sexually assault me?" said Greta, in a conversational voice, while Charlotte sucked diligently 
on Greta's bulging right breast while lifting and kneading its barely-perceptibly-smaller twin with the 
anti-sensual ardour of a fourteen-year-old death metal fanatic and the sudden shocking but self-
righteously satisfying  realization that Greta's tits were obvious implants.  

(More than a mouthful is Super-Abundant) 

"I wonder am I hallucinating? Jesus fucking. Hey, go right ahead and help yourself, Char. Do not mind 
me.  It's not like they are my boobies or anything. Think of them as being in the public domain. Any 
time you're done please feel free to let me know so I can put them away. And don't take it 
personally when I start screaming 'rape', ja? We'll let the Polizei sort it out." 

Charlotte's eyes were jammed shut as she did her best to push through the endless stretching 
impossible nightmare of the moment fortified by Greta's implacable resentment. Just keep on 
sucking and diddling, she was thinking,  got to stick to it, until Greta relents and falls in love, which is 
bound to happen,  which is the faulty logic of rape-lite, date-rape and Rom Com movies until 
Charlotte lost her nerve and saw that it was imperative that she stop touching Greta as soon as 
possible. Like, yesterday 

STOP  
Charlotte, who had never been rejected by anyone, on any level, especially not sexually (which 
couldn't be happening, could it?) stepped away from Greta's breasts (the right one pink and 
laminated with cooling saliva and looking even bigger than it was) with the mustache of the 
discontinuous red arc from her own sucking force tracing her lips and she lifted her hands like a man 
being robbed, at gunpoint,  in the 1940s and said, "It was all a tragic misunderstanding!" and ran out 
of Greta's flat in tears, leaving her still-spinning helmet behind.  
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Greta (covering up again) shouted down the stairwell, after Charlotte,  "And keep your crazy-assed 
disco schemes away from Paul's money!"  as down down down the stairs Charlotte rushed and out 
the street-level door she blundered headlong shouting fuck fuck fuck fuck fuck to hop on her still-
running scooter and shoot off in an erratic wobble down the sidewalk, scattering pedestrians,  
honking her horn, lucky as hell she didn't clip or kill anyone.  She managed to miss a concrete litter 
basket and bump with jaw-jarring  jolts upon the actual road and surge away through cars toward 
the intersection at Leipzigerstrasse before the police might possibly catch her. The only thing left to 
do was shut her crying eyes and  veer right and hit the gas and wish the day had never happened and 
hurry over to Paul's. Emergency-fuck him before a frantic Greta could call with the not entirely 
exaggerated warning that a tiny weeping rapist was dangerously worked up and headed his way. 

Wherever you end is the end. 

 


